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Abstract 

This thesis examines Pliny’s use of the epistolary form to construct 

exemplarity. Scholarship has conventionally examined the moral messages of the 

Epistles’ role-models, as well as Pliny’s self-representation as the ultimate exemplum 

of the virtues which are promoted in his correspondence. This thesis demonstrates 

that Pliny not only uses his exempla to guide his readers, but also to raise various 

ethical questions. In this light, the exempla of the collection provide a moral and 

ideological framework which aims to influence Pliny’s readers and lead to a better 

future under Trajan after the moral fall of the Domitianic past. Furthermore, by 

analysing Pliny’s use of letters in crafting and transmitting his exempla, this thesis 

offers a new angle from which to read the Epistles and opens a new avenue of 

research for future studies into exemplarity in the ancient world more widely. 

A comprehensive examination into the exempla of Pliny’s Epistles also has 

implications regarding the role of Book 10 in the corpus. The imperial 

correspondence has long been considered an unedited and unliterary dossier; yet 

more recent studies have suggested that Book 10 may have been edited as an artistic 

unit. This thesis provides a new approach to this conundrum by demonstrating that 

examining the Epistles with a sensitivity to exemplarity can unite the ten books of 

the collection. I contend that Pliny and Trajan are depicted as an ideal governor and 

emperor respectively and that a reader who was familiar with the moral framework 

of the private correspondence could read Book 10 as presenting in action the values 

which were promoted in Books 1 to 9.  
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Introduction 

1. Overview of Scholarship 

The Epistles have traditionally been studied as evidence for reconstructing 

Pliny the Younger’s life,1 as well as providing us with an insight into the cultural,2 

social,3 and political milieu of the first and second centuries AD.4 Scholarship has 

also directed attention to the artistry of the collection.5 Building on the seminal 

works by Stanley Hoffer and Matthias Ludoph on Pliny’s literary art,6 Roy Gibson 

and Ruth Morello co-edited the volume Reimagining Pliny the Younger, which 

examined the collection as literature and tackled the correspondence’s overarching 

theme of “leisure” (otium),7 Pliny’s adaption of Ciceronian epistolographic motifs,8 

the letters’ engagement with the genre of historiography,9 and the epistolary 

                                                           
1 Mommsen (1869); Otto (1919) for early biographies. Winsbury (2014); Dunn (2019); Gibson (2020) 

for more recent ones. 
2 Pliny’s Epistles have been extensively examined for insight into Roman slavery. Dunham (1945) 

422-3 for the old view of Pliny as a benevolent slave master. For more recent attention to Pliny’s fear 

of domestic slaves, see Bonelli (1994); Hoffer (1999) 47; Williams (2006); McKeown (2007). For a 

detailed overview of slaves and freedmen in Pliny’s Epistles, see Gonzalès (2003). 
3 Pliny deals with Christians when he is governor of Bithynia-Pontus in Ep. 10.96-7, which is the first 

Roman evidence for Christianity. A review of old scholarship on the topic is provided by Corke-

Webster (2017b), who convincingly argues that Pliny is an overworked governor recklessly executing 

who he perceives as criminals in illegal political clubs rather than conforming to imperial wide 

persecution of the religion. For the economic history of the Epistles, see Duncan Jones (1982) ch.1 on 

Pliny’s management of his finances. Carlon (2009); Shelton (2013) on the representation of women in 

the Epistles.  
4 The political climate of Pliny’s world has been extensively covered by Ronald Syme, see his (1960), 

(1968a); (1968b); (1985) studies on the individuals who feature in the Epistles. Sherwin-White’s 

commentary (1966) examines the socio-historical details of the Epistles in a breadth which has not 

been superseded to this day. Cf. his (1957), (1962), (1964); (1969) examinations of the political life of 

Pliny’s world. Birley (2000) gives an invaluable survey on the people in the Epistles, their connection 

to Pliny, and their political careers. 
5 Literary studies of the Epistles were undertaken in the past, see Kraut (1872); Lagergren (1872) on 

Pliny’s style; Hofacker (1903) on Pliny’s prose rhythm; Peter (1901) 101-24 on the variety and vivid 

descriptions of the collection; Guillemin (1929) on the poetic influences on Pliny, with discussion in 

Whitton and Gibson (2016) 15-9. Key twentieth century literary studies include Cova (1966) on 

Pliny’s literary criticism; Gamberini (1983) a more updated study on Pliny’s style; Murgia (1985) on 

intertextual allusions in the collection.  
6 Ludolph (1997); Hoffer (1999). 
7 Leach (2003) on Pliny’s cultivation of otium; Riggsby (2003) on Pliny’s use of his villas; Méthy 

(2007) 362-409 for an examination on the moral value of otium and studium in the Epistles.  
8 Morello (2003) on the ways in which Pliny adapts Cicero’s claims that he has nothing to say in his 

letters, which he uses to keep correspondence ongoing with an addressee. 
9 Ash (2003). 
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properties of the collection.10 This work led to a golden age of specialist monographs 

on Pliny’s Epistles in the twenty-first century, such as Ilaria Marchesi’s The Art of 

Pliny’s Letters, which is the most comprehensive study of intertextual allusions in 

the Epistles.11 Gibson and Morello in their co-authored Reading the Letters of Pliny 

the Younger outline the different ways in which we can read the correspondence, 

such as by book, series of letters, addressee, or collection.12 Finally, Christopher 

Whitton’s commentary on Book 2 and The Arts of Imitation in Latin Prose combine 

the above approaches, giving us further insight into Pliny’s epistolary art.13 

A key finding among this wave of scholarship is Pliny’s self-fashioning. 

Foundational in this context is Ludolph, who argued that Pliny circulated his Epistles 

in pursuit of fame while also being careful to adopt a modest persona so he would 

not seem too confrontational and hubristic in the senatorial arena.14 Hoffer similarly 

argued that Pliny hoped to promote his deeds in his Epistles, but most critically, had 

clear anxieties about stepping outside of his accepted role in imperial society.15 John 

Henderson built upon Ludolph and Hoffer’s focus on the Epistles’ autobiographical 

qualities, arguing that the collection functions as a monument to Pliny’s political and 

literary accomplishments.16 Henderson arguably went the furthest in examining self-

fashioning as a central literary theme of the Epistles, and a key claim in his 

                                                           
10 De Pretis (2003) analyses the influence which Pliny’s wife Calpurnia has over him as a writer 

because of her status as addressee. As De Pretis explains, the addressee is fundamental to an exchange 

of letters. 
11 Marchesi (2008). Cf. (2015), a volume she edited on Pliny as a “book-maker”. For more on Pliny’s 

intertextual techniques, see Schwerdtner (2015) for a more focused look at Pliny’s engagement with 

Homer and Virgil, while also detailing his citation techniques, esp. p. 7-10. 
12 Gibson and Morello (2012). The chapters are attributed to Gibson (Chapter 1, 2, 4, 7) and Morello 

(Chapter 3, 5, 6, 8) independently at p. 236. However, I follow the review of Roche (2012) in reading 

the book as a joint effort by Gibson and Morello and so I cite both names for all chapters of the work. 
13 Whitton (2013a); (2019). 
14 Ludolph (1997). Cf. Radicke (1997), for a similar argument that the Epistles are literary products 

and function as a self-portrait of Pliny. 
15 Hoffer (1999). 
16 Henderson (2002a); cf. (2003). Illias-Zarifopol (1994) 101 observes a similar connection between 

writing and monumental art in Pliny’s Epistles. 
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monograph is that Ep. 3.6, where Pliny tells us about a statue of himself which he 

erected in Comum, is representative of the collection’s general aim of immortalising 

its author. Self-fashioning is now a very popular topic in Plinian scholarship and 

various aspects of his self-promotion, such as his presentation of himself as an 

orator,17 his close association with his hometown of Comum,18 and his conduct as a 

patron, have all been examined.19 

 Moreover, within these flourishing studies of Pliny’s self-fashioning, there 

has been significant debate regarding his political thought. Traditionally, Pliny has 

been considered an optimist about Rome’s future under the emperor Trajan.20 This 

view was challenged by Hoffer, who agreed that Pliny’s worldview was seemingly 

upbeat, but argued that his optimistic persona functioned as a mask to hide his 

anxieties.21 Miriam Griffin similarly questioned Pliny’s perceived optimism, 

drawing attention to his grievances with the senate’s misconduct throughout the 

                                                           
17 Mayer (2003) argues that the Epistles are intended to complement Pliny’s speeches and secure his 

fame as an accomplished orator. Cf. Riggsby (1995) for Pliny’s debt to Cicero; Tzounakas (2015) on 

Pliny’s engagement with the Greek orators, especially Demosthenes. Tempest (2017) on the ways in 

which Pliny presents himself as an exemplary orator through his discussions of oratorical 

performances. Pliny’s only surviving speech is his Panegyricus, which he advertises at Ep. 3.13 and 

3.18; the work’s central messages and themes have been covered in the essays contained in Roche 

(2011). 
18 Syme (1968a); Champlin (2001), who discusses Syme’s work and points out that Pliny also had 

close connections with Umbria. Cf. Henderson (2002a) 167-71; Hoffer (1999) 31-3 on this topic. The 

most recent studies are Roncaglia (2018) 75-88; Gibson (2020). Gibson shows Pliny uses 

geographical spaces as a way of presenting different aspects of his persona. In this context, Pliny 

closely associates his religious beliefs with Umbria, his public work with Rome, and the eruption of 

Vesuvius and the death of his uncle with Campania. 
19 Nicols (1980) argues that Pliny presents patronage as the act of a good citizen. Of course, as Nicols 

states, Pliny also had a practical purpose for highlighting his role as a patron, since the prestige gained 

from the relationship was an important aspect of senatorial identity. For more general overviews of 

Pliny’s self-fashioning, see Radicke (1997). Méthy (2007) 273-315 on Pliny’s self-promotion of 

himself as an exemplary citizen - specifically a man of honestas (honour) - in his Epistles. 
20 Wolff (2003) esp. 35; 66-67, where he argues that Pliny was not ignorant of the corrupt senators of 

his day but chose to highlight the positive aspects of Trajan’s reign and not focus upon the past 

tyranny of Domitian. Note the title of his monograph: Pline le Jeune ou le Refus du Pessimism. For 

similar views, see Jal (1993). For those who interpret Pliny as positive of Trajan’s reign, see Leach 

(1990) 19-20; Hoffer (1999) 3. 
21 Hoffer (1999) esp. p.1.  
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Epistles.22 A more comprehensive examination of Pliny’s gloomier side is offered by 

Thomas Strunk in his article “Pliny the Pessimist”.23 While Hoffer claimed that Pliny 

had covert anxieties, Strunk argues for a more overt pessimism over the lack of 

progress and reform made under Trajanic rule. Building on Strunk’s article, Gibson 

perceives a similar underlying pessimism in the Epistles but takes a somewhat 

different approach,24 suggesting that the correspondence grows increasingly dark in 

outlook in its later books because Pliny becomes gradually disillusioned with Trajan 

around the time he returned to Rome from his Dacian conquests.25  

2. The Framework of Exemplarity 

Yet as Strunk concedes, casting Pliny as either an optimist or pessimist leads 

to thinking in binaries and is arguably misleading.26 For example, Gibson’s argument 

that the Epistles gradually shift in tone from light to dark across Books 1 to 9 is not 

entirely true. Whitton has commented upon the sombre character of Book 2, where 

Pliny often bemoans the failings of his fellow senators and the acts of wicked men 

such as his political rival Regulus.27 Gibson argues that Pliny’s promotion to consul 

in Book 3 alleviates the darkness of Book 2;28 nevertheless, we can observe that in 

Ep. 3.20, Pliny worries that his fellow senators may abuse the recently implemented 

                                                           
22 Griffin (1999) 152-5. She draws attention to Pliny’s admission that Nerva did not allow the 

villainous Publicius Certus to receive full punishment for his crimes (Ep. 9.13.32-3), laments that the 

senate does not have the freedom to cause real political change under empire (Ep. 3.20.10) and, most 

strikingly, complains that his fellow senators are ignorant of correct senatorial procedure (Ep. 8.14.4-

9). Cf. Whitton (2010). 
23 Strunk (2012). 
24 Gibson (2015) 188 cites Strunk’s article on Pliny’s pessimism as a key earlier work. 
25 As Gibson (2015) argues, despite Trajan’s numerous appearances in Book 6, he is largely absent 

from the final books of the private correspondence. Pliny focuses on the trauma which still lingers 

from Domitian’s heyday (Ep. 7.19.4-6; 7.27.12-14; 7.33; 8.14) and Book 8 is filled with illnesses and 

deaths, and unique to this book, Pliny seems unable to cope with his grief (Ep. 8.23.6-7). Perhaps 

Pliny’s political pessimism is impacting his personal outlook? Finally, while Trajan diverts rivers in 

Dacia during his conquests abroad (Ep. 8.4.2), he is unable to mitigate completely the Tiber’s 

flooding at Rome (8.17.2). Cf. Gibson (2020) 113-5 for a brief account of his earlier findings.  
26 Strunk (2012) 190.  
27 Whitton (2015) 138-142. 
28 Gibson (2015) 211-2. 
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system of anonymous voting. In other words, Pliny celebrates his political career in 

Book 3 but is not positive about his contemporary senate as an institution.29 Finally, 

while Gibson notes that Book 8 contains many letters on deaths and illnesses (Ep. 

8.1; 8.5; 8.16; 8.19; 8.23),30 Book 5 is not far off and ends with Pliny almost crying 

over the illness of a friend (Ep. 5.5; 5.16; 5.21). Gibson believes Pliny’s personal 

outlook in Book 8 is marred by political pessimism, and we could be tempted to read 

a similar despondency in Book 5.31 Strunk and Gibson have rightly challenged 

scholarly pre-conceptions regarding Pliny’s perceived cheerfulness about Trajanic 

Rome, yet there is more to uncover regarding his fluctuating political sentiments. 

A central contention of this thesis is that, to understand Pliny’s political 

thought, we need to engage with his moralising in a way which more accurately 

reflects his view of society than the dichotomy of optimism and pessimism. A useful 

framework can be provided by examining Pliny’s use of exempla, a word which 

roughly translates to “examples” but has many meanings which cannot be fully 

rendered in a direct English translation.32 Exempla were primarily used in three 

ways:33 as a precedent to support an argument (typically in a court case),34 as 

                                                           
29 This sentiment is further evidenced in Ep. 4.25, where Pliny expresses outrage that a fellow senator 

made inappropriate jokes on his ballot card and brought shame upon the senate as an institution. 
30 Gibson (2015) 208-11.  
31 Arguably triggered by the disappointing conduct of the senate in Books 3 and 4. 
32 All translations of Latin and Greek are my own. I have used Loeb editions of texts throughout 

(Betty Radice for Pliny) and have consulted the translations of Delaware (1879), Radice (1965), 

Walsh (2006) for assistance. Whitton’s commentary (2013) has been invaluable in translating Book 2.  
33 I lift these three categories of exempla from Goldfarb (2005) 31-8, with discussion in Petitfils 

(2013) 30. As Chaplin (2000) 138 notes, writers such as Cicero and Quintilian do not clearly 

distinguish between historical figures and precedents when using the word exemplum. Historical 

figures and precedents are sometimes invoked to argue for a similar moral justification, see p. 163-4.  
34 Exempla had a rhetorical function which goes back to the Greek use of “precedents” 

(παραδείγματα), which Aristotle classified as inductive arguments and important logical proofs (Rhet. 

1.2.8). Demoen (1997) 128-141 outlines the ways in which παραδείγματα and exempla developed in 

rhetorical theory from Aristotle to late antiquity. In Roman times, Cicero and Quintilian similarly 

claim that exempla are a type of comparison which can be used to make a point seem more probable 

(De Inv. 1.49; Inst. 5.11.5.1-35), persuade the audience (Inv. rhet. 1.6), and legitimise views (Orat. 

120; Part. or. 49), with discussion in Van der Blom (2010) 66. 
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ornaments to highlight the speaker’s erudition, and as role-models for moral 

exhortation.35 It is the third usage, exempla as role-models, which are useful for our 

purposes, because as Jane Chaplin and Clive Skidmore have argued, Roman writers 

such as Livy and Valerius Maximus employ them to illustrate a route to a better 

future in a time of moral crisis.36 Such exempla consisted of stories in which 

historical figures performed great deeds, thereby providing a moral lesson for all 

Romans to imitate. We can note in this light that exempla were one of the most 

popular forms of moral discourse in the ancient world;37 historians, for example, 

used the accomplishments of Roman heroes to demonstrate the benefits of learning 

from history.38 

Rebecca Langlands has recently argued that exempla also encouraged 

discussion of what she has coined “exemplary ethics”: the stories invite 

“participants” to consider the motives of the hero and the aspects of their 

exemplarity which are most suitable for emulation in their own time.39 Langlands 

                                                           
35 For exempla as adornments, see Freyberger and Jacquemin (1998) 158-9; 160-9; 18-1 on the artistic 

arrangement of exemplary lists in Plutarch’s Moralia, with discussion in Brenk (2008) 242. 
36 Chaplin (2000) 200-1 on Livy. For Livy the time of crisis is the aftermath of the civil war. 

Skidmore (1996) 61 on the ways in which Valerius Maximus believes that exempla can inspire 

citizens to act more virtuously, resulting in more moral stability for the state. For Livy’s view of 

historiography as providing a route to a “moral uplift”, see Walsh (1989) 21-6; Buchkeit (1991); 

Kraus (1994), with discussion in Claassen (1993) 74. 
37 Morgan (2007) 1-22.   
38 Early Greek historians wrote “paradigmatic histories” which used historical examples to teach the 

audience good morals. See Chaplin (2000) 6-11 on Herodotus; Hunter (1973) 85-96; Rutherford 

(1994) 59-62 on Thucydides; Dillery (1995) 123-76 on Xenophon. The early Roman annalists were 

moralistic in nature and used exempla in a similar manner, see Oakley (1997) 21-108, with discussion 

in Chaplin (2000) 16. Cf. Skidmore (1996) 14. Brunt (1980) reminds us not to take the surviving 

evidence as completely representative of the Annalistic tradition. Chaplin (2000) 16-20 examines L. 

Calpurnius Piso Frugi’s and Claudius Quadrigarius’ use of exempla in their histories and their 

influence upon Livy. Sallust infrequently uses exempla in his Jugurtha, but he observes that men 

should learn from history and strive to emulate the great actions of their ancestors (Iug. 4.1.5-6), see 

Chaplin (2000) 26-9. Polybius uses exempla to tell us what we can imitate and avoid from figures of 

the past (1.35.1-10), see p. 24.  Livy explicitly states in the preface of his History of Rome that history 

can teach you which deeds from the past are worth imitating (1.pr.10), see Gowing (2009) 334-5 on 

this topic. See Walsh (1989) 21-6 for Livy’s desire to present a morally uplifting past. As Wiedemann 

(2008) 526-7 notes more generally, Roman historians used exempla to teach their audience how to act 

as good citizens. 
39 Langlands (2018) 3-4 for a brief overview of the definition of Langland’s concept of exemplary 
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has thus demonstrated that exempla did not simply offer moral instruction but 

encouraged ethical debates among audiences. As we will see throughout this thesis, 

Pliny similarly uses exempla to encourage his readers to reflect upon ethical issues, 

yet he raises questions which are directly related to the moral degradation of Rome 

under Domitian and the prospect of a better age under Trajan.40 

Exempla were not only of historical interest, then, but were also used by 

comparison to praise or blame living individuals. In a detailed study of Cicero’s 

works, Henriette Van der Blom has argued that orators claimed their friends 

followed the precedent of positive exempla and that their opponents emulated 

negative ones for rhetorical purposes.41 As we shall see, Pliny was heavily 

influenced by Cicero, upon whom he modelled himself as an orator, politician, and 

writer. Exempla were especially significant in this light because of the dominant role 

which the “ancestral customs” (mos maiorum) played in Roman society.42 The 

Roman Republic was not founded on a legal constitution but operated mostly on 

“tradition” (mos); the “ancestors” (maiores) were held in reverence and their deeds 

were considered a guide to good conduct.43 The “nobility” (nobiles) could claim 

some of the ancestors as their own and use their lineage for political purposes, but 

                                                           
ethics. Ch. 4 provides a schema on the ways in which the “participant” engaged with exempla. Ch. 5 

on adapting an exemplum to one’s own time. Ch. 7 on the different viewpoints which can develop 

about exempla. Ch. 12 on exempla inviting “participants” to consider controversial thinking by 

considering debates about heroes. Langlands (2018) 86 takes the term “participant” from McDaniel 

(2011). 
40 Ch. 2 examines the “controversial thinking” which Pliny encourages about his negative exempla. 

Specifically, he invites his readers to consider the community’s support of immoral men. Ch. 3 looks 

at Pliny’s “situational sensitivity” to his elders. That is, the ways in which he can build upon the 

aspects of their exemplarity which is not suitable for his own time. 
41 Van der Blom (2010) ch. 4-6. Also see Gibson and Steel (2010) for a comparison between the 

flexible literary careers of Cicero and Pliny. On Pliny modelling himself on Cicero, see Cugusi (1983) 

223-5; Riggsby (1995). 
42 Consequently, Roman exempla were more strictly historical than the examples that the Greeks 

employed, which could occasionally be mythological, see Van der Poel (2009) 335. For the Attic 

orators’ decisions on whether to employ mythological or historical examples, see Worthington (1994) 

113-5. 
43 Van der Blom (2010) 12-13. 
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the example set by the maiores was applicable to the entire Roman people.44 By 

comparing someone’s conduct to a famous historical figure, their behaviour could be 

marked as so impressive that it stacks up even to that of the ancestors. 

Crucially, while Romans valued famous figures from the past, they also 

encouraged the youth to imitate the conduct of older men who were still visible in 

society, especially their own fathers.45 Pliny rarely refers to traditional exempla and 

mostly presents contemporaries for imitation.46 Furthermore, while Pliny sometimes 

uses exempla to provide specific moral lessons, they do not always serve this 

purpose and are rarely titled explicitly as exempla.47 Instead, they often align more 

closely to what David Urban calls “emblematic exempla”: symbols of the various 

virtues and vices which exist in Rome.48 In this context, Nicole Méthy has noted that 

while Pliny does not clearly define virtuous conduct in his Epistles, we can identify 

that certain characters serve as exempla when they are linked to cardinal virtues 

which convey their general exemplarity and moral worth.49  

We can also note that Pliny frequently implies a character is an exemplum by 

                                                           
44 Van der Blom (2010) 13-14. 
45 Valerius Maximus expresses a preference for “internal” rather than “external” exempla at 

1.6.ext.praef, with discussion in Petifils (2013) 31. On the importance of fathers as exempla, see 

Roller (2004) 24-5. Cf. Goldfarb (2005) 34), 
46 For Pliny’s rare references to traditional exempla, see Méthy (2003). Cf. Gibson and Morello 

(2012) 127. 
47 Tacitus’ emblematic exempla serve a similar purpose and are rarely called exempla, see Turpin 

(2008) 393. Livy also never names Lucretia as an exemplum, but she clearly functions as a role-model 

of chastity and purity, see Chaplin (2000) 1-2. As Chaplin notes at p.3, exemplary characters who 

symbolise specific virtues and vices do not need to be explicitly named exempla. 
48 Urban (2011) Ch.5 “Exempla as Emblems”. Although for some exceptions, see Ep 2.7.4-5; Ep. 

3.18.2; Ep. 5.8.4; Ep. 7.19.7 for more specific moral lessons. As Skidmore (1996) 18 argues, some 

Roman exempla were canonised to such an extent that the virtues which they represented would come 

to mind simply upon hearing their names. As he states, “rather than struggle with intellectual concepts 

of justice or moderation, one had merely to think of Camillus or Publicola”. Méthy (2007) 117 on 

how the characters of the Epistles function primarily as idealised models of cardinal virtues (listed 

below).  
49 Méthy (2007) 31. She argues that Pliny hopes to present himself as a man of “honour” (honestas), 

who has both personal and social virtues. Key personal virtues include justice (aequitas), courage 

(constantia, fortitudo, patientia), wisdom (prudentia), and temperance (abstinentia, frugalitas, 

temperantia). Diligence is a key social virtue (diligentia, industria). Some can be classified as both, 

such as duty (fides, pietas) and honour (pudor). 
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casting them as “exceptional” and professing amazement at their deeds. Langlands 

notes that writers such as Florus, Martial, and Valerius Maximus use words such as 

“admiration” (admiratio), “marvel” (miraculum), “portent” (prodigium), and “omen” 

(monstrum) to describe the profound impact which exempla have on “participants”.50 

Pliny uses similar language to describe the effect which exempla have on him and he 

envisages they will have on his readers, such as “wonder” (mirus/mirare),51 

“remarkable” (mirabilis),52 “incredible” (incredibilis),53 and admiratio.54 

Consequently, if Pliny portrays a character as “exceptional” for their virtues, we can 

classify them as an exemplum. By examining Pliny’s use of exempla, we can uncover 

the behaviours which he wants to see his readers imitate and the values which he 

hopes to see flourish. Pliny’s exemplary society offers a portrait of a better future 

and a solution to his anxieties about Trajanic Rome. 

3. The Historicity of Exempla 

Pliny’s preference for contemporary exempla suggests that he believes role-

models are best suited for a specific period of time. Here he seems to differ from 

some prior writers who believed that exempla are transhistorical. A key example is 

Livy, who in his History of Rome tells us that the deeds of exempla have a similar 

longevity to public monuments because people from across all periods of time can 

learn the same lessons from them (1.pr). However, despite Livy’s claim that exempla 

have a timeless quality, we can also detect an awareness in his history that their 

                                                           
50 Langlands (2018) 88-92. Florus. 1.4.8; Mart. Ep. 1.21; Val Max. 3.3.1. 
51 Ep. 3.5.7 on Pliny the Elder’s impressive combination of professional work and literary output, see 

Ch. 3.3. Ep. 9.19.2 on Verginius Rufus’ modesty despite his impressive political career, see Ch. 3.5. 
52 Ep. 3.16.2 on the new information he learned about Arria’s devotion to her husband Paetus, see 

Ch.4.2. 
53 Ep. 4.2.4 on Regulus’ inappropriate parenting, see Ch. 2.2. 
54 Ep. 1.12.10 on Corellius’ noble suicide and 4.17.4-6 on his generous support. See Ch. 3.6 for a 

detailed study on Corellius. 
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deeds lose potency when they become less relevant with the passage of time. For 

example, Jane Chaplin has shown that famous exempla such as Lucretia do not recur 

after their first appearance in Livy’s history because Romans are constantly 

discarding old models and creating new ones which are more suitable for their own 

situations.55  

Moreover, famous historical events which serve an exemplary function 

become reinterpreted throughout Livy’s narrative. For a key example, Livy records 

the Battle of the Caudine Forks, where the Samnites trap the Romans and force them 

into a humiliating surrender. Yet while the event initially serves as an exemplum of 

Roman humiliation, the wise man Calvisus predicts that the battle will one day 

become an exemplum of disaster for the Samnites because they did not wipe out the 

Roman armies when they had the chance. Chaplin convincingly argues that Calvisus’ 

speech points to the fact that future Romans, such as Livy’s readers, have 

reinterpreted the historical event as a strategic blunder for the Samnites, because they 

now know that the Romans did eventually recuperate and win the war.  

While Livy believes that exempla are transhistorical, he is nevertheless aware 

that many Romans particularly value contemporary role-models over traditional 

ones. An example of this view is Seneca, who urges his readers to model their lives 

on living exempla. In a letter to his friend Lucilius, Seneca says that seeing exempla 

in person is more impactful than reading about famous heroes:  

Plus tamen tibi et viva vox et convictus quam oratio proderit. In rem praesentem 

venias oportet, primum, quia homines amplius oculis quam auribus credunt; deinde, 

quia longum iter est per praecepta, breve et efficax per exempla. 

However, a living voice and a close association will be more useful than what has 

                                                           
55 Chaplin (2000) 48-9. 
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been written. You should go to the event personally, firstly because people believe 

their eyes far more than their ears, and secondly because the journey is long if it is 

taken through precepts but short and efficient through role-models. 

        Ep. 6.5. 

Seneca’s claim that one should seek out a “living voice” (viva vox) and someone 

who can be witnessed in person (praesentem) emphasises the need for role-models in 

the present day.56 Seneca elsewhere claims that everyone requires exceptional 

individuals to base their lives upon and check their moral weaknesses (Ep. 11.9).  

 Authors in Pliny’s time seemed to privilege contemporary exempla over 

traditional models. For example, Tacitus predominantly features modern exempla in 

his works and stresses their significance in the preface of his Histories: 

Non tamen adeo virtutum sterile saeculum ut non et bona exempla prodiderit. 

Comitatae profugos liberos matres, secutae maritos in exilia coniuges: propinqui 

audentes, constantes generi, contumax etiam adversus tormenta servorum fides; 

supremae clarorum virorum necessitates fortiter toleratae et laudatis antiquorum 

mortibus pares exitus. 

However, this age was not so barren of virtue that it did not produce any good 

models. Mothers accompanied their children as they fled, wives followed their 

husbands into exile: relatives were bold, sons-in-laws firm, slaves had a loyalty 

which was defiant even against torture; famous men bravely bore their final 

inevitability and so were equal in their ends to the famous deaths of those of old.   

        Hist. 1.3. 

Tacitus here emphasises the virtue of ordinary people and those within the domestic 

sphere, which is in line with the exemplary individuals of Pliny’s Epistles.57 This 

                                                           
56 Cf. Sen. Ot. Sap. 8.1. 
57 Tacitus does praise some soldiers for bravery in his Histories, but they tend to be lower ranking 

than the generals of the past, see Hunink (2004) 175-6. 
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portrait persists in the Histories: when Otho’s troops plunder the town of 

Albintimilium, Tacitus praises a Ligurian woman as a “glorious model” (praeclaro 

exemplo) for hiding her son and refusing to give him up (Hist. 2.64.2). Likewise, he 

praises the friends and wife of Sabinus, whom he calls a “distinguished model” 

(insignis exemplum) for helping Sabinus hide from Nero (Hist. 4.67.2).58 Even a 

slave is praised at Hist. 4.50 for attempting to save his master. The success of these 

individuals is often questionable, but Tacitus depicts their heroism in a positive 

light.59 Additionally, it is well-known that the Agricola presents Tacitus’ father-in-

law as an exemplary character.60  

Suetonius presents the emperors, relatively modern figures upon his work’s 

publication, as positive and negative role-models.61 He also explicitly stresses the 

importance of learning from living exempla. A key example is when Otho is inspired 

by an ordinary soldier’s loyalty: 

Tunc ad despiciendam vitam exemplo manipularis militis concitatum, qui cum 

cladem exercitus nuntiaret nec cuiquam fidem faceret ac nunc mendaci nunc timoris, 

quasi fugisset, ex acie argueretur, gladio ante pedes eius incubuerit. Hoc viso 

proclamasse eum aiebat, non amplius se in periculum talis tamque bene meritos 

coniecturum. 

He was moved to look down upon his own life by the example of a common soldier, 

who when he announced the defeat of the army was not believed by anyone and was 

accused of lying, cowardice, and deserting the battle line, and so he fell upon his 

sword before the feet of the emperor. My father said that Otho cried out at this sight 

                                                           
58 Both examples are discussed in Turpin (2008) 394.  
59 Hunink (2004) 182. 
60 Balmaceda (2017) 161-8. 
61 Gunderson (2014) argues that Suetonius sets up Augustus as the good archetypal emperor. 

Langlands (2014) argues for a more ambivalent portrait of Augustus. Tuori (2016) esp. 228 takes a 

different view and argues that the more villainous emperors, such as Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius and 

Nero, are the true archetypes. All of these scholars read exemplarity as an integral aspect of the 

biographies. 
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that he would not put such great men into danger as they deserved so much. 

        Oth. 10.1.1-2. 

Otho learns from someone who kills himself before his feet, emphasising their 

proximity. Furthermore, Suetonius starts the final sentence with hoc viso, which 

reinforces that Otho was moved not simply by the soldier’s deed, but also by 

watching it. In much the same way as Pliny and Tacitus, then, Suetonius emphasises 

that one must learn from models which are visibly present.62 

 A potential reason for the shift in focus to contemporary exempla in Pliny’s 

time can be uncovered from one of the epistolographer’s most famous letters.63 Upon 

the outset of Ep. 8.14, Pliny argues that most people did not dare act virtuously 

under Domitian’s reign because doing so would risk facing the emperor’s ire and 

there was consequently few good role-models for the youth to imitate in the past 

generation.64 Pliny bemoans that this climate led to an ignorance among the 

senatorial class of good conduct: 

At nos iuvenes fuimus quidem in castris; sed cum suspecta virtus, inertia in pretio, 

cum ducibus auctoritas nulla, nulla militibus verecundia, nusquam imperium 

nusquam obsequium, omnia soluta turbata atquc etiam in contrarium versa, 

postremo obliviscenda magis quam tenenda. Iidem prospeximus curiam, sed curiam 

trepidam et elinguem, cum dicere quod velles periculosum, quod nolles miserum 

esset. Quid tunc disci potuit, quid didicisse iuvit, cum senatus aut ad otium summum 

                                                           
62 Langlands (2018) 249. 
63 The letter and its scholarly reception is examined excellently in Whitton (2010). The letter is 

covered in more detail in Ch. 2.5. 
64 One potential outlier of these bad emperors is Vespasian, who ruled for tne years during Pliny’s 

youth. Vespasian (and Titus) is presented relatively positively by Suetonius and Tacitus compared to 

his predecessors and successors. Pliny seems to have a fairly positive view of Vespasian and most 

notably presents his uncle Pliny the Elder and working with him in harmony at Ep. 3.5.9.  He also 

does not criticise Vespasian in his Panegyricus. Pliny may have considered the period under 

Vespasian (and perhaps Titus) as a short time of recovery amidst a slew of bad emperors. Albeit, one 

which was undone by the sheer cruelty of Domitian’s reign. On the other hand, Fannia was martyred 

under him, which would surely trouble Pliny, see Griffin (2007) 453. Pliny’s attitude to Vespasian is 

therefore hard to gauge. 
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aut ad summum nefas vocaretur, et modo ludibrio modo dolori retentus numquam 

seria, tristia saepe censeret? 

It is true, we were young men in military service, but at that time virtue was 

mistrusted, inaction was rewarded, the leaders had no authority, the army had no 

shame, there was no order or discipline anywhere, everything was lax, thrown into 

confusion and turned upside down, and, in sum, it should just be forgotten rather 

than remembered. We also observed the senate, but a frightened and mute one, since 

speaking openly was dangerous and it was miserable to repress your thoughts. What 

could you learn at this time, what would be the point of learning, when the senate 

was called to complete laziness or wickedness, and was kept for mockery or for us 

to grieve over, and it never judged seriously, although often tragically? 

       Ep. 8.14.7-9. 

Pliny criticises the wickedness which was dominant among his senatorial 

predecessors and emphasises that his generation could not learn anything useful 

through the repetition of disci … didicisse. Yet he also identifies that his peers were 

encouraged to be inactive: he claims that inertia was rewarded and that the senate 

acted in a way which should be reserved for otium. Pliny is positive about otium 

throughout the correspondence,65 but he makes it clear that leisure activities should 

be kept separate from the more serious realm of politics (Ep. 3.20; 4.25). 

Consequently, he claims throughout the correspondence that virtuous members of his 

community who should have been held up as role-models and commemorated were 

neglected and could potentially be forgotten (Ep. 6.10.3-6).66 

Pliny claims that his generation must re-discover liberty under the age of 

Nerva and Trajan (Ep. 8.14.10) and it is in this context that we can understand his 

                                                           
65 Gibson and Morello (2012) 169-199. 
66 A similar sentiment is made by Tacitus in Agr. 1-3. 
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preference for contemporary exempla. He tells his addressee Fabius Valens that he 

promotes the good deeds of those in his community precisely so that he can 

encourage good behaviour in others: 

Mihi autem familiare est omnes cogitationes meas tecum communicare, isdemque te 

vel praeceptis vel exemplis monere, quibus ipse me moneo; quae ratio huius 

epistulae fuit.  

It is my custom to share my reflections with you, and to admonish you with the 

same precepts and examples with which I admonish myself; this was the reason for 

my letter.  

         Ep. 4.24.7. 

Pliny is advising his friend, but we can also interpret this line as a wider statement 

about the complete Epistles corpus, where Pliny frequently puts forward role-models 

to help shape his and his addressees’ conduct.67 The failure of the past and the need 

for new models is also an integral aspect of the Panegyricus: Pliny explicitly tells us 

that he wrote the work so that future emperors could follow the exemplum of Trajan 

(Ep 3.18.2-3). This suggests that Pliny was especially invested in the power which 

contemporary exempla had to improve society.  

4. The Epistolary Form and the Construction of Exempla 

Pliny had a clear motive for promoting exempla, but this raises the question 

of why he opted for the epistolary form rather than other literary genres. The Epistles 

were a perfect fit for Pliny’s exempla, since ancient letter collections had a tradition 

of communicating moral messages in an accessible way. Horace urges his readers to 

“live correctly” (vive recte, Ep. 1.2.41) in his Epistles;68 this vague maxim is 

                                                           
67 Pliny repeats this sentiment at Ep. 7.1.7. 
68 Cf. 1.6.29; 1.8.4; 1.16.7. Mayer (1994) 39 claims that the phrase recte vivere is the central theme of 

the collection. Cf. Morrison (2007) 116. The exact meaning of recte vivere is debated. Mayer 

interprets Horace as urging good conduct generally rather than a philosophical lifestyle. See La Penna 
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clarified by the exemplum of Ulixes resisting the sirens’ song and Circe’s drink in the 

Odyssey (Ep. 1.2.17-31), as both tales serve as easily understandable models of 

overcoming the allures of “pleasure” (voluptas).69 Horace was following the model 

of Epicurus, who gives a clear explanation of his philosophy of pursuing “pleasure” 

(ἡδονή) in his letters, advising that one should not seek out shallow activities such as 

sex but instead live a life with the primary motive of avoiding pain (Diog. Laert. 

10.128-132).70 Seneca, who similarly uses letters to spread his philosophy, teaches 

his friend Lucilius about the “wise man” (sapiens) throughout their correspondence. 

His collection’s focus on ethics is conveyed through its title, the Epistulae 

Morales,71 and he tells Lucilius that his letters are unlike those of Cicero because 

they encourage moral improvement rather than report political news (Ep. 118.1-3).72  

Pliny even implies that letters have advantages for establishing a new set of 

exempla for his own age compared to other genres. In a letter which reveals why he 

has not yet attempted writing history, Pliny expresses an admiration for the genre 

because of its potential to promote the exemplary deeds of great individuals who 

may otherwise be forgotten (Ep. 5.8.1), yet he informs us that such a project would 

be unsuitable for a work about his own age because there are more negative exempla 

than positive ones in recent history (Ep. 5.8.12-13). Moreover, Pliny indicates 

throughout his Epistles a belief that history should only deal with heroic deeds which 

                                                           
(1995) 319; Mascio (2018) for a more philosophically charged interpretation of the term. Either way, 

Horace is giving his readers moral instruction. For the influence of Epicurus on Horace, see Morrison 

(2007). 
69 Mascio (2018) argues that Ulixes is the key exemplum of vivere recte in the Epistles, as he is the 

first person encountered who symbolises the phrase and so serves a programmatic role. 
70 The association between pleasure and justice is covered by Rosenbaum (1996) 390-1. The rest of 

the article is an examination into what we can learn about Epicurus’ moral theory from surviving 

sources. 
71 As is observed by Coleman (1974) 276. For a list of exempla used by Seneca, see Edwards (2019) 

20-21. For Epicurus’ influence on Seneca, see Inwood (2007). For Horace’s influence on Seneca, see 

p.137. 
72 As stated by Henderson (2004) 44, who claims that the moralising of Seneca’s letters is their central 

aim. 
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take place during significant events, such as his uncle’s journey to rescue stranded 

Romans at Stabiae during the eruption of Vesuvius (Ep. 6.16) and his own bravery in 

the prosecution of the corrupt governor Baebius Massa (Ep. 7.33). In contrast, when 

Pliny narrates the story of how he and his mother escaped from the eruption of 

Vesuvius during his teenage years, he claims that letters are free to communicate less 

overtly courageous, more domestic, and less politically noteworthy affairs (Ep. 

6.20.20). The epistolary form, then, gives Pliny more freedom to promote exemplary 

individuals whom he thinks would be incompatible with history’s grandeur. 

The letter form also offered Pliny advantages over speeches, which he 

published in conjunction to his Epistles. Orations generally focus on promoting the 

conduct of the client and chastising the character of the opponent precisely because 

they are designed to sway a jury and audience.73 Pliny’s speech In Vindication of 

Helvidius Priscus unfortunately has not survived, but judging by Pliny’s discussion 

of the case at Ep. 9.13, he probably spent much time criticising the senator Publicius 

Certus for unjustly prosecuting his friend Helvidius Priscus in an attempt to win over 

the senate, which he claims he succeeded in doing (Ep. 9.13.21). Additionally, Pliny 

portrays Trajan as an ideal emperor in his Panegyricus because he dedicated the 

speech to the emperor’s career and ascension.74 Since letters do not need to persuade 

a courtroom audience, they have more leeway to provide moral lessons on a variety 

of affairs. The freedom afforded by letters is complemented by the fact they can have 

many addressees, offering Pliny a “variety” (varietas) of topics.75 

                                                           
73 Cicero condemns Verres as an exemplum of immoral governors because he is prosecuting him, see 

Steel (2001) 21-47.  
74 See Roche (2011) 6-7 on this topic.  
75 As noted by Morrison (2007) 128 in relation to Horace’s letters. Pliny explicitly states that he aims 

for varietas and to please his readership by his competency in several styles (Ep. 4.14.3).75 Cf. 

Fitzgerald (2016) 84-115 on Pliny’s positive attitude to varietas throughout the correspondence. We 

can perceive Pliny’s multiple addresses as an aspect of the collection’s varietas. 
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That the letter form was particularly useful for Pliny in promoting his role-

models points to the fact that exempla were told in stories to communicate their 

moral messages. Matthew Roller has proposed a theoretical model for exempla 

accounts, identifying that they were divided into four main sections: action, 

evaluation, commemoration, and norm setting.76 In other words, we commonly see a 

group of “eyewitnesses” evaluate the deeds of exempla as good or bad, 

commemorate their accomplishments in stories and monuments, leading to the wider 

Roman audience accepting the tale as a part of the mos maiorum. Langlands has also 

recently argued that there was an abstract “site of exemplarity” which authors drew 

upon. This “site” consisted of oral tradition, texts, and monuments, all of which 

functioned together as shared cultural knowledge among Romans about exemplary 

individuals.77 Yet while Roller and Langlands have advanced our knowledge 

regarding the conventions of exempla stories, Pliny’s Epistles are something of an 

outlier, not fitting neatly into either of their models. Pliny’s presentation of exempla 

rarely follows Roller’s formula, as his character sketches are more flexible in form, 

varying from an off-hand mention to a dedicated character sketch,78 and even a long 

series of letters.79 Furthermore, since most of Pliny’s role-models are contemporary, 

they are unlike Roman heroes in that they have no established “site of exemplarity”, 

                                                           
76 Roller’s research on exempla goes back to the 1990s, but he has recently published a monograph in 

2018 which compiles his articles and revises them. I pull Roller’s research from this latest 

publication. Roller’s theoretical model of exempla stories can be traced back to his 2004 and 2009 

articles, which are adapted for the 2018 volume. 
77 Langlands (2018) 173-4. Langland’s theory complements rather than conflicts with Roller’s model: 

exempla stories could have formulaic literary properties and operate within a wider cultural 

movement which re-interpreted the heroes within them. 
78 The famous Arria and Fannia are mentioned briefly at Ep. 3.11.3 and then later receive full 

character sketches at 3.16 and 7.19 respectively. Both are covered in Ch, 4.2-3. See Page (2015) 147-

8 on Pliny’s use of detailed character descriptions to bring himself closer to exemplary individuals. 
79 An example of a longer series of letters is the cycle dedicated to Regulus, which is covered in Ch. 

2. 
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and their accomplishments would be unknown to many readers.80 Finally, Pliny’s 

use of letters in crafting his exemplary tales also sets him apart from the orators and 

historians whom Langlands examines. 

Scholarship has traditionally examined the messages of Pliny’s exempla 

rather than their form. Roberto Gazich has argued that Pliny crafts a new set of 

exemplary characters which are relevant for his own time and that he circulates them 

to help resolve the senatorial identity crisis in the Nerva-Trajanic turnover.81 

Langlands has examined Pliny’s portrait of female exemplars, arguing that he 

presents his male and female role-models in a similar manner and hints that they can 

teach us similar lessons.82 Urban focuses on the different types of exempla in the 

works of Cicero and Pliny.83 Most studies on exemplarity in the Epistles concentrate 

on Pliny’s presentation of himself as an exemplum. In this light, Nicole Méthy has 

shown that Pliny attributes virtues to his models which he ultimately aligns with 

himself, and Keith Bradley has argued that Pliny presents himself as the supreme 

exemplum.84 These studies have complemented the recent foray into Pliny’s self-

fashioning, yet the recent works of Langlands and Roller on the formulaic 

conventions of exempla provide a new avenue for research, especially because their 

theoretical models are not always applicable to Pliny’s Epistles and raise questions 

                                                           
80 OF course, some of Pliny’s close friends may know about some of the achievements of his exempla 

from personal conversations. The use of less famous exempla can be observed in other authors: Cato, 

for example, promotes the unknown tribune Q. Caedicius for his courage (Origines fr. 83 HRR), with 

discussion in Earl (1967) 44. Skidmore (1996) 86-9 argues that Valerius Maximus uses obscure 

exempla for the sake of thoroughness and to encourage those of less noble lineage to imitate 

exemplary individuals.  
81 Gazich (2003). Cf. Langlands (2018) 250-1. Gazich refers to the senatorial identity crisis as the lack 

of awareness among the senatorial class on how to act as good citizens due to the lack of 

contemporary senatorial exempla under emperors such as Domitian. In p.129-30, Gazich principally 

refers to Ep. 8.14 as an example of this crisis, which has been covered in detail in section 3 of the 

introduction. 
82 Langlands (2016). 
83 Urban (2011) Ch. 1 on the rhetorical use of exempla by comparison, ch. 2 on anonymous exempla 

and how they draw attention to specific lessons because of their lack of ancillary historical context, 

ch. 3 on exempla which urge moderation, ch. 4 on exempla as emblems of virtue and vice. 
84 Méthy (2007); Bradley (2010). 
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about how he crafts exempla. This thesis, then, builds upon their work by examining 

the ways in which Pliny uses the epistolary form to construct his exemplary stories. I 

therefore not only aim to offer insights into Pliny’s Epistles but provide a new 

framework for the study of exemplarity in the ancient world more generally. 

5. Summary of Chapters 

Locating the fluctuations of Pliny’s political thought depends on whether one 

reads the Epistles as a collection, individual books, or independent letters. Chapter 

one offers a full investigation into this debate. I start with an examination of Pliny’s 

preface, where I argue that he indicates that his correspondence can be read as both 

literary and biographical pieces. Then I turn to an exploration of the Epistles’ 

publication, where I look into whether the ways in which they were circulated, such 

as serially or as an omnibus edition, could have influenced the way their original 

audiences read them. Finally, I determine what Pliny perceived to be the unique 

strengths of letters compared to other genres by examining the ancient theorists and 

drawing upon recent research on epistolarity. 

The remaining chapters form the main body of the thesis, where I look at the 

various exempla which Pliny conveys in his letters. In chapter two, I examine Pliny’s 

portrait of immoral men, who provide lessons of behaviour to avoid and are 

representative of the vices which run rampant in Rome. This chapter focuses on one 

figure, Marcus Aquilius Regulus, who functions as the Epistles’ chief negative 

exemplum. I employ a sequential reading to analyse the ways in which Pliny 

constructs a series of letters about Regulus and argue that each major letter about 

him introduces new aspects of his negative exemplarity. A close reading of the 

Regulus letters also reveals that Pliny uses the closure of his epistles to encourage 

controversial thinking, inviting his readers to consider whether the political elite are 
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complicit in his opponent’s actions. Finally, I consider the possibility that Pliny 

reflects upon Regulus after his death and examine the ways in which other more 

minor negative exempla complement his narrative. 

I turn to Pliny’s positive role-models in chapter three by investigating Pliny’s 

portrait of older men at Rome whom he looks to for guidance. In this chapter I look 

at a number of characters together, namely Pliny’s uncle and adopted father Pliny the 

Elder and his mentors Titus Vestricius Spurinna, Quintus Corellius Rufus, and 

Lucius Verginius Rufus. Here I forgo a dedicated sequential reading, examining the 

cross-references between a large selection of letters spread out across the complete 

collection. Such a study demonstrates that Pliny imitates his elders and even attempts 

to go beyond the limits of their example.  

In chapter four I inspect the contemporary women who are a match for the 

heroines of old. First, I look at Arria, the most famous female exemplum of the 

collection, who serves as a baseline for female virtue. Then I turn to her descendant 

Fannia and even women who are unrelated to her like Pliny’s wife Calpurnia, who 

both function as living role-models who can still be observed at Rome. I also 

consider Ummidia Quadratilla, an elderly woman whom Pliny admires for her 

devotion to her family but is reticent about because of her luxurious lifestyle. I read 

the Epistles by addressee in this chapter and argue that Pliny uses the letter to 

communicate stories about these women to his addressees because they would 

otherwise not be able to witness their exemplary conduct. 

Finally, I consider the role of Book 10 within the corpus of the Epistles in 

chapter five. Here I employ a close reading of one book and examine the ways in 

which the editor has framed specific letters and documents to highlight Pliny and 

Trajan’s role as exemplary governor and emperor respectively. I also look at the 
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Prusan philosopher Flavius Archippus, who is presented in Book 10 as symbolic of 

the bitter inter-city rivalry which has overtaken the province. Ultimately, I argue that 

exemplarity provides a framework that helps unify the ten books of the collection. 
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Chapter 1. Form and Function of the Epistles 

1.1. Pliny’s Preface 

As has been discussed in the introduction, Plinian scholarship now tends to 

read the Epistles as carefully crafted literary pieces; however, this movement has not 

been without its share of critics.85 In recent years, Bradley and Eckard Lefèvre have 

expressed scepticism that the thematic and linguistic links which Hoffer and 

Marchesi detect between letters really are as meaningful as they allege.86 Thomas 

Keeline similarly contends that Gibson and Morello find artistic patterns everywhere 

in the Epistles: he argues that they interpret letters placed in proximity or far apart as 

connected so long as it suits a grand narrative.87 We can divide the above scholars 

into two broad camps as defined by Whitton: “epistoliteralists” who favour historical 

readings and “intertextualists” who treat the Epistles as literary art.88 I broadly agree 

with Whitton that the artistry of Pliny’s collection could be perceived as a product of 

reader-response rather than intentional design, but that literary criticism is inherently 

a matter of interpretation and one’s level of scepticism of the arguments which are 

presented.89 Whether the Epistles are designed as a highly polished literary collection 

or as unrefined historical documents has a clear impact on the ways in which we 

examine Pliny’s use of the epistolary form to construct exemplarity. The most useful 

                                                           
85 The highly influential Sherwin-White (1966) 16-18 was sceptical of literary readings in the vein of 

Guillemin (1929). See also the scathing review of Cova (1966) by Winterbottom (1968), who is most 

critical of the book for its literary approach. Cf. the less critical but similar review of Cova by 

Maguinness (1968). Although note Woolf (2006) 95, who rightly points out that Sherwin-White’s 

commentary was criticised by some academics at the time of its publication for being socio-historical 

and light on literary analysis. The literary vs historical debate has always been a hotly contested issue 

even in Sherwin-White’s heyday. 
86 Lefèvre (2009) 17-18; Bradley (2010) 388-90. Whitton (2019) 37-8 presumes, I suspect correctly, 

that these critics of the Pliny literary turn are a silent majority. 
87 Keeline (2018b) 289. 
88 Whitton (2019) 37-8. 
89 Whitton (2015) 129. Cf. (2013a) 12-13; 32-3. As Whitton claims, intertextual studies, which are 

very popular in relation to ancient texts, are just as difficult to determine. At (2019) 44-5 he argues 

that one can only convince sceptics of such specialist literary studies by the arguments presented. 
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way to approach this conundrum is by examining Pliny’s own words on the matter. 

The first letter of the correspondence gives us an insight into the principles 

on which Pliny compiled and edited his collection. Pliny tells the up-and-coming 

senator Septicius Clarus that he has published the Epistles at his request and the 

letter is worth quoting in full: 

Frequenter hortatus es ut epistulas, si quas paulo curatius scripsissem, colligerem 

publicaremque. Collegi non servato temporis ordine (neque enim historiam 

componebam), sed ut quaeque in manus venerat. Superest ut nec te consilii nec me 

paeniteat obsequii. Ita enim fiet, ut eas quae adhuc neglectae iacent requiram et si 

quas addidero non supprimam.  

You have frequently urged me to collect and publish the letters which I have written 

with some care. I collected them, not preserving a chronological order (for I am not 

writing history), but just as they came into my hand. It remains for you not to regret 

your advice, nor me my compliance. I shall seek the letters which still lay forgotten 

and if I write any more, I will not suppress them.  

        Ep. 1.1. 

Pliny’s claim that he is not keeping to a strict chronological arrangement places his 

correspondence in the tradition of prior letter collections, such as those by Cicero 

and Seneca,90 which were not typically chronologically arranged and were instead 

ordered by addressee, topic, and theme.91 More puzzling is Pliny’s statement that he 

                                                           
90 See Gibson (2012) 61 on Seneca’s Epistles avoiding “explicit chronological markers”. Cicero did 

not edit his letters himself and it is difficult to say whether he ever intended to do so, see Gibson 

(2012) 59-60. Nevertheless, whomever edited Cicero’s letters, whether it was Tiro (as was 

traditionally believed) or someone else, clearly had literary intentions, see Beard (2002). The articles 

in Martelli’s (2016) edited volume examine the literary qualities of Cicero’s letters and are well 

outlined in her introduction article. Cf. Gibson and Morello’s forthcoming edited volume The 

Epistolary Cicero: Further Readings in the Letters.  
91 For studies on ancient letters not following chronological arrangement, see Gibson (2012); (2013a). 

Greek letter collections could also aim for an artistic rather than chronological arrangement, see 

Morrison (2013) 112-3 on the Platonic letters and Poltera (2013) for a similar narrative about kingship 

in the first eight letters of Euripides’ letters. Christy (2016) esp. 261-2 has argued that the letters of 

Chion trace his development from philosophy student to a tyrant killer. However, as Christy states at 
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ordered his letters as they came “to hand” (in manus), which seems to imply an 

arbitrary design. Yet the opening formulae of Latin poetry books and verse epistles 

similarly assert random design despite their artistic arrangement, suggesting that 

Pliny’s statement should not be taken at face value.92 Pliny’s Epistles resemble Latin 

poetry books: letters with shared addressees, topics, and characters are spread out 

across the collection.93 This is in contrast to the letter collections of writers such as 

Cicero and Seneca, where thematically linked units are in close proximity;94 by 

claiming that he has collected letters as they came to hand, Pliny hints at the more 

“poetic” arrangement of his correspondence compared to prior Latin prose 

epistolographers.95 

That the Epistles are artistic pieces fits Pliny’s claim that he only published 

letters which he had written with some “care” (cura), a word which points to their 

revision.96 This raises the question of how far the published letters are representative 

of the original ones which Pliny sent to his friends.97 Saara Lilja and Albert Bell Jr 

                                                           
p. 269-71, the editor breaks chronology for his own purposes, such as when he presents Chiron 

meeting Xenophon in Ep. 3. 
92 For Pliny’s informality, see Ash (2003) 213-4. Pliny’s preface could be engaging with Ov. Ex 

Ponto 3.9.53, see Syme (1985) 176; cf. Guillemin (1927-8) 2; Whitton (2013a) 12; Bodel (2015) 52. 

Also see Stat. Silv.pr for a similar remark, with discussion in Whitton (2013a) 12. For Pliny’s 

engagement with the letters of Horace, see Marchesi (2008) 18; Whitton (2013a) 3-4. 
93 The structure of Pliny’s micro-narratives is best covered by Gibson and Morello (2012), who 

examine key characters such as Regulus (68-73) and Pliny’s elders (ch. 4). Thematic cycles around 

topics such as otium are also analysed (ch. 6). The ways in which such “cycles” are constructed is 

addressed in detail in Ch. 2.1. 
94 Pliny explicitly states that he is departing from Cicero’s example as a letter writer in Ep. 9.2.2-3. 

Nevertheless, scholars have detected a debt to Cicero’s letters in Pliny, see Marchesi (2008) 207-40. 

Gibson and Morello (2012) 74-103 argue for very subtle and covert signs which point to Cicero as an 

epistolary model. In contrast, Lefèvre (2009) 111-22 argues that Pliny does not want to challenge 

Cicero in the epistolary field. 
95 I use the word “poetic” to describe the Epistles in the same vein as Marchesi (2008). They are 

“poetic” in their structural artistry. Marchesi (2008) 7 claims Pliny’s approach to organising his letters 

may have been an innovation. Keeline (2017) 287-8 is sceptical because of a lack of surviving letter 

collections from Pliny’s own time which we can use for comparison. See Marchesi (2008) 9 on the 

tendency of Latin prose writers to engage with poetry. 
96 He uses the noun elsewhere in association with careful composition and revision of literary works 

such as speeches (Ep. 2.5.9; 4.26.1), treatises (Ep. 3.5.3), and poetry (Ep. 3.7.5) 
97 This debate goes back to whether published letters are genuine or insincere. Sherwin-White (1966) 

champions the validity of the Epistles throughout his commentary. Luck was a main contender for 
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argue that the Epistles received light revision because they were intended to be 

stylistic units when first written and Pliny never explicitly claims that he edited them 

extensively for publication.98 Yet as Gibson and Morello counter, we frequently see 

Pliny revise his speeches and poems throughout the correspondence (Ep. 3.13; 3.18; 

7.17), and it seems unlikely that he would not also edit his letters if he intended them 

as a literary project.99 It is outside the scope of this thesis to address this question in 

depth, but I broadly agree that the Epistles have been reworked for literary purposes 

on the same grounds as Gibson and Morello. Pliny speaks about letters as an art 

form, claiming that his friend Voconius Romanus writes epistulae so well one would 

think “the muses speak Latin” (Musas ipsas Latine loqui, Ep. 2.13.7), which was a 

conventional phrase for praising someone’s literary talent.100 It is unlikely that Pliny 

would not refine his letters for publication if he recognised their artistic potential. 

There may even be cases where Pliny has manipulated material in his 

Epistles for dramatic effect: a key example is when he laments over the death of the 

young woman Minicia Marcella, who he tells us died just before she turned fourteen 

(Ep. 5.16.2). Minicia’s death is confirmed by her epitaph, yet the monument lists her 

age as twelve. 101 Pliny was possibly mistaken, but John Bodel has convincingly 

argued that it is equally likely that he changed Minicia’s age because the number 

fourteen was more closely associated with adolescence in Roman culture and the 

change emphasises the tragedy of her death.102 This letter is a guiding principle for 

                                                           
their insincerity, see esp. (1961) 82. Cf. Guillemin (1929) 140 for a similar view. This dichotomy of 

letters goes back to Deissmann’s (1927) classification of “brief” (letter) as private and “epistel” 

(epistle) as literary. 
98 Lilja (1969); Bell (1989). Cf. Bradley (2010) 397, who called for scholars to examine the letters as 

historical documents and not ethereal literary artifacts separate from the real world. 
99 Gibson and Morello (2012) 4. 
100 Whitton (2013a) 198. 
101 CIL VI 16631 = ILS 1030. The inscription is well-covered by Bodel (1995) 455-6. Minicia is 

covered in more detail at Ch. 4.4. 
102 Bodel (1995). 
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the authenticity of Pliny’s corpus: his Epistles were based on historical events, but he 

sometimes changes dates and details for his own agenda.103  

That the Epistles are designed to be read as a poetic unit which defies 

chronology seems to fit with Pliny’s claim that he is not writing history. However, as 

Bodel reminds us, prefaces are notoriously disingenuous and call attention to aspects 

of a work which the writer worries might be overlooked.104 In this context, Ash has 

argued that various letters of the collection resemble history despite Pliny’s claim to 

the contrary.105 For example, Pliny composes several letters about the deaths of 

famous individuals (Ep. 2.1; 3.16; 6.16; 6.20), a popular topic in historical 

narratives, and he sometimes writes such letters for the explicit purpose of providing 

useful material for historians such as Tacitus (Ep. 6.16.1-2). In Ash’s interpretation, 

Pliny’s claim that his Epistles are not history draws attention to the fact that they do 

in fact absorb aspects of historiography.106 Pliny’s collection does not resemble 

autobiography in the modern sense of the word, since it does not present a linear 

account of his life from cradle to grave.107 Yet while the Epistles follow a sporadic 

order within each book, the complete collection presents a progression of his career: 

from his early adulthood in AD 96-100 (Books 1 to 2), to his consulship in 100 

(Book 3), his appointment of augur in 103 (Book 4), and his governorship in 

Bithynia-Pontus in 111/2 (Book 10).108 The Epistles can be read for their literary 

                                                           
103 For a detailed survey of the epigraphical evidence for the Epistles, see Birley (2000). 
104 Bodel (2015) 49. Cf. Whitton (2013a) 12; Gibson (2014) 37.  
105 Ash (2003) 222-3. 
106 The Epistles’ “generic enrichment” will be covered in an upcoming volume entitled Absorbing 

Genres in Letters: Intertextual Studies in Pliny’s Epistles (working title) edited by Margot Neger and 

Spyridon Tzounakas. 
107 The generic differences between ancient letter collections and modern autobiographies are outlined 

in Gibson (2012). Gibson (2013a) examines the ways in which ancient letter collections have often 

been chronologically re-arranged in modern editions, sometimes compromising their artistic 

arrangement, for the sake of a modern autobiographical reading. 
108 As observed by Gibson and Morello (2012) 16. Pliny’s life and career are summarised by Gibson 

and Morello (2012) 266-9. Pliny’s political offices are reconstructed from a Comum inscription which 
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value but they also provide a window into Pliny’s life and world. 

The autobiographical aspects of the Epistles would have been even more 

intriguing for Pliny’s readers because of his status in society. He was significant in 

the literary scene, as he was educated by the rhetorician Quintilian (Ep. 2.14.9) and 

had published his speech In Vindication of Helvidius Priscus in AD 97, around the 

time he started the circulation of his Epistles.109 Pliny was also a frequent attender of 

recitals (Ep. 1.13; 4.27; 6.17; 6.21; 9.27).110 He was appointed consul under Trajan, 

which was a position generally considered to be the pinnacle of a senatorial career. 

This achievement was especially impressive considering he was a “new man” (homo 

novus): the first in his family to enter the senate and reach the consulship.111 Yet his 

career may have been controversial, since he became quaestor and praetor under 

Domitian in AD 87 and 93, an emperor who is presented as a tyrant by Pliny’s 

peers.112  Eleanor Leach believes that Pliny uses his Epistles and Panegyricus to 

“whitewash” this part of his life because he often highlights his covert support for 

Domitian’s political opponents throughout his works (Ep. 3.11; Pan. 95.2-5) and 

claims, somewhat disingenuously, that his career halted under the emperor’s final 

and most violent years until its resurgence under Trajan (Pan. 95.3).113 Pliny had the 

                                                           
has been preserved in various manuscripts, CIL 5.5262. For more on Pliny’s career see Birley (2000) 

5-17.  
109 Sometime between AD 96-104. See the tables of proposed publication dates of Pliny’s Epistles in 

Bodel (2015) 106-8. 
110 In Vindication of Helvidius Priscus was published not long after it was delivered in 97 A.D: 

Whitton (2012) 355; Gibson (2015) 196. Book 1 was published between 96-104 A.D: Bodel (2015) 

106-108.  
111 Hoffer (1999) 18-19 states that although this phenomenon had become more common in the early 

empire because novi homines were dependent upon the patronage of the Empire more than those from 

the senatorial order, it was still an impressive achievement to reach the consulship. 
112 Suetonius’ biography of Domitian presents the emperor as a cruel tyrant, see esp. Dom. 9-14. 

Tacitus criticises Domitian’s character for cowardice at Hist. 3.74; 3.86, debauchery at Hist. 4.2, 

jealousy and hatefulness at Agr. 39.1-3, and condemns the final and violent years of his reign at Agr. 

45.1-2. 
113 Whitton (2015) 16-20 convincingly argues that we can date Pliny’s appointment to the aerarium 

militare to AD 94-6/95-7 during Domitian’s final years. As Whitton claims at p.19, Pliny’s claim that 

his career halted may be referring to his lack of magistracies under Domitian after his praetorship, 
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political and literary authority to cultivate an audience who would be interested in 

listening to what he had to say, and he had a motive to share his story.114 

In sum, Pliny’s preface does not exclude reading the Epistles as literary 

pieces, autobiographical documents, or both simultaneously. Consequently, I argue 

that there is no one correct way to read the Epistles: as we shall see throughout this 

thesis, the dual nature of Pliny’s correspondence as genuine letters and polished 

publications opens a wide array of interpretative possibilities when considering his 

use of exempla. Yet so far, we have considered how we should read the Epistles as 

individual letters and an important question remains unresolved: how should we read 

them as a corpus? Thomas Keeline doubts that grand design exists in the Epistles 

because he contends they were written and published serially and so should be 

treated as consecutive and independent book units.115 Conversely, Gibson and 

Morello argue that the letters function as a complete collection which can be only 

truly appreciated with a re-reading.116 This debate can only be resolved by an 

investigation into the publication of the Epistles, as their dissemination could have 

influenced the way they were received by readers. 

1.2. Publication of the Epistles 

Theodor Mommsen initially proposed that the books of the Epistles were 

published independently and issued not long after the letters within them were 

originally written,117 but his view has since been critiqued and various alternative 

methods of publication have been suggested. Hermann Peter argued for triads 

                                                           
since the aerarium militare was an administrative role. Cf. Leach (1990) 18-19 on Pliny’s “white-

washing”. Cf. Illias-Zarifopol (1994) 20 for a similar view. 
114 As Wolff (2003) 20 notes. 
115 Keeline (2018b) 289. 
116 Gibson and Morello (2012). 
117 Mommsen (1869) 366-88. 
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(Books 1-3, 4-6 and 7-9),118 while Ronald Syme and Adrian Sherwin-White opted 

instead for blocs (namely Books 1-3, 4-5, 6-7 and 8-9).119 Such arguments depend 

upon opinion on which letters fit better with which books. For example, Sherwin-

White contends that Books 8 and 9 were published together when Pliny had a lack of 

good material because they contain what he sees as less interesting material than the 

rest of the private correspondence.120 The theories concerning which books were 

published in which groups are varied and it is difficult to make any definitive 

claims.121 Yet one view which united these scholars was that the Epistles were 

published serially. 

Charles Murgia broke new ground by arguing that a nine-book omnibus 

edition was revised and issued upon the private correspondence’s completion, 

claiming that this is the version which has been handed down to us in the manuscript 

tradition.122 Murgia’s strongest argument in support of his theory is that Book 9 has 

material which seems to recall letters from Book 1, suggesting that the collection has 

ring-composition which has been crafted in a revision of the complete work.123 I will 

list three of his most convincing examples. In Ep. 9.10.1, Pliny informs Tacitus that 

he wishes to hunt but cannot do so because of a shortage of boars. This is a clear link 

back to Ep. 1.6, where Pliny advises Tacitus that boar hunting provides stimulus for 

intellectual activities.124 Likewise, Pliny tells us in Ep. 9.13 that he took revenge on 

Publicius Certus in court because he had prosecuted his Stoic friend Helvidius 

                                                           
118 Peter (1901) 107. 
119 Syme (1958) 662-3; Sherwin-White (1966) 53-6. 
120 Sherwin-White (1966) 37-41; 49-50; 56. 
121 Bodel (2015) 15-17 on this topic. 
122 Murgia (1985) 197-202. 
123 Murgia (1985) 197-200. Cf. Leach (2003) 162, who argues for a link between Books 1 and 9 

because both focus on otium. 
124 Both letters are often studied for their relationship to the Dialogus, which will be explored in more 

depth in Ch. 2.4. The link between these two letters is a focal point of Murgia (1985). 
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Priscus, which recalls the vengeance he had hoped to unleash on his rival Regulus 

for supporting the prosecution of Arulenus Rusticus and other members of the Stoic 

opposition in Ep. 1.5.125 Finally, Pliny discusses Demosthenes’ rhetoric extensively 

in Ep. 9.26, recalling his claims in Ep. 1.2 that he imitates Demosthenes and in Ep. 

1.20 that he admires the orator as a model of Attic eloquence.126 

Murgia’s argument for a complete edition has been complemented by more 

recent scholarship, which has similarly detected grand designs in the Epistles. 

Alessandro Barchiesi has drawn attention to the fact that Ep. 1.1 is addressed to 

Septicius Clarus (daylight) and Ep. 9.40 to Fuscus (dusk) Salinator; the link between 

these letters arguably evokes a day to night movement and invites us to read the 

Epistles as a cycle.127 Gibson and Morello have extensively demonstrated that letters 

from later books of the correspondence recall earlier ones and reframe their 

material.128 Perhaps the most famous example of Pliny’s reshaping of old material is 

when he writes about the death of Regulus’ son in Ep. 4.2 and 4.7, which seems to 

recall a prior letter where he tells us that Regulus falsely swore upon the life of his 

son so he could steal a widow’s inheritance, leading him to allege that his rival is 

always unpunished for his crimes because the gods take out their wrath on his son 

instead (Ep. 2.20.6).129 Books of earlier letter collections, such as Cicero’s Ad 

Familiares, display similar signs of ring-composition: Pliny may have been 

                                                           
125 Murgia (1985) 199; Whitton (2012) 355-6. I examine this connection between the two letters and 

their implication for Pliny’s presentation of Regulus more fully in Ch. 2.4. 
126 Murgia (1985) 199. 
127 Barchiesi (2005) 330-2. Cf. Marchesi (2008) 249-50, who also argues that the letters are 

representative of the collection’s symbolic shift from light to dark. Light and darkness are common 

forms of ring-composition in Latin poetry, see Booth and Maltby (2005) on Tibullus. The connection 

between these letters is examined in more detail in Ch. 2.2. 
128 The central argument of Gibson and Morello (2012). We can also note that Quintilian advises re-

reading texts at Inst. 10.1.19, see Gibson and Morello (2012) 247. 
129 Murgia (1985) 192 believes this recollection proves that at least Books 1 to 4 were published 

together. Yet it is possible that Pliny crafted this connection retrospectively when he compiled Book 

4, as I go on to argue. The connection between these two letters is examined in more detail in Ch. 2.2. 
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influenced by them when compiling his collection.130 

However, Murgia’s argument primarily tells us that Book 9 was edited in a 

manner so it would recall Book 1 and does not prove that Pliny reissued a new 

omnibus edition. The correspondence may appear to have a grand design because 

Pliny wrote his new material to work with his older letters, even if he was publishing 

them serially. As Bodel has argued in his extensive study on the publication of 

Pliny’s Epistles, there are various problems with Murgia’s case for a nine-book 

edition.131 In early manuscripts, Pliny addresses his letters with only a cognomen and 

each book opens with a register of names to help identify his addressees.132 Such a 

set up could suggest that his books were circulated independently, as no register of 

names for an omnibus edition survives, which was common practice for large 

literary volumes which Pliny had available to him.133 Pliny had a diverse publication 

tradition to draw upon and it is difficult to know which precedent he might have 

followed: for example, Statius, Martial, and Seneca seem to have circulated the 

Silvae, Epigrams, and Epistles as groups of books together serially, while Ovid 

revised and re-issued a new edition of his Ars Amatoria and Amores to give his 

books more unity.134 

                                                           
130 Grillo (2016) 409-410 on how Ep. 6.1 and 6.21 of the Ad Fam are linked by Cicero’s foresight in 

predicting the misfortune which would fall upon the Roman Republic. Also note that Sidonius would 

later dedicate Ep. 1.1 and 8.16 (the final letter of Book 8) to his friend Constantius, forming the eight 

books as a unit. The first and final letter of Book 9, a sort of epilogue to the collection, is addressed to 

Firminus. See Mratschek (2017) 313 for more discussion on Sidonius’ use of ring-composition. 
131 Bodel (2015), which was circulated and influential in Plinian circles for decades before its 

publication, see Gibson and Whitton (2016) 26. 
132 Some have argued that these name registers were compiled by later scribes, see Stout (1954) 53-4; 

(1967). I agree with Bodel (2015) 25-28 that these registers were probably made by Pliny himself for 

his readers, as it would make no sense for him not to identify who his addressees were for his 

audience. 
133 Examples include the first book of Pliny the Elder’s Natural History and Val Max. 1 Pr., with 

discussion in Bodel (2015) 28-33. Although we should note that these works are much larger than 

Pliny’s Epistles and are not letter collections and so we cannot say for certain whether they are 

indicative of epistolary tradition. Perhaps a complete register existed for Pliny’s collection and has not 

survived but such an argument would be pure speculation. 
134 Discussed in Bodel (2015) 40-2. 
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It is impossible to say for certain whether Murgia or Bodel’s interpretation is 

correct, and it is also possible that both are right and that the Epistles were circulated 

as individual books and as a complete collection. More crucially, such modern 

concepts of publication and editions are fundamentally anachronistic. As Whitton 

has rightly noted, Roman literature was circulated amongst friends in various forms 

before it was published for a wider audience.135 To be clear, Pliny did see a 

difference between drafts and published works, often urging his friends to issue their 

books for a wider readership when they were taking too long revising them (Ep. 

5.10; 9.35). Yet he often read and shared early versions of texts, and neither he nor 

his addressees consider these parts as isolated entities which were separate from the 

complete work (Ep. 2.5; 9.18). In other words, if Pliny did publish his Epistles 

serially or sold books of his collection independently, he could still have a grand 

design in mind. 

Ancient readers certainly seem to have presumed that Pliny had designed his 

letters as a collection. For example, Sidonius Apollinaris - writing in the fifth century 

AD - reveals that he structured his Epistles in nine books in imitation of Pliny (Ep. 

9.1.1). Perhaps most telling is that Sidonius tells us he was compelled to finish his 

work in nine books by his addressee and friend Firminus because he wanted him to 

follow in Pliny’s footsteps; we have evidence, then, that at least two individuals in 

Rome read Pliny’s Epistles as a corpus. 

The manuscript tradition also seems to indicate that the Epistles were read as 

a complete work. The simplest tradition is the Piersport Morgan manuscript (π), 

which contains Books 1-10 and dates to the fifth or sixth century AD.136 This 

                                                           
135 Whitton (2012) 350. 
136 Reynolds (2016) 482-3. Cf. Whitton (2013a) 38. 
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manuscript now only survives in six leaves but was re-discovered by the Veronese 

architect Fra Giovanni Giocondo and was copied by Guillaume Budé in the fifteenth 

century. 137 There is also a nine-book tradition which has a murkier transmission: this 

family (α) has two manuscripts, Mediceus (M) and Vaticanus (V), which both date to 

the ninth century AD.138 Finally there is Veronensis deperditus (γ) of the eight-book 

family (Books 1-7 and 9): this text derived from a manuscript which may go back to 

ancient times and was rediscovered in the fifteenth century AD.139 What these 

manuscripts suggest is that, dating back to the fifth century AD when Sidonius was 

writing, Pliny’s Epistles were copied and read as a collection rather than as books. 

These observations do not mean, however, that we cannot read individual 

letters independently. Pliny expresses an awareness in Ep. 9.4 that some of his 

audience might only read single points of his published works when he tells his 

addressee Macrinus that he might have hesitated to send him a speech for feedback if 

it could not be read at any point: 

Vererer ne immodicam orationem putares, quam cum hac epistula accipies, nisi 

esset generis eius ut saepe incipere saepe desinere videatur. Nam singulis criminibus 

singulae velut causae continentur. Poteris ergo, undecumque coeperis ubicumque 

desieris, quae deinceps sequentur et quasi incipientia legere et quasi cohaerentia, 

meque in universitate longissimum, brevissimum in partibus iudicare.  

I would fear you might think that the speech which you will receive with this letter 

is excessive, if it were not the kind that seems to have many beginnings and endings. 

For it is like each charge consists of a separate case. Therefore, you are able, from 

wherever you begin or finish, to read what follows next either as a new beginning or 

as a part of a whole and judge me very long in the complete speech and very short in 

                                                           
137 Reynolds (2016) 485-6. 
138 Whitton (2013a) 38.  
139 Reynolds (2016) 486-7. This manuscript has now unfortunately been lost. 
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each part.  

Gibson, Morello, and Bodel argue that Pliny here hints that his Epistles, like his 

speeches, can be read at any point.140 In the passage’s context of multiple starts and 

endings, Pliny opens every letter with an addressee header and closes them with a 

formulaic “farewell” (vale). We can also note that he sometimes explicitly marks his 

letters with a clear “beginning” (incipere, Ep. 2.20.1; 6.20.1) and “end” (finis, Ep. 

2.5.13; 3.9.37).141 In this context, Whitton has demonstrated that individual letters 

are often self-contained and can be appreciated as literary pieces on their own 

terms.142 Maybe it is a stretch to read this passage as a direct reference to the 

Epistles, but it does show that Pliny was aware that individual parts of complete 

works could be enjoyed in their own right, and expresses a theory of reading which 

could be applied as easily to letters as to rhetoric. 

I also broadly agree with Gibson and Morello that we can read individual 

books of the Epistles as independent units. Both scholars have convincingly argued 

that Book 6 has an overarching theme of “business” (negotium) and Book 7 of 

“leisure” (otium).143 Yet even at the individual book level, the Epistles cannot be tied 

to one theme: Gibson and Morello have shown that Book 6 includes several missives 

on “longing” (desiderium), as Pliny misses his distant wife Calpurnia (Ep. 6.4; 7), 

his friends (Ep. 6.1; 7), and even his deceased arch-enemy Regulus (Ep. 6.2). Gibson 

has also indicated that Book 6 has a focus on Trajan, as it presents him successfully 

intervening in the senate to resolve a variety of disputes (Ep. 6.19; 6.22). Pliny 

                                                           
140 Gibson and Morello (2012) 241-2. Bodel (2015) 19 claims the letter may also be referencing the 

books of the Epistles as both individual entities and part of a complete whole. 
141 Pliny also refers to formulaic letter openings in Ep. 1.11.1 (the word incipere is used). For more on 

the conventions of his letter closings, see Winniczuk (1975). 
142 Whitton (2013a) 11. 
143 Gibson and Morello (2012) ch 2. 
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discusses his Panegyricus to Trajan with a friend at Ep. 6.27, and finally, he works 

alongside the emperor as an assessor at Centum Cellae (Ep. 6.31).144  

Pliny’s Epistles defy simple systemisation: we are guided to read them 

individually, as books, and as a complete collection. That the Epistles may have been 

circulated in multiple forms and editions only complements the open-ended ways in 

which they can be read. In this thesis, I examine the ways in which Pliny constructs 

exemplarity in his letters by looking at the different ways in which we can approach 

his collection.145  

1.3. Pliny’s Readership 

While we have covered the publication of the Epistles, we also need to 

determine Pliny’s targeted readership, since his moral messages would be directly 

tied to the reading audience which he envisaged for his collection. As Skidmore has 

argued, exempla were written for a specific demographic, as writers of didactic 

works such as Valerius Maximus included role-models whom they thought their 

audiences would be likely to imitate.146 In this light, William Johnson claims Pliny 

was writing for a community of the literary elite,147 while Sean Gurd opts for a 

literary public who were distinct from his political sphere.148 Gurd’s suggestion is 

more precise than that of Johnson, but. either way, reading and writing were 

undeniably a pastime for the Roman elite.149 Gurd and Johnson offer a useful starting 

                                                           
144 Gibson (2015) 204. Also see Sherwin-White (1966) 3-4 on letters which are centred around one 

topic, yet often dwell on minor matters (p. v). With discussion in Gibson and Morello (2012) 1-2. 
145 As has been outlined at the end of the introduction. As a quick summary, In Chapter 2, I examine 

cycles of letters by employing a sequential reading. I take a more holistic approach in Chapter 3, 

examining cross-references between letters which are spread out across the correspondence. In 

Chapter 4, I read letters which are dedicated to specific addressees. Finally, in Chapter 5, I examine a 

single book, specifically Book 10, and consider the ways in which it is edited and artfully constructed 

in a way which is independent to the other books of the collection. 
146 Skidmore (1996) 106-7. 
147 Johnson (2010) 32-73. 
148 Gurd (2012) 105-25. 
149 Braund (2002) 38. 
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point, but words such as community and public fail to express precisely who Pliny’s 

readers were, where they lived, or their relative social status. 

As Whitton notes, Pliny’s addressees were part of his extended social 

network and so are largely representative of the primary audience of his published 

Epistles.150 In this light, Anthony Birley has documented in his invaluable 

Onomasticon to the Younger Pliny that almost half of the Epistles were sent to a 

small number of recipients, and these individuals are largely equestrians from Pliny’s 

hometown of Comum, the nearby towns in northern Italy, while a few others were 

from other regions in Hispania and Gaul.151 Pliny sends several letters to senators 

with Italian and provincial heritage, but they tend to receive fewer letters per person. 

Pliny, then, was writing for a diverse group of equestrians and senators, and with a 

large emphasis on those who lived in his hometown. 

Ultimately, Pliny was writing for as many people as possible, hoping to be 

remembered by posterity and an audience of what Whitton calls “eavesdroppers”.152 

It is not surprising that an author wishes to be read by a wide audience, but the 

lengths which Pliny takes to make his Epistles accessible is striking. For example, he 

typically glosses difficult Greek words and epithets with more straightforward Latin, 

indicating that he did not expect all of his audience to have his command of 

Greek.153 Whitton has also commented upon Pliny’s frequent interjections in his 

letters, where he uses parenthetic explanations about characters and events so they 

would be more easily understandable for his external audience, even if the results 

                                                           
150 Whitton (2013a) 5.  
151 My data for this section is indebted to Birley (2000) 17-21. Cf. Syme (1968); (1985). 
152 As Whitton (2013a) 5 puts it. 
153 Hoffer (1999) 87-8 argues that Pliny glosses Greek to show off his own intellect, but I argue that 

Pliny very well could also be making a consideration for his audience. For examples, see Ep. 1.5.15; 

1.7.2; 1.18.4, as discussed by Hoffer. 
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could be perceived as technically clumsy or crass.154 Finally, Bodel argues that there 

may have been a break in publication between Books 5 and 6, since Pliny 

reintroduces recurring characters in the latter book despite expecting his audience to 

be familiar with them in earlier ones.155 Pliny’s reintroduction of characters suggests 

that he hoped to make his collection accessible even for those who may have only 

started reading his work halfway through. 

There is evidence to suggest that Pliny was successful in capturing a wide 

audience. He tells us at Ep. 1.2.6 that the “books” (libelli) which he publishes are 

popular and claims at Ep. 9.11.2 that his literary works are sold not only in Rome, 

but also in distant towns in Gaul.156 Pliny is first attested by Tertullian in the late 

second century AD, who uses Pliny’s correspondence with Trajan about the 

Christians opportunistically to prove what he perceives as the absurd ways in which 

Roman governors and emperors took legal action against them (Apol. 2.6-9).157 

Tertullian lived in Carthage, a well-connected city in the Severan age, and it is 

possible that he discovered Pliny’s Epistles there. We cannot know whether 

Tertullian had access to all the Epistles, or even all of Book 10, but his knowledge of 

Ep. 10.96-97 could suggest that the collection was circulated widely enough across 

the Roman Empire in the second century AD to reach him in Africa.  

                                                           
154 Whitton (2013a) 275-6. He points to Ep. 2.11.10; 2.14.3; 2.20.7; 4.11.4 as examples of such 

glosses. 
155 Bodel (2015) 63-66. For example, he re-introduces Julius Naso (Ep. 6.6.1), Atilius Crescens (Ep. 

6.8.1), and Verginius Rufus (Ep. 6.10.1) by their full names. Pliny’s re-introduction of Regulus as M 

Regulus could be for the purposes of ring-composition, see Ch. 2.1. Also note Bodel’s claim at p. 65 

that Ep. 6.5 is the only letter in the series about Varenus Rufus which summarises the previous letter. 
156 Sherwin-White (1966) 91 suggests the work mentioned in Ep. 1.2.6 may be In Vindication of 

Helvidius Priscus. 
157 Corke-Webster (2017b). Eusebius was the first writer to mention Pliny in Greek at Hist. Ecc. 3.33. 

As Corke-Webster notes, Eusebius uses Pliny in a similar Christian apologetic manner to Tertullian, 

but with a different focus on softening Pliny and Trajan rather than the censure which Tertullian 

employs. Eusebius calls Pliny a “most distinguished governor” (ἐπισημότατον ἡγεμόνων): perhaps a 

reference to Pliny’s good reputation in the Roman Empire of his time? Or perhaps a tactic by 

Eusebius to present Pliny, whom he casts as sympathetic to Christians, in a good light, see Corke-

Webster (2019) 260. 
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Sidonius Apollinaris was the first author to engage with Pliny seriously as a 

writer, and as we have seen, cites his epistolary style as a major influence on his 

letter collection (Ep. 1.1.1). He confesses that he falls short of his epistolary models 

(Ep. 1.1.2), indicating that Pliny had become widely respected as a letter writer by 

the time he was writing in the fifth century AD. The letter also echoes Pliny’s Ep. 

1.1: Sidonius tells us that he has chosen to include only his “more refined letters” 

(litterae paulo politiores), clearly evoking Pliny’s claim that he is incorporating only 

letters which he had written with “more care” (paulo curatius).158 Sidonius was a 

Gallic based writer, so it seems that Pliny’s Epistles, like his other works, were 

popular enough to gain an audience in the towns of Gaul. 

The upshot of this examination into Pliny’s readership is that, while his 

addressees are primarily comprised of equestrians from his hometown, he made a 

great effort to reach a wide external audience and seems to have been somewhat 

successful in doing so. Pliny’s use of the epistolary form fits well within this motive; 

we have seen in the introduction that letters were well-suited for communicating 

morality in an accessible manner,159 but it is also worth noting that letters were an 

ideal way to reach a readership across a large geographical space. James Corke-

Webster has convincingly demonstrated that many of the great writers of the Early 

Church, such as Paul, Polycarp, Dionysius of Corinth, Irenaeus, Clement of 

Alexandria, and Origen, wrote letters to spread Christianity as widely as possible and 

keep their movement in communication across the Roman Empire.160 Pliny has a 

similar desire to reach as many Romans as possible across the Empire through his 

                                                           
158 Gibson (2013c) 334. Cf. Gibson (2013b) for more on Pliny’s influence on Sidonius. 
159 Section 4 of the Introduction. 
160 Corke-Webster (2019) 226-231, examining Eusebius’ presentation of the church fathers as letter 

writers and the letter as a vehicle to connect the churches across the Roman Empire. I have also talked 

to James multiple times about the “viral” nature of ancient letters. 
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Epistles. As I will argue in the subsequent chapters of the thesis, when we examine 

Pliny’s exempla, we should consider how he advises individuals from all strata of the 

social and political elite on how they can improve their conduct. 

1.4. Pliny’s Epistolary Style 

 So far, we have seen that the Epistles are open-ended and accessible, but to 

examine the ways in which Pliny uses the epistolary form to construct exemplarity, 

we also need to determine the unique strengths of letters as a genre. Cicero and 

Seneca occasionally discuss epistolary style in their letters.161 Another good starting 

point are the ancient theorists, especially Demetrius of Phaleron, who wrote 

comprehensively about ideal letter archetypes in the fourth century BC and so 

predates Pliny.162 Also useful are later theorists, such as Philostratus of Lemnos,163 

Libanius,164 and Julius Victor.165 These writers can give us some insight into 

attitudes to letter composition among the Roman elite. 

Seneca (Ep. 40.1), Demetrius (Eloc. 227), and Julius Victor (Rhet. 27.17-20) 

claim that letters should make their writer seem present to the addressee and various 

epistolographers aim for this goal in their correspondences.166 Letters can also make 

events appear before the correspondent’s eyes through “vivid description” 

(energeia); Pliny tells his friend Junius Mauricus that he hopes to make him feel 

                                                           
161 Cic. Ad Fam. 2.4.1; 4.13.1; 12.30.1’ 16.16.2; Ad. Att. 8.14.1; 9.4.1; 9.10.1; 12.53; Sen. Ep. 40.1; 

75.1-2. The references from these authors and the theorists are all taken from Malherbe (1988). 
162 Demetrius’ commentary on letters runs from Eloc. 223-235. 
163 Phil. De Ep.  
164 Pseudo=Libanius’ Epistolary Styles. 
165 Jul. Vict. Ars. 27. 
166 For more on the ancient theorists and presence, see Koskenniemi (1956) 18-53, with discussion in 

Salzman (2017) 16. The writers of the letters to the courtesans in Alciphron use letters as a substitute 

for being with them in person, see Rosenmeyer (2001) 301. Ovid uses absence and longing as themes 

in his letters, see Salzamn (201) 30. Ambrose claims in his first letter that he hopes to bring absent 

friends together, see Nauroy (2017) 147. Cf. Henderson (1986) 9 on how the mere act of sending a 

letter to an absent addressee is an attempt to be present with the correspondent. 
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present at the lectures which he narrates in his letter:167 

Quod superest, cum omnes qui profitentur audiero, quid de quoque sentiam scribam, 

efficiamque quantum tamen epistula consequi potero, ut ipse omnes audisse 

videaris. 

As for the remaining news, when I have heard every lecturer, I shall tell you my 

opinion on each of them, and I will make you feel, as much as I can do so in a letter, 

that you have heard them all yourself. 

         Ep. 2.18.3. 

Elsewhere, Pliny tells his friend Voconius Romanus that he sent him a letter 

explaining a court case so that he can make him feel as if he was there in person 

(interesse iudicio, Ep. 6.33.7). The letter’s ability to transport the reader to its events 

is crucial in the context of exemplarity, for exempla stories were popular in large part 

because they were vivid and brought the stories of great heroes to the eyes of those 

listening.168 In this light, Pliny uses letters to take advantage of the visual nature of 

exempla, making his readers feel as if they are witnessing the events of his 

exemplary characters and further compelling them to emulate their behaviour.169 

Moreover, Margot Neger shows that Pliny uses energeia in a series of letters 

dedicated to natural wonders to make the reader feel that they are personally looking 

at them.170 Considering that Pliny considers exempla to be similarly wonderous and 

awe-inspiring, we can infer that he also chose to write letters about his role-models 

to help his readers appreciate their exceptionality.171 

                                                           
167 For more on Pliny’s use of vivid description, see Chinn (2007) on Pliny’s use of the technique in 

the villa letters. Chinn argues that Pliny uses ekphrasis in a way which is similar to modern concepts 

of the word because he perceives it as a literary trope going back to Homer which is applicable to all 

genres. 
168 Van der Blom (2010) 156 on Cato’s use of this technique. 
169 As Henderson (2004) 12-13 has noted about Seneca’s use of letters to teach his audience moral 

lessons through exempla.  
170 Neger (2018). She covers Ep. 1.18; 3.5; 5.5; 7.27; 9.13. 
171 The remarkable nature of exempla for Pliny has been outlined in section 2 of the introduction. The 
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 Pliny also develops his own ideas about letters.172 Demetrius claims that the 

primary goal of letters is to maintain friendship and that they should not stray too far 

from a familiar tone (Eloc. 225; 229; 231; 232).173 When reporting political news to 

a friend, Pliny tells us that letters should not be resigned to friendship if it makes 

them trivial: 

Haec tibi scripsi, primum ut aliquid novi scriberem, deinde ut non numquam de re 

publica loquerer, cuius materiae nobis quanto rarior quam veteribus occasio, tanto 

minus omittenda est. Et hercule quousque illa vulgaria? “Quid agis? ecquid 

commode vales?” Habeant nostrae quoque litterae aliquid non humile nec sordidum, 

nec privatis rebus inclusum. 

I have written to you about this event firstly to write about some news, then so I can 

speak about political affairs on occasion, the opportunities of this topic are rarer for 

us than for our ancestors and so they should be neglected less often. Indeed, when 

can we get rid of those common phrases? “How are you? I hope you are well?” Our 

letters should not have a lowly and base quality, nor should they be limited to 

private affairs. 

         Ep. 3.20.10-11. 

Pliny stated earlier in the collection that one should only use similar friendly stock 

phrases “if you are well, then all is good, for I am well” (si vales, bene est; ego 

valeo) if they have no news to report and only want to keep the correspondence 

going (Ep. 1.11.2).174 Pliny is aware that elaboration of some topics, such as history, 

                                                           
use of energeia in emphasising an exemplum’s exceptionality is covered in more detail in Ch. 4.2. 
172 As Farrell (2003) states, letter writers such as Pliny often build upon the ideas of ancient theorists. 
173 Cf. Psuedo-Libanius in Epistolary Styles 54. See Stowers (1986) Ch, 7 for more on friendship 

letters. Demetrius also argues that letters can provide “proverbs” (παροιμία) if they give friendly 

advice, but that they should not be too moralistic (Eloc. 323). 
174 Cf. Ep. 1.11. The uses of such formulae are covered in Gunderson (2007). See esp. p.19 on how 

such opening formulae were often seen as an old commonplace. It is true that friendship in Latin 

epistolography goes beyond such stock phrases, as “friendship” (amiticia) in the Roman world was 

ultimately a network of benefits and favours. A letter, then, can be dedicated to maintaining friendship 

without using such an explicitly friendly tone. Some of Pliny’s letters, such as his letters of 
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are not suitable for letters (Ep. 6.16.21),175 but he rejects the view of epistolary 

theorists such as Demetrius that the letter should have a dominant focus on 

friendship. We can interpret Pliny’s statement here as a wider point about using 

letters to communicate other ideas, which could well include stories about exemplary 

individuals. 

 Pliny also defies the guidance of ancient theorists regarding the preferred 

length of letters. Demetrius argues that letters should aim for brevity, otherwise they 

resemble treatises with an epistolary heading (Eloc. 228-31). Similar views are 

espoused by Philostratus and Julius Victor.176 Brevity was popular among some 

Greek and Roman letter writers,177 and Pliny recognises that many of his addressees 

want brief letters, apologising whenever he sends them long ones (Ep. 2.5.13; 7.2.3; 

9.13.26). He also aims for stylistic brevity, writing in an elliptic manner and 

incorporating letters which are typically miniature in length.178 Yet, Pliny argues that 

letters should be long if they cover complex topics, such as court cases: 

Dices: “Non fuit tanti; quid enim mihi cum tam longa epistula?” Nolito ergo 

identidem quaerere, quid Romae geratur. Et tamen memento non esse epistulam 

longam, quae tot dies tot cognitiones tot denique reos, causasque complexa sit.  

You say: “it was not that great: why did you send me such a long letter?” Well do 

not keep asking what is happening at Rome. And remember that a letter is not long 

                                                           
recommendation, are certainly dedicated to friendship (Ep. 1.14; 1.24; 2.13; 3.2; 4.4; 4.15). I am not 

arguing that Pliny thinks letters should not be dedicated to maintaining friendship. as he clearly 

believes they do serve that purpose. Rather, I contend that Pliny believes letters can have other goals 

beyond this function. 
175 Even here his claim is disingenuous for he does make his Vesuvius letters historiographical, as 

shown by Ash (2003). 
176 Julius Victor similarly argues for the brevity of letters at Rhet. 27, with discussion in Hodkinson 

(2006) 273 n.42. Later epistolary theorists also argued that brevity should be desired in letters, see 

Greg. Naz. Ep. 51.1–5; Jul. Vict. Ars 27.4-7, with discussion in Gallé Cejudo (2018) 177. Cf. 

Philostratus on brevity in On Letters. 
177 For the brevity of Symmachus’ letters, see Sogno (2017) esp. 182-3. 
178 Whitton (2013a) 24-6 on Pliny’s use of brevity. 
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when it includes so many days, inquiries, and finally, defendants in so many cases. 

 Ep. 3.9.27. 

Pliny was not unusual in writing long letters: Cicero also wrote very lengthy ones,179 

and the practice became more common in the Roman Empire.180 Yet Pliny’s 

suggestion that he writes long letters only when it is necessary draws attention to 

their importance within the collection. In this context, Whitton has convincingly 

argued that Pliny’s longest letters, such as Ep. 8.14, are often the most significant 

within the corpus. 181 Consequently, this thesis predominantly examines Pliny’s 

longer letters about exemplary individuals, which function as significant pieces of 

the complete collection. 

1.5. Epistolarity 

 Yet Pliny comments relatively rarely on his epistolary style and the surviving 

evidence from ancient theorists is limited. To uncover more about Pliny’s use of the 

letter form, we also need to consider more recent theoretical models. A useful 

approach is provided by Janet Altman in her ground-breaking work Epistolarity: 

Approaches to a Form. This book is dedicated to “epistolarity”, a term coined by 

Altman and which she defines as “the use of the letter’s formal properties to create 

meaning”.182 In other words, while Altman is aware of the generic malleability of 

letters,183 she sets out to outline the characteristics of letters which set them apart 

from other literary genres. Altman primarily examines French epistolary novels, 

although she does occasionally engage with classical writers such as Ovid. But 

                                                           
179 Cic. Q. fr. 1, a famous letter which Cicero wrote to his brother on good governing, is a good 

example. 
180 Sarri (2018) 39-40. 
181 Whitton (2010). 
182 Altman (1982) 4. 
183  For Altman on this topic, see p. 212 
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crucially, she presents her study as a “formalist reading” and stresses that her 

methodological framework can be applied to a wide range of letter collections.184 

 I outline Altman’s tools in more detail when I employ them in the chapters of 

the thesis, but I will briefly cover them here. Altman has argued that significant 

messages of epistles are often placed upon their closure and in chapter two I examine 

the ways in which Pliny uses the conclusion of his letters to emphasise the most 

overt ethical dilemmas about exempla.185 Altman has convincingly demonstrated that 

letters of collections are often linked through cross references and calls this 

phenomenon the “epistolary mosaic”.186 In chapter three, I analyse Pliny’s use of 

intratextualities in highlighting the ways in which he has learned, and built upon, his 

elder exempla. Finally, Altman has demonstrated that addressees can influence the 

way a letter writer speaks to them and calls this the correspondent’s “weight over a 

letter”.187 In chapter four, I look at the weight which Pliny’s addressees have over his 

letters and investigate the ways in which he writes to certain correspondents about 

his female exempla. 

Classicists have employed Altman’s model to analyse the epistolarity of 

ancient letter collections. Key works include the chapters in Andrew Morrison and 

Ruth Morello’s edited volume Ancient Letters: Classical and Late Antique 

Epistolography, which look for the “epistolary colour” of letters: that is, what 

separates them from other ancient genres.188 Likewise, the essays in Owen 

Hodkinson and Patricia Rosenmeyer’s edited volume Epistolary Narratives in 

                                                           
184 Altman (1982) vii; 10.  
185 Altman (1982) ch. 5. 
186 Altman (1982) ch. 6. 
187 Altman (1982) ch. 3. 
188 See the preface of the edited volume Ancient Letters by Morello and Morrison (2007) esp. v-vi. 

Although the chapters of the volume do not always use Altman’s terminology, they have a similar 

approach of examining the “formal properties” of letters. 
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Ancient Greek Literature examine Greek letters which are embedded in larger 

literary works, arguing that their epistolary qualities, such as their brevity, 

fragmentary nature, and metaliterary engagement with other genres, serve to 

highlight or obfuscate the messages and themes of the text’s wider narratives.189 

Attention has also been paid to the epistolarity of collections by authors such as 

Cicero,190 Horace,191 and Seneca.192 Altman’s influence can be detected even in 

studies of ancient letters which do not explicitly search for their epistolarity, but 

employ her terminology - as is outlined in the above paragraph - as a framework.193 

Most notably for our purposes, Altman’s methodology has had a major 

influence on more recent studies of Pliny’s Epistles. In his seminal monograph, 

Henderson argued that we must have a sensitivity to epistolarity, more specifically 

the author’s presence in letters, if we are to study Pliny’s self-representation.194 Anna 

De Pretis has applied a systematic use of Altman’s terminology, such as the 

                                                           
189 Especially Hodkinson and Rosenmeyer (2013) 5-6, where the editors claim that epistolarity is a 

guiding principle for the chapters of the volume. Also note Rosenmeyer (2001) for an older and 

similar study of letters in Greek literature. The work does not apply an Altman framework as 

explicitly as Hodkinson and Rosenmeyer’s volume but does have a debt to her approach: the first 

chapter, which presents the stylistic conventions and the history of Greek letters, is called 

‘Epistolarity: An Introduction’.   
190 Hutchinson (1998). Also see the collection of essays in Francesca Martelli’s 2016 volume Envois: 

New Readings in Cicero’s Letters. 
191 De Pretis (2004) examines Horace’s verse letters through a systematic application of Altman’s 

methodology. The work utilises key theoretical tools of Altman throughout and sometimes dedicates 

entire chapters to them, such as chapter two’s focus on the weight of the addressee and chapter five’s 

dedication to temporality. 
192 Henderson (2004) looks at the ways in which Seneca uses the letter form to communicate his 

moral philosophy. Specifically, through linear narratives constructed through letters, most clearly seen 

in Ep. 13-33 on Seneca’s debt to Epicurus (p 29-31), and intratextual links between the villa letters, 

which is the monograph’s core focus. 
193 Elder and Mullen (2019) examine the ways in which bilingual letter writers use Latin and Greek in 

their letters and claim at p. 31 that we should ask ourselves how their code-switching of the two 

languages challenges our pre-conceived expectations of epistolarity. Also see Jenkins (2006), who 

looks at the ways in which the meaning of letters changes depending upon whom assumes the role of 

recipient, a reading more in line with the studies of the letter as signifier by Lacan (1988), Derrida 

(1988), and Johnson (1998). However, his work also has a sensitivity to the epistolarity of letters, 

represented by his monograph’s title Intercepted Letters: Epistolarity and Narrative in Greek and 

Roman Literature. 
194 Henderson (2002a) x. 
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epistolary bridge, to the Calpurnia letters, arguing that her framework provides better 

insights into the literariness of Pliny’s Epistles than reading them as either genuine 

or insincere letters,195 a trend which had dominated Plinian studies throughout the 

twentieth century.196 Subsequent scholarship has met Henderson and De Pretis’ call 

and have applied the tools of epistolarity to uncover the artistic strategies of the 

Epistles: attention has especially been paid to the “mosaic” nature of the 

collection.197   

While Altman’s model has advantages, it is not always applicable to Pliny’s 

Epistles. For example, a key aspect of her theory is the confidentiality of letters: that 

is, the letter-writer’s role as a confidant and their manipulation of the 

correspondent’s trust in them for their own personal gain.198 Instrumental to this 

trope are the different ways in which the confidant presents oneself to friends and 

lovers, and how this affects their relationship with their addressees. Since Pliny 

publishes his own letters and hopes to present himself in a positive light, he does not 

depict himself abusing the trust of others. Furthermore, while Pliny does write love 

letters to Calpurnia, they only represent a handful of letters amongst a much larger 

collection in which friends dominate as correspondents, unlike the more overtly 

romantic letter collections which Altman covers. Consequently, I do not attempt a 

systematic study of Pliny’s Epistles in the vein of Altman. Rather, I employ the tools 

of Altman’s theory so far as they can help us uncover Pliny’s strategies in 

constructing exemplarity. 

Before turning to the main chapters of this thesis, it is worth noting that very 

recent scholarship suggests that the generic conventions of ancient letter collections 

                                                           
195 De Pretis (2003) esp 128-34,  
196 As has been covered in section 1 of this chapter. 
197 The epistolary mosaic is covered in more detail in Ch. 3.1. 
198 Alrman (1982) ch. 2. Seduction is an obvious example. 
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will continue to be studied well into the future. The chapters of Arnaud Zuker and 

Michèle Biraud’s edited volume The Letters of Alciphron: A Unified Literary Work 

analyse the epistolarity of Alciphron’s correspondence, paying close attention to the 

hypothetical original arrangement of the collection, the cross-references between 

letters, and the general themes of each book.199 Gibson and Morello are currently co-

editing a forthcoming volume entitled The Epistolary Cicero: Further Readings in 

the Letters, the chapters of which will examine the books, historical figures, and 

epistolarity of the correspondence.200 Also notable are two upcoming monographs of 

the ongoing Manchester Letter Collection Project, which as one of its co-directors 

Morrison states, “will be a critical review in book form of individual ancient letter 

collections and an interpretative synoptic monograph on ancient letter 

collections”.201  

Crucial in this context is that letter collections which have received fresh 

attention in recent years feature exemplarity as key themes. Ann-Sophie Schoess 

argues that historical and philosophical exempla play a major role in Alciphron’s 

letters to parasites.202 Anna Tiziana Drago has also demonstrated that Alciphron uses 

stock New Comedy exemplary character types in his letters, such as the young 

farmer who hopes to serve in the military, or the country man who becomes 

urbanised.203 Sigrid Mratschek notes that Sidonius Apollinaris casts his grandfather 

as an important exemplum (Ep. 3.12.5),204 which Gibson argues may be influenced 

                                                           
199 On the arrangement of the collection, see esp. Marquis (2018) on this history of modern editorial 

strategies and Morrison (2018) on how the book order may be impossible to re-construct but the 

arrangement of letters proves more plausible. For book themes, see Barbiero (2018) for the first six 

letters of Book 3 as alternating between hope and despair. For cross-references, see Schoess (2018) on 

the use of mythological references to unite the disparate letters of the collection. 
200 I am thankful to Roy Gibson for providing me with his chapter of the volume. 
201 Morrison (2018) 25 n.5. 
202 Schoess (2018) 95. 
203 Drago (2018) 216-7. 
204 Mratschek (2017) 314. 
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by Pliny’s presentation of his uncle.205 My thesis fits into this burgeoning 

scholarship and complements future research into exemplarity in ancient letters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
205 Gibson (2013c) 348-9. 
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Chapter 2. Negative Exempla: Immoral Men in Rome 

2.1. Reading the Epistles by Cycles 

When examining Pliny’s exempla, it is essential to keep in mind that he 

promotes them not simply because they inspire others to good behaviour, but 

because he considers Rome to be in a state of moral decline. It was a topos that 

Rome was in decay: Livy, for example, claims that Rome is overtaken by greed and 

avarice in his own time (1.pr). Tacitus similarly bemoans the inadequate state of 

Rome upon the preface of his Histories (1.1). Pliny is working in a clear tradition 

then, yet as we saw in the introduction, he specifically claims that his own society 

has lost good morals because of a lack of appropriate contemporary exempla.206 As 

Strunk has noted, when Pliny praises young men such as Asinius Bassus for their 

diligence in politics – a man whom he recommends to his addressee Minicius 

Fundanus to serve as his quaestor - he remarks that such morally upstanding 

individuals are unfortunately rare in contemporary Rome (Ep. 4.25.8).207 Pliny offers 

similar sentiments when he recommends Minicius Acilianus as a husband to his 

friend Mauricus’ niece, claiming that the young man is remarkable because he grew 

up in Brixia, a town which is unusual for still possessing traditional virtues such as 

“modesty” (verecundia) and “frugality” (frugalitas, Ep. 1.14.5).208 Pliny praises both 

men precisely because their characters are at odds with the degraded state of Rome; 

consequently, we cannot appreciate his motives in promoting his exempla without 

fully understanding what he considers to be immoral in society. 

In this context, Pliny occasionally employs negative exempla: individuals 

                                                           
206 Section 3 of the introduction. 
207 Strunk (2012) 179. Pliny associates him with industria and probitas, which as Méthy (2007) 140 

notes, are often presented as social virtues. 
208 Acilianus is examined in Ch. 4.4. 
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who exhibit behaviour which must be avoided. As Catharine Edwards has pointed 

out, the Romans did not have a word for immorality which neatly aligns to our own 

concept.209 Instead, Roman writers associated individuals with cardinal vices such as 

“adultery” (adulterium), “softness” (mollitia), “licence” (licentia), “luxury” 

(luxuria), and “pleasure” (voluptas) to exclude them from society by claiming they 

did not meet proper moral standards.210 Pliny uses negative exempla for rhetorical 

purposes, as they give him a way to cast himself in opposition to them and prove his 

own worth as a member of the Roman elite.211 Yet as Isak Hammar has highlighted, 

immorality was rooted in depravity in Roman thought: in such a view, immoral 

individuals commit crimes such as murder primarily because of their character.212 

Pliny’s negative exempla, then, provide a useful window into the behaviours which 

he considers most threatening to Rome’s social and moral order, and in turn, 

symbolise the world he hopes to see left behind when his readers learn from and 

reflect upon the stories of his positive exempla. 

Before we can examine Pliny’s negative exempla, we first need a reading 

strategy for approaching his construction of negative exemplarity. A recent trend in 

Plinian scholarship is to read the Epistles sequentially. Sometimes this approach is 

done for the sake of convenience: Hoffer and Ludolph do not cover every letter in 

                                                           
209 Edwards (1993) 3-4. Cf. Hammar (2013) 44-5 for a similar sentiment. 
210 Edwards (1993) examines adulterium, mollitia, licentia, luxuria and voluptas in the chapters of her 

study. Edwards main argument (as stated at p.12) is the link between Roman immorality and social 

politics. For a good overview of the history of scholarship on Roman immorality, see Hammar (2013) 

65-67. Hammar’s monograph is a detailed analysis of immorality as a theme in Ciceronian oratory. 

For other works which reflect this surge of scholarly interest in the relationship between morality and 

Roman social politics, particularly in the sphere of sexual morality, see Richlin (1992); Langlands 

(2006).  
211 This exclusionary tactic was particularly useful for moralisers such as Pliny, who were from 

outside the Roman nobility and so contrasted their virtuous behaviour against immoral men to prove 

their value as members of the elite, see Edwards (1993) 17. For the key components of elite identity in 

Rome, see p. 14-16. As Edwards states, wealth alone was not enough to be considered a member of 

the elite. Virtues, achievements, and interest in cultural pursuits were also key aspects of elite identity. 
212 Hammar (2013) 45-6. 
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Book 1 in their respective monographs, but both analyse the unit’s most significant 

missives in order.213 Gibson and Morello similarly analyse the Epistles following 

their original arrangement, yet they do so as a methodological point, arguing that the 

letters lose too much context when they are isolated from their placement in the 

corpus.214 A significant study in this vein is Morello’s essay Pliny Book 8: Two 

Viewpoints and the Pedestrian Reader, which examines every letter of Book 8 in 

order and convincingly demonstrates that letters in the book are juxtaposed for 

artistic effect and that we can uncover a loose narrative on how one should act 

humanely to others.215  

This focus on sequential reading goes hand in hand with Gibson and 

Morello’s argument for cycles in the Epistles: micro-narratives which are linearly 

crafted in the collection via repeated discussion of individual figures such as Cicero, 

or cross-references between thematically linked letters.216 One of the most popular of 

Pliny’s letter series is the “Regulus cycle”: a narrative which is dedicated to Marcus 

Aquilius Regulus,217 who was historically an “informant” (delator) under the 

emperors Nero and Domitian and was Pliny’s chief political opponent in the 

Centumviral Court.218 He serves as the most recurrent negative exemplum of the 

Epistles, appearing a total of seven times.219 Moreover, Pliny presents Regulus as 

what Méthy describes as the Epistles’ most significant negative exemplum: a man 

                                                           
213 Hoffer (1999). Ludolph (1997) 99-193 analyses Ep. 1.1-8. 
214 Gibson and Morello (2012) 3. 
215 Morello (2015) 180-4 outlines the motives of sequential reading. 
216 Gibson and Morello (2012).  
217 Hoffer (1999) 55-92; Méthy (2007) 142-51; Lefèvre (2009) 50–60 and 106-9 have examined the 

ways in which Pliny presents Regulus as a villainous character and an archetypal “bad senator” (the 

name of Hoffer’s study on Regulus). They touch upon topics such as his inadequacy as a speaker (Ep. 

1.20.14-5; 4.7.5), his indulgence in crimes such as legacy hunting (Ep. 2.20), and his disregard for his 

son’s safety and his implied profiteering from his death (Ep. 2.20.6; 4.2; 4.7). 
218 The Centumviral Court was a civil law court which dealt with inheritance cases, see Johnson 

(2010) 47; Rutledge (2001) 197; Goodman (2012) 105. 
219 Ep. 1.5; 1.20; 2.11.22; 2.20; 4.2; 4.7; 6.2. 
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who possesses almost all of the vices which Pliny condemns throughout his 

collection.220 Whitton notes that Pliny calls Regulus by the name M.Regulus upon 

his first (Ep. 1.5.1) and final (6.2.1) appearance, inviting us to read the letters about 

him as a cycle.221 In this context, Ash argues that Pliny employs “types” (loci) of 

Ciceronian invective against Regulus which intensify as the cycle progresses, 

starting with an attack on his violent character (Ep. 1.5; 1.20), escalating to his 

avaricious legacy hunting (Ep. 2.20), and climaxing in an allegation that he 

profiteers off his own son’s death (Ep. 4.2; 4.7).222  

 Ash’s study demonstrates that the polemical messages of the Regulus cycle 

can only be fully appreciated with a sequential reading and there remains more to 

uncover in this regard. Yet there is also a more fundamental question regarding how 

we read the cycles of the Epistles. As Keeline has argued, scholars such as Gibson 

and Morello who detect such cycles rarely define them.223 The cyclical nature of 

these narratives is also often debatable: while Whitton observes ring-composition in 

the Regulus cycle because the name M.Regulus is used only in Ep. 1.5 and 6.2,224 the 

two letters do not have other aspects which connect them, such as a shared addressee 

or topic beyond the appearance of Pliny’s arch-enemy.225 I broadly agree with 

Keeline that these cycles often seem nebulous and this chapter offers a more precise 

                                                           
220 Méthy (2007) 145-7. 
221 Whitton (2013a) 180. The connection between these two letters is similarly observed in Gibson’s 

forthcoming commentary on Book 6 of Pliny’s Epistles. Since this commentary has invaluable 

information within it, I use it frequently in the thesis. I am thankful to Roy Gibson for providing me 

an early draft of his commentary. I refer to it simply as Gibson (forthcoming) in the rest of the thesis. 
222 Ash (2013). As has been argued, it is difficult to know how much Cicero’s style of invective 

differed from earlier and contemporary orators due to a lack of evidence, thus it is difficult to call 

Pliny’s invective “Ciceronian” with complete certainty, see Seager (2007) 25; Powell (2007) 20.  
223 Keeline (2018b) 289. 
224 The first and final letters of the Regulus cycle. 
225 For a similarly debatable cycle, see Gibson and Morello (2012) 96-99, who argue that the final 

letter dedicated to Cicero (Ep. 9.2.2-3) may be recalling the first letter which mentions the great orator 

as a literary model (Ep. 3.20.10) because both discuss his talent as a writer. Note it is not recalling the 

first “Cicero letter”. 
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examination into the ways in which Pliny uses a series of letters to depict an 

exemplary character. I use the term cycle throughout this thesis because it is a 

convenient and traditional way of referring to Pliny’s penchant for dedicating letters 

to individual(s) and a shared topic, yet I do not interpret such narratives as inherently 

circular but rather as a series of letters which are free form in nature.226 

2.2. The Regulus Cycle: The Ultimate Negative Exemplum 

 Regulus first appears in Ep. 1.5, an introductory letter which lays the 

foundations of his cycle. Specifically, Pliny connects his foe to vices with which he 

becomes more associated in later letters.227 Regulus is villainised immediately in the 

letter’s opening line, where Pliny asks his close friend Voconius Romanus if he has 

seen anyone more cowardly than Regulus now that Domitian has died: 

Vidistine quemquam M. Regulo timidiorem humiliorem post Domitiani mortem? 

sub quo non minora flagitia commiserat quam sub Nerone sed tectiora. Coepit vereri 

ne sibi irascerer, nec fallebatur: irascebar.  

Have you seen anyone more scared or lowly than Regulus after the death of 

Domitian? Under whose rule he committed no fewer crimes than under Nero, but 

better concealed. He began to fear that I was angry with him, and he is not wrong: I 

am angry. 

    Ep. 1.5.1. 

Pliny’s claim that Regulus is timidus and fears him (vereri) because has lost the 

emperor’s support sets the scene for his rival’s cowardice in the rest of the letter; we 

learn that Regulus is “terrified” (exterritus, Ep. 1.5.8) and “afraid” (timere, Ep. 

1.5.11) of Pliny because of their past hostility. Regulus also grows pale rather than 

                                                           
226 On the looseness of Pliny’s cycles, see Whitton (2013a) 17-20. 
227 The specific vices will be covered in the analysis. 
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blushing with “shame” (pudor) when he is reprimanded by Pliny for his crimes and 

Hoffer identifies that Regulus specifically fears the threat of exposure and has no 

guilt for his misdeeds (Ep. 1.5.13).228 Pliny’s sentiment also foreshadows his later 

claim that Regulus makes rash proposals at court and abandons them in fear (timere) 

when they are not successful (Ep. 2.11.2).229 Cowardice was a cardinal vice in 

Roman thought and Pliny presents other wicked men as similarly fearful: the corrupt 

senator Publicius Certus, for example, had nightmares of Pliny prosecuting him for 

his crimes shortly before his death (Ep. 9.13.25).230 Yet while Pliny fits Regulus into 

a wider tradition of immoral men, he also hints that his rival is unique; Hoffer notes 

that Pliny’s question implies a superlative, suggesting that no one is more cowardly 

or lowly than Regulus.231 Perhaps the most significant aspect of this opening passage 

is that it establishes Regulus as exceptionally immoral, which is integral to his status 

as the principal negative exemplum of the Epistles across future letters of his cycle. 

Pliny’s statement that Regulus is humilis is linked to his cowardice, for he 

tells us that his rival is often “deferent” (abiectus) when he is afraid (Ep. 1.5.8). Yet 

there is also a hint that Regulus’ humility has a disgusting and lowly quality, as we 

later learn that he indulges his son in a “foul” (foedus) manner at Ep. 4.2.2. It is also 

no coincidence that Regulus comes from a poor and “unimportant” (tenuis) 

background, a reference to his low social rank (Ep. 2.20.13). As Méthy has 

commented, villainous characters are often presented with vices of repulsion in 

Pliny: Hostilius Firminus, an accomplice of the corrupt governor Marius Priscus, is 

                                                           
228 Hoffer (1999) 62. Ash (2013) 219 argues that Pliny’s claim that Regulus is always pale but 

becomes even paler when he is threatened signals that he is habitually scared but occasionally reaches 

new extremes. 
229 I discuss this passage in more detail later in this section. 
230 Craig (2004) lists cowardice in war as the twelfth invective loci. Cf. Corbeill (2002) 201 on 

cowardice as one of the most common accusations in Rome.  
231 Hoffer (1999) 64. 
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described as “disgusting” (turpis, Ep. 2.11.23), the corrupt governor Caecillius 

Classicus as foedus (Ep. 3.9.2), his accomplice Norbanus Licianus as “crooked” 

(pravus, Ep. 3.9.32),232 and the arrogant and unworthy Pallas - the imperial secretary 

under Claudius - as “dirt” (caenum), “filth” (sordes), and a “scoundrel” (furcifer, Ep. 

7.29.3).233 Yet while these individuals are similarly repellent, Pliny’s implication 

that Regulus is lowlier than anybody else is unique to this opening passage, 

highlighting his foe’s “exceptionality”. 

The letter’s opening line also has subtler hints that it serves as an introduction 

to the Regulus cycle. Pliny claims that Regulus committed flagitia under Domitian, 

and as Whitton points out, Regulus’ legacy hunting under this era is later covered in 

Ep. 2.20 and Pliny bemoans that his rival has become wealthy through such flagitia 

(Ep. 2.20.13).234 Pliny’s anger, which is emphasised in the repetition of irasci 

cognate verbs, foreshadows the gradual invective which Ash has noted develops in 

the Regulus cycle. Finally, the first three words of the letter are vidistine quemquam 

M. Regulo, which are what a first-time reader of the Epistles would see as a 

summary of the letter when consulting the index which accompanied the original 

book scroll.235 A reader who may have known about Pliny and Regulus’ oratorical 

                                                           
232 Pravus has connotations of deformity. 
233 Méthy (2007) 149. As is noted in section 5 of this chapter, which examines Pallas in more depth, 

Pliny is more extreme in this instance than usual because of Pallas’ servile origins. 
234 Whitton (2013a) 155. 
235 The earliest surviving manuscript of Pliny’s Epistles, π (dating to the fifth/sixth century AD), 

contains Ep. 2.20.13-3.5.4 and features an index for Book 3 which presents both names for each 

correspondent and a few words of the beginning of each letter. Photographs of the index are printed in 

Gibson (2014) 42-44. A descendant of π, B (dating to the ninth century AD), contains indices for each 

book up to Book 5 and they are copied and printed in Robbins (1910). Cf. Lowe and Rand (1922) for 

a clear presentation of the index of Book 3 in the B manuscript. Unfortunately, B’s index of Book 1 

has been jumbled in its transmission and all that survives of Ep. 1.5’s index is “vidisti”, see Robbins 

(210) 476. A reconstruction of Book 1’s index has been provided by Gibson (2014) 46, which I 

follow. Gibson (2014) 45 suspects that Pliny originally wrote the indices because only single names 

seem to have been included on letter headings and only Pliny would have the knowledge to put both 

names for every addressee in the indices. Yet as he concedes, it is possible the indices were the 

product of a fifth century editor. Whoever created these indices, they seem to have accompanied the 
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rivalry and “seen” (vidistine) Regulus in the index’s summary might have been 

tempted to consult the letter to discover more about their relationship, leading them 

to read the entire cycle.236 

As the letter continues, Pliny focuses on Regulus’ violence. At Ep. 1.5.2-3, 

Pliny tells us that Regulus rejoiced over the deaths of the men he prosecuted as a 

delator, employing vocabulary which underlines his aggression: 

Rustici Aruleni periculum foverat, exsultaverat morte; adeo ut librum recitaret 

publicaretque, in quo Rusticum insectatur atque etiam “stoicorum simiam” appellat, 

adicit “Vitelliana cicatrice stigmosum” - agnoscis eloquentiam Reguli -, lacerat 

Herennium Senecionem tam intemperanter quidem, ut dixerit ei Mettius Carus 

“Quid tibi cum meis mortuis? 

He had supported the peril of Arulenus Rusticus, and had rejoiced in his death; to 

such an extent that he recited and published a book in which he assailed Rusticus 

and even called him “ape of the Stoics’, and added “marked by the scar of Vitellius’ 

– you recognise the eloquence of Regulus – he smeared Herennius Senecio so 

intemperately that Mettius Carus said to him “what do you want with my dead 

men”? 

Pliny juxtaposes exsultare and mors, emphasising that the death of Roman citizens 

excites Regulus. His use of lacerare also highlights the violence with which Regulus 

conducts his slander, as the word evokes imagery of mangling and mutilation. 

Pliny’s qualification of this verb with intemperanter further emphasises Regulus’ 

                                                           
books of the Epistles early in their dissemination.  
236 Other individuals of major character sketches are named in the first few words of their respective 

letter: here a senatu Vestricio (Ep. 2.7.1), amas Egnatium Marcellinum (Ep. 4.12.1), Aeschinen 

aiunt (Ep. 4.5.1). This is not a guiding principle for Pliny’s character sketches, however, as he does 

not name Arria at the beginning of Ep. 3.16. 
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lack of self-control. Yet perhaps most disturbing is Pliny’s subtle use of periculum: a 

reference to the trial and eventual execution of Rusticus. By claiming that Regulus 

supported Rusticus’ demise, Pliny implies that his rival was indirectly involved in 

his death. Regulus’ violent rhetoric is later reprised at Ep. 1.20.14.237 

Pliny sarcastically calls Regulus’ violence characteristic of his eloquentia, 

referring to his role as a delator: men who were often associated with violent oratory 

in Roman thought.238 It is worth noting in this context that Regulus’ slander was too 

violent and offended even Mettius Carus, a delator who Pliny claims speaks 

“menacingly” (minaciter) in court and once was even preparing to prosecute Pliny to 

suit his own agenda (Ep. 7.27.7).239 Even by the standards of other delatores, then, 

Regulus is presented as extreme. This statement not only highlights Regulus’ 

violence, but also his inadequacy as an orator; this foreshadows later letters of the 

cycle, where Pliny goes on to condemn Regulus as an orator: he mocks his rival for 

having a stammer, poor memory, and weak lungs, which results in his status as a 

“bad man who is unskilled in speaking” (vir malus dicendi imperitus, Ep. 4.7.4-5). 

This line reworks Cato’s expression that the orator should be a “good man who is 

skilled in speaking” (vir bonus dicendi peritus, Sen. Controv. 1.pref.9) and points to 

Regulus’ role as the quintessential negative exemplum of oratory. Pliny’s portrait of 

Regulus as a poor orator is also designed to reflect well upon himself because, as 

Kathryn Tempest has noted, we can draw a contrast with Pliny, who boasts about his 

                                                           
237 I discuss this passage in more detail later in this section. 
238 For a good overview, see Rutledge (2010) 112-4. Cf. Goldberg (2012) 161. As Rutledge (1999) 

555-62 notes, the delatores of the empire may not have been very different historically to the 

accusatores of the Republic. The portrait of the delatores as a new kind of unusually violent men may 

have been rhetorically useful for senators such as Pliny who were in political conflict with them. A 

brief overview is provided in Rutledge (2001) 13-5. 
239 Winsbury (2014) 93 interprets Mettius Carus’ words as a dark joke in support of Regulus, but 

Hoffer (1999) 67 is surely correct that Regulus’ “extreme invective offends even Senecio’s killer 

Mettius Carus”. 
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own voice projection in the Attia Viriola case (Ep. 6.33.2-4) and completes his 

speech in the Marius Priscus’ trial despite Trajan’s anxiety over the stress on his 

lungs (Ep. 2.11.15).240 

In fact, Ep. 1.5 introduces Pliny’s role as a foil to Regulus, a status which 

becomes more prominent as the cycle progresses. In this context, Regulus’ cruelty is 

further emphasised when Pliny tells us about an old story where his rival attacked 

him in court, demanding his opinion on the exiled Mettius Modestus: 

Ecce tibi Regulus “Quaero,” inquit, “secunde, quid de Modesto sentias.” Vides quod 

periculum, si respondissem “bene”; quod flagitium si “male”. 

Look at what Regulus did: “I ask, Pliny, what you think of Modestus’? You see 

what danger I was in if I had responded with “well”; and what disgrace if I said 

“badly”. 

    Ep. 1.5.5. 

Regulus here hoped to trap Pliny into a difficult situation, as Modestus was exiled 

under Domitian, who still reigned as emperor. Pliny thus claims that if he expressed 

support for Modestus he would have exposed himself to danger, but if he condemned 

Modestus’ name, he would have disgraced himself. Pliny starts the sentence with 

ecce, a very vivid word which emphasises that Regulus’ behaviour here was 

especially egregious. Yet it is Pliny’s use of periculum which is particularly 

significant, as it links his situation to the fatal periculum which we have seen 

Rusticus had suffered only a few lines earlier. While Regulus’ violence is once again 

on full display, Pliny primarily tells this story so his success over his rival is more 

pronounced: he tells us that he foiled Regulus’ plan by claiming that his question 

                                                           
240 Tempest (2017) 184. 
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was irrelevant and consequently won applause from his fellow senators (Ep. 1.5.7).  

We have seen that Ep. 1.5 has a defined role as an introductory letter, yet the 

next few appearances of Regulus have a less clear status in the structure of the cycle. 

Pliny’s rival returns briefly in Ep. 1.20, where Pliny tells Tacitus his preferred 

rhetorical style. Pliny draws a clear contrast between his oratory and that of Regulus 

by recalling an old conversation they once had on their different approaches in court: 

Dixit aliquando mihi Regulus, cum simul adessemus: “Tu omnia quae sunt in causa 

putas exsequenda; ego iugulum statim video, hunc premo.” Premit sane quod elegit, 

sed in eligendo frequenter errat. Respondi posse fieri, ut genu esset aut talus, ubi ille 

iugulum putaret. At ego, inquam, qui iugulum perspicere non possum, omnia 

pertempto, omnia experior, πάντα denique λίθον κινῶ.  

Regulus once said to me when we were present together at court: “you think that 

you must follow up ever matter in a case; I see the jugular and then I immediately 

seize it”. He certainly seizes what he chooses, but he often makes mistakes in his 

choices. I responded that when he thought it was the jugular it might be the knee or 

ankle. And I said, “I am not able to see the jugular and so I test everything and try 

everything, in sum, I leave no stone unturned”. 

        Ep. 1.20.14. 

Regulus’ concise style is representative of modern oratory, which Pliny criticises for 

its “brevity” (brevitas) throughout the letter and is portrayed elsewhere in the 

correspondence as effeminate and debase (Ep. 2.14). As Gibson, Morello, and 

Whitton have commented, Pliny opts for a more traditional and thorough style in 

contrast to his nemesis,241 which is perhaps highlighted by his use of Greek in 

                                                           
241 Gibson and Morello (2012) 244; Whitton (2015) 139-41.  
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describing it.242 Pliny here elaborates on Regulus’ weakness as an orator, which had 

been introduced in Ep. 1.5. 

 Pliny again references Regulus in a short passage at Ep. 2.11; here he tells his 

friend Maturus Arrianus about his recent prosecution of the corrupt governor Marius 

Priscus. Pliny complains that several senators supported Collega’s proposal not to 

exile Priscus for his crimes. After Collega loses, he complains that Regulus was 

behind his bid but deserted him when it failed:  

Multum postea de impulsoribus suis, praecipue de Regulo questus est, qui se in 

sententia quam ipse dictaverat deseruisset. Est alioqui Regulo tam mobile ingenium, 

ut plurimum audeat plurimum timeat. 

He complained a great deal afterwards about his instigators, especially Regulus, who 

had deserted him when he himself told him to propose the sentence. Regulus is 

generally so fickle in character that he is both very bold and very cowardly. 

        Ep. 2.11.22. 

We can similarly interpret this passage as a companion to Ep. 1.5, for Regulus’ 

audacity evokes his bold attempt to trap Pliny at court and his cowardice is 

reminiscent of his fear of Pliny after Domitian’s death.  

These brief appearances of Regulus give us further insights into his character, 

but it is debatable whether they function as part of the Regulus cycle. Ash interprets 

Ep. 1.20.14 and Ep. 2.11.22 as “Regulus letters” and argues that they serve to keep 

him in our mind before his next major appearance.243 The two epistles are notably 

different to the other letters of the Regulus cycle: they are not dedicated to Regulus 

                                                           
242 Pliny’s Greek represents his classical education. Perhaps we could be tempted to draw a contrast 

with Regulus, who Pliny tells us comes from a poor background at Ep. 2.20.13. 
243 Ash (2013) 221. 
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and serve to highlight aspects of his negative exemplarity which have already been 

presented. Ultimately, how we place both letters in the Regulus cycle depends upon 

how loosely we interpret Pliny’s cycles: Gibson and Morello treat off-hand 

references to characters as major letters of their series.244 I argue that both of these 

passages should be considered as companion pieces rather than major letters, 

because the next letters are all dedicated to Regulus and introduce aspects of his 

negative exemplarity which have not yet been revealed. Crucially, these upcoming 

letters continue to emphasise the “exceptionality” of Regulus’ immorality.245 

When we reach the second major letter of the Regulus cycle - Ep. 2.20 - 

Pliny divulges the fact that Regulus steals other people’s inheritances, a crime which 

was particularly offensive to a Roman audience because of its violation of familial 

duty.246 Consequently, Ash argues that Ep. 2.20 represents a key turning point in the 

narrative, since Pliny’s invective against his rival significantly escalates.247 Key to 

this letter is Pliny’s claim that Regulus has become rich through his legacy hunting 

and that he hopes to become even wealthier in the future (Ep. 2.20.13). While not 

attributing the word to Regulus, Pliny casts his rival as a man driven by “avarice” 

(avaratia): a key vice in Roman thought.248 Moreover, he presents Regulus’ greed as 

leading to him to having more and more lust for money, a sentiment which can also 

be observed in Cicero’s depiction of the similarly greedy Verres.249 Yet perhaps 

                                                           
244 A key example is their treatment of the Cicero cycle: Gibson and Morello (2012) ch. 3. 
245 We can also note that Ep. 1.20.14 and Ep. 2.11.22 do not emphasise Regulus’ “exceptionality”, 

further suggesting they function as companion pieces. 
246 On the offensiveness of legacy hunting, see Hopkins (1983) 239; Saller (1994) 98; Verboven 

(2002). Contemporary writers condemn legacy hunting: Sen. Ep. 95.44; Mart. 1.10; 2.65; 4.61; 9.88; 

12.10; Juv.1.30-39; 12.99-130; Suet. Tib. 49. Cicero alludes to the general Roman hatred of legacy 

hunting in Off. 3.83. 
247 Ash (2013) 223. 
248 Cato the Elder believed avaratia included all vices (Gell. NA. 11.2); Verres’ greed is one of his 

key vices in the In Verrem and is highlighted at Verr. 2.3.152. Cf. 2.2.134, 2.2.84; 2.3.40; Sallust on 

avaratia as a corrupting vice (Sall. Cat. 10.4). All authors with discussion in Hammar (2013) 145-7. 
249 Verr. 2.3.111; Verr. 2.2.17, with discussion in Hammar (2013) 145. 
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most notable is that Regulus aims to make sixty million sesterces, a very large sum 

of money, which evidences the “exceptional” nature of his rapacity. 

Pliny narrates Regulus’ legacy hunting in three independent stories and when 

we look more closely at these tales, we discover that other vices are embedded into 

the overarching accusation of avaratia. For example, Pliny alleges at Ep. 2.20.3-5 

that Regulus succeeded in securing the ill widow Verania’s inheritance by acting in a 

superstitious manner when he visited her during her illness: 

Esto, si venit tantum; at ille etiam proximus toro sedit, quo die qua hora nata esset 

interrogavit. Ubi audiit, componit vultum intendit oculos movet labra, agitat digitos 

computat. Nihil. Ut diu miseram exspectatione suspendit, “Habes” inquit 

“climactericum tempus sed evades. Quod ut tibi magis liqueat, 

haruspicem consulam, quem sum frequenter expertus.” Nec mora, sacrificium facit, 

adfirmat exta cum siderum significatione congruere. Illa ut in periculo credula poscit 

codicillos, legatum Regulo scribit.  

It would be one thing if he only came; but he sat down near her bed and asked her 

on what day and hour she was born. When he heard, he made a serious expression, 

narrowed his eyes, moves his lips, works his fingers, and makes sums. Then he does 

nothing. When he had the poor woman in suspense for a long time, he said “you are 

in a critical point of time, but you can escape it. To make you more assured, I shall 

consult a soothsayer whom I have frequently used”. There is no delay, he makes a 

sacrifice and affirms that the entrails agree with the planetary signs. She, credulous 

in her peril, asked for writing tables and wrote a legacy for Regulus.  

Regulus uses what Whitton calls astrological jargon terms in his direct speech, such 

as climactericum tempus, and Pliny reveals that his rival frequently consults 

haruspices.250 Pliny later claims that Regulus wore an eyepatch at court and would 

                                                           
250 Whitton (2013a) 273. 
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consult haruspices on the result of a case he was working on, which he claims was 

an “excessive superstition” (nimia superstitione, Ep. 6.2.2). Pliny is not necessarily 

criticising astrology here but is rather suggesting that Regulus appropriates the 

practice for his own purposes, since Verania writes him into her inheritance because 

of the panic his superstitions instil in her.251 Pliny tells us that Verania indulged 

Regulus because she feared there was a danger (periculum again) to her life and did 

not recognise her error until her final moments. Whitton claims that Pliny’s use of 

periculum refers to Verania’s illness and excuses her naivety in falling for Regulus’ 

tricks; however, it may also refer to Regulus’ ulterior motives.252 This interpretation 

is likely considering the fatal periculum which Regulus posed to others previously in 

Ep. 1.5. 

 In his third story, Pliny reveals that Regulus not only hoped to steal money, 

but even the garments of the rich woman Aurelia. When he visited her when she was 

signing her will, he saw her beautiful tunic and demanded it in a moment of giddy 

excitement:  

Aurelia ornata femina signatura testamentum sumpserat pulcherrimas tunicas. Regulus 

cum venisset ad signandum, “Rogo” inquit “has mihi leges.” Aurelia ludere hominem 

putabat, ille serio instabat. 

Aurelia, a distinguished woman, wore a very beautiful tunic for the signing of her 

will. When Regulus came for the attestation of her will, he said “I request that you 

bequeath those clothes to me.” Aurelia thought the man was joking, but he insisted 

vehemently. 

                                                           
251 Astrology was popular throughout Rome, see the OCD. Green (2014) 97-108 states that even 

rulers who used astrology to promote their political careers, such as Augustus, often outlawed 

astrology for personal use because it could potentially disrupt their own image and public ideology. 

There was thus a rocky relationship between the popularity of astrology and its subversive qualities. 
252 Whitton (2013a) 274 
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    Ep. 2.20.10. 

As Ash has noticed, Pliny never explicitly states that Regulus was interested in the 

dress beyond its monetary value, but his description of it as pulcher could be hinting 

that Regulus was attracted to it because of its pretty appearance.253 Additionally, that 

Pliny refers to Regulus as homo could be an ironic way of underscoring his lack of 

manliness, which seems likely considering his reference to Aurelia as an ornata 

femina. Ash consequently argues that this story highlights Regulus’ effeminacy,254 

especially because Roman men were expected to wear manly clothing.255 Effeminacy 

was closely associated with luxury in Roman thought and so Pliny’s tale also draws 

our attention to Regulus’ legacy hunting.256 

 While a subtle point, we can detect something sinister in Regulus’ attempts to 

steal inheritances from vulnerable women. In Pliny’s three stories of Regulus’ legacy 

hunting, the only time his foe fails is the second tale, when he tries to insert himself 

into the will of the rich man Velleius Blaesus (Ep. 2.20.7-8). Regulus of course is 

successful in stealing Verania’s inheritance and Pliny tells us that his arch-enemy has 

guaranteed himself Aurelia’s clothes in her will, but that she is still alive means her 

case is pending (Ep. 2.20.11). Pliny implies that Blaesus suspected Regulus and 

consequently ensured he gained nothing from his death; Pliny here may be 

foreshadowing Regulus’ “perverse” (perversus) character later in the cycle, where he 

                                                           
253 Ash (2013) 225. 
254 As Ash (2013) 226 claims, Pliny does not explicitly state this. However, it is suggested. 
255 It was a common trope in Roman ideology that Roman men should both wear manly clothing and 

behave in a suitably masculine manner, see Croom (2000) 29; Olsen (2017). As Edmundson (2008) 

shows, dress was an important aspect of Roman society and denoted your rank on the social 

hierarchy. Deviating from established dress conventions was thus a serious offence. Quintilian claims 

dresses should be virilis (manly) at Inst. 11.3.137, see Davies (2005) 121 for discussion. See also 

Hammar (2013) 239-43 on Cicero’s claim that his political opponents Clodius and Cataline wore 

feminine dresses. 
256 Edwards (2009) 80. 
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mocks his rival for hoping to remarry at his old age (Ep. 4.2.6).257 

 Yet perhaps the most shocking of Pliny’s accusations is that Regulus curses 

the name of his own son to ensure the success of his legacy hunting. Whitton 

comments that it was common to swear an oath on a son’s life because of the 

significance of father and son relationships in Roman society, which makes Regulus’ 

lack of familial devotion (pietas) more shocking.258 Pliny claims that Verania 

realised that Regulus fooled her and that he only avoids the anger of the gods 

because he curses his son when committing his crimes: 

Mox ingravescit, clamat moriens hominem nequam perfidum ac plus etiam quam 

periurum, qui sibi per salutem filii peierasset. Facit hoc Regulus non minus scelerate 

quam frequenter, quod iram deorum, quos ipse cotidie fallit, in caput infelicis pueri 

detestatur. 

She died soon after, shouting out as she died on the wickedness, treachery, and even 

worse than perjury of the man who had falsely sworn an oath to her on the health of 

his son. Regulus does this no less wickedly than he does frequently, because the 

anger of the gods, which he evades every day, is cursed upon the head of his 

unfortunate boy. 

        Ep. 2.20.5-6. 

The polyptoton (periurus and peierare) highlights Regulus’ perjury, which as 

Whitton has commented, typically causes divine anger in ancient thought.259 We 

could be tempted to read an impiety in Regulus’ conduct, especially since Pliny calls 

his rival’s unconventional practices an “excessive superstition” (nimia superstitione, 

Ep. 6.2.2), which is similar to the way he describes Christianity as a “perverse and 

                                                           
257 Ash (2013) notes that Pliny accuses Regulus of the invective locus of sexual misconduct. 
258 Whitton (2013a) 274. The relationship between father and son was of course particularly 

important, see Saller (1994) 102-154. 
259 Whitton (2013a) 275, citing Iliad. 3.276-80; Pan. 64.3. 
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excessive superstition” to Trajan when he acts as governor of Bithynia-Pontus 

(superstitionem pravam et immodicam, Ep. 10.96.8). Zsuzsanna Várhelyi has shown 

that superstition was often associated with divine malevolence in the Roman 

Empire,260 and so there is a suggestion that Regulus’ practices are tied to his wicked 

character. 

That Regulus has no regard for his son sets up Ep. 4.2 and 4.7, two letters 

which reveal that Regulus’ son has recently died and where Pliny goes into a much 

fuller examination into his rival’s failings as a father.261 In a remarkable disclosure, 

Pliny implies that Regulus planned to steal his own son’s inheritance and hoped for 

his death: 

Regulus filium amisit, hoc uno malo indignus, quod nescio an malum putet. Erat 

puer acris ingenii sed ambigui, qui tamen posset recta sectari, si patrem non referret. 

Hunc Regulus emancipavit, ut heres matris exsisteret; mancipatum (ita vulgo ex 

moribus hominis loquebantur) foeda et insolita parentibus indulgentiae simulatione 

captabat. 

Regulus has lost his son, the one misfortune which he did not deserve, although I am 

not sure whether he thinks it is a misfortune. The boy was quick witted but fickle, 

however, he may have pursued the right path if he did not take after his father. 

Regulus released his son from paternal authority so that he could become the heir of 

his mother; for after he sold him (as is generally told because of the habits of the 

man), he worked on his son with an obscene pretence of indulgence which is 

unnatural for a parent. 

         Ep. 4.2.1-2. 

Pliny’s use of mancipare points to Regulus’ ulterior motives: that his son was 

                                                           
260 Várhelyi (2010) 164-5 
261 The link between these letters has been covered at Ch. 1.3. 
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nothing but a possession for further wealth. This point is emphasised by the word’s 

etymological link to manceps. Moreover, Pliny’s use of captare highlights that 

Regulus secretly hoped to steal his inheritance, as the verb can also mean legacy 

hunting and is etymologically linked to captatio.262 In this context, Pliny’s use of the 

word malum may have a double meaning, for while he uses it elsewhere to describe 

the death of his close friend Junius Avitus (Ep. 8.23.8), he also uses it to refer to 

unfavourable property prices (Ep. 1.24.3). We could be tempted to interpret that the 

boy’s death is not a malum to Regulus because it is not financially disadvantageous.  

 Hoffer and Stucchi argue that Pliny’s claim in the above passage that 

Regulus’ grief is unnatural for a parent hints that he is covering for his financial gain 

upon his son’s death.263 This sentiment is swiftly followed up by Pliny’s claim that 

Regulus mourned in an excessive fashion at his son’s funeral:     

Amissum tamen luget insane. Habebat puer mannulos multos et iunctos et solutos, 

habebat canes maiores minoresque, habebat luscinias psittacos merulas: 

omnes Regulus circa rogum trucidavit. Nec dolor erat ille, sed ostentatio doloris.  

Now that he has lost his son he mourns like a madman. The boy had many ponies 

harnessed and saddled, large and small dogs, nightingales, parrots, and blackbirds, 

and Regulus slaughtered them all around his funeral pyre. That was not grief, but a 

display of grief. 

         Ep. 4.2.3-4. 

Pliny’s description of each animal makes his account more vivid and highlights 

Regulus’ extreme emotional outburst. In this light, Pliny later claims that his foe 

“mourns in a way that nobody has” (luget ut nemo, Ep. 4.7.1). Pliny here casts his 

                                                           
262 The Latin word for legacy hunting. 
263 Hoffer (1999) 57; Stucchi (2015) 189-90. 
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foe as “exceptional” in his excessive grief. As Ash has argued, Pliny suggests that 

Regulus’ grief is inappropriate for a father because of the feminine way in which it is 

presented.264 As she states, Regulus’ decision to mourn “like a madman” (insane) 

and sacrifice exotic animals around a funeral pyre gives his behaviour a feminine 

quality. We can also interpret Pliny’s reference to Regulus’ son as a puer as a way of 

indicating that it was excusable for a boy to have so many pets because of his young 

age, which makes the portrait of Regulus acting in such an emotional manner with 

them seem even more inappropriate. 

2.3. Closure in the Regulus Cycle and the Civitas’ Support of Immorality 

So far, we have examined the Regulus cycle for its presentation of Regulus as 

an exceptionally strong embodiment of the various vices which plague Rome: 

cowardice, violence, greed, and effeminacy.265 Yet Pliny also implies that Regulus 

does not act without support. For example, at the conclusion of Regulus’ 

introductory letter, Pliny confesses that it will be difficult to convict his nemesis for 

his misdeeds because he is assisted by several powerful individuals: 

Nec me praeterit esse Regulum “δυσκαθαίρετον”; est enim locuples factiosus, 

curatur a multis, timetur a pluribus, quod plerumque fortius amore est. 

It does not pass me by that Regulus is “hard to overcome”: he is rich, factious, 

provided for by many and feared by more, which is generally stronger than 

affection. 

Ep, 1.5.15.  

Hoffer interprets Pliny’s use of the obscure Greek word δυσκαθαίρετος as a hint to 

                                                           
264 Ash (2013) 226. 
265 As we have seen, Pliny does not use particular Latin words to describe these vices, but rather 

presents them through his character sketches of Regulus. 
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the reader that, while Regulus is dangerous, an educated man who can write fluently 

in Classical Greek is not truly intimidated by such an upstart.266 We have seen that 

Pliny presents Regulus as weakened after Domitian’s death throughout the letter, yet 

Pliny tells us that he is waiting to hear his friend Mauricus’ advice before 

prosecuting Regulus, which indicates that he still considers his rival a threat. Pliny’s 

use of δυσκαθαίρετος signals that Regulus, while impaired, is not powerless. 

Especially noteworthy is Pliny’s Latin gloss of the Greek word for those who might 

not have been proficient in the language like his addressee Romanus:267 factiosus 

implies that Regulus’ supporters resemble a political party.268  

 That Pliny places this message in the conclusion of his letter is potentially 

significant, because as Altman has argued, key messages of epistles are often placed 

upon their closure.269 The beginning and endings of letters, at book and individual 

letter level, were often emphasised in ancient collections by the use of ring-

composition.270 The editor of Cicero’s Ad Familiares, for example, chose to end 

Books 1 and 6 with letters which emphasise the book units’ overarching themes of 

“unity” (fides) and foresight respectively.271 Likewise, Horace states that a poet must 

fight his critics in a dangerous “game” (ludus) at the conclusion of his collection at 

Ep. 1.19.45, which recalls and clarifies his opening claim at Ep. 1.1.10 that he is 

putting aside the ludus of lyric poetry for verse epistles.272 Pliny’s use of ring-

                                                           
266 Hoffer (1999) 87-88.  
267 For Romanus’ literary skills, see Ep. 3.13 where Pliny sends Romanus his Panegyricus and Ep. 

6.15 where he complains to Romanus about men not acting correctly at recitals. As Roller (2018) 201 

argues, Pliny assumes here that Romanus shares his own opinion. 
268 Pliny uses factiosus at Ep. 1.9.5 in a similar manner when referring to the number of powerful 

individuals who harassed his friend Julius Bassus.  
269 Altman (1982) ch. 5. Esp. p. 147. 
270 This tradition goes back to Greek letters, see Morrison (2013) 127-9 on the final letters of the 

Platonic epistles and (2018) 38 on the later Alciphron collection. Ep. 4.18 and 19 recall 4.2 through 

shared use of addressees. 
271 Grillo (2016) esp. 405; 410. 
272 De Pretis (2002) 124-6. 
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composition is well-documented and he has a penchant for concluding books on key 

letters of significant themes of the collection, such as literary immortality (Ep. 3.21; 

7.33).273 

In recent years, some attention has been drawn to Pliny’s criticism of his 

“community” (civitas) in the Regulus cycle. Strunk notes that Pliny condemns his 

civitas for supporting Regulus’ crimes at Ep. 2.20.12-3, suggesting that he does not 

perceive him as the sole obstacle for a new age under the emperor Trajan.274 In this 

context, Méthy observes Pliny’s claim that the social elite support Regulus out of 

fear (Ep. 1.5.15).275 Ash claims that Pliny’s sympathetic tone towards Regulus in Ep. 

6.2, where he records his death, could reflect his awareness that the negligence of his 

community is more dangerous than his rival.276 Finally, Gibson draws attention to 

Pliny’s claim that his civitas is still plagued by vices even after Regulus’ death at Ep. 

6.2.9.277  

 Pliny’s critique of his social peers would potentially be a point of discomfort 

for his readers and Langlands argues that exempla often function as a springboard to 

encourage “controversial thinking”.278 To list her key examples, Cicero uses the 

story of Titus Manlius Torquatus (a general who executed his disobedient son to 

maintain strict military discipline) to urge his reader to reflect upon whether good 

deeds are undertaken in pursuit of “pleasure” (voluptas).279 Livy similarly uses the 

fate of Marcus Atilius Regulus (a Roman hero who went back to Carthage as a 

                                                           
273 Whitton (2013a) 270.  
274 Strunk (2012) 179. 
275 Méthy (2007) 94. 
276 Ash (2015) 230. 
277 Gibson (forthcoming) ad loc. As he states, “[Regulus’] death has not changed everything, it 

appears”. 
278 Langlands (2018) 133-40. Covered in detail at ch. 12. 
279 Langlands (2018) 259-64. Cicero argues that Torquatus executed his son despite the pain it caused 

him (Fin. 1.23). Lucius Torquatus counters that Torquatus suffered the short-term pain of his son’s 

death for the long term pleasure of Rome’s security (Fin. 1.35). 
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captive and faced certain death rather than act treacherously) to raise questions over 

whether he was the victim of misfortune.280 In both instances, Cicero and Livy frame 

a debate between two speakers who each represent different viewpoints, and then 

they invite the reader to form their own conclusion.281 Pliny encourages similar 

controversial thinking but takes a different approach by embedding dilemmas upon 

the conclusion of his letters. Specifically, Pliny raises the question of whether 

Regulus or the community are more to blame for his foe’s misdeeds. Like Cicero and 

Livy, Pliny does not directly tell us who is most responsible, and we are left to form 

our own impression.  

We can observe that Pliny again uses the closure of his letter to lament over 

his community’s encouragement of Regulus’ behaviour in Ep. 2.20. In this passage, 

Pliny wonders why he is so shocked that Regulus is able to legacy hunt at Rome, 

since his civitas often rewards such immoral behaviour:   

Ἀλλὰ τί διατείνομαι in ea civitate, in qua iam pridem non minora praemia, immo 

maiora nequitia et improbitas quam pudor et virtus habent? Adspice Regulum, qui 

ex paupere et tenui ad tantas opes per flagitia processit, ut ipse mihi dixerit, cum 

consuleret quam cito sestertium sescentiens impleturus esset, invenisse se exta 

duplicia, quibus portendi miliens et ducentiens habiturum. Et habebit, si modo ut 

coepit, aliena testamenta, quod est improbissimum genus falsi, ipsis quorum sunt illa 

dictaverit. 

But why do I exert myself over this community, which has for a long time offered 

no less rewards, or on the contrary greater ones, for wickedness and dishonesty than 

                                                           
280 Langlands (2018) 267-70. The debate is between the Republican generals Scipio Africanus and 

Fabius Maximus Cunctator. Cunctator argues that Regulus was the victim of misfortune (28.42) and 

Scipio contends that he was mostly successful and he should not be used to caution against invading 

Africa (28.43). 
281 For more on Roman writers using debates to encourage controversial thinking, see Langlands 

(2018) 266. 
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for honour and virtue? Look at Regulus, who has advanced to great riches from 

poverty and insignificance through his crimes, so that he said to me, when making a 

divination to see how quickly he would make sixty million sesterces, that he had 

found a double set of entrails, which foretold that he will have one hundred and 

twenty million. And he will have this sum, if only he continues in the same way as 

he begun, dictating disingenuous wills to the very people to whom they belong, 

which is the most dishonest kind of fraud.  

    Ep. 2.20.13. 

Pliny also claims that Regulus committed flagitia under Nero and Domitian, 

referring to his role as a delator (Ep. 1.5.1). Furthermore, Pliny uses the word 

flagitia throughout the collection to refer to moral and political crimes more 

generally (Ep. 5.1; 6.22.2; 10.96.2): there is thus an implication that Regulus’ rise to 

riches is because the civitas rewards all kinds of wicked men such as him. This 

sentiment is made more explicit by Pliny’s claim that legacy hunting is “the most 

dishonest kind of fraud” (improbissimum genus falsi), implicitly linking the 

community’s support of improbitas with their backing of Regulus. 

That the civitas continues to abet Regulus is made even more apparent 

because his legacy hunting has largely remained unchecked. Whitton notes that 

Pliny’s stories of Regulus’ legacy hunting are undatable and argues they could 

belong to Domitian’s reign,282 a view which is backed up by the fact Regulus hoped 

to steal Velleius Blaesus’ inheritance, a man who may have died under Domitian.283 

Yet Pliny claims that one of his stories is “new” (novus, Ep. 2.20.1) upon the letter’s 

                                                           
282 Whitton (2013a) 271. 
283 Whitton (2013a) 275 on the identification of this man as the Blaesus who is reported to have died 

in Stat. Silv. 2.191; 2.3.7; Mart. 8.28. 
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opening: the death of Verania is undatable and Pliny confirms that Aurelia is still 

alive, indicating that at least Regulus’ stealing of her clothes is recent.284 

Furthermore, Pliny’s lamentation in the above passage that Regulus will make one 

hundred and twenty million sesterces if he continues writing himself into other 

people’s wills suggests that he still legacy hunts well into Trajan’s reign. Pliny even 

claims that “there is more material available” (est unde fiat, Ep. 2.20.10) when 

opening his third story, hinting that there may be further untold tales of Regulus’ 

fraudulent activities. 

Pliny’s criticism of the civitas is made even more conspicuous by this line’s 

intertextual allusions to Demosthenes’ De Corona and Cicero’s In Verrem.285 Pliny’s 

exclamation Ἀλλὰ τί διατείνομαι recalls Demosthenes’ τί οὖν ταῦτ᾽ ἐπήραμαι καὶ 

διετεινάμην οὑτωσὶ σφοδρῶς (“but why have I called down this curse and exerted 

myself so vehemently in this way?”, De cor. 142), while his claim that there are 

greater prizes for nequitia et improbitas quam pudor et virtus echoes Cicero’s claim 

that the friendship of Hortensius is more open to men like Verres, who are guilty of 

nequitia et audacia (“recklessness and daring”), than to virtuous and honest men like 

himself: quam cuiusquam nostrum virtus et integritas (“than for any of us that are 

virtuous and honest”, Verr. 2.3.7).286 These allusions have various implications, from 

Pliny’s self-identification with his oratorical predecessors to his use of their famous 

rivalries to characterise his own feud with Regulus.287 However, what is more 

important for the purposes of this chapter is that they draw attention to the failings of 

                                                           
284 As Whitton (2013a) 270 concedes. 
285 I examine these intertextualities more fully in a forthcoming publication titled ‘Oratorical Speeches 

and the Political Elite in the Regulus Cycle’ which will feature in Neger, M. & Tzounakas. S. (eds.) 

Absorbing Genres in Letters: Intertextual Studies in Pliny’s Epistles. The analysis in this chapter is a 

briefer outline. 
286 As Trisoglio (1973) 339 shows, Pliny’s intertextuality is an adaption and simplification of De 

Corona; cf. Whitton (2013a) 279; Tzounakas (2015) 213; Carlon (2017) 46. The intertextuality to 

Cicero was argued for by Whitton. 
287 For Pliny’s debt to Cicero see Riggsby (1995), for Demosthenes see Tzounakas (2015). 
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Pliny’s own civitas. 

In this context the allusions reinforce the central message of Ep. 2.20: that the 

complicity of the civitas is an essential aspect of Regulus’ continued legacy hunting 

in Rome. Demosthenes claims that most Greek citizens were unaware of the 

encroaching danger of Macedon, but those who were involved in Greek political 

affairs were bribed by Philip.288 Aeschines was hence only a symptom of a wider 

corruption of the Greek political elite. Cicero similarly claims that high ranking 

senators such as Hortensius support criminals such as Verres if it helps them advance 

their own careers.289  

At the same time, however, the differences between Pliny’s situation and that 

of Cicero and Demosthenes also serve to accentuate further the failings of Pliny’s 

civitas. Demosthenes stresses that most Athenians were patriotic and agreed with his 

policy of resistance against Philip; moreover, he also repeatedly claims that Athens 

was more resistant to Philip than the other Greek city states.290 Meanwhile, Cicero 

composed the In Verrem at a time when real change could be made to help re-

establish the reputation of the senate, so his criticisms occur as part of his larger 

strategy: to urge the jurors to convict Verres and establish their body as an exemplum 

for future court rulings. On the other hand, for Pliny, the majority of his civitas 

support Regulus and nequitia itself – a contrast which highlights Pliny’s pessimistic 

outlook on Rome’s future. 

While Pliny implied in Ep. 2.20 that his civitas supports men such as 

                                                           
288 Dem. 18.45. The contrast of the dēmos (common people) and the political elite was a standard 

feature of democratic political discourse, see Yunis (2001) 135.  
289 Cic. Verr. 2.1.58 
290 Kochin (2002) 85; Dem. De cor. 79; 88; 93; 96-100; 203; 298, with discussion in Worthington 

(2013) 303. 
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Regulus, his criticism of the “community” is somewhat vague. In this context, 

Clifford Ando claims that the word civitas was often used in early imperial Rome to 

refer to the political community of an urbs and Christian Meier similarly argues that 

the elite were primarily men who engaged in political life.291 Yet their findings, as 

helpful as they are, do not tell us which political groups Pliny holds responsible: is it, 

for example, the senate, equestrians, or the municipal councillors?  

Pliny becomes more specific in his complaints from Ep. 4.7 onwards. In this 

letter, he claims that the decurions, the elite of the Italian municipia, agreed to give 

public recitations of a biography which Regulus had written about his late son:292  

Regulus scripsit publice, ut a decurionibus eligeretur vocalissimus aliquis ex ipsis, 

qui legeret eum populo: factum est. 

Regulus wrote an open letter that the best speaker from the decurions should be 

chosen to speak to the public: this was done. 

 Ep. 4.7.3.  

Pliny does not criticise Regulus’ son too harshly in his Epistles, only claiming that 

he suffered from his father’s upbringing (Ep. 4.2.1). Rather, Pliny believes the 

memorial’s delivery is a problem because it is inappropriate to praise the character of 

a boy to such an extravagant extent (Ep. 4.7.2).293 In this context, factum est is a 

concise expression and Pliny often uses brevity in his letters for emphasis; here he 

draws attention to the fact the decurions indulged Regulus and were partially 

                                                           
291 Meier (1966) 47; Ando (2015) 7-28. Hammar (2013) 87 generally agrees with Meier, but also 

notes that political competition was an integral aspect of elite life at Rome. 
292 Decuriones were elite members of the various municipia of Italy, see Garnsey and Saller (2014) 

137. 
293 Wiedemann (1989) 92; Ash (2013) 227. 
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responsible for promoting his memorial.  

Also troubling in connection to the decurion’s support of Regulus is that he 

ordered statues for his son to be mass-produced in the hopes of establishing him as 

an exemplum.294 Pliny tells us that Regulus ordered as many statues of his son to be 

constructed as he wished: 

Placuit statuas eius et imagines quam plurimas facere: hoc omnibus officinis agit, 

illum coloribus illum cera illum aere illum argento illum auro ebore marmore 

effingit. 

It pleased him to make as many statues and portraits of him as possible: he makes all 

the workshops depict him in colour, in wax, in bronze, in silver, in gold, ivory, and 

marble. 

Ep. 4.7.1.  

There is nothing inherently wrong with Regulus constructing statues of his son, as 

we see Pliny celebrate Spurinna’s statue to his late son in Ep. 2.7.295 Rather, it is the 

frantic way Regulus behaves and his desire to produce an excessive number of them 

which is the problem.296 Pliny’s repetition of illum, drawing attention to the 

numerous expensive materials which are used for only a statue of Regulus’s son, 

emphasises his rival’s extreme behaviour. Pliny’s use of placuit also underscores 

that his rival’s actions are driven by his own impulses rather than made in good 

judgement.297 Yet Pliny is not solely criticising Regulus here, as these statues also 

                                                           
294 As Ash (2013) 227 states, there is even a suggestion that Regulus is treating his son as if he were a 

god. 
295 Spurinna and his son Cottius are covered in Ch. 3.4. 
296 Marchesi (2011) 114. 
297 Especially since Pliny insists these statues have no civic virtue and so only exist to promote 

Regulus’ own false grief, see Leach (1990) 21. 
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remind us of the approval of the decurions - especially because their order were 

typically responsible for permitting or dedicating such effigies.298 As men who 

typically supervise such monuments, the decurions should curb his actions, yet that 

Regulus made as many as he liked implied that they simply indulged his requests.  

Upon the letter’s conclusion, Pliny goes one step further and reveals that the 

decurions also inflicted Regulus’ whims on others. When Pliny asks his addressee 

Lepidus if he can send him an entertaining letter, he darkly suggests that he can do 

so if he tells him that he or his friends have had to deliver Regulus’ ridiculous 

memorial:  

Habes, si scripseris num aliquis in municipio vestro ex sodalibus meis, num etiam 

ipse tu hunc luctuosum Reguli librum ut circulator in foro legeris, ἐπάρας scilicet, ut 

ait Demosthenes, τὴν φωνὴν καì γεγηθὼς καì λαρυγγíζων. 

You can if you will write whether one of my friends, or one of yours, or even you 

yourself, have read this utmost miserable work of Regulus, as if you were a street 

performer yelling in the forum, or as Demosthenes said: “shouting loudly and with 

glee”. 

        Ep. 4.7.6. 

We previously saw that Pliny alluded to Demosthenes’ On the Crown to mirror 

Regulus’ actions with those of Aeschines, and here he quotes from the text to draw 

an even more explicit parallel. In the section of the speech to which Pliny alludes, we 

are told that Aeschines did not conduct himself in the same way as other citizens 

when lamenting the disaster which befell Athens, because instead of weeping or 

expressing regret, he instead shouted triumphantly about the failings of Demosthenes 

                                                           
298 Trimble (2014) 136; Laird (2015) 3 on the role the decuriones had in the dedication of public 

statues.  
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(18.291). Like Aeschines, we have seen that Regulus acted excessively and in a 

suspiciously theatrical manner after his son’s death. Pliny alludes to this passage, 

then, partially to parallel the fake grief Aeschines expressed for Athens with that 

which Regulus showed for his son.  

Yet this allusion also emphasises the humiliation which Pliny’s friends would 

endure in delivering Regulus’ memorial. Just before he starts the quotation, Pliny 

claims that his friends’ performances would reduce them to the position of the 

circulatores - men who spoke publicly in crowds for attention or commercial profit - 

because they would be compelled to give a spirited performance of Regulus’ 

mundane memorial.299 Pliny’s allusion to Demosthenes builds upon this point, as it 

emphasises that his friends would even have to give a charade of grief in a way 

which mirrors Aeschines’ false sorrow over Athens and Regulus’ own sham anguish 

over his son. The decurions’ support of Regulus disgraces those who are forced to 

indulge his whims and reduces them to his lowly status.  There is perhaps even an 

implication that the decurions could encourage other, less virtuous members of the 

elite, to become like Regulus through emulation. 

When we come to the final letter of the Regulus cycle - Ep. 6.2 - Pliny’s 

opinion of his rival seems to take a drastic shift in sentiment. In this letter, Pliny tells 

us that Regulus has died and expresses a more sympathetic attitude to him: he 

praises him for valuing oratory (Ep. 6.2.2), applauds him for establishing the 

precedent of using an unlimited number of water clocks in cases to give them 

sufficient time for proper examination (Ep. 6.2.5), and laments his death with the 

vocative O Regule (Ep. 6.2.7). Hoffer and R.A. Pitcher argue that Pliny’s change in 
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sentiment is to fit the commemorative tone of the letter.300 We should be careful, 

however, not to attribute too much sympathy on Pliny’s behalf: he also alleges that 

Regulus’ devotion to oratory led him to commit inappropriate superstitions, such as 

consulting soothsayers and wearing theatrical clothing (Ep. 6.2.2), and that his 

positive contributions to court procedure were motived by “ambition” (ambitio, Ep. 

6.2.7), a word which often had negative connotations of self-interest.301 Pliny even 

claims that despite missing Regulus, he is glad that he has died and wishes he had 

died sooner (Ep. 6.2.4). Pliny’s criticism of Regulus’ character goes against a core 

convention of Roman eulogy (laudatio funebris), where it was essential to praise the 

deceased.302 Regulus is not redeemed, but Pliny does offer a re-appraisal of his rival 

upon the cycle’s closure. 

Crucial to Pliny’s more positive portrait of Regulus is his claim that his rival 

would not be able to cause the same harm under Trajan as he had done under 

Domitian: 

Nunc enim sane poterat sine malo publico vivere, sub eo principe sub quo nocere 

non poterat 

Now he would certainly be able to live without being a public evil, under an 

emperor under whom he would not be able to inflict injury. 

         Ep. 6.2.4. 

Hoffer argues that Pliny implies here that bad statesmen can only operate under bad 

emperors.303 Yet in Gibson’s view, Pliny makes this statement chiefly to fit Ep. 6.2 

                                                           
300 Hoffer (1999) 68; Pitcher (1999) 54. 
301 OLD s.v. 4b. Hoffer (1999) 59; Lefèvre (2009) 108-9. 
302 Cic. De or. 2.343; Quint. Inst. 3.7.15; Rhet.Her. 3.7.14, with discussion in Rees (2007) 138. Cf. 

Hägg (2012) 234. 
303 Hoffer (1999) 8. 
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into Book 6’s positive portrait of Trajan’s rule.304 Pliny specifically states that 

Regulus would not be able to “inflict injury” (nocere), seemingly referencing the 

fatal consequences of his rival’s prosecutions.305 Regulus’ crimes have thereby 

shifted from public accusations that entailed institutional responsibility to the realm 

of personal property, which was unrelated to Trajan’s rule.306  

We can note that while Pliny’s invective against his rival softens, his 

criticism of his civitas takes centre stage. For example, Pliny bemoans that the 

judges, pleaders, and jury of private cases neglect Rome’s best interests by opting to 

use as few water-clocks as possible, despite Regulus’ precedent:307 

Nam et qui dicunt, egisse malunt quam agere, et qui audiunt, finire quam iudicare. 

Tanta neglegentia tanta desidia, tanta denique irreverentia studiorum 

periculorumque est. 

For speakers would prefer to finish their speeches than speak, and the judges would 

rather end the cases than judge. Such a great negligence, laziness, and disrespect for 

oratory and its consequences. 

-         Ep. 6.2.5. 

Pliny is clear that his oratorical colleagues are not simply lazy but ignore the risks 

involved in careless legal judgements and so put society in danger. Pliny’s 

implication that his oratorical colleagues pose a periculum to Rome’s moral stability 

may have further significance considering, as we have seen, he often links the word 

with the danger Regulus poses to society throughout the Epistles. In this context, 

                                                           
304 Gibson (forthcoming) ad loc. 
305 Hoffer (1999) 56; Ash (2013) 230. Pliny rejoices that private fortunes are now safe under Trajan in 

Pan. 50.7. 
306 Plin. Ep. 2.20.1. Whitton (2013a) 271 claims that these stories may have happened under 

Domitian, but there is no way to tell with certainty. Moreover, Pliny’s claim at the end of the letter 

that Regulus could well make one hundred and twenty million sesterces through legacy hunting 

suggests that he is continuing his crimes under Trajan’s reign. 
307 As Sherwin-White (1966) 357 notes, times could only be fixed by parties in private cases. Gibson 

(forthcoming) ad loc clarifies the groups whom Pliny is criticising. 
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Pliny may be suggesting that his oratorical colleagues pose a similar periculum to 

Rome’s moral stability as Regulus had done in the earlier letters of the cycle, albeit 

with a languor and inertia that is more common to mankind as a whole than his old 

rival’s malicious character. I therefore agree with Ash that Pliny’s attitude to 

Regulus changes because of his recognition of his civitas’ negligence.308 

 Yet Pliny’s criticism is even more poignant than it first appears, for he 

explicitly tells us that his oratorical colleagues’ laziness stands in contrast to the 

precedent of the maiores. Pliny goes on to complain that modern courtrooms rush 

through cases as quickly as possible, in contrast to the thoroughness of the past, and 

sarcastically asks if his generation acts in this way because they are more intelligent 

than Rome’s ancestors: 

An nos sapientiores maioribus nostris, nos legibus ipsis iustiores, quae tot horas tot 

dies tot comperendinationes largiuntur? Hebetes illi et supra modum tardi; nos 

apertius dicimus, celerius intellegimus, religiosius iudicamus, quia paucioribus 

clepsydris praecipitamus causas quam diebus explicari solebant. O Regule, qui 

ambitione ab omnibus obtinebas quod fidei paucissimi praestant!  

Are we wiser than our ancestors, are we more just than the very laws which grant so 

many hours, so many days, and so many adjournments? Were they stupid and 

sluggish beyond measure; are we clearer speakers, quicker thinkers, more reverent 

judges, because we hurry through cases with fewer water clocks than the days in 

which they are typically developed? O Regulus, you obtained from all judges on 

account of your own self-interest what very few will grant in good faith! 

As Gibson notes, Pliny here criticises the “advocates, jury-members and jury-
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members together with presiding judges”.309 Yet Pliny is not only claiming that these 

men fail to live up to the standards of the maiores but is even implying that Regulus’ 

preference for unlimited water-clocks means that he is closer to the precedent of 

Rome’s ancestors, despite his ambitio. This claim is even more shocking because of 

Pliny’s claim that modern judges would never make such a concession in “good 

faith” (fides), which is a reference to their dishonest intentions.310 When we consider 

that Regulus is consistently portrayed in the cycle as dishonest and self-serving, 

Pliny’s outburst indirectly draws a parallel between the character of his peers and 

that of Regulus. 

Pliny further highlights the inadequacy of his fellow orators and judges by 

contrasting them with his addressee Maturus Arrianus.311 Near the end of the letter, 

Pliny claims that he will speak to Arrianus about the failings of his colleagues in 

more detail later in person: 

Sed de his melius coram ut de pluribus vitiis civitatis. Nam tu quoque amore 

communium soles emendari cupere quae iam corrigere difficile est. 

But it is better to speak about these matters in person, just as it is with the many 

other public abuses. For you, on account of your love for general affairs, typically 

desire to correct what is now difficult to do so. 

Ep. 6.2.9. 

Pliny’s claim that he often talks to Arrianus about Rome’s failings may remind us of 

Ep. 2.11, where he had previously complained to him about the senate’s mishandling 

                                                           
309 Gibson (forthcoming) ad loc. 
310 Gibson (forthcoming) ad loc. 
311 Arrianus’ virtues are praised in Ep. 3.2. Of relevance in this context is his sense of “justice” 

(iustita). Pliny asks his addressee Vibius Maximus to offer him some form of career promotion. 
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of the corrupt governor Marius Priscus’ prosecution, as several of his accomplices 

were not convicted (Ep. 2.11.23-24; 2.12).312 Furthermore, Pliny’s statement that 

Arrianus has an interest in politics because of his “love for general affairs” (amore 

communium) seems to rework his earlier statement in this letter that “although you 

have retired because of your love for the quiet countryside, nevertheless you care 

deeply for the state’s dignity” (quamvis enim quietis amore secesseris, insidet tamen 

animo tuo maiestatis publicae cura, Ep. 2.11.1).313 Crucial in the connection 

between these two letters is that Pliny had informed Arrianus that Regulus told the 

senator Collega to propose a light sentence for Priscus and then deserted him when it 

did not go through (Ep. 2.11.22). Ep. 6.2’s recollection of this letter points to a shift 

in sentiment: Pliny had suggested that Regulus was behind the senate’s misconduct 

in Ep. 2.11, especially since Collega was his junior,314 but now he acknowledges that 

a considerable number of his oratorical peers also put Rome at risk. 

The Regulus cycle seems to end on a remarkable note of political pessimism. 

However, Pliny is not entirely gloomy about the courts in Book 6, for he praises the 

young orators Fuscus Salinator and Ummidius Quadratus in Ep. 6.11. Crucially, he 

remarks that both look up to him as their “moral teacher” (rector) and “master” 

(magister, Ep. 6.11.2), hinting that some of the next generation may establish a 

better standard of oratory because they look up to him as an exemplum of oratory 

rather than men such as Regulus. Additionally, Pliny tells us in Ep. 6.33 that he has 

recently delivered his greatest speech in the Centumviral Court: Gibson and Morello 

suggest that since this is the penultimate letter of Book 6 and Regulus’ death is 

                                                           
312 For an overview of Pliny’s critical attitude to how the Marius Priscus case was handled, see 

Whitton (2013a) 154-8. 
313 As noted by Gibson (forthcoming) ad loc. 
314 Whitton (2013a) 181. 
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recorded at Ep. 6.2, we can interpret Pliny’s career undergoing a renaissance after his 

rival’s death.315 That Pliny paints a positive portrait of Trajan’s reign throughout 

Book 6 also complicates reading Ep. 6.2 as evidence of complete dissatisfaction with 

contemporary Rome. Rather, I argue that the closure of the Regulus cycle represents 

a turning point in Pliny’s thought; while Regulus’ crimes were the focus throughout 

most of the cycle, the final letter hints that the complicity of the civitas - including 

members of the municipal elite such as the decurions, as well as the orators and 

judges of the city - are the true obstacles to a new age under Trajan. 

2.4. Reflections of Regulus 

So far, we have only considered Regulus’ role in Books 1 to 6 of the 

Epistles.316 Considering he is such a memorable character, it can be disappointing to 

discover that his role ends halfway through the correspondence. Yet as Whitton has 

argued, Pliny often uses false closure throughout his Epistles, such as when he 

claims that he will end letters before going on to extend them (Ep. 3.9.28).317 Pliny’s 

closure of books is so complex that Whitton argues there sometimes seems to be no 

“contingency of any closure”: Ep. 2.20’s focus on Regulus crimes recalls his 

scandalous behaviour in Ep. 1.5 and could be taken as a sealing of Book 1 as well as 

2. Yet Ep. 3.1 contains the same addressee as Ep. 2.20: is Pliny re-opening the 

conclusion of Book 2 upon starting Book 3?318 I argue that the conclusion of the 

Regulus cycle is similarly a false closure and that there are significant recollections 

                                                           
315 Gibson and Morello (2012) 40. Gibson (forthcoming) ad loc argues that Ep. 6.11 and 6.33 resolve 

the political pessimism of Ep. 6.2. 
316 His importance in the first six books of the Epistles is often commented on, see Whitton (2013a) 

269. 
317 Whitton (2013b) 46. 
318 Whitton (2013a) 46-7. This also fits with Altman (1982) 148-9, who notes that closure is rarely 

definitive because letter writers can always send another missive to their addressee. In her 

interpretation, sometimes closure can only come through death. 
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of Pliny’s rival in Book 9. As has been demonstrated earlier in the thesis, Book 9 is a 

book of reflection and recalls earlier letters; Pliny’s recollection of Regulus, then, 

would fit within its revisionist theme.319 What is most striking about these 

reflections, however, is that they poignantly express Pliny’s frustration about his 

civitas for supporting his old rival. In other words, they continue to encourage the 

“controversial thinking” which we have seen in the Regulus cycle. 

Pliny’s clearest reflection of Regulus can be found in Ep. 9.13, a letter where 

he gives his readers insight into his famous prosecution of Publius Certus for his role 

in the conviction and eventual execution of his friend Helvidius Priscus (a member 

of the Stoic opposition) under Domitian. What is more important for our purposes, 

however, is the letter’s connection with Ep. 1.5, the first letter in the Regulus cycle, 

through their shared theme of “revenge” (ultio).320 As Whitton has argued, while 

Pliny presents himself as the avenger of Arulenus Rusticus and other members of the 

Stoic opposition in Ep. 1.5, he similarly presents himself as the vindicator of 

Helvidius Priscus in Ep. 9.13. Pliny claims he wanted to attack immoral men after 

Domitian’s death and so “vindicate the victims” (miseros vindicandi, Ep. 9.13.2) of 

his reign; Pliny’s use of vindicari emphasises his successful retribution, as we learn 

that while Certus did not get serious legal punishment, he was removed from his post 

from the treasury (Ep. 9.13.23). Moreover, Pliny tells us at Ep. 9.13.25 that Certus 

died only a few days after the speech was revised and published because of stress of 

exposure, making his role as the avenger of Priscus even clearer. Ultimately, 

Whitton concludes that Ep. 9.13 closes the frame of Pliny as avenger of the Stoic 

opposition which was opened in Ep. 1.5.   

                                                           
319 Book 9’s role as a book of reflection is covered in Ch. 1.2. 
320 As is observed by Whitton (2012) 355-6.  
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Ep. 9.13’s recollection of Ep. 1.5 is further suggested by its connection to 

Book 1. That Ep. 9.13 is centred on Pliny’s old court case against Certus would draw 

attention to the first book of the correspondence, because as Gibson and Morello 

have noted, it would have been surprising to a contemporary of the Epistles that 

Pliny does not reference this case in the collection’s opening book, since it was a 

particularly important event in his early career.321 While Pliny teases his audience 

with references to his speech against Certus throughout the correspondence, it is not 

until this letter that we receive a more thorough explanation of this famous case.322 

Furthermore, Pliny’s revised version of the speech - In Vindication of Helvidius 

Priscus - was published around the same time as Book 1. Pliny, then, is not only 

evoking Ep. 1.5’s theme of revenge but the period of Book 1 more generally, making 

his recollection of the world of Regulus more pronounced.  

By recalling Regulus, Pliny may be drawing a parallel between his old rival 

and Certus. Both men had displayed great aggression against members of the Stoic 

opposition and are described with particularly violent language: Certus is called a 

man of “bloodthirsty adulation” (cruentae adulationis, Ep. 9.13.16) while we have 

seen that Regulus is associated with similar language.323 They are also both 

presented as cowards: Pliny claims that Regulus was terrified of him after 

Domitian’s death and grew increasingly pale when threatened (Ep. 2.20.2; 13; 4.7.1-

5). Certus is similarly petrified of Pliny and so was not present at court when he was 

speaking (Ep. 9.13.22). Pliny claims Certus did not turn up because he was “ill” 

(infirmus) and the word’s connotations of weakness could serve a double meaning, 
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322 Whitton (2012) 355 on this point. 
323 In section 2 of this chapter. 
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referring both to his opponent’s illness and his weak and cowardly nature.324 The 

letter’s conclusion, where Certus has nightmares of Pliny standing before him with a 

sword, only emphasises his cowardice (Ep. 9.13.25).325  

Certus’ role as an analogue for Regulus emphasises the central theme of Ep. 

9.13: that the senate’s protection of Certus was Pliny’s primary obstacle in the case. 

When retelling the famous court case against Certus, Pliny notes that he received 

protestations from his fellow senators upon starting his prosecution:  

Ubi coepi crimen attingere, reum destinare, adhuc tamen sine nomine, undique mihi 

reclamari. Alius: "sciamus, quis sit de quo extra ordinem referas", alius: “Quis est 

ante relationem reus?”, alius: "salvi simus, qui supersumus.” 

When I began to touch upon the charge, and suggest a defendant, but not yet by 

name, cries of protest emerged from all sides. One person said: “let us know who 

you are accusing out of order”, another said: “who is accused before the matter is 

notified to the senate?”, a third said: “let us who are unharmed survive.” 

        Ep. 9.13.4. 

Pliny’s use of direct speech here, and anaphora (alius…alius…alius), emphasises the 

sheer number of senators who jumped to Certus’ defence. As Whitton has noted, 

while Regulus was Pliny’s opposition in Ep. 1.5, the senate is now presented as his 

obstacle in Ep. 9.13.326 Yet if Pliny is reflecting upon Regulus when reminiscing 

about his old case against Certus, he could also be hinting that the main concern for 

Rome’s moral stability is not one wicked man, but the political elite’s fear and 

                                                           
324 Certus’ illness may have been serious and the reason why he withdrew from politics shortly after 

this case, but Pliny portrays Certus’ reasoning as little more than an excuse for his fear of attending 

the case, see Shelton (2013) 78. 
325 Baraz (2012) 130. 
326 Whitton (2012) 359. 
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protection of any powerful member of society.  

What makes the corruption in the senate most unbearable, however, is the 

fact that it goes right to the top. Of the five speakers who jumped to Certus’ defence, 

Pliny names Domitius Apollinaris the consul-elect, Fabricius Veiento, who had been 

consul three times under the Flavians and was a major political player, Fabius 

Postuminus who was consul suffect a year prior to the case, and Ammius Flaccus, 

who was of praetorian rank.327 By naming these powerful political figures, Pliny 

shows that even the highest ranking members of the senate supported Certus. 

Veiento, like Regulus, was a delator who is condemned by Pliny (Ep. 4.22.4), yet 

the other men are not necessarily cast as immoral: in fact, Domitius is an addressee 

in the Epistles.328 Instead, Pliny shows that even well-intentioned men contribute to a 

corrupt society because of the institutional fear which permeates the senate.329 

Perhaps most strikingly, one of Pliny’s consular friends warns him that 

Certus had a friend in the east who controlled a powerful military force and there 

were rumours that he was planning to overthrow Nerva (Ep. 9.13.12). Scholars claim 

this man could be Cornelius Nigrinus, who had held a suffect consulship before 

taking up his province.330 A military commander would have had a successful 

senatorial career, but if the man is Nigrinus, then we know from inscriptions that he 

was particularly powerful, holding a suffect consulship and becoming governor.331 

                                                           
327 Mratschek (2018) 217-8. Only two senators support Pliny, namely Avidius Quietus and Cornutus 

Tertullus. Avidius is called a friend of Thrasea Paetus, a member of the Stoic Opposition at Ep. 

6.29.1. Tertullus is presented very positively as a man of considerable integrity and modesty at Ep. 

5.14. 
328 Ep. 2.9; 5.6.  
329 Pliny names these men but stops shorts from going into their rebuttals because he notes that they 

are recorded in his speech In Vindication of Helvidius Priscus. I suspect it is very likely that Ep. 9.13 

intertextually engages with the speech and it is regrettable that it has been lost. 
330 Eck (2002) 212. 
331 Salomies (2001) 92; Birley (2000) 36; 58. 
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Even without knowing his identity, however, Pliny shows that the problem was 

bigger than Certus: the senate’s support of him posed a serious obstacle in his 

prosecution. While this is a case from over ten years ago, Pliny tells us that these 

senators are still active politically elsewhere in the Epistles,332 hinting that they and 

others may continue to make such mistakes even into the future.333 

Ep. 9.13 has a clear recollection of Regulus, yet there is another more subtle 

hint which points to Regulus’ looming presence in Book 9. We should turn our 

attention to Ep. 9.10, where Pliny tells Tacitus that he wishes to hunt but cannot 

because of a shortage of boars: (Ep. 9.10.1). This letter is a clear link back to Ep. 1.6, 

where Pliny tells Tacitus that boar hunting provides stimulus for intellectual 

activities. What is important for my argument, however, is that Pliny is not simply 

recalling Ep. 1.6 in this letter; memories of men such as Regulus are also evoked 

through his larger description of the woods and groves. 

 As several scholars have noted, Epistles 9.10 contains intertextual references 

to Tacitus’ Dialogus.334 In this context, Pliny tells Tacitus that “woods and groves” 

(nemora et lucos, Ep. 9.10.2) are a good environment in which to compose poetry, 

echoing Aper’s claim in the Dialogus that poets must retire to the nemora et lucos 

(Tac. Dial. 9.6) to cultivate good poetry. What is more, Ep.1.6 and 9.10 are the only 

two letters in Pliny’s collection which feature the use of the word aper (boar) and, as 

                                                           
332 He asks Domitius Apollinaris to support his friend Sextus Erucius’ attempt to enter the senate (Ep. 

2.9); Fabricius Veiento dines with Nerva at Ep. 4.22.4.  
333 That the Trajanic senate continues to make the mistakes of the past is further evidenced in Section 

5 of this chapter. 
334 Murgia (1985) 176; Brink (1994); Edwards (2008) 36; Marchesi (2008): 118; Woodman (2009) 

33; Whitton (2012) 356. Pliny presumably saw early drafts of the Dialogus, but whether the Dialogus 

was written by Tacitus is a matter of opinion. Ultimately, however, it does not affect my argument 

whether Tacitus wrote the Dialogus, as I am not claiming that Pliny alludes to the text because it was 

written by Tacitus, but because of the parallel he sees between Aper and Regulus. 
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Murgia and Edwards have argued, Pliny’s use of this animal could be interpreted as 

reference to the orator Aper.335  

Whitton argues that Pliny’s allusion to Aper could also be evoking 

Regulus.336 In his view, Ep. 1.6, which this letter is recalling, is subtly linked to the 

first Regulus letter (Ep. 1.5) through a bilingual pun; Pliny bemoans that Regulus is 

“hard to knock down” (δυσκαθαίρετον) in Ep. 1.5, but then celebrates his capture of 

boars in Ep. 1.6. Perhaps in seizing them Pliny hints that he has similarly caught 

Regulus’ crimes for all to see in his Epistles?337 We can also note that scholars have 

generally noted a link between the characters of Regulus and Aper.338 Like Regulus, 

Aper has an aggressive style of oratory and prefers brevity to long speeches 

(Dial.19-20). Moreover, Aper’s oratory is characteristic of the delatores throughout 

the Dialogus, another feature which connects him to Regulus.339 Perhaps most 

strikingly, Regulus’ half-brother, Vipstanus Messalla, features as a character in the 

Dialogus, as Aper tells Messalla that Regulus is an eloquent orator (Dial. 15.1). 

Some scholars have even argued that Regulus’ presence can be felt throughout the 

Dialogus even though he is not physically present.340 Whitton’s argument for a direct 

recollection of Regulus is dependent on interpretation; however, it does show that by 

evoking Aper, Pliny brings to mind other delatores of the Domitianic age who are 

now long extinct in the Trajanic realm of Book 9. 

By evoking such men through Aper, Pliny’s claim that there is “a great 

shortage of boars” (aprorum tanta penuria) is perhaps a double meaning; since 

                                                           
335 Edwards (2008) 50-1; Murgia (1985) 180-1. 
336 As Whitton (2012) 356-8 argues. 
337 Whitton (2012) 357 
338 Syme (1958) 108-9; Strunk (2010) 252; Whitton (2012) 357-8. 
339 Strunk (2010) 249-50. 
340 Strunk (2010) 252. While Whitton (2012) 358 notes that Aper is not a straightforwardly villainous 

character, he acknowledges that Aper’s association with famous delatores is problematic. 
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Regulus’ death signalled the end of the delatores, Pliny can no longer hunt these 

informants as he had in Book 1. While a subtle point, we can note that Pliny is 

surprisingly pessimistic about his situation. Despite the implication that there are no 

more men such as Regulus, he tells us that his poetry has been an unenjoyable and 

unproductive exercise.341 This letter’s gloomy tone could prefigure Ep. 9.13, where 

Pliny indicates that, upon reflection, prosecuting individual immoral men is not 

enough to usher in a new age and reforming the corruption of the elite is a more 

pressing goal. Furthermore, Pliny’s claim that he is “revising” (retractare, Ep. 

9.10.3) his speeches could hint at a revision of his attitudes to immorality in society. 

2.5. Pallas: Complementing the Cycle 

 While Pliny casts Regulus as the primary negative exemplum of the Epistles, 

he also uses Marcus Antonius Pallas - a freedman and secretary under the emperor 

Claudius - to similarly invite “controversial thinking” by further highlighting the 

civitas’ support of immoral men. Pallas does not feature in Pliny’s letters about 

Regulus, yet he acts as a complementary negative exemplum to the “Regulus cycle”. 

Pliny dedicates Ep. 7.29 and Ep. 8.6 to Pallas, two letters which, as Lefèvre 

demonstrates, we should read as a unit: they share the same addressee, are placed in 

consecutive books, and Ep. 8.6 continues Ep.7.29’s narrative with no general 

introduction to the reader.342 Both letters reveal the Claudian senate’s erroneous 

decision to award Pallas praetorian honours for his service to the Empire, despite his 

status as a freedman. Pliny condemns Pallas as “dirt” (caenum), “filth” (sordes), and 

a “scoundrel” (furcifer, Ep. 7.29.3), all words which emphasise his servile origins.343 

                                                           
341 Plin. Ep. 9.10.2-3. 
342 Lefèvre (2009) 80.  
343 Pliny’s use of caenum and sordes highlights the lowly status of Pallas’ servility. Furcifer is a 

generic comic term of abuse, and its humorous connotations are emphasised through the line’s similar 
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Praetorian honours were historically exclusive to the highest echelons of society and 

it is Pallas’ status as an outsider, or even his contagion of the elite, which infuriates 

Pliny.344 Consequently, scholars such as Shadi Bartsch, Roller, Antonio Gonzalès, 

John Frederick Matthews, Leach, and Peter Hunt have examined the ways in which 

Pliny’s portrait of Pallas gives us insight into the roles which slaves and freedmen 

were expected to perform in early imperial Rome.345  

Pliny ultimately holds the Claudian senate responsible for awarding Pallas 

such inappropriate honours, leading him to research the decree and exposing the 

institution’s deference to him in Ep. 8.6. Yet most troubling to Pliny is that the 

senate constructed a monument in honour of Pallas and placed it in one of the most 

frequented areas of Rome (Ep. 8.6.13). Crucial in this context is that the senate also 

offered Pallas a monetary award, which Pliny alleges that Pallas rejected in a 

pretence of humility, but really spurned because of his “arrogance” in thinking he 

knew what he deserved better than the senate (arrogans; superbia, Ep. 8.6.9). Pliny 

also claims that Larcius Macedo, whose father was a slave, was killed by his own 

slaves because he was cruel and superbus (Ep. 3.14.1), hinting that Pallas acts 

arrogantly precisely because he has moved beyond his station and is ignorant of 

social etiquette.346  

Pallas’ role as an arrogant upstart is the reason why Pliny is concerned that 

                                                           
vocabulary (mimica and ineptus), yet it is also particularly vivid regarding Pallas’ servility as it is 

etymologically linked to furca (a weapon used to beat slaves), see Leach (2011) 198. Later in Ep. 

8.6.4, Pliny becomes more explicit, calling Pallas servus (slave) and mancipium (a possession) to 

highlight his servile origins. Additionally, Mancipium is etymologically related to manceps 

(possession), denoting that a slave is under the ownership of his master, see Vaan (2008) 108. As 

Gonzalès (2003) 136 argues, Pliny uses both servus and mancipium when referring to his own slaves, 

further emphasising Pallas’ servile nature.  
344 Flower (2006) 269. There is some overlap here with Regulus, who Pliny reveals at Ep. 2.20.13 

comes from poverty and so is somewhat of an outsider of the traditional elite. 
345 Bartsch (1994): 174-5. Roller (2001) 270-1; Gonzalès (2003) 134-136; Matthews (2010) 93-99; 

Leach (2013); Hunt (2018) 79.  
346 Méthy (2007) 159 on the association between Pallas’ arrogance and his ignorance of moral values. 
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the monument will erroneously establish him as an exemplum of “modesty” 

(moderatio, Ep. 7.29.3).347 Pliny condemns the senate’s judgement by quoting their 

own words from their decree, which justified dedicating a statue to Pallas so others 

would emulate him: 

Nec puduit rationem turpitudini obtendere, egregiam quidem pulchramque rationem, 

ut exemplo Pallantis praemiorum ad studium aemulationis ceteri provocarentur.  

And not ashamed to plead a reason for their disgrace, indeed an exceptionally 

splendid reason: “so that by the example of Pallas’ rewards, others might be called 

forth to rival him.” 

        Ep 8.6.16. 

The repetition of ratio indicates that there was no legitimate reason for Pallas’ 

honours, and Pliny’s sarcastic use of egregia and pulcher emphasises that the 

senate’s rewarding of Pallas was wrong. Yet most significant is Pliny’s juxtaposition 

of exemplo Pallantis praemiorum, indicating that other men will follow Pallas’ 

precedent for similar selfish motivations. Pallas’ self-interest is not only a personal 

vice: Langlands has demonstrated that the establishment of monuments were 

considered the rewards for accomplishing great deeds, and Pallas receiving a statue 

consequently degrades the value of exempla.348 Moreover, she also highlights that 

the words which the decree uses are in line with the language of exemplarity: we can 

see in the above passage that Pallas is cast as an exemplum and others are 

encouraged to enter a “contest” (aemulatio) with him.349 Pliny here presents the 

                                                           
347 Pallas’ hope to become such an exemplum is evident of his presumptuousness. Pliny uses 

moderatio in relation to Trajan’s governing, see Ep. 6.31.11. The letter itself is dedicated to Trajan’s 

role as a protector of Rome, which makes his association with the virtue here even more pronounced, 

see Saylor (1972); Gibson (2015) 204. 
348 Langlands (2018) 25. 
349 Langlands (2018) 247. 
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senate as jeopardising the moral education of young Roman men.350  

We do not simply have a hypothetical warning of Pallas’ devaluation of 

exempla, as Pliny goes on to bemoan that elite families were not awarded the 

honours which they deserved:  

Inveniebantur tamen honesto loco nati, qui peterent cuperentque quod dari liberto 

promitti servis videbant. 

People born to an honourable family could yet be found, who sought and desired the 

things which seemed to be given to freedmen and promised to slaves.  

Ep. 8.6.16.  

The word honestus denotes both the noble background of higher-class Romans and 

their stronger moral principles, as in Roman thought, a freedman could never be 

equal to a free citizen, because the experience of slavery had permanently degraded 

their personal character.351 Pallas’ inversion of the natural Roman social order, then, 

resulted in the neglect of even elite families, putting their careers and Rome’s 

prestige at risk.352  

We should keep in mind, however, that Pliny is criticising the senate under 

Claudius and not that of his own time. At Ep. 8.6.17, Pliny expresses relief that he 

did not live during the Claudian regime and suffer such humiliations, suggesting that 

standards have improved. He also claims throughout the letter that Claudius was 

complicit in granting Pallas’ requests, including his refusal of the senate’s monetary 

award (Ep. 8.6.10; 15).353  In contemporary literature, Claudius is presented as 

                                                           
350 Also note Ep. 8.6.2, where we learn that Pallas was honoured even more than the great military 

heroes of Rome. 
351 Mouritsen (2011) 66. For a discussion on whether one’s character is degraded by the experience of 

slavery, see Book 4 of Dionysius’ Ant. Rom. Interestingly, Tullius contends that slavery does not 

degrade a person’s character. 
352 For more on Pallas’ inversion of the natural Roman social order, see Roller (2001) 271. 
353 Numerous scholars have discussed Claudius’ responsibility for Pallas’ honours in Ep. 8.6, see 

Lefèvre (2009) 89-90; Matthews (2010) 98.  
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particularly susceptible to an excessive reliance on his freedmen, and on Pallas 

especially.354 Consequently, Leach, Whitton, and Rose Maclean have all argued that 

Pliny is specifically critical of the Claudian senate.355 

Nevertheless, there are hints throughout both Pallas letters which suggest that 

Pliny’s criticism of the Claudian senate also applies to the senate of his own time. 

For example, he claims at Ep. 7.29.3 that praetorian honours are often given on 

account of “fortune” (fortuna) rather than “good judgement” (iudicium), suggesting 

that his fellow senators continue to grant them to undeserving men. Secondly, when 

he speculates on the reason why the senate might have given Pallas praetorian 

distinctions when it was an obviously bad decision, he considers whether they did so 

in an inappropriate sense of urbanitas:  

Urbanos qui illa censuerunt putem an miseros? Dicerem urbanos, si senatum deceret 

urbanitas. 

Should I think that the men who judged this where witty or miserable? I would say 

they were witty, if such wit were appropriate in the senate. 

         Ep. 8.6.17.  

Pliny draws attention to the senators’ urbanitas through repetition and by starting the 

line with its cognate partner urbanus. As Edwin Ramage has demonstrated, 

urbanitas is often untranslatable into a single meaning and it denotes both an urbane 

wit and refinement.356 For Pliny, the word is used comically to emphasise the 

unintentional humour in the senate rewarding the woefully unsuitable Pallas.357 Yet 

                                                           
354 Tac. Ann.12.60.14; Suet. Claud. 25.5; 29.  
355 Leach (2013) 142; Maclean (2018) 107. Whitton (2010) 138 even goes as far as to claim that the 

Claudian senate’s blunder in rewarding Pallas contrasts with the superior Trajanic age. 
356 Ramage (1963) 403. However, as Ramage says, other writers would view the word slightly 

differently; while Cicero interpreted it as a nebulous quality in regards to witty city men (p. 398), 

Quintilian perceived the word more tangibly as the product of wit itself (p. 408-9).  
357 Morello (2018) 327. 
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Pliny’s choice of urbanitas also recalls his prior criticism of a fellow Trajanic 

senator in Ep. 4.25.3, who vandalised anonymous ballots out of a similar sense of 

urbanitas. In this instance, Pliny was angry over the unprofessional behaviour of his 

peers, even appealing to the superior conduct of the maiores as a more positive 

model of behaviour.358 Pliny here implies that the Trajanic senate wilfully disregard 

good practice in a manner which mirrors the conduct of the Claudian senate. 

 That the Claudian senate’s negligence continues into Pliny’s own time can be 

most clearly seen in Ep. 8.6’s thematic links with Ep. 8.14.359 In the latter letter, 

Pliny asks his addressee Titius Aristo - an expert in law- whether he acted correctly 

in a recent court case, where the slaves of the senator Afranius Dexter were 

prosecuted for his murder. Pliny tells us that he demanded the three sentences of 

acquittal, banishment, and exile to be considered as separate rather than the parties of 

each proposal banding together to get a sentence closer to their ideal outcome. Yet 

Pliny confesses an anxiety regarding this action upon the letter’s opening, claiming 

that his generation have no knowledge of correct senatorial conduct because they 

were brought up under the “slavery” (servitus) of despotic emperors, where senators 

were too frightened to act outside of the whims of their superiors (Ep. 8.14.7-10). 

Consequently, Pliny’s generation lacked appropriate senatorial exempla in their 

youth. Both Ep. 8.6 and 8.14 share the same book unit, are dedicated to the conduct 

of the senate, and are the longest letters of Book 8. Whitton has noted another 

connection between both letters, pointing out that the senate acts in a similarly 

                                                           
358 Page (2015) 107. In a similar point, Roller (2016) 270-1 argues that Pliny is not inherently against 

such humour but is specifically against it being used in the Senate. 
359 Ep. 8.14 was traditionally written off as a rambling and pointless letter, see Sherwin-White (1966) 

461; Talbert (1984) 281. Whitton (2010) reappraises the letter as a masterpiece of intertextuality. Also 

see Whitton (2015) 128, where he argues that the letter was placed on the middle of Book 8’s scroll, 

accentuating its significance. That Ep. 8.14 is potentially a significant letter makes its connections to 

the Pallas episode seem all the worthier of examination. 
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servile manner to Pallas and Domitian in each epistle respectively.360 Morello has 

likewise argued that the senatorial maiores who fail the Claudian senate in Ep. 8.6 go 

on to fail Pliny’s generation in Ep. 8.14.361  

Despite this apparent pessimism, Whitton interprets Ep. 8.14 positively, 

arguing that regardless of the gloom at the beginning of the letter, Pliny presents 

himself as successful in the trial, which symbolises the return of order after the 

liberation of Trajan.362 This point is debatable, because Pliny is clear in the letter’s 

preface that his fellow senators continue to harm society despite their good 

intentions:  

Itaque reducta libertas rudes nos et imperitos deprehendit; cuius dulcedine accensi,  

cogimur quaedam facere ante quam nosse. 

And now that freedom is brought back, she catches us ignorant and inexperienced, 

but enflamed by her charm, we are compelled to do things before we understand 

them.  

Ep. 8.14.3. 

The repeated littera canina (reducta libertas…rudes…imperitos deprehendit) draws 

attention to the participle reductus and adjective rudis, thereby evoking the noun 

form rudis and militaristic imagery of fighting back for freedom. Pliny here 

emphasises the difficulty which senators face in reclaiming their liberty. It is true 

that he asks Aristo at the start of the letter whether he acted correctly in the senate, 

indicating that he hopes to improve his own conduct. Yet Pliny does not suggest that 

his fellow senators similarly want to improve their practice.363 I am largely in 

                                                           
360 Whitton (2010) 137-8. 
361 Morello (2018) 327-8. 
362 Whitton (2010) 136. 
363 Ep. 8.14.1. It has also been suggested that Pliny’s doubt over his senatorial conduct is not genuine 

and that he is confident Aristo will approve of his actions; see Whitton (2010) 122; Hoffer (1999) 25. 

Yet such a reading does not count for the fact this letter was historically written because Pliny wanted 
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agreement with Gibson’s interpretation of this letter: despite the challenge the elite 

face in attaining a new age of freedom, they show no proactivity, and the senate only 

acted correctly in Ep. 8.14’s court case because Pliny compelled it to do so.364 

That the Trajanic senate have failed to improve is further underscored by 

Pliny’s allusion to Tacitus. Yet before we examine the crucial allusion, we should 

first note Pliny’s self-identification with Tacitus as a historian throughout Book 8. 

The Tacitus letter preceding the eighth book is Ep. 7.33, where Pliny hopes Tacitus 

will include him in his Histories. Tacitus’ role as a historian would thus be fresh in 

the reader’s mind as they enter Book 8. Pliny starts his commentary on Pallas’ 

decree at Ep. 8.6.2 by alluding to Livy, presenting himself operating as a historian. 

However, as Leach has argued, his examination of archives is more Tacitean than 

Livian and hints at Pliny’s Tacitean qualities.365 The letter following the one on 

Pallas, Ep. 8.7, is the only epistle addressed to Tacitus in Book 8 and is dedicated to 

Pliny’s rivalry with Tacitus as a writer.366 When we reach Ep. 8.14, then, Pliny’s 

relationship with Tacitus, and the latter’s status as a historian, is strongly 

emphasised. 

In Ep. 8.14 Pliny alludes to Tacitus’ Agricola to highlight that the senate is 

still enslaved to the past. In this context, Whitton has observed that Pliny’s 

expression that the senate is haunted by the “slavery of the past” (priorum temporum 

servitus) echoes Tacitus’ claim of writing a “memorial of former slavery” 

(memoriam prioris servitutis) under the freedom of Nerva and Trajan:367 

                                                           
to consult Aristo on his legal expertise. 
364 Gibson (2015) 219. Even then, Pliny did not win the acquittal which he had originally supported, 

but banishment, so his victory is not decisive.  
365 Leach (2013) 131. 
366 As Leach (2013) 136 states, it cannot be a coincidence that Book 8’s only letter to Tacitus is 

placed right after Pliny’s engagement with Tacitean historiography in Ep. 8.6. 
367 Whitton (2010) 123. We may also note that Pliny does not name Domitian in Ep. 8.14; unusual in 
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Non tamen pigebit vel incondita ac rudi voce memoriam prioris servitutis ac 

testimonium praesentium bonorum composuisse. 

However, it will not trouble me to write a memorial of former slavery and testimony 

of our present good fortunes, even with a perturbed and ignorant voice. 

         Tac. Ag. 3.3. 

We can also note that both Pliny and Tacitus use rudis to describe the confusion of 

their generation after being freed from tyranny. Pliny primarily alludes to the 

Agricola here to parallel his concern that the senate have not shaken off the shackles 

of the tyrannical past with the similar view expressed by Tacitus.368 For example, 

Tacitus states in the preface of the Agricola that his generation have become slaves 

of imperial “tyranny” because of the suppression of free thought under Domitian 

(Agr. 2.3).369 Consequently, we are told that the senate are unable to regain their 

liberty, despite the attempts by Nerva and Trajan to restore it (Agr. 3.1-2).370 By 

evoking Tacitus’ sentiment, Pliny emphasises that his fellow senators continue to 

govern as they had done under bad emperors such as Claudius and Domitian.371  

 Yet Pliny’s attitude to the senate is arguably more pessimistic than that of 

Tacitus.372 It is true that the Agricola can have a bleak outlook on the future of the 

                                                           
the correspondence and a parallel with Tacitus’ omission of the emperor’s name until the end of the 

Agricola as part of Rome’s cultural damnatio memoriae against Domitian, see Sailor (2009) 52; 

Whitton (2010) 126. On the damnatio memoriae more generally, see Flower (2006) who avoids using 

the term because she thinks it can suggest a formal movement.  
368 While the Agricola is a biography, it also signals Tacitus’ first foray into historiography, see 

Paratore (2012). The Agricola was published in AD 98 and there is a consensus that Book 8 was 

published around AD 108, see Sailor (2012) 22; Bodel (2015) 106-8. This would give Pliny time to 

reflect on the work and for his audience to become familiar with the text’s themes. 
369 With discussion in Sailor (2009) 62-4. I use the term tyrant from Sailor, see p.60 on the 

“Domitianic tyranny”. 
370 With discussion in Sailor (2009) 66; Strunk (2017) 27. 
371 The Agricola is ultimately Tacitus’ attempt to restore the voice of the elite in a new regime of 

liberty, see Sailor (2009) 70. While slavery was a conventional method of discussing the relationship 

between the emperor and the elite in imperial Rome, the importance of slavery in the Agricola, and its 

narrative parallel with Ep. 8.14, would make Tacitus’ text stand out, see Roller (2001) 213-87; Sailor 

(2009) 64; Whitton (2010) 123. 
372 Whitton (2010) 136 argues that Pliny alludes to the Agricola to contrast his hope for Trajan’s 

return of social order (represented through the successful conviction of Dexter’s slaves at court) with 
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Roman Empire; for example, Tacitus reveals through a speech of the British 

chieftain Calgacus that Roman conquests are conducted out of a will to dominate and 

that the Empire similarly wishes to control its own citizens (Agr. 30-32).373 

However, as Dylan Sailor argues, Tacitus also claims that Roman administrators can 

act virtuously under the Empire and, despite its faults, the world would fall into 

chaos without imperial rule.374 Despite his reservations, Tacitus is optimistic for a 

virtuous age under Trajan. Pliny, on the other hand, laments that his fellow senators 

continue to plague society with their incompetence, and unlike himself, show no 

desire to improve their conduct. By alluding to the unfulfilled hopes of a text written 

a decade ago, Pliny highlights that his senatorial colleagues have made no significant 

strides in improving their conduct after Domitian’s death. 

2.6. Conclusions 

 By reading the Epistles sequentially, we have seen that each major letter of 

the Regulus cycle reveals a new aspect of Regulus’ negative exemplarity. Most 

strikingly, Pliny’s portrait of his rival also features “controversial thinking” which 

gradually develops; he accuses the previous generation, those who lived under 

tyrannical emperors, of failing to act as appropriate exempla for people of his own 

age. Pliny implies that their failure has resulted in his civitas not improving its moral 

conduct, even with Trajan as emperor, because they do not know how to act 

correctly and instead support wicked individuals such as Regulus, who is symbolic 

                                                           
the more pessimistic Tacitean portrait. However, as I have argued, Pliny is clear that the senate has 

not improved its conduct and continues to harm society.  
373 This speech is a Tacitean invention and admission of the flaws of empire, see Sailor (2012). 31-2; 

Adler (2013). For an optimistic reading of the Agricola, see Paratore (2012) 182-3. On Tacitus’ 

admiration of the British and Germanic tribes for their virtus and their defence of libertas, see 

Balmaceda (2017) 169-77. As she says at p.176-7, the key flaw of the praiseworthy barbarians in 

Tacitus is their lack of discipline and moderation. 
374 Sailor (2012) 33-4, who argues that the Usipi’s betrayal of the Romans and widespread pillaging 

and cannibalism show that without flawed Roman order, the world would be in chaos. 
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of the very men who have failed them. Consequently, immoral men continue to be 

supported in society and held up as models for imitation. This moral crisis is the 

reason why Pliny provides new models of contemporary exempla for his readers to 

emulate. The fact that the Pallas letters complement the Regulus cycle indicates that 

letters which are dedicated to different events, topics, and characters can augment 

each other through cross-references across the complete collection. It is to this aspect 

of the Epistles’ artistry which I now turn. 
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Chapter 3. Elder Exempla: Lessons from the Past 

3.1. “Situational Sensitivity” to Exempla 

As we have seen in the previous chapter, Pliny casts the previous generations, 

consisting of men such as Regulus and Pallas, as failing in their role as exempla for 

Rome’s youth.375 In contrast, Pliny constructs a group of elders who acted as his 

guardians and mentors,376 portraying them as symbolic of the higher standards of 

Rome’s distant past.377 For example, Pliny claims that he learns moral lessons 

befitting “antiquity” (antiquitas) when in the company of his mentor Spurinna (Ep. 

3.1.6). He likewise presents the daily routine of his uncle Pliny the Elder as 

representative of the “custom of the men of old” (veterum more, Ep. 3.5.10) and 

states that the influential senator and his guardian Verginius Rufus’ deeds in service 

of Rome mark him as a “model of a past age” (exemplar aevi prioris, Ep. 2.1.7). 

Finally, the senator Corellius Rufus’ political support for Pliny, his wisdom in old 

age (Ep. 4.17.4-9), as well as his connection to the Stoic opposition, invites us to 

include him in this band (Ep. 4.17.4-9).378 As Gibson and Morello argue, these elders 

are important for Pliny, since his father may have died in his childhood and, by 

highlighting their virtues, he shows us that he had a good upbringing.379 Yet these 

elders also guide the readers of the Epistles to think about moral values which Pliny 

                                                           
375 Regulus was 15-20 years older than Pliny, as is estimated in the introduction of Gibson’s coverage 

of Ep. 6.2 in his forthcoming commentary of Book 6.  
376 My usage of “elders” conforms to Gibson and Morello (2012) ch. 4 - “Pliny’s elders and betters”.  
377. Pliny followed the topos which posited that Rome’s maiores, who lived in an unspecified period 

long ago, held morals more strictly than Romans of the present day. Pliny praises the way in which 

the Roman maiores acted as orators in Ep. 2.14.3; 6.2.5-6. He praises young men for living up to the 

maiores at Ep.5.17.1. 
378 These men are conventionally grouped together as elders whom Pliny hopes to follow, see Gibson 

and Morello (2012) ch. 4. As Gibson and Morello (2012) 105 state, many of these men are related to 

Pliny or closely connected to his family, emphasising their exemplary nature, as Romans would 

typically look within their family for good models. I will examine Corellius’ connection to the Stoic 

opposition in more detail in Ch. 3.6. 
379 Gibson and Morello (2012) 106-7. As they say, only those under fourteen were given guardians. 
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fears they may not have learned because of Rome’s continued enslavement to the 

tyrannical past.380 

Traditionally, scholarship has focused on Pliny’s admiration of his elders’ 

virtues: such as their “respect” (reverentia), “perseverance” (constantia), “maturity” 

(maturitas), “modesty” (modestia), “courage” (fortitudo), and “purity” (sanctitas).381 

However, more recently, scholars have begun to show that Pliny’s attitude to his 

elders is more complex than first appears. For example, Andrew Riggsby has shown 

that Spurinna is specifically an exemplum for retirement and is not always 

appropriate for young men who are pursuing senatorial careers.382 Furthermore, 

Gibson and Morello have drawn attention to Pliny’s statement in Ep. 9.13.6 that he 

did not consult Corellius Rufus regarding his prosecution of the villainous Publicius 

Certus because he suspected he would have advised against it, suggesting Corellius 

was representative of the general anxiety which permeates the senate.383 In regards to 

Verginius Rufus, Gibson has noted that Pliny acknowledges the controversies 

surrounding his life by including common criticisms of him in Ep. 9.19.384 Finally, 

                                                           
380 As Gibson and Morello (2012) n.13 state, other older men from Comum such as Calpurnius 

Fabatus do not always serve exemplary roles and Pliny may even correct their behaviour. Cf. Whitton 

(2013a) 9. 
381 For reverentia, see Ep. 8.5.1; constantia 3.1.3, maturitas 5.14.5; modestia or lack of ambition 

5.14.2; fortitudo 7.19.7. For discussion of these virtues, see Méthy (2003) 212. For sanctitas as an 

elder virtue, p. 124-6. The virtues of Pliny the Elder such as his courage is a particularly popular 

topic, see Bütler (1970) 80-4; Gigante (1979) 328; Sallmann (1979) 215-8; Copony (1987) 215, 228; 

Van der Paardt (1991) 61-2; Radicke (1997) 452;  Jones (2001) 32; Zehnacker (2002) 445-49; 

Henderson (2002b); Ripoll (2003) 71-4; Riemer (2005); Berry (2008) 302-7; Lefèvre (2009) 123–41: 

Bradley (2010) 394; Beck (2013), with discussion by Keeline (2018) 174. For a definitive study of the 

Vesuvius letters, see Foss (2022). For Spurinna’s virtues as a man of “study” (stadium), see 

Henderson (2002a) 56-66; Pausch (2004) 114-29; Marchesi (2013); Whitton (2013a) 128-40. For 

Verginius Rufus’ virtues of loyalty see Pausch (2004) 99-113; Marchesi (2008) 158-60; 189-99; 

Lefèvre (2009) 23-36, with discussion by Whitton (2013a) 66; 65-83; Klodt (2015); Garofalo 

forthcoming. For Corellius’ virtues as the Stoic “wise man” (sapiens), see Hoffer (1999) 141-59. 
382 Riggsby (1998) 85-6. Cf. Gibson and Morello (2012) 121.  
383 Gibson and Morello (2012) 129-30. This claim is built upon in Gibson (2015) 196-7, who argues 

that Pliny’s portrait of Corellius in Ep. 9.13 leads us to reconsider Pliny’s earlier claims that Corellius 

was an exemplary guide throughout his life. 
384 Gibson (2015) 199-201. 
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Keeline has recently argued that Pliny’s letters about the Elder Pliny subtly critique 

his uncle’s character by presenting him as inflexible and incompetent in his attempts 

to rescue the citizens of Stabiae from the eruption of Vesuvius.385 

That Pliny hopes to build upon his elders is not unusual, as the 

“participant’s” desire to enter a “rivalry” (aemulatio) with an exemplum and surpass 

them was crucial to the successful transmission of exemplary stories.386 Yet Pliny’s 

acknowledgement that his elders are not always appropriate models for imitation is 

directly tied to Langland’s claim that “participants” of exempla should showcase a 

“situational sensitivity” to them.387 In other words, “participants” should not 

necessarily follow every aspect of an exemplum if it is not suitable for their life or 

times. In this context, Cicero and Seneca urge their readers to imitate the aspects of 

exempla which are most suitable for their own day (Cic. Orat. 2.90; Sen. Ad Marc. 

2.3),388 In contrast, those who thoughtlessly emulate exempla can misunderstand 

their value, resulting in disastrous consequences.389 Pliny does not hope for his 

readers to emulate his elders blindly and, as we will see, their flaws and quirks are 

key parts of their character sketches. 

In fact, Pliny’s gradual confidence in his own potential as an exemplum is 

                                                           
385 Keeline (2018). Some of Keeline’s points can be challenged. For example, he claims that Pliny 

was critical of the Elder Pliny’s literature for being learned but uninspired, yet Gibson (2011) has 

persuasively argued that the Natural History is a significant influence on Pliny’s description of 

natural wonders. Additionally, his claim that the Elder Pliny’s sleep at Stabiae reveals his inflexibility 

is also up for debate, as sleeping was a Stoic virtue, see Görler (1979) 432, with discussion in Gibson 

(forthcoming) on Ep. 6.16.13. Nevertheless, Keeline’s article convincingly shows that Pliny is not as 

affectionate towards the Elder Pliny as he is with other elders such as Spurinna and rightly invites us 

to re-consider the exemplarity of his behaviour in the eruption of Vesuvius. A similar view is taken by 

Cova (2001). Gibson and Morello (2012) 107 are not as strong as Keeline but do note Pliny’s 

awareness that the Elder Pliny can only go so far as an exemplum for his senatorial career considering 

he was an equestrian. Pliny’s portrait of his uncle is covered in more detail at Ch. 3.3. 
386 Langlands (2018) 93-100. 
387 The focus of Langlands (2018) ch. 5. 
388 With discussion in Langlands (2018) 114. 
389 The son of Manlius Torquatus imitates Corvinus’ duel but does not imitate Corvinus’ discipline 

and goes against the orders of his father and commander. He is subsequently famously executed by 

his father for disobedience. Livy 8.7.8; 13, with discussion in Langlands (2018) 114-5. 
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directly tied to his “situational sensitivity” towards the exemplarity of his elders. As 

Gibson and Morello argue, Pliny becomes more confident in Book 6 when 

presenting himself as a role model for Rome’s youth.390 Bernstein has demonstrated 

that Pliny fully embraces his senior status in Book 8, using paternal language to 

emphasise his position as a moral educator for young Roman men.391 Most recently, 

Keeline has gone furthest, arguing that Pliny is not unambiguously positive about 

any of the correspondence’s elders because he wishes to depict himself as an 

ultimate exemplar.392 However, the specific ways in which Pliny builds upon his 

elders’ precedents and establishes himself as a new archetype have not been fully 

explored. It is this aspect of Pliny’s self-fashioning to which I now turn. 

3.2. Reading the Epistolary Mosaic 

In the previous chapter we examined Pliny’s use of a primary narrative cycle 

about one chief negative exemplum to convey his messages about immorality. Yet 

when it comes to his elders, Pliny crafts an array of cycles about multiple exempla 

which work in conjunction. Consequently, reading all the elder cycles together 

sequentially is impractical, because each elder has his own respective letter series 

and they often overlap in the same book unit.393 A more appropriate reading strategy 

is provided by Altman, who observes that individual letters of collections are often 

intratextually linked to one another by shared topic, character, or theme, naming this 

ordering system the “epistolary mosaic”.394 A similar artful arrangement has been 

                                                           
390 Gibson and Morello (2012) 132-3. 
391 Bernstein (2008). 
392 Keeline (2018) 199. For more on Pliny’s presentation of himself as an exemplum for the Roman 

youth, see Johnson (2010) 42. 
393 For an example, Pliny discusses Spurinna’s daily routine at Ep. 3.1, writes to Corellius’ daughter at 

Ep. 3.3, and goes over his uncle’s literary output at Ep. 3.5. 
394 Altman (1982) ch. 6. 
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detected in ancient poetry books,395 inspiring a wave of scholars to examine the links 

between independent letters of Greek and Latin letter collections.396 Reading Pliny’s 

Epistles as a “kaleidoscope”, as Henderson puts it, has been popular in recent Plinian 

studies, with scholars arguing for cross-references between letters which run through 

all books of the private correspondence.397 In such a framework, we do not need to 

read all of the Epistles sequentially, although examining each elder cycle in order 

when possible can provide insights into the messages of each micro-narrative. 

Rather, we can look at the ways in which Pliny portrays each elder’s conduct, links 

himself to their precedent in other letters, and then determine the ways in which he 

conforms and departs from their example.  

 Pliny’s construction of a set of elders across the complete Epistles 

differentiates his work from those written by other didactic writers, who often group 

together related exempla under one moral category. For a key example, Valerius 

Maximus lists different exempla of courage - represented by civic and military 

models - under one category of fortitudo (3.2). Langlands has convincingly argued 

that Valerius Maximus juxtaposes these exempla under one heading to highlight the 

difficulties a “participant” faces in deciding which aspects of specific role-models 

are most appropriate to imitate for one’s own circumstances.398 Pliny likewise aims 

                                                           
395 Van Sickle (1980); Zetzel (1980) on Latin poetry books; Gutzwiller (1998) on Hellenistic 

epigrams; Kerkhecker (1999); Stephens (2015) 12-14 on Callimachus, with discussion and 

comparison to letters in Morrison (2018) 24. 
396 On the Greek pseudonymous tradition see Hodkinson (2006) 258. The cross-references of the 

letters in the later Alciphron collection have been evidenced by Barbiero (2018), who argues that the 

first six letters of Book 3 display the alternating hope and despair of characters. Cf. Morrison (2018) 

39 for a similar thematic development and use of juxtaposition regarding the first eight letters of Book 

1. On Cicero, see Beard (2002), who compares the arrangement of letters to Augustan poetry books. 

On Horace, see McGann (1969) 92-4; Thomas (1981); De Pretis (2002) 157. On Seneca see 

Henderson (2004) 5. 
397 Most notably, Gibson and Morello (2012). For the debt to Altman, see Henderson (2002a) xi on 

Pliny’s epistolary “kaleidoscope”.  
398 Langlands (2018) 113. 
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to encourage his readers to reflect upon his elders’ best qualities, but in a way which 

suits the free-form nature of letters. 

Examining the various intratextual links of the Epistles raises the wider issue 

of intertextuality. As we have seen in chapter one, Gibson has convincingly argued 

that ancient letters can be read as a distinct genre, demonstrating that collections 

were typically arranged by addressee, topic, and artistic variety.399 As he argues, 

letters do not function as a blank base on which to experiment in other genres but 

rather absorb other genres as a form of generic enrichment.400 Consequently, while 

claiming that letters have their own epistolary properties, Gibson and Morrison also 

contend that letters cannot be completely separated from other genres because they 

share so many characteristics with other texts.401 While the phenomenon of 

intertextuality is certainly not unique to letters, it nevertheless seems to have a 

special relationship with epistolography, and scholars have noted that ancient letter 

writers such as Cicero, Seneca, pseudo-Aeschines, and Alciphron employ allusions 

throughout their correspondences with high frequency.402 

 We have examined Pliny’s use of allusions in the previous chapter, but 

intertextuality is especially significant in relation to Pliny’s elders because of the 

connection which Pliny constructs between literary authority and his elders. 

                                                           
399 Ch. 1.1. 
400 Gibson (2013a) 388. Wilson (2001) for Seneca’s absorption of other genres. For a key work on 

generic enrichment, see Harrison (2007). 
401 Gibson and Morrison (2007) 15. Their discussion of Pindar at p. 4-7 and Cicero’s De Officiis at p. 

9-13 show that many texts can be classified as epistolary in a loose sense. 
402 Sari (2018) 45 on Cicero embedding allusions into his letters as a way of making them more 

elegant and flattering his addressees’ literary knowledge by his expectation that they would pick up 

on them. Tischer (2017) on Seneca’s allusions to a variety of texts in his Epistles, with a brief 

overview on the topic in Edwards (2019) 22. Hodkinson (2013) on the ways in which Letter 10 of the 

Aeschines collection functions as a metaliterary intertextual commentary on comedy and the other 

Aeschines letters. Funke (2018) 138 on the letters of Alciphron intertextually engaging with other 

texts to create nostalgia for Classical and Hellenistic Athens. As noted in the introduction, Pliny’s 

Epistles have also seen similar studies, most notably Marchesi (2008). 
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Spurinna writes “most learned” (doctissimus) Greek and Latin verse (Ep. 3.1.7), the 

Elder Pliny composes the “learned” (eruditus) Natural History (Ep. 3.5.6), and 

Verginius Rufus is cited as a moral authority who indulged in light verse (Ep. 5.3.5). 

As Méthy has noted, Pliny does not directly link himself with the authoritative 

virtues which he associates with his elders, such as gravitas and “authority” 

(auctoritas).403 Crucial in this context is that Pliny links the literary talent of his 

elders to their authoritative characters: Pliny describes Mauricus as gravis and claims 

that his eruditio comes from experience (Ep. 1.5.16), states that his young friend 

Sextus Erucius is unusual for possessing the virtues probissimus, gravissimus, 

eruditissimus (2.19.3), and calls Pomponius Mamilianus eruditissimus 

and gravissimus (9.25.2). Titius Aristo is similarly described as gravis, sanctus, and 

doctus (Ep. 1.22.1),404 Maecilius Nepos gravissimus and doctissimus (Ep. 4.26.2), 

the ancestors who indulged in light verse doctissimus, gravissimus, and sanctissimus 

(Ep. 5.3.3), and even great literary models such as Aeschines and Demosthenes 

doctissimi (Ep. 4.5.2).405 Yet Pliny also implies that he is doctus in law (Ep. 2.19.8) 

and claims that his childhood friend Voconius Romanus is both doctissimus (Ep. 

3.13.5) and eruditus (Ep. 2.13.7), suggesting that the youth can challenge the elders 

in the realm of literature. Pliny’s use of intertextuality in his discussion of his elders 

can be interpreted as a way for him to hint at his potential as an upcoming elder. 

 Before we examine Pliny’s portrait of his elders, it is worth briefly 

addressing the question of intentionality. I am personally sympathetic to Whitton’s 

view that we can read many of the intertextualities of the Epistles as intentional 

                                                           
403 Méthy (2007) 278, noting auctoritas with Arrius Antoninus at Ep, 4.31, gravitas with Corellius 

Rufus at Ep. 3.3.1 and 4.17.4, and with Fannia at Ep. 7.19.4. 
404 For sanctitas as an elder virtue, see Méthy (2007) 124-6. 
405 The word doctus can simply refer to a topic in which someone has expertise (Ep. 7.25.3) but it is 

often also associated with individuals who have elder virtues. 
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allusions on Pliny’s behalf.406 Yet it is very difficult to be certain of authorial 

intention and we can instead read intertextual interactions between texts as chiefly 

the result of reader-response.407 In such a view, when using the name Pliny, we refer 

not to the historical author but, as Julene Abad del Vecchio eloquently puts it, a 

“shorthand for an extensive and multifaceted system of poetic creation that lies 

behind the text(s) in question”.408 Either interpretation is valid when examining the 

Epistles’ intertextualities: Pliny may have planned some or all of them, but we can 

regardless privilege the text over the author and consider the ways in which the 

allusions of a letter augment its themes and complement the narrative of the 

complete collection. I follow Marchesi in using the term allusion as a convenient 

shorthand, just as I use Pliny’s name, with no definitive claim of intentionality, even 

if I am tempted to read them as such.409 

3.3. The Courage of Pliny the Elder 

 Pliny the Elder is a natural elder to start the examination, as he was Pliny’s 

adopted father and so holds a special place as a paternal figure, which makes his 

exemplarity more pronounced.410 The Elder Pliny is properly introduced in Ep. 3.5, 

where he is presented as a talented writer and a role model for literary pursuits.411 

The letter is structured as a catalogue and details seven of his complete literary 

works, a testament to his productivity. His Natural History is praised as “learned” 

(eruditus), “comprehensive” (diffusum), and “varied” (varium, Ep. 3.5.6), adjectives 

                                                           
406 Whitton (2019) 45. 
407 For the challenges of authorial intention, see Lyne (1994). 
408 Abad del Vecchio (2019) 50. Abad del Vecchio gives an excellent overview of the methodological 

considerations of intertextuality at p. 49-51. As she says, Edmunds (2001) 34-8 outlines the reasons 

why naming the author is a matter of convenience.  
409 Marchesi (2008) 5. 
410 As stated in the introduction, fathers had an important role in teaching the youth exemplary 

lessons. 
411 He is technically first referenced in Ep. 1.19.1, but Ep. 3.5 marks his first major appearance. 
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which are associated with great literary works elsewhere in the collection.412 In the 

second half of the letter, we learn about the Elder Pliny’s daily routine and Pliny 

emphasises that his uncle simultaneously worked on his literary studies and official 

duties with the emperor Vespasian (Ep. 3.5.9). Pliny highlights his uncle’s diligence 

upon the letter’s conclusion, asking whether one can believe that he produced so 

much literature considering he also worked in public office (Ep. 3.5.18). The Elder 

Pliny here serves as an exemplum who combines his “business duties” (negotia) with 

a productive use of “leisure” (otium).413 The Elder Pliny’s exemplarity is made 

abundantly clear when Pliny claims one “wonders” (mirare) how his uncle wrote so 

much literature while still pursuing a political career (Ep. 3.5.7), casting him as an 

“exceptional” man who he confesses he cannot match (Ep. 3.5.19). 

Yet as Keeline has argued, despite Pliny’s praise of his uncle’s extraordinary 

literary output, we can detect an ambivalence towards his approach to studium, 

which boarders on the obsessive.414 The Elder Pliny does not take walks because he 

would consider the time wasted (Ep. 3.5.16). More disturbing is that the Elder Pliny 

was carried on a “litter” (sella) so he could study even when travelling (Ep. 3.5.15), 

which is a form of transport Pliny criticises in his Panegyricus (22; 24) and had 

troubling connotations in Roman political culture.415 Keeline points out that Pliny’s 

                                                           
412 Fitzgerald (2016) 84-115 has detailed that Pliny interprets varietas positively throughout the 

correspondence. Pliny praises Novius Maximus’ book for being diffusum in Ep. 4.20.2. Likewise, 

Pliny calls Calpurnius Piso’s literature eruditus in Ep. 5.17.2. 
413 In many ways we can draw a parallel here with Pliny’s own combination of his senatorial career 

and literary publications. The theme of otium in the Epistles is covered in the introduction. 
414 For the relative values of otium and studium in the Epistles, see Fitzgerald (2007b) 196-8. Pliny 

admires cultivation of studium, but it should not be the sole focus of someone’s life. 
415 Keeline (2018) 180 on Pliny the Elder’s use of litters as potentially uncomfortable. The 

problematic nature of litters in Roman thought is extensively covered in Hudson (2013) 32-74. For 

some of his key examples, Cicero uses the litter as symbolic of Verres’ greed and luxury at Verr. 

2.4.51; 2.4.53. See also his association of the litter with Antony at Phil. 2.57-8; 106. Petr. Satyr.28 on 

Trimalchio’s use of litters. Bithynian litters are associated with luxury at Catull. 10, cf. Gell. NA 

10.3.5, with discussion in Steel (2001) 22-47. This topos was still popular in the first century AD: 

Juvenal associates immoral men with litters at 1.30-3; 1.63-8; 7.132-3; 135. See also Mart. 10.10. 

Suetonius uses litters to criticise Tiberius’ cruelty (Tib. 27; 60), Claudius’ weakness (Claud. 2.2; 
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own daily routine in Ep. 9.36 differs from that of the Elder Pliny: he is flexible in his 

attitude to studium, exercises, and talks with friends (Ep. 9.36.3-4).416 When 

considering the Elder Pliny’s flaws, we should keep in mind Langland’s point that 

even famous exempla have uncomfortable aspects about their exemplarity which 

invites “participants” to consider how far they should be imitated.417 Langlands 

argues that if we find certain traits of exempla discomforting that we should not 

interpret them as covertly negative models. Rather, we should consider such exempla 

as possessing a complexity which warrants reflection.418 We can interpret Pliny’s 

departure from his uncle’s approach to studium as a similar recognition that his 

precedent is not wholly suitable for emulation. 

Yet the Elder Pliny is not entirely unsuitable for imitation, as we learn in Ep. 

6.16 that he showed great courage during the eruption of Vesuvius. Rectina - a 

woman who was stranded near Herculaneum - pleads for the Elder Pliny to rescue 

her and her request signals a change in his intentions: while he initially inspected the 

eruption “with a studious mind” (studioso animo), he suddenly pursued it “with a 

heroic one” (maximo, Ep. 6.16.9). He also ignores the warnings from his helmsman 

to turn back after coming close to the eruption (Ep. 6.16.11), reinforcing his bravery. 

Furthermore, as Gibson claims, it is striking that the Elder Pliny’s only direct speech 

in the long letter is “fortune favours the brave, make for Pompeii” 

                                                           
10.2), Nero’s incestuous relationship with his mother (Nero. 9), and Domitian is often carried around 

in a litter after the practice somewhat dies out after Nero’s death (Dom. 19). 
416 Keeline (2018) 183. 
417 Marcus Atilius Regulus’ status as a captive and his abandonment of his family by going to a 

certain death would be a potential source of discomfort for Roman readers, see Leigh (2004), with 

discussion in Langlands (2018) 277-8. Regulus’ harshness to his family is hinted at in Hor. Od. 

3.5.47, with discussion in Langlands (2018) 279. Similarly, Fabius Maximus Cunctator was widely 

recognised as an excellent general, but his delaying tactics and avoidance of open warfare could be 

seen as somewhat deceitful, see Livy 22.23.1; Sil. Pun. 7.91-2, with discussion in Langlands (2018) 

303-4. Finally, Torquatus’ execution of his own son to maintain military discipline could be perceived 

as cruel, see Cic. Fin. 1.34; 2.105; Val Max. 9.3.4, with discussion in Langlands (2018) 292-3. 
418 Langlands (2018) 287. 
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(“Fortes”…”fortuna iuvat: Pomponianum pete”, Ep. 6.16.11), a traditional 

proverbial expression of heroism.419 Militaristic courage was a common trait of 

Roman exemplary leaders and we can note in this connection that the Elder Pliny 

was personally overseeing the fleet at Misenum when the eruption occurred (Ep. 

6.16.4).420 His position as an admiral, as well as his attempt to rescue those from the 

eruption with the help of his fleet’s crew, gives his courage militaristic associations. 

Pliny goes on to emulate his uncle’s heroism during his narration of his own 

escape from the eruption later in Ep. 6.20, a letter which is linked to Ep. 6.16 

because it continues Pliny’s account of Vesuvius to the same addressee Tacitus.421 

An unidentified Spanish friend of the Elder Pliny pleads with the Younger Pliny to 

abandon his uncle and save himself from the eruption (Ep. 6.20.5;10) and Pliny the 

Younger’s rejection of his advice mirrors his uncle’s dismissal of the helmsman.422  

Pliny also undergoes a similar shift from study to heroism as his uncle: he was 

initially preparing extracts from Livy (Ep. 6.20.5) and the repeated warnings from 

the Spaniard eventually spurs him to abandon his studies, seek out his uncle, and 

protect his mother from the disaster (Ep. 6.20.12).423  

Yet while Pliny admires his uncle’s courage, I broadly agree with Keeline 

                                                           
419 Enn. ap. Macrob. 6.1.62; Ann. 233; Ter. Phorm 203; Cic. Tusc. 2.11, with discussion in Marchesi 

(2008) 176; Gibson (Forthcoming) ad loc, notes this is the Elder Pliny’s only use of direct speech in 

the letter. 
420 Vir. Aen. 5.765-770 on military courage of early Roman exempla. Val Max. 3.2.24; Plut. Mor. 

276C-D on the importance of battle scars for political candidates, virtues such as “bravery” (virtus), 

“fortitude” (fortitudo), and “endurance” (patientia), as is outlined in Petitfils (2013) 61-73. Cf. 

Noreña (2001) 156 for the emphasis on virtus in imperial coinage. 
421 Of course, Pliny had no way of knowing what the Elder Pliny was doing at Stabiae when he was at 

Misenum. Pliny emulates the Elder Pliny because he models his personal character on that of his 

uncle and thus hints that he naturally behaves similarly to him. 
422 Keeline (2018) suggests the Spaniard may be the “voice of reason” that Pliny should escape, cf. 

Jones (2001) 41. As Gibson (forthcoming) ad loc notes, the Elder Pliny held an equestrian 

procuratorship in Hispania Tarraconensis and so it is believable that this friend could have existed. 

Perhaps he does not name the Spaniard because his behaviour was dishonourable, see Berry (2008) 

309-10. 
423 The two scenes are structurally similar and emphasise both Plinys’ courage in not abandoning 

others, see Gibson (forthcoming) ad loc. 
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that he expresses an ambivalence towards the Elder Pliny’s rash conduct in his final 

hours. Pliny notes that his uncle rushed straight into the eruption and was “devoid of 

fear” (solutus metu, Ep. 6.16.10), certainly brave behaviour, albeit somewhat 

reckless considering his death shortly afterwards.424 The outcome of the Elder 

Pliny’s mission is a disaster: he aborts his rescue of Rectina, decides to save another 

stranded individual instead - Pomponianus (Ep. 6.16.11) - and dies in the attempt 

(6.16.19-20).425 We do not even learn if either survives.426 Perhaps Keeline goes too 

far when he claims that the Elder Pliny dying with a pillow on his head, which was 

used to protect him from falling pumice stones, is representative of how far he failed 

as an admiral.427 But Keeline’s article is indicative of how we can read the Elder 

Pliny’s rescue mission as not entirely appropriate as an exemplum of courage.428 

In fact, the Vesuvius letters draw attention to the Elder Pliny’s rash courage 

through its use of what Langlands calls “dissenters”: onlookers of an exemplum who 

express anxiety about the event and invite us to interpret it from their perspective.429 

While the Elder Pliny was brave in rejecting the warnings from the helmsman, 

Keeline is also right that the advice was ultimately correct and perhaps should have 

been heeded.430 Langlands observes more generally that “dissenters” are often not 

                                                           
424 Keeline (2018) 187-8. 
425 As Gibson (forthcoming) ad loc explains, Rectina was directly underneath Pompeii while 

Pomponianus was “14km distant from the volcano at Stabiae”. This makes her fate even more 

worrying. Some have tried to claim that Pomponianus is Rectina’s husband: Jones (2001) 38; Lefèvre 

(2009) 130, but this is unlikely, as discussed by Keeline (2018) 189; Gibson (forthcoming) ad loc.  
426 Gibson (forthcoming) ad loc claims that Pomponianus could have informed Pliny about the Elder’s 

death. He is certainly a suitable option, but it is never explicitly stated that he was the source or even 

survived.  
427 Keeline (2018) 191. 
428 Eco (1990) on the Elder Pliny’s disastrous failure, which he claims can be discovered despite 

Pliny’s praise of his uncle. Keeline (2018) claims the Elder Pliny’s failure is an intentional point of 

the letter. 
429 Langlands (2018) 301. A key example is the wife of Marcus Atilius Regulus, who attacks her 

husband for abandoning her by choosing to Carthage at Sil. Pun. 6.437-449 and 6.500-520. With 

discussion in Langlands (2018) 327-8. 
430 Keeline (2018) 188-9. 
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clearly right or wrong but rather invite us to consider their view at the time of the 

story and urge us to consider how we would react to a great event.431 While the 

helmsman is correct that the mission was dangerous for the Elder Pliny, as it cost 

him his life, it would also be extremely disturbing if Pliny’s uncle left Rectina to die 

if he abandoned his mission. Pliny also states elsewhere that a helmsman 

(gubernator) must act bravely when faced with stormy seas so that he can win glory 

(Ep. 9.26.4-5). Ultimately, the helmsman serves to highlight the Elder Pliny’s 

bravery, while acknowledging that it was perhaps reckless. 

In this light, Keeline has convincingly argued that Pliny departs from his 

uncle’s example during his own escape from the eruption at Misenum.432 To sum up 

his argument, we can observe that the Elder Pliny was inflexible at Stabiae: he takes 

a bath, reclines for dinner, then sleeps (Ep. 6.16.12), which directly mirrors his daily 

routine (Ep. 3.5.11). While Pliny imitates his uncle by taking a bath, dining, and then 

sleeping at Misenum (Ep. 6.20.4), he awakens immediately when he senses that 

danger is imminent and goes to wake his mother (Ep. 6.20.4). Pliny’s behaviour was 

more proactive than his uncle, who conversely continued to sleep deeply even when 

his companions were trying to wake him (Ep. 6.16.4). The intratextual link between 

Ep. 6.16 and 6.20 guides us to compare Pliny’s conduct with that of his uncle and 

reveals that at only seventeen, he surpassed him. 

Pliny also steps beyond his uncle’s example by being more successful than 

him. He was unable to find his uncle, but he manages to guide his mother out of 

Misenum and emphasises his success by drawing attention to his role as her leading 

figure. Pliny here stands in contrast to the Elder Pliny, who was unable to save 

                                                           
431 Keeline (2018) 188-9; Langlands (2018) 310.  
432 Keeline (2018a) 189-4. 
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anyone. Gibson argues that Pliny is simply reactive to his mother’s pleas rather than 

assuming an active role,433 but we can note that his language to her is authoritative: 

he “compels” her (cogere) to quicken her pace, takes her hand, and she “obeys” him 

(parere, Ep. 6.20.12). Pliny admits he was not perfect during the calamity; he tells us 

that he was perhaps too slow in fleeing Misenum because he studied Livy for too 

long during the disaster (Ep. 6.20.5) and succumbed to nihilism as the ash clouds 

covered Misenum (Ep. 6.20.15-16).434 Yet even Pliny’s reflections upon his own 

failings is evident of his self-improvement during his adult life. 

 So far, we have examined the intratextual interactions between Ep. 6.16 and 

6.20, but another aspect of Pliny’s epistolary mosaic is his engagement with other 

texts. In this context, Pliny’s success in saving his mother is given further emphasis 

because he links his accomplishment with Aeneas’ rescue of Anchises.435 Before we 

can analyse this connection, we first need to establish the numerous allusions which 

Ep. 6.20 has with Virgil’s Aeneid. Pliny’s engagement with the epic is particularly 

notable in the letter’s opening, where his statement “although my mind remembers 

and I shudder, … I shall begin” (quamquam animus meminisse horret, ...incipiam, 

Ep. 6.20.1), reworks Aeneas’ lines to Dido when he tells her about the destruction of 

Troy: quamquam animus meminisse horret luctuque refugit incipiam (Aen. 2.12-

13).436 Pliny here parallels the trauma he suffered at Misenum with that which 

                                                           
433 Gibson (forthcoming) on Ep. 6.20.10.  
434 Keeline (2018) 194 sees Pliny’s admission that he studied Livy for too long as a subtle critique of 

the Elder’s obsessive approach to studia and his encouraging of his nephew to emulate his lifestyle. 

This is one of his strongest points and fits within Pliny’s unease with his uncle’s fanatical pursuit of 

his studies elsewhere in the correspondence. 
435 As observed by Lillge (1918) 289-290; Görler (1979) 427; Marchesi (2008) 177, with discussion 

by Gibson (forthcoming) on Ep. 6.20.12. 
436 For more on Pliny’s intertextual allusions to Virgil in the Pompeii letters, see Gigante (1979); 

Schönberger (1990) 536-7; Marchesi (2008) 171-189; Gibson (forthcoming) introductory section of 

Ep. 6.20.  
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Aeneas had endured at Troy.437 Gibson notes that other aspects of the letter point to 

the Aeneid: the letter’s topic of volcanic eruptions evokes epic poetry’s elevated 

status,438 and the geographical area of Misenum itself is associated with Virgil 

because it is the site where Misenus is buried in Aen. 6.149-235.439 Yet it is Pliny’s 

self-identification with Aeneas’ rescue of Anchises which is our point of 

comparison. 

In this context, Pliny’s mother insists that he leave her behind, which evokes 

Anchises’ advice to Aeneas. Pliny tells us that when he and his mother were 

escaping from Misenum, she urged him to abandon her to increase his chances of 

survival:  

Tum mater orare hortari iubere, quoquo modo fugerem; posse enim iuvenem, se et 

annis et corpore gravem bene morituram, si mihi causa mortis non fuisset 

Then, my mother begged, urged, and even ordered me to flee in whatever way I 

could; a young man could do so, but because of her age and the burden of her body, 

she would be happy to die so long as she was not the cause of my death. 

        Ep. 6.20.12. 

Anchises’ message to Aeneas is similar, as he tells his son that because he has “the 

fresh blood of youth” (integer aevi sanguis) and “firm strength and vigour” 

(solidaeque suo stant robore vires, Aen. 2.638-40), he must leave him behind and 

flee. Even though there are no verbal echoes to confirm the allusion, the sequence of 

events clearly invites us to compare them: both men are advised to take advantage of 

                                                           
437 Pliny’s trauma at Misenum is emphasised through the letter’s use of dark imagery. The ordeal 

happened at night (Ep. 6.20.3), the ash cloud that follows Pliny and his mother is “dark” (atra, Ep. 

6.20.9) and “thick” (caligo – invoking dark imagery, Ep. 6.20.13), the crowd almost causes a 

stampede because of the confusion in the “darkness” (tenebra, Ep. 6.20.13), and then as the situation 

reaches its worst: the “night” (nox) becomes so dark that it resembles “not the kind with no moon or a 

cloudy night, but the kind of a closed place with the lights extinguished” (non qualis inlunis aut 

nubila, sed qualis in locis clausis lumine exstincto, Ep. 6.20.14). 
438 Newlands (2010) 107, with discussion in Gibson (forthcoming) introductory section of Ep. 6.20. 
439 Gibson (forthcoming) introductory section of Ep. 6.20. 
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their youth and not be burdened by an older parent. The shared ideas serve to mirror 

the two scenes as foundational moments in the heroism of the two men. Aeneas’ 

rescue of Anchises is an early sign of his pietas,440 and that he wears a lion-skin 

while carrying his father points to his role as a Herculean hero.441 Pliny’s rescue of 

his mother similarly hints at early signs of his own role as an exemplum of courage. 

The Vesuvius letters invite us to seek out Pliny’s courage elsewhere in the 

Epistles.442 Most significant for our purposes is Ep. 7.33, where Pliny informs 

Tacitus about an old court case which he hopes his friend will record in his Histories 

(Ep. 7.33.1). The shared addressee and Pliny’s repeated hope of providing a story for 

inclusion in Tacitus’ writings invite us to link this letter to the Vesuvius one, 

especially when we consider that historiography and the works of Tacitus are the 

perfect breeding grounds for exempla.443 At Ep. 7.33.4-7, Pliny tells Tacitus that he 

and his friend Senecio worked together to confiscate the corrupt governor Baebius 

Massa’s property: he had been convicted of corruption, but Massa countered by 

accusing Senecio of treason for treating him with enmity.444 Pliny defends Senecio, 

criticises Massa, and is duly celebrated: 

Horror omnium; ego autem “Vereor” inquam, “clarissimi consules, ne mihi Massa 

silentio suo praevaricationem obiecerit, quod non et me reum postulavit.” Quae vox 

et statim excepta, et postea multo sermone celebrata est. Divus quidem Nerva - nam 

privatus quoque attendebat his quae recte in publico fierent - missis ad me 

gravissimis litteris non mihi solum, verum etiam saeculo est gratulatus, cui 

                                                           
440 Rogerson (2017) 2-3 on Aeneas’ early pietas. 
441 Paschalis (1997) 97. For more on Aeneas’ Herculean qualities, see Galinsky (1969) 20-21; Zarker 

(1972). 
442 Note that we have seen Pliny’s courage in standing up to Regulus and Certus in Ch. 2. See Turpin 

(2008) on the ways in which Tacitus uses Stoic exempla to help his readers understand and reflect 

upon how they should work with emperors.  
443 The role of exempla in historiography has been covered in section 2 of the introduction. 
444 Rather than the professionality of an advocate. 
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exemplum - sic enim scripsit - simile antiquis contigisset.  

Everyone was horrified; however, I said “I fear, most noble consuls, that Massa has 

charged me of collusion with his silence, because he did not accuse me also as 

guilty”. These words were immediately admired and afterwards celebrated in many 

conversations. Indeed, the divine Nerva – for even when he was just a citizen he 

paid close attention to acts of righteousness done for the state – sent me a very 

important letter where he congratulated not only me but even the age, which – and 

he really wrote this – was blessed with a model similar to the men of antiquity. 

As has been noted by Tempest, this passage is a very rare example of someone 

explicitly referring to Pliny as an exemplum.445 Moreover, Pliny performs an act, is 

witnessed by eyewitnesses, is celebrated by the Roman senate, a future emperor, and 

commemorates his deed in his Epistles;446 the passage conforms to most of Roller’s 

formulaic criteria for exempla stories.447 Pliny claims that Nerva was proud of him 

for acting as an exemplum simile antiquis, an extraordinary claim which is given 

further emphasis by Pliny interrupting the line with the interjection sic enim scripsit. 

Within the context of the Epistles, Nerva’s commendation suggests that Pliny is 

emulating the best qualities of Rome’s elders, specifically men such as his uncle. 

3.4. Spurinna and the Patronage of Poets 

We have seen that Pliny emulates his uncle’s courage, but he also chooses to 

depart from his excessive devotion to studium. A more appropriate model for Pliny 

in this realm is Spurinna, and he dedicates Ep. 3.1 to Spurinna’s retirement, 

presenting him as an ideal role-model for studium. Pliny tells us that Spurinna 

exercises, reads (Ep. 3.1.4; 7; 8), and even practices composition in both Latin and 

                                                           
445 Tempest (2017) 184.  
446 He hopefully will also be celebrated in Tacitus’ Histories. 
447 The story fits action, evaluation, and commemoration. Pliny’s act has not currently become a 

norm, but that is clearly what he hopes to see. Roller’s criterion is outlined in section 4 of the 

introduction.  
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Greek (Ep. 3.1.7). Crucial here is Spurinna’s combination of exercise and study, as 

Pliny imitates this behaviour at several points in the correspondence: he takes notes 

while hunting boar (Ep. 1.6), uses exercise as sustenance for mental activities (Ep. 

5.8.46), and even urges others to do the same (Ep. 2.8.1). Furthermore, Pliny 

sprinkles his Epistles with Greek and recommends translating from Greek into Latin 

as an intellectual exercise (Ep. 7.9.2-3), certainly a technique he acquired from his 

teacher Quintillian,448 but perhaps also a reference to Spurinna’s devotion to both 

languages. Unlike the fanaticism of the Elder Pliny, Spurinna’s flexible approach to 

study and exercise serves as an exemplum for Pliny’s own literary pursuits. Pliny 

also claims that Spurinna’s poetry has “wonderful sweetness” (mira dulcedo), 

“wonderful charm” (mira suavitas), and “wonderful cheerfulness” (mira hilaritas, 

Ep. 3.1.7); the repetition of mira points to Spurinna’s “exceptionality” as a poet, 

further highlighting his suitability as an exemplum. 

Yet Pliny hints that Spurinna’s method of cultivating studium may not be 

ideal for the youth, who have not yet attained his level of organisation in their daily 

lives.449 He claims that he admires the organised lives of his elders, but forgives 

some disorder in young men: 

Me autem ut certus siderum cursus ita vita hominum disposita delectat. Senum 

praesertim: nam iuvenes confusa adhuc quaedam et quasi turbata non indecent, 

senibus placida omnia et ordinata conveniunt, quibus industria sera turpis ambitio 

est. 

For just as the voyage of the stars delight me, so does the organised life of men. 

Especially in the elderly: a certain kind of disorder, perhaps even confusion, is not 

                                                           
448 Quint. Inst. 10.5.2-3, with discussion in Whitton (2019) 278-84, who argues that Pliny follows 

Quintilian’s example but builds upon his model by recommending translation from Latin into Greek 

as a follow up exercise. 
449 As is noted at the outset of the chapter, I am indebted to Riggsby on this point. 
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improper when men are still young. Order and calmness in all respects are suitable 

for old age, a time in which it is too late for hard work and ambition is disgraceful. 

Ep. 3.1.2. 

Pliny’s juxtaposition of senum praesertim: nam iuvenes establishes that the two ages 

are strictly separate from one another. Furthermore, Pliny tells us that he cannot 

emulate Spurinna’s lifestyle at the present time (Ep. 3.1.11). As Gibson and Morello 

argue, that Spurinna’s routine is unsuitable even for Pliny reinforces his claim that 

his mentor is not someone the youth should necessarily emulate.450 

The role of elders in acting as exempla of studium for the youth becomes a 

focal point in Ep. 4.27. In this letter, Pliny tells us that his young friend Sentius 

Augurinus aspires to be a poet and has Spurinna and Arrius Antoninus for mentors 

(Ep. 4.27.5). Pliny tells us that Augurinus has good morals because of the education 

he received from both men (Ep. 4.27.6-7). However, we can infer that they are also 

his literary teachers, for Pliny tells us at Ep. 3.1.7 that Spurinna is a talented lyric 

poet and emphasises Antoninus’ skill as a writer throughout Book 4.451 That Pliny 

indirectly associates literary training with the general moral teaching of Rome’s 

maiores hints that he is an important part of Augurinus’ elder network, for we soon 

learn that Pliny, not Spurinna or Antoninus, is Augurinus’ chief influence in poetry.  

In this context, Pliny quotes Augurinus’ poem in his letter, which he partially 

frames to promote the work of his friend, but also includes to highlight his influence 

on the young man.452 Augurinus initially tells us that his poems are written in the 

tradition of Catullus, Calvus and other “poets of old” (veteres, Ep. 4.27.4), and by 

                                                           
450 Gibson and Morello (2012) 121. 
451 Plin. Ep. 4.3; 4.18. 
452 For Pliny’s motives for framing this poem, see Tamás (2020). Tamás argues that Pliny frames 

Augurinus’ poem to present his own literary persona. 
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naming these great poetic predecessors, a first-time reader might expect Horace and 

Propertius to appear as his authorities. However, Hellfried Dahlmann observes that 

Augurinus’ poem takes a surprising turn, naming Pliny as the greatest of the lyric 

poets (Ep. 4.27.4).453 While it is never explicitly stated, we could infer that 

Augurinus chooses Pliny as a literary model precisely because his life is more 

suitable for him than the organised ones of older men such as Spurinna and 

Antoninus.454 This is even more likely when we consider that the lines of the poem 

which are framed present Pliny actively working in the forum in addition to 

cultivating poetry. In this context, Augurinus’ statement “what do they matter to me? 

For Pliny alone is the poetic ancestors to me” (quid ad me? Unus Plinius est mihi 

priores, Ep. 4.27.4) highlights Pliny’s “exceptionality” as a poet and perhaps signals 

that he is in a better position to guide Augurinus than anyone else. 

Augurinus’ poem is short and seemingly simplistic,455 but it also contains 

allusions to Martial 10.20, an epigram which was written in AD 95. around ten years 

prior to the publication of Book 4, in dedication to Pliny.456 The crucial line can be 

found upon the conclusion of Augurinus’ poem: 

Mavolt versiculos foro relicto et quaerit quod amet, putatque amari. I nunc, quisquis 

amas, amare noli. Ille o Plinius, ille quot Catones! 

He prefers to write verses, having left the forum behind, and searches for love, and 

hopes he is loved. Anyone who loves, love no longer. O Pliny, worth so many 

Catos! 

                                                           
453 As Dahlmann (1980) 169 has shown, the poem is split in two halves: lines 1-4 are about the 

tradition of hendecasyllables and 5-8 focus on the contrast between Pliny’s legal career and the 

eroticism of his poetry. 
454 Antoninus’ old age is referenced at Ep. 4.3.1. 
455 The poem is sometimes unfairly maligned as of poor quality. Radice (1969) 313 calls it banal and 

Walsh (2006) 327 deems it “supremely forgettable”. Cf. Winsbury (2014) 174-5, For an analysis of 

the subtle themes and intertextualities of the poem, see Dahlmann (1980); Courtney (1993). 
456 Dahlmann (1980) 171 on the intertextuality. For the dating of Book 4 of the Epistles, see the tables 

at Bodel (2015) 106-8. 
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        Ep. 4.27.4. 

As Dahlman has argued, Augurinus’ description of Pliny leaving the forum behind to 

pursue poetry recalls Martial’s claim that his poem will be most favourably received 

by Pliny in the evening, for it is the time when he relaxes and no longer works on his 

courtroom speeches (Mart. 10.20 (19).12-17). The conclusion of Augurinus’ poem, 

where he claims that Pliny is “worth so many Catos” (ille quot Catones), may also 

evoke the ending of Martial’s poem, where he remarks that night is the best time to 

send his poems to serious men such as Pliny, because at that time even “stern Catos 

may read my book” (rigidi legant Catones, Mart. 10.20 (19).21).457 If we accept the 

intertextuality, Augurinus alludes to Martial to emphasise, and perhaps give 

additional credibility, to his claim that Pliny is the greatest of poets. Furthermore, 

Ábel Tamás notes that Augurinus’ claim that Pliny is worth “so many Catos” 

indicates that he is also “exceptional” for his dedication to politics.458 It is precisely 

Pliny’s role as an active politician and poet which makes him more fitting an 

exemplum for Augurinus than elders like Spurinna. Pliny may invite us to detect 

Augurinus’ allusion; he concluded Book 3 by discussing his patronage of Martial, 

quotes from epigram 10.20, and positively evaluates its artistic merit (Ep. 3.21).459  

                                                           
457 Dahlmann (1980) 174. 
458 Tamás (2020) 42. It is difficult to know how Pliny may have felt about this comparison of himself 

to the Catos. Zadorojnyi (2007) esp. 217-20 draws attention to Plutarch’s view that the younger 

Cato’s suicide was messy and not entirely impressive. The Catos, then, may not have been 

straightforwardly positive models of austerity in Pliny’s time. However, Zadorojnyi (2007) 223 

argues that Plutarch may have been influenced by an anti-Stoic agenda, which would certainly put 

him at odds with Pliny, who shows a clear admiration for the Stoic Opposition throughout his 

Epistles. Urban (2011) 70-71 convincingly shows that the Stoic Opposition had a positive view of the 

Catos for standing up against despots. Moreover, Pliny’s own references to the Catos seem fairly 

positive, see esp. Ep. 3.12 where he expresses admiration for Cato’s moral authority even when he 

was drunk. Pliny also praises his friend Titinius Capito for possessing busts of Cato at Ep. 1.17.  
459 Pliny’s relationship with Martial is hotly contested: for those who interpret Pliny as covertly 

critiquing the poet in his account of his life at Ep. 3.21, see L’Hoir (1992) 154-7; Henderson (2001). 

For scholars who see Pliny as more positive about Martial, see Adamik (1976); Pitcher (1999) esp. 

556-9; Tzounakas (2012) 252; Neger (2015). Earlier scholarly attitudes to Pliny’s view of Martial, 

which are just as varied, are well covered in Adamik (1976) 63-4. Particularly controversial is Pliny’s 

claim that Martial’s poetry may not reach immortal status, yet that he has partially quoted one of his 

https://elte.academia.edu/Tam%C3%A1s%C3%81bel?swp=rr-ac-44036203
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The use of allusion to reinforce Pliny’s exemplary qualities can be also 

observed upon the letter’s conclusion. Pliny claims that one knows Augurinus has 

good qualities because of the great men whom he has as friends, directly quoting a 

line from Euripides’ Phoenix:460 

Possis ex hoc facere coniecturam, quam sit emendatus adulescens, qui a gravissimis 

senibus sic amatur. Est enim illud verissimum: γινώσĸων ὅτι τoιoῦτός ἐστιν, oἷσπερ 

ἥδεται συνών. 

From this, you are able to infer how the young man is free of flaws, who is loved by 

the most distinguished of older men. That saying is most true: you know a man’s 

character by those whom he likes to keep in his company. 

        Ep. 4.27.6. 

Yet Pliny has changed the message significantly because of its new context in the 

letter. In Phoenix, the speaker explains that “a man who enjoys associating with 

wicked men” (ὅστις δ᾿ ὁμιλῶν ἥδεται κακοῖς ἀνήρ, Frag. 812.7) must also be 

wicked himself.461 Pliny flips the speaker’s sentiment, claiming that he knows 

Augurinus’ character must be good because he associates with virtuous elders, 

thereby drawing attention to Antoninus and Spurinna’s positive effect on the young 

man. Pliny here is also indirectly praising himself, for he is a source of inspiration 

for Augurinus and so a significant role-model for him in his own right. 

Finally, Pliny’s role as an authority figure is highlighted through the 

Euripidean line’s reception in Demosthenes and Aeschines.462 Both orators, like 

                                                           
poems in his collection will guarantee their survival, see Hershkowitz (1995) 177; Fitzgerald (2007a) 

153. As always, Pliny’s main concern is to praise himself, here as a patron, literary enthusiast, and 

poet, see Marchesi (2008) 66-7; Tzounakas (2012); Neger (2015). Whether sincere or not, Pliny 

claims at Ep. 3.21.6 that he will miss Martial as one of his closest friends. 
460 Eur. Frag. 812. 
461 The identity of the speaker is unknown, but it may be the centaur Chiron, see Hanink (2014) 140 

n.35. 
462 It is possible that Pliny may have encountered the Euripidean line from Demosthenes and 

Aeschines, especially considering his respect for both of them throughout the collection. 
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Euripides, use the line to draw attention to immorality, but specifically in the sphere of 

invective. Aeschines quotes from the passage in Against Timarchus, telling us that 

Hegesandrus should be judged on his bad company and sexual deviancy rather than 

the court relying on witnesses (1.153). Demosthenes counters Aeschines in On the 

False Embassy, quoting the same Euripidean line, and pointing out that Aeschines 

keeps the company of the allegedly corrupt Philocrates and so must have taken bribes 

himself (19.245). Johanna Hanink notes that crucial for both Aeschines and 

Demosthenes is that they understand Euripides’ play and the Athenian literary 

tradition better than their opponent.463 Pliny’s unique inversion of the Euripidean line 

places him in this oratorical tussle, indicating his own knowledge of the playwright 

and his ability to appropriate the line for his own purposes. Hence, Pliny presents 

himself as the next in line of the great oratorical tradition, drawing attention to his role 

as an authority figure in other respects.464 

Pliny’s final letter to Spurinna, Ep. 5.17, similarly presents elders as 

supporters of young poets. In the letter, Pliny informs us that his literary protégé 

Calpurnius Piso has given a successful poetry recital. He opens the letter by telling 

Spurinna that he knows he would be interested in the story because of his interest in 

up-and-coming writers: 

Scio quanto opere bonis artibus faveas, quantum gaudium capias, si nobiles iuvenes 

dignum aliquid maioribus suis faciant. Quo festinantius nuntio tibi fuisse me hodie 

in auditorio Calpurni Pisonis.  

I know how much you support the liberal arts and how much joy you feel if young 

noblemen do something worthy of their ancestry. Thus, I am writing in haste to tell 

                                                           
463 Hanink (2014) 143-6. Aeschines references poetry to prove his points and Demosthenes presents 

himself as countering him and beating him at his own game. Demosthenes (somewhat 

disingenuously) claims that Euripides’ Phoenix was barely known after its production and that 

Aeschines trying to use it shows how pretentious he is and how little he knows of literature. 
464 Pliny’s engagement with Aeschines and Demosthenes is similar to what we saw in Ch. 2.3. 
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you that I was among the audience today for Calpurnius Piso. 

        Ep. 5.17.1. 

Pliny’s growing confidence as an elder figure is signalled by him addressing this 

letter to Spurinna, as he had previously advertised Augurinus’ talents to Pompeius 

Falco, an addressee who was around a decade younger than him. 465 Furthermore, 

Pliny presents himself as a patron of young men in earlier books of the 

correspondence, but in these books he talks exclusively about political offices and 

career advancements.466 This is the first, and only time, Pliny converses with one of 

Rome’s elders about a young man’s promising literary potential. This letter blurs the 

line between Pliny and Spurinna’s different statuses as elder and junior. 

Pliny’s acceptance of his role as elder is further punctuated by his more direct 

role in guiding Piso than with Augurinus. We only know about Pliny’s influence 

upon Augurinus through his protégé’s poetry, but Pliny tells us that he often 

encouraged Piso at his recitations (Ep. 5.17.4). Likewise, Pliny tells us upon the 

letter’s conclusion that he “supports” (favere, Ep. 5.17.6) the youth to ensure their 

talents are not wasted, drawing our attention to his opening statement that Spurinna 

supports (again favere, Ep. 5.17.1) the liberal arts and so would be interested in Piso. 

By crafting this link, Pliny connects himself to Spurinna and so underscores his own 

role as an elder.  

Finally, Ep. 5.17 contains subtle links back to Pliny’s description of 

                                                           
465 Birley (2005) 116. Pliny was born around AD 61-2, see Winsbury (2014) 98. Pliny indicates in Ep. 

1.23 that Falco is junior to him, advising him on how to conduct himself in the office of tribune from 

his own personal experience in holding the post. 
466 Pliny asks his friend Domitius Apollinaris to support the young man Sextus Erucius’ bid for the 

tribuneship in Ep. 2.9. Pliny requests career advancements for his friends who are the same age of 

him, and older, in various other letters: Ep. 2.13; 3.2; 4.4; 4.15. For early examples of Pliny praising 

poets in the correspondence: he discusses the flourishing literary scene, and its detractors, in Ep. 1.13, 

but does not name anyone in particular. Pliny praises Pompeius Saturnius’ poetic abilities in Ep. 1.16, 

but he is never signalled as an adulescens as Augurinus and Calpurnius Piso are in Ep. 4.27.6 and 

5.17.4 respectively. 
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Spurinna’s daily routine in Ep. 3.1, further inviting us to consider his status as an 

upcoming elder. To start with, Pliny tells us that Piso recited a work titled Legends of 

the Stars (ĸɑτɑστερισµῶν, Ep. 5.17.2),467 perhaps recalling his sentiment that 

Spurinna’s lifestyle is organised like the cosmos: “for just as the voyage of the stars 

delight me, so does the organised life of men” (me autem ut certus siderum cursus 

ita vita hominum disposita delectate, Ep. 3.1.2). Moreover, Piso’s delivery of his 

poetry is “very charming” (suavissima, Ep. 5.17.3), evoking Spurinna’s poetry, 

which has “wonderful charm” (mira suavitas, Ep. 3.1.7). I am not arguing that Pliny 

is drawing a parallel here between Spurinna and Piso, but rather that he is recalling 

the general sentiment and message of Ep. 3.1. For in that letter, Pliny tells us that he 

looks forward to retirement and acting as an elder in the same manner as Spurinna 

(Ep. 3.1.1; 11). As Ep. 5.17 presents Pliny as a patron and guide of Piso; perhaps he 

recalls Ep. 3.1 to hint that he is well on his way to achieving what he had hoped for 

earlier in the Epistles.  

3.5. Verginius Rufus and the Benefits of Self-Praise 

While Pliny the Elder and Spurinna act as domestic role-modes, Verginius 

Rufus’ exemplarity is tied to the realm of politics. Verginius is introduced in Ep. 2.1, 

a letter where Pliny tells us that he attended his funeral and praises him for his 

lifelong loyal service to the principate. Pliny tells us that while Verginius was 

politically influential, he refused the office of emperor when it was offered to him 

(Ep. 2.1.2).468 Furthermore, we learn that Verginius died during a hip injury when 

rehearsing his panegyric to Nerva, reinforcing his loyalty to the Empire (Ep. 

                                                           
467 The title of the work is derived from καταστεριζω (κατά + ἀστήρ) – “to place among the stars”. I 

am thankful to Julene Abad del Vecchio for advice on the etymology of the word. 
468 Sallust casts conspirators as immoral at Cat 4. For the idea the conspirators acted primarily 

because of their depraved nature, see Earl (1967) 17; Hammar (2013) 179. 
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2.1.5).469 Pliny’s portrait of Verginius can be understood as a rebuttal to 

contemporary criticism of the man as disloyal to Nero and campaigning against the 

rebel Vindex for the prime motive of advancing his own military ambitions.470 Yet 

Pliny’s portrait of Verginius is partially designed to reflect his good conduct back on 

himself; we learn that Verginius came from the same hometown as Pliny, acted as 

his guardian, and even treated him as his own son (Ep. 2.1.8-9). Pliny, then, 

establishes himself as an heir of Verginius and in a unique position to follow his 

example.471  

In this context, Pliny goes on to emulate Verginius in the political sphere. For 

example, he tells us that he prepared a panegyric to Trajan (Ep. 3.13; 3.18). 

Moreover, Pliny names Verginius in a list of models he follows in combining his 

political career with composition of light verse (Ep. 5.3.5). Finally, Pliny perhaps 

aligns himself with Verginius when he claims that his mentor had survived the reigns 

of numerous bad emperors (Ep. 2.1.3), for he tells us about the similar dangers which 

he endured under Domitian because of his association with the Stoic opposition (Ep. 

3.11.3).472 

Verginius’ model becomes less straightforwardly suitable for imitation 

regarding his excessively modest pursuit of fame. Pliny dedicates Ep. 9.19 to this 

topic, defending Verginius’ decision to have his accomplishments inscribed on his 

tomb from his addressee Cremutius Ruso, who prefers the famous senator and writer 

Frontinus for not celebrating his deeds on such a monument. Pliny claims Verginius 

                                                           
469 Hoffer (1999) 83 n.64 argues that Verginius’ bending down to pick up his panegyric is 

representative of how difficult it was for him to conform even to good emperors. This seems a stretch 

to me, since Pliny does not hint elsewhere that Verginius was secretly critical of the new regime. 
470 Pliny expresses an awareness of this view at Ep. 2.1.2-3; 9.19.5. Cf. Tac. Hist. 1.8.2, 1.52.4 for a 

portrait of Verginius as self-serving. See Shotter (2001) for more on this topic. 
471 Klodt (2015) 356. 
472 How virtuous Pliny’s conduct really was under the final years of Domitian has seen rigorous 

debate, see Strunk (2013), Whitton (2015) for the most up to date engagement, both of whom argue 

that Pliny is mostly truthful about his unease of Domitian. 
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earned the privilege because he is modest in praising himself and notes that he hoped 

to achieve fame through his epitaph: 

Utrumque dilexi, miratus sum magis quem tu reprehendis, atque ita miratus ut non 

putarem satis umquam posse laudari, cuius nunc mihi subeunda defensio est. Omnes 

ego qui magnum aliquid memorandumque fecerunt, non modo venia verum etiam 

laude dignissimos iudico, si immortalitatem quam meruere sectantur, victurique 

nominis famam supremis etiam titulis prorogare nituntur. Nec facile quemquam nisi 

Verginium invenio, cuius tanta in praedicando verecundia quanta gloria ex facto. 

I cherished both men, but I am more amazed by the one whom you disapprove of 

and am so amazed that I do not think it is ever possible to praise him enough, and 

now I must undertake his defence. I judge that everyone who has done something 

great and noteworthy not only earns an excuse but are even most worthy of praise if 

they pursue the immortality which they have earned and strive to prolong the fame 

of their ever-lasting name, even if done through funerary inscriptions. And I cannot 

easily think of anyone except Verginius whose fame from his deed was as great as 

his modesty in proclaiming it. 

To be sure, Pliny admires Verginius’ modesty, as his repetition of mirari highlights 

the impact which his guardian’s moral character has had on him. Additionally, 

Pliny’s claim that nobody is more modest than Verginius gives him a superlative 

status and highlights his “exceptionality”. Looking at the Epistles as a whole, Pliny 

is initially positive about his guardian’s upcoming fame, telling us that poems and 

histories were written about him (Ep. 2.1.2) and that his memory will only become 

stronger now that he has died (Ep. 2.1.11). However, when we reach Ep. 6.10, we 

learn that Verginius’ tomb is unfinished because its construction has been neglected. 

In the context of Ep. 9.19, Pliny’s claim that Verginius’ inscription (titulis) is 

unfinished (Ep. 6.10.3) suggests Verginius may not be remembered after all. This 
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point is emphasised upon the end of the letter, where Pliny claims anyone’s memory 

could be lost because people no longer have reverence for the dead (Ep. 6.10.3-6). 

Ultimately Marchesi and Leach argue that Verginius’ memory is in a precarious 

position, and we can infer that Pliny’s promotion of his feats through the circulation 

of his Epistles may be his only hope to be remembered by posterity.473 This point is 

especially pronounced because Pliny quotes from Verginius’ inscription twice (Ep. 

6.10.4; 9.19.1), ensuring its survival.474 

Pliny’s promotion of Verginius fits within his goal of preserving glorious 

deeds of the past which may otherwise be forgotten and in this light the Epistles 

serve as monuments which commemorate the actions of exempla.475 However, 

looking again at the above passage, we can see that Pliny alludes to Tacitus’ 

Agricola to make a wider point about self-promotion.476 Pliny’s claim that 

Verginius’ “modesty in proclaiming” (in praedicando verecundia) his 

accomplishments was unlike anyone else reworks Tacitus’ statement that Gnaeus 

Julius Agricola gained glory without making others jealous because of his “modesty 

in proclaiming” (verecundia in praedicando) his deeds (Agr. 8.3).477 Whitton claims 

that Pliny alludes to this passage to parallel Verginius and Agricola but does so 

somewhat aggressively: while Tacitus claimed that Agricola was unusual for his 

modest approach to glory, Pliny tells us that he cannot think of anyone who was 

more modest in his pursuit for fame than Verginius, indirectly placing him above 

                                                           
473 Marchesi (2008) 159; Leach (2013) 138. 
474 As Klodt (2015) 344 has observed, Pliny’s own role in promoting Verginius is a key aspect of Ep. 

2.1. 
475 Flower (2006) 268. 
476 Tacitus has played an important role in the Verginius letters up to this point. Firstly, he makes an 

appearance in Verginius’ introduction in Ep. 2.1.6, delivering his funeral eulogy. When we learn 

about Verginius’ tomb in Ep. 6.10, Tacitus does not feature, but he does receive Ep. 6.9. As Gibson 

(forthcoming) on Ep. 6.10.1 argues, the placement of the letters next to one another signals Tacitus’ 

looming presence. 
477 As identified by Whitton (2019) 110. 
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Agricola.478 Tacitus’ reception of Verginius in his Histories is rather tepid, and it is 

likely that Pliny would have seen early drafts of the work at this point.479 By 

expressing Verginius’ superiority, Pliny could be indirectly criticising Tacitus’ 

judgement of Verginius as a self-interested man.480 Yet the allusion also constructs a 

more significant message: it parallels Verginius and Agricola to set up a wider point 

about their self-restraint. Examining this point is crucial for understanding Pliny’s 

“situational sensitivity” to Verginius. 

In this context, Pliny’s allusion to the Agricola calls to mind other major 

instances of Agricola’s moderation in the biography. We learn early in the narrative 

that Agricola was passionate about philosophy but followed the advice of his mother 

and only indulged in the discipline moderately (Agr. 4.3). This is an important 

moment in establishing Agricola’s character, as it introduces the restraint which he 

showcases in all aspects of his life, including his military career.481 We can draw a 

parallel here between Agricola’s moderate pursuit of philosophy and Verginius’ 

measured interest in poetry. Philosophy and poetry had different connotations in 

early imperial Rome,482 but for Pliny, both disciplines were equally representative of 

studium: he praises the Greek philosopher Euphrates and claims that his teachings 

are one example of the resurgence of studium in Rome (Ep. 1.10).483 

                                                           
478 Whitton (2019) 110.  
479 For Tacitus’ verdict of Verginius, see Shotter (1967) who argues that he interprets Verginius as 

acting more out of self-interest than loyalty, Whitton (2012) who states that he is uncertain of 

Verginius’ motives, and Leach (2013) who claims he was critical of Verginius’ talents. Pliny probably 

saw early drafts of the Histories by Book 9’s publication, see Whitton (2013a) 33-4. 
480 This letter is of course not addressed to Tacitus but Ruso, probably Cremutius Ruso, see Birley 

(2000) 54. This engagement with the Histories would be a very subtle point to detect, and only if a 

reader had encountered Tacitus’ upcoming text. 
481 Balmaceda (2017) 162-3. As Oakley (2009) 192 says, Agricola is presented as a “classic exemplar 

of such modestia”.  
482 Philosophy was admired by elite Romans, but it also had an element of subversion which was 

threatening to Roman rule, see Hoffer (1999) 119-20. 
483 Pliny is also clear that such philosophy should be engaged with moderately; it is not as important 

as political service to Rome, a point which he has the philosopher Euphrates himself tell us (Ep. 

1.10.10). As Hoffer (1999) 119-40 convincingly argues, Pliny constructs Euphrates as a “tame 
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That Agricola and Verginius were both guided by moderation is key to the 

letter’s central message: that great men of the past acted with such restraint in 

seeking literary immortality largely to avoid the wrath of bad emperors. Catalina 

Balmaceda and Verena Schulz have noted that a key reason for Agricola’s restraint 

in promoting his deeds is because of the suspicion and anger of Domitian.484 

Likewise, Pliny implies that Verginius was in a similar situation; his virtues were 

suspected and hated by numerous bad emperors and so he was careful when 

conducting himself (Ep. 2.1.3).485 Moderation was a virtue in early imperial thought 

and is frequently praised in the Epistles.486 Pliny is not rejecting restraint generally, 

rather, he is encouraging others to indulge in self-praise under a more free age. 

Gibson has demonstrated that Pliny’s attitude to self-praise was unusual for his time, 

as he wished to use his letters to promote his own deeds to his community for them 

to emulate.487 Moreover, liberty has been restored by Trajan, even if most of the 

senate have not yet reclaimed their voices.488 Pliny tells us that those who achieve 

great deeds in his age not only earn an excuse for desiring literary immortality, but 

are even most worthy of praise (Ep. 9.19.3): they no longer need fear promoting 

themselves as they did under the tyranny of the past.489 In sum, while Verginius’ 

great modesty is impressive, it is no longer necessary for Pliny’s readers. 

                                                           
philosopher”, as he is suitably exotic and his Greek style of philosophy is appealing, but he is 

primarily admired for style rather than for any subversive substance in his teachings. Moreover, he 

conforms to Roman cultural norms, such as marrying and having children. 
484 Balmaceda (2017) 162; Schulz (2019) 99.  
485 We can note that there are clues throughout the Epistles which point to Verginius’ moderation, for 

example, his monument is small and humble (6.10.3), perhaps a reflection of his own character.  
486 See North (1966) 258-311 for how Romans adapted the Greek concept of “self-restraint” 

(σωφροσύνη). For the different forms of moderation in the Epistles, such as moderatio and modestia, 

see Méthy (2007) 299-304, who argues that the virtue is assigned to individuals for their character 

rather than their age or social class. 
487 Gibson (2003) 249-54. 
488 As discussed in Ch. 1. Trajan’s restoration of liberty is also an integral theme in Pliny’s 

Panegyricus, see Hutchinson (2011) 135. 
489 König and Whitton (2018) 109. 
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Pliny’s more explicit hope for fame is recalled in Ep. 9.19’s conclusion, 

where he tells Ruso that Verginius and Frontinus both pursued “glory” (gloria) with 

an equal desire, just on their own different “path” (iter, Ep. 9.19.8). This line evokes 

Ep. 9.14, placed only a few letters earlier, where Pliny tells Tacitus that they should 

both continue their “path” (again iter) to literary immortality, because although it 

may not lead them to “fame” (fama), it will at least rescue them from obscurity. 

Pliny here parallels his and Tacitus’ pursuit of fame with Frontinus and Verginius’ 

quest for glory. However, there is also a key difference, for Verginius was restrained 

in his approach but Pliny states outright that he and Tacitus deserve fame: “I do not 

know whether posterity will care for us, but we certainly deserve that they will” 

(posteris an aliqua cura nostri, nescio; nos certe meremur). Pliny is careful not to 

present himself arrogantly, going on to claim that he and Tacitus deserve fame for 

their application rather than their ability, but he nevertheless contrasts the more 

reserved approach of Verginius with his more direct hope for immortality.  

There is even a hint that self-promotion brings benefits, because unlike 

Verginius, whose memory is in danger of being lost, Pliny’s desire to publish his 

own feats has made him famous. While a subtle point, Pliny reveals that Ruso has 

read Ep. 6.10, a letter which was dedicated to Verginius’ unfinished tomb: 

Significas legisse te in quadam epistula mea iussisse Verginium Rufum inscribi 

sepulcro suo: Hic situs est Rufus, pulso qui Vindice quondam imperium adseruit non 

sibi sed patriae.  

You tell me that you have read in one of my letters that Verginius Rufus had ordered 

his tomb to be inscribed with the following: Here lies Rufus, who once defeated 

Vindex and freed the imperial power, and not for himself, but for his country. 

        Ep. 9.19.1. 

Pliny even suggests that his addressee has quoted the inscription of Verginius’ 
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epitaph verbatim, indicating that Ruso has read Ep. 6.10 carefully. However, Ruso 

was not the addressee of the letter but Lucceius Albinus and the implication here is 

that, by responding to a letter which was not originally addressed to him, Ruso has 

been reading Pliny’s published collection.490 Ruso’s knowledge of the epitaph also 

indicates that Pliny is succeeding in commemorating Verginius’ legacy. 

Pliny’s growing fame as a writer in Ep. 9.19 fits into Book 9’s general focus 

on his successful literary output and increasing reputation. Pliny discusses the 

growing popularity of his literary works in earlier books of the correspondence, but 

the topic becomes far more frequent and focal in Book 9.491 Most strikingly, Pliny 

tells us that he has finally found fame as a great writer; Ep. 9.23 is a key example: 

Pliny tells us that he has become so respected that he is paired with Tacitus and is 

recognised by people with whom he is not acquainted. Likewise, in Ep. 9.25, Pliny 

predicts that his poetry will become famous. That Pliny is achieving fame and 

recognition emphasises that his promotion of his own deeds is a more tenable 

position than that of Verginius.  

3.6. Corellius Rufus and the Elder Guardian 

Finally, we come to Corellius Rufus, another mentor of Pliny. Upon the 

publication of Book 1, Corellius Rufus has already passed away after taking his own 

life and Pliny dedicates Ep. 1.12 to him so to portray his suicide as noble and 

fundamentally Stoic.492 Suicide was a popular topic in Stoic philosophy and was 

acceptable and even encouraged if the death was logical and undertaken to benefit 

                                                           
490 We can also note that Pliny surrounds Ep. 9.19 with two letters (9.18 and 9.20) which advertise the 

success of his literary work (libelli), reinforcing Ep. 9.19’s message, see Lefèvre (2009) 36. 
491 Ep. 9.6, 9.10, 9.11.2, 9.15, 9.16, 9.18, 9.20, 9.25, 9.26, 9.29, 9.34. For earlier examples, see 1.2; 

4.5; 4.27; 7.4; 8.3; 8.13. 
492 See Whitton (2013a) 66 for Pliny’s unusual motif of starting narratives with deaths. 
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one’s honour.493 Pliny aligns Corellius with this tradition, telling us that his mentor 

committed suicide by starvation (Ep. 1.12.9-10), establishing that his will was 

stronger than his natural impulses to live.494 Key in this context is Pliny’s statement 

that Corellius’ decision was the result of “reason” (ratio, Ep. 1.12.3), an important 

virtue in Stoic philosophy.495 Most crucially, Corellius’ strongest motive in delaying 

his suicide was to outlive Domitian by only a single day (Ep. 1.12.8), making clear 

that his only desire in life was to survive the villainous emperor.496 Tzounkas notes 

that Pliny indirectly connects Corellius to the Stoic opposition,497 who feature 

throughout the correspondence as unwavering opponents of Domitian.498 The Stoic 

nature of Corellius’ suicide is key in establishing the rationality of his death. 

The Stoic aspects of Corellius’ suicide thereby draws our attention to his 

exemplary qualities and role as a model sapiens: the wise man in Stoic philosophy. 

Pliny tells us that Corellius kept his gout in control with his moderate lifestyle before 

it became too much to bear: 

                                                           
493 Especially in Seneca, see Ep. 70.14; On Anger 3.15, with discussion in Tzounakas (2011) 347. 

Sandbach (1975) 49-50 outlines that suicide was permittable in Senecan thought if one considered the 

natural advantages for doing so, as Corellius evidently does in Ep. 1.12.3-4. This view is 

complemented by Griffin (1976) 386-7, who argues that Seneca encouraged suicide if it helped 

someone escape from disgrace. For more on suicide in Stoic thought, see Rist (1969), who argues that 

suicide is more central in Senecan philosophy than that of earlier Stoics. This has been challenged by 

Griffin (1976) 371-6, who convincingly argues that Seneca’s attitude to suicide, such as a need for a 

divine sign, largely fits within earlier Stoic thought. Instead, Griffin argues at p.383-8 that Seneca 

simply discusses suicide in unusual depth and does so to confront people’s fear of death generally. 

For more on suicide in wider Roman thought, which was inherently honour based, see Grisé (1982) 

34-53; Griffin (1986) 197-200; Van Hoof (1990) 77-8; 107-19; Plass (1995) 84, with discussion in 

Hill (2004) 11-12. 
494 As Hill (2004) 19-20 notes, Romans believed that overcoming the natural desire to live was 

representative of a reasoned suicide. 
495 Tzounkas (2011) 349. Pliny’s vocabulary is Stoic throughout, see Hoffer (1999) 147; Marchesi 

(2008) 43-45. 
496 Hoffer (1999) 143; Marchesi (2008) 42; Carlon (2009) 85. 
497 Tzounakas (2011) 348. 
498 Key here is Ep. 1.5, which makes Pliny’s support of the Stoic opposition abundantly clear upon 

meeting Corellius Rufus.  
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Hunc abstinentia sanctitate, quoad viridis aetas, vicit et fregit; novissime cum 

senectute ingravescentem viribus animi sustinebat, cum quidem incredibiles 

cruciatus et indignissima tormenta pateretur. 

When he was young, he conquered and kept it under control due to his moderate 

lifestyle and restraint; and when he was in his last years of old age, he put up with it 

through strength of mind, even when he suffered incredible torture and cruel 

torment.        

Ep. 1.12.5. 

The virtues abstinentia, sanctitate, and viribus animi are closely associated with the 

ideal Stoic sage.499 Furthermore, upon the conclusion of the letter, Pliny tells us that 

Corellius had acted as his “guide” and “mentor” in life (rector, magister, Ep. 

1.12.12), words which indicate his role as an exemplum for Pliny, but also terms 

which are common in Stoicism and which Seneca uses to describe the sapiens in his 

Epistles.500 Finally, Pliny refers to Corellius as sapientissimus when referring to his 

general wisdom and pursuit of philosophy (Ep. 4.17.9; 9.13.6), which perhaps also 

ties in to his more Stoic presentation in Ep. 1.12.501  

Yet despite Pliny’s respect for the Stoics, he chooses not to emulate 

Corellius’ example in conforming to the philosophical school.502 In Ep. 1.12.13, 

Pliny confesses that famous consolation literature has not eased his pain; as Seneca 

was one of the key writers in this field, he indirectly rejects the form of Stoic 

                                                           
499 Tzounakas (2011) 349 on the virtues. Tzounakas further argues that Pliny may be alluding to Sen. 

Ep. 85.29, drawing a parallel with Seneca’s statement that the sapiens conquers dolor with Corellius’ 

conquering of his painful illness. 
500 Esp. Sen. Ep. 85.38, with discussion in Tzounakas (2011) 352. 
501 As observed by Griffin (2007) 477, Pliny preferences Latin terms such as sapiens when discussing 

philosophers such as Euphrates and Artemidorus and wise men more generally. 
502 Pliny is well-versed in philosophy but rather than sticking to one school of thought, he 

appropriates various aspects of several traditions, such as Stoicism and Platonism, see Griffin (2007). 
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philosophy which urged one to handle death with firmness.503 We can see that Pliny 

has reservations about aspects of Corellius’ suicide and implies that his mentor was 

excessively distant from his family in his final moments. In this context, Corellius’ 

wife and daughter appear as “dissenters” of Corellius’ suicide, pleading with him not 

to die and leave them (Ep. 1.12.9). Wives commonly appear as “dissenters” of 

exemplary deeds: a key example is Marcia - the wife of the Roman hero Marcus 

Atilius Regulus - who accuses her husband of abandoning his sense of “duty” (fides) 

to his family by going back to Carthage and certain death (Sil. Pun. 6.517–518). 

Langlands argues that Marcia is not unreasonable considering that fides plays an 

important role in the Punica and she contends that we are invited to consider her 

disapproval seriously.504 As we saw in the case of the helmsman with Pliny the 

Elder, “dissenters” show us a legitimate viewpoint contrary to the motives of the 

exemplum and we can similarly consider Corellius’ suicide as cruel to his family.505 

Pliny also links Corellius’ suicide to the thematically similar Ep. 1.22, where 

his friend Titius Aristo, like Corellius, contemplated suicide because of the pain of 

his illness.506 Yet while Aristo would endure, so long as his illness were not terminal 

because he owed it to the “entreaties” of his wife and “tears” of his daughter 

(precibus uxoris…filiae lacrimis, Ep. 1.22.19),507 Corellius was resistant against the 

                                                           
503 Tzounakas (2011) 354-7. 
504 Langlands (2018) 329-30. 
505 Ch. 3.6. 
506 Both letters are contained within the same book unit, are dedicated to the topic of suicide, and 

feature men who philosophically consider their death from reason rather than impulse, inviting us to 

connect them. Furthermore, like Corellius, Aristo’s philosophical asceticism resembles Seneca, see 

Whitton (2019) 78. 
507 Hoffer (1999) 149 believes that Pliny’s portrayal of Corellius’ gout suggests it was terminal, yet 

Pliny’s description of the illness draws attention to its discomfort: it is “painful” (iniqua, Ep. 1.12.4) 

and “never-ending” (perpetua, Ep. 1.12.11). Moreover, although gout usually plagued Romans their 

whole lives, it was typically not fatal, see Kivistö (2000) 18. Elsewhere, Pliny’s description of 

terminal illnesses is more specific about their lethality: the illnesses of Silius Italicus and Julius 

Valens are described, respectively, as an “incurable tumour” (insanabilis callus, Ep. 3.7.1) and an 

“incurable illness” (inexplicabilis morbus, Ep. 5.21.2).  
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“entreaties” (precibus, Ep. 1.12.9) of his wife and daughter and only listened to 

Pliny’s pleas. Corellius also considered his family less important than outliving 

Domitian and when criticising the emperor to Pliny,508 dismissed his wife so his 

words would not leak, despite Pliny telling us that she could keep any secret (Ep. 

1.12.7).509 Such actions are at odds with the harmonious marriages Pliny promotes 

elsewhere in the collection;510 despite his respect for Corellius, Pliny draws limits to 

his exemplarity. Corellius’ suicide is consequently not presented as necessarily 

applicable to the readers of the Epistles. 

 Instead, Pliny imitates Corellius’ conduct as a guardian. Pliny confesses that 

he might live less carefully without Corellius and he re-visits the positive impact his 

mentor had in his youth in more detail at Ep. 4.17. While the letter opens with 

Pliny’s intention to defend Corellius’ daughter Corellia Hispulla from a prosecution 

case (Ep. 4.17.1-3), he devotes much of its space to Corellius’ support of his early 

political offices (Ep. 4.17.4-10).511 Here he tells us that Corellius praised his 

character to Nerva, which reinforces his crucial role in the success of Pliny’s career 

(Ep. 4.17.8). Pliny claims that he was “amazed” (admirari) by Verginius’ political 

support for him (Ep. 4.17.4-6), casting hm as an “exceptional” mentor. Key in this 

                                                           
508 Hutchinson (1993) 270. As Hoffer (1999) 158 states, Pliny claims that service to Rome is more 

important than one’s relation to family. That Corellius considers his family less significant than 

outliving Domitian is perhaps unsurprising. However, it does contribute to the general picture that 

Corellius was distant from his family. 
509 On one level, Corellius’ distance from his wife and daughter partially serves to emphasise that his 

closeness to Pliny transcends even his relationship with his family. 
510 Pliny stresses elsewhere in the correspondence that wives should assist their husbands in their 

honourable suicides, see Arria with her husband at Ep. 3.16 and the Comum couple at Ep. 6.24, which 

are examined in more depth in Ch. 4.2-3. As Edwards (2007) 193 argues but with qualifications (fn. 

58), sometimes a spouse has a responsibility to prevent a foolish suicide, as is the case of Arria’s 

daughter. That Corellius’ wife fails in deterring him from suicide does not fit Ep. 1.12 easily into that 

pattern. Wives assisting husbands in suicide was a topos in early imperial Roman thought, see Parker 

(1998) 164-7. Cf. especially Seneca and his wife Paulina’s suicide in Tac. Ann. 15.63.1. Ker (2012) 

325-7 notes that Tacitus is careful to highlight complications in the couple’s exemplary suicide to 

draw attention to the “fragility of Seneca’s moral authority”. As Ker notes, wives often encourage 

husbands in their suicides in Tacitus, such as Ann. 6.29.4. 
511 There are no details of the charge and Pliny only tells us it is “new” (novus) at Ep. 4.17.11, see 

Carlon (2009) 85; Shelton (2013) 208.  
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letter is that Pliny’s defence of Corellia Hispulla closely mirrors Corellius’ prior 

support of him. We learn that Corellius’ final words to his daughter were that he had 

provided for her after his death by ensuring she would have Pliny’s support (Ep. 

4.17.10). In this context, we can note that the language Pliny uses when describing 

Corellius’ support of him, such as “supporter”, “backer”, “attendant”, “companion”, 

“adviser”, and “guide” (suffragator, testis, deductor, comes, conciliator, and rector), 

is not dissimilar to the vocabulary he later uses when describing his defence of 

Corellia Hispulla: Pliny hopes “to defend” (tueri, Ep. 4.17.2) her and “is present” 

with her at court (adsum, Ep. 4.17.2; 11).  

 Ep. 4.17’s casting of Pliny as a guardian of Corellia Hispulla invites us to 

look for other examples of his protection of her. In Ep. 3.3.3, Pliny instructs Corellia 

Hispulla on how to raise her son and explicitly advises her to send him to Rome for 

the good of his education: 

Adhuc illum pueritiae ratio intra contubernium tuum tenuit, praeceptores domi 

habuit, ubi est erroribus modica vel etiam nulla materia. Iam studia eius extra limen 

proferenda sunt, iam circumspiciendus rhetor Latinus, cuius scholae severitas pudor 

in primis castitas constet. Adest enim adulescenti nostro cum ceteris naturae 

fortunaeque dotibus eximia corporis pulchritudo, cui in hoc lubrico aetatis non 

praeceptor modo sed custos etiam rectorque quaerendus est.  

Up to now, your regard for his boyish youth has held him within your household and 

he has had teachers at home where there is little or no means for error. Now his 

studies must be advanced beyond your threshold, now a Latin rhetorician must be 

sought, in whose school discipline and modesty, and especially moral purity, can be 

guaranteed. For our young man has remarkable good looks, along with his other 

natural and fortunate gifts, and in this dangerous time of his life, we must find him 

not only a teacher, but a guard and mentor, too. 
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The gerundives of obligation proferenda sunt, circumspiciendus, and quaerendus est 

punctuate Pliny’s authoritative position.512 Carlon and Shelton point out that Pliny’s 

guidance is seemingly unsolicited, which is unusual in the Epistles;513 for example, 

when recommending Terentius Junior not to be too strict with his son in Ep. 9.12, 

Pliny is indirect, providing his moral message through a conversation he had with 

another father.514 Perhaps Pliny is more direct with Corellia Hispulla because, unlike 

Terentius, who was older and held a senatorial career (Ep. 7.25.2-5), she was 

younger and junior to him in social status.515 Yet Pliny’s more straightforward 

demeanour may also be representative of his feeling of duty to Corellius and his 

intent to emulate his behaviour. 

Finally, Pliny’s protection of Corellius’ family reaches a climax with his 

support of Corellius’ sister Corellia in Ep. 7.11 and 7.14. In these letters Pliny sells 

his property to Corellia for a discounted price, even though she was older than him, 

and so it would be beneath her position to accept his offer.516 When Corellia asks and 

                                                           
512 Pliny is partially reassuring Corellia Hispulla that it is safe to send her son to Rome, as she was 

afraid that he would be corrupted by older men in a school, see Shelton (2013) 207. This is 

emphasised by his rewording of Quint. Inst. 2.2.1-2 to sound softer and put Corellia at ease, if we 

accept the intertextual allusion offered by Whitton (2019) 118-21. 
513 Carlon (2009) 80. Shelton (2013) 206 argues that it is unclear, for while Pliny was searching for 

suitable teachers in Ep. 2.18, he never indicates that Corellia asked for his help. 
514 Pliny is similarly deferent with the senior Junius Mauricus, one of the members of the Stoic 

opposition, see Birley (2000) 67. In Ep. 2.18, Pliny is asked to seek a tutor for the children of 

Mauricus’ brother and his tone is far more subordinate. Likewise, when claiming the Comum fathers 

should provide a school for their sons to be educated in their home region in Ep. 4.8.3-9, Pliny is 

indirect, telling a son that the fathers should provide for the youth when he is aware that many of them 

are listening. See Augoustakis (2006) for a good overview of this letter. 
515 We have no details for the father whom Pliny scolds in the story related in Ep. 9.12, but 

presumably he was junior to him. Also see Ep. 9.21 and 9.24, where Pliny directly tells Sabinianus to 

forgive his freedman, a member of his household. Sabinianus was junior to Pliny, as he was either 

lower down the senatorial ladder or not a senator at all, see Birley (2000) 86. That Corellia Hispulla is 

a woman is probably irrelevant, for Pliny can be considered when speaking to women who are higher 

in social status than him, see particularly his tone with Calpurina Hispulla in Ep. 4.19, which I cover 

in more detail at Ch. 4.4. 
516 Shelton (2013) 202-203, who interprets the exchange as symptomatic of a historical power 

struggle: Pliny wishes to sell his estate for a lower price to balance his relationship with the Corellii 

family and settle his debts to Corellius, while Corellia wants to keep her superior position and so not 

stoop to purchase property at a reduced price.  
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insists that Pliny raise the property to market value, his refusal to meet her demands 

highlights his role as a benefactor. Pliny tells Corellia she must accept the property at 

a reduced price: 

Invicem ego et rogo et exigo, ut non solum quid te verum etiam quid me deceat 

adspicias, patiarisque me in hoc uno tibi eodem animo repugnare, quo in omnibus 

obsequi soleo. 

In turn, I ask and insist that you consider not only what is right for you but also for 

me, and you permit me in this one matter to oppose you with the same spirit in 

which I am accustomed to comply with all your wishes. 

        Ep. 7.14.2. 

Carlon argues that, by quoting Corellia’s words at her (rogare and exigere), Pliny 

emphasises his objection to her request.517 Pliny’s use of repugnare is unusually 

confrontational, evoking the idea that he is fighting back against Corellia’s 

demands.518 This is further highlighted by Pliny’s admission that he typically follows 

her wishes, drawing attention to his unusual subversion of his position by selling the 

discounted property to her.519 In his final letter to Corellius’ family, Pliny makes his 

status as their guardian abundantly clear.520  

3.7. Conclusions 

 When Pliny’s elders are read together in an integrated reading, we can 

observe that Pliny consistently showcases a “situational sensitivity” to their 

exemplarity. Sometimes Pliny can be subtle, such as when he hints that his uncle’s 

courage was inflexible and rash, or when he hints that Spurinna’s old age means he 

                                                           
517 Carlon (2009) 93. 
518 Pliny often uses repugnare with this connotation of fighting back against the wishes of another, 

see Euphrates capturing the imagination of those who actively ignore him (Ep. 1.10.6) and Nominatus 

being warned not to fight back against the wishes of a senator (5.13.2). 
519 As Carlon (2009) 89 argues, Pliny is presenting an unusual situation which is designed to 

emphasise his own exemplary qualities. 
520 Further emphasised by Pliny’s statement at Ep. 7.11.8 that his selling of his estate sets an 

exemplum which need not be followed by his co-heirs 
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is not an entirely suitable model for young poets. Yet Pliny can also be surprisingly 

explicit: he chooses not to promote Corellius Rufus’ suicide unquestioningly and 

rejects Verginius Rufus’ cautious attitude to glory in favour of a direct hope for 

fame. As outlined in the outset of this chapter, scholars have drawn attention to 

Pliny’s acknowledgements that his elders have limits to their exemplarity. The flaws 

and eccentricities of Pliny’s elders are a key aspect of their narratives: Pliny asks us 

to judge their models and decide which aspects of their exemplarity should be 

transmitted to the next generation. Pliny spreads his thoughts about his elders across 

many letters of the collection and it is only when we read the Epistles as an 

“epistolary mosaic” that we can uncover and reflect upon them. 
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Chapter 4. Female Exempla: New Models. 

4.1. Reading by Addressee 

So far, this thesis has examined the male characters of the Epistles, but 

women also feature as significant figures within the correspondence. Pliny presents 

wives as a reflection of their husband’s ability to manage the household,521 implying 

that the high moral standards of Trajan’s wife Plotina (Pan. 83), Spurinna’s wife 

(Ep. 3.1.5), and Macrinus’ wife (Ep. 8.5) evidence their husbands’ virtuous 

lifestyles.522 In this context, Pliny famously frames his own wife Calpurnia as an 

ideal bride and romanticises their marriage.523 Conversely, when he tells us that 

Gallitta - the wife of a military tribune - committed adultery and was consequently 

exiled, he claims that her husband was aware of her affair and did not report her 

offence because he did not want her to be punished, suggesting that he was complicit 

in her misconduct because of his indulgence (Ep. 6.31.5-6).524 Pliny’s treatment of 

wives is typical of Roman authors, who often use women to present their husbands 

in a specific light.525 

Yet while Pliny praises certain women, they do not always function as fully-

fledged exemplary characters. For example, Pliny claims that he has “the greatest 

reverence” (summa reverentia) for Corellius Rufus’ sister Corellia and cherishes 

(diligam) his daughter Corellia Hispulla (Ep. 7.11.3), and while his affectionate 

language indicates that he holds both women in high regard, he does not associate 

                                                           
521 Wives were often teenagers and half the age of their husbands upon marriage and so were typically 

raised for some years by their husband, see Carlon (2009) 143. 
522 We do not have the name of Spurinna and Macrinus’ wives. 
523 For key studies of Pliny’s idealised marriage to Calpurnia, see Carlon (2009) ch. 4, Shelton (2013) 

ch. 3. 
524 Shelton (2013) 175.  
525 For a general overview, see Parker (1998) on the ways in which wives could be presented as 

harmful or beneficial to the household when they entered it through marriage. 
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either with values which are worthy of emulation.526 Rather, Pliny connects himself 

to the Corelliae so that he can strengthen his bonds with Corellius Rufus (Ep. 

1.12.8).527 Several praiseworthy women feature in passing and Pliny similarly uses 

them to connect himself to their male family members, including the wife of 

Spurinna (Ep. 3.1.5), Arrionilla the wife of the Stoic Timon (Ep. 1.5.5), and Gratilla 

the wife of Arulenus Rusticus (Ep. 3.11.3). Pliny occasionally believes such women 

are exemplary: he calls Spurinna’s wife “a woman of a distinguished model” 

(uxorem singularis exempli, Ep. 3.1.5), but he does not give her an elaborate 

character sketch which illustrates the behaviours and virtues which we can learn 

from her example.528  

In this chapter, I examine only the women whom Pliny constructs as exempla 

through character sketches. Pliny’s presentation of women has been a popular topic 

in scholarship, particularly because of the historical insights his Epistles offer us 

about women’s lives in the early Roman Empire.529 Yet in many ways we can view 

the exemplary women of the Epistles as idealised representations which do not 

always fit with Pliny’s more mundane interactions with women in his private life and 

affairs such as are listed above.530 The role of Pliny’s women as ideal wives, loyal 

family members, or immoral matrons has been most comprehensively studied in the 

key monographs by Jacqueline Carlon and Jo-Ann Shelton.531 Both note that Pliny 

casts women of his correspondence as emblematic exempla and indirectly urges 

those reading the collection to model their wives’ conduct upon them.532  

                                                           
526 He states Corellia could keep any secret at Ep. 1.12.7 and presents both as a devoted wife and 

daughter respectively. They are presented positively, but not as exemplary characters. 
527 Carlon (2009) 98. Corellius Rufus and the Corelliae are discussed in more detail earlier in Ch 3.5. 
528 Also see “the very sacred woman Plotina” (Plotinam sanctissimam feminam, Ep. 9.28.1),  
529 Shelton (1990), which was expanded upon in her 2013 monograph; Bodel (1995); Sick (1999). 
530 See especially Pliny’s somewhat tense exchange with Corellia in Ch. 3.5. 
531 Carlon (2009); Shelton (2013). 
532 See particularly Carlon (2009) 182-3. 
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 In the cycles we have examined, Pliny typically addresses letters about the 

same character to different correspondents and it is the shared topic and individuals 

which invite us to unite the series as a unit. Yet we also saw in the case of Pallas that 

Pliny wrote two lengthy letters to one addressee - in that case Montanus - about a 

negative exemplum.533 Pliny had a practical reason for writing these missives, as he 

indicates that Montanus is unfamiliar with the inscription which was dedicated to 

Pallas (Ep. 7.29.1) and he looks up the decree specifically so he and his friend can 

learn more about the senate’s motive together.  

The letter’s practical purpose in spreading news about exemplary individuals 

is significant in relation to the collection’s female exempla because of the ways in 

which exemplary stories were communicated in Rome. As has been established in 

the introduction, Roller identifies that a crucial aspect of exempla accounts is that the 

deeds of heroes were observed by a group of “eyewitnesses” who would then spread 

their accomplishments to a wider audience.534 This phenomenon can be observed in 

histories about the Roman Republic, whose heroines were so remarkable that their 

deeds were witnessed by the powerful men of Rome. Livy claims that Cloelia, for 

example, was so impressive in leading a group of women out of captivity and back to 

Rome that a statue was built in her honour (2.3.11).535 Similarly, he tells us that after 

Lucretia was raped by Lucius Tarquinius Superbus, she told her father and husband 

what happened to her and then killed herself to encourage other women to be chaste 

(1.58.5-10), spurring on Brutus to expel the kings from Rome (I.5.9-60.3).536 

                                                           
533 Ch. 2.5. 
534 Section 4 of the introduction. 
535 I follow the reading of Claassen (1993) 90 that Cloelia’s act is presented as particularly 

impressive. However, it should be noted that some Roman writers were less enthralled by her deed. 

Pliny the Elder did not think that Cloelia deserved a statue to be erected in her honour (NH. 34.28-9) 

and Silius Italicus contends that a man would have simply killed Porsenna (Pun. 10.493-502). 
536 With discussion in Claassen (1993) 88. 
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However, Pliny does not write about such famous women but less well-known 

domestic ones who would not be seen by onlookers but he believes are nevertheless 

worthy of imitation.  

A good analogy for the women in Pliny are those who appear in the writings 

of Tacitus.537 While perhaps Tacitus’ negative female exempla are more well-known, 

he also expresses an interest in uplifting less famous domestic women who were 

praiseworthy for their support of their family (Hist. 1.3.1).538 For example, Tacitus 

praises Agricola’s mother Julia Procilla and wife Domitia Decidiana for supporting 

his father-in-law in his education and political career respectively (Agr. 4.2.3; 6.1). 

Minor female exempla are related to politically significant figures: Crispina obtains 

her father - the significant Roman general - Titus Vinius’ corpse from Tiberius and 

gives him a proper burial (Hist. 1.47), Pasea supports her husband Pomponius 

Labeo’s (governor of Moesia) noble suicide by dying alongside him,539 and the 

unnamed wife of Lucceius Albinus (governor of Mauretania Caesariensis) refuses to 

flee and abandon her husband when he was assassinated by Vitellius’ faction and 

dies in solidarity with him.540 Yet not all of Tacitus’ female exempla are necessarily 

related to famous individuals: most notably, an anonymous Ligurian woman refuses 

                                                           
537 We can note that some of the women who feature in the Epistles also appear in Tacitus. Verania of 

Ep. 2.20 appears at Hist. 1.47. Arria of Ep. 3.16 appears at Ann. 16.34. 
538 He portrays Livia as a scheming stepmother, see Barrett (2001). Cf. L’Hoir (1994) 12. Agrippina 

the Elder as a politically ambitious woman in a manner which was unbefitting of her sex, Shotter 

(2000). As Shotter notes at p. 345, Agripinna the Elder’s redeeming quality is her devotion to her 

husband Germanicus. Messalina as sexually devious, Joshel (1995). Agrippina the Younger as hoping 

to co-rule Rome with Claudius and Nero: Gillespie (2014) on how Agrippina uses visual objects in 

Tacitus to present herself as a co-ruler with Claudius and Nero (who disliked her undermining his 

authority). As Joshel argues, Tacitus presents such imperial women as representative of the corruption 

of past emperors, in contrast to Trajan’s silent and unassuming wife Plotina, who signals a return to 

moral order. On Tacitus’ more positive portrait of women, see Langlands (2018) 250. 
539 Cf. Tac. Ann. 6.29, where Pompeia Paulina supported Seneca in his suicide by attempting to die 

alongside him but failed. 
540 These examples are provided by Marshall (1984-6), who notes at p. 171 that the female exempla in 

Tacitus are most frequently women who support their husbands. Cf. Joshel (1995) 69 for a similar 

observation on the Agricola. 
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to give up her son to Otho’s plundering soldiers and is praised by Tacitus as a 

“distinguished example” (praeclaro exemplo, Hist. 2.13).541  

Pliny’s desire to promote obscure exemplary women is not necessarily 

unusual, but his use of the epistolary form allows him to bridge the gap between his 

audience and female exempla by inviting readers to identify as “eyewitnesses”. The 

choice of letters serve a crucial function here because, as Langlands has 

demonstrated, the evaluation of “eyewitnesses” was essential for the 

accomplishments of exempla to be recognised by the wider community.542 One of 

her key examples is a Macedonian boy who performs a sacrifice to Alexander the 

Great: a piece of charcoal from the incense burner falls on his arm but he resists the 

pain and stands still so not to disturb the ceremony (Val. Max. 3.3.ext.1). Valerius 

tells us that Alexander was impressed by the boy’s “endurance” (patentia) but 

implies that it was not as famous as it could have been because Darius was not an 

“eyewitness” to it (Val. Max. 3.3.ext.1). Consequently, the story’s depiction of 

Macedonian strength was never spread among the Persians. Pliny’s female exempla 

are in a similar position because, as Roller has acknowledged, women faced 

difficulty in being evaluated and commemorated for their deeds because they were 

confined to the household.543 In this context, Pliny’s epistolary communication 

compensates for the absence of onlookers of their deeds. 

4.2. Arria: Making Exempla Present through Letters  

A good place to start is with Arria, the most famous woman to feature in the 

Epistles upon its publication, because Pliny’s portrait of her highlights the letter’s 

potential to inform an addressee about new aspects of an exemplary individual. Arria 

                                                           
541 Marshall (1984-6) on how her exemplum is contrasted against the plundering of Otho’s soldiers, 

emphasising her virtue.  
542 Langlands (2018) 156-8. 
543 Roller (2018) 200. 
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was celebrated by several authors contemporary to Pliny for standing by her husband 

Paetus, who was sentenced to execution by Claudius, and encouraging him to 

commit a noble suicide by dying alongside him.544 Like other wives in the 

correspondence, Pliny incorporates Arria into his Epistles partially because he hopes 

to connect himself to her husband, who was famous for opposing bad emperors 

alongside other members of the Stoic Opposition.545 Yet he also dedicates letters to 

Arria to portray her as a devoted wife who is worthy of imitation.  

Arria makes her major appearance in Ep. 3.16, a letter where Pliny relates 

Arria’s pietas to Paetus, resulting in her dying alongside him. Upon opening the 

letter, Pliny desires to show us a new side of Arria, claiming that he has realised that 

more obscure accomplishments are sometimes greater than famous ones: 

Adnotasse videor facta dictaque virorum feminarumque alia clariora esse alia 

maiora. Confirmata est opinio mea hesterno Fanniae sermone. Neptis haec Arriae 

illius, quae marito et solacium mortis et exemplum fuit. Multa referebat aviae suae 

non minora hoc sed obscuriora; quae tibi existimo tam mirabilia legenti fore, quam 

mihi audienti fuerunt.   

I seem to have noticed that the more famous deeds and words of men and women 

are not necessarily their greatest. My opinion was confirmed by a conversation I had 

with Fannia yesterday. This woman is the granddaughter of the famous Arria, who 

was a comfort and model to her husband in his death. She told me many things 

about her grandmother which were no lesser than that deed but less well known; I 

think they will be just as remarkable to you when you read them as they were to me 

when I heard them. 

                                                           
544 Tac. Ann. 16.34; Cass Dio. 60.16.5-6; Mart. 1.13.5; Carlon (2009) 24. 
545 Pliny particularly hopes to connect himself to Fannia’s husband Helvidius Priscus. Pliny praises 

him in several letters (Ep. 4.21.3; 9.13) and publishes his speech In Vindication of Helvidius Priscus 

in honour of him. For Pliny connecting himself to Arria and Fannia because of their connections to 

the Stoic opposition, see Illias-Zarifopol (1994) 65; Carlon (2009) 48. 
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         Ep. 3.16.1-2. 

Pliny’s hope that Nepos will find his stories about Arria as remarkable as he did 

when he had first heard them indicates that his friend is an outsider of her family and 

unfamiliar with the less famous events of her life. Pliny’s claim that he will not write 

about the facta dictaque virorum feminarumque, a stock phrase of didactic writers,546 

emphasises that he is breaking from their tradition of recording famous deeds. 

Nepos, then, serves as an analogue for the collection’s external readers, many of 

whom would be unfamiliar with Arria’s family and her less well-known deeds. 

In contrast to his readers, Pliny uses this opening passage to cast himself as 

having special access to Arria’s life through his connections to her family. His claim 

that Fannia “recalled” (referebat) stories about Arria, a word which has connotations 

of bringing stories back to mind, implies that she once heard someone else say them 

to her, which Carlon presumes was someone in her family.547 Pliny casts Fannia as 

an “eyewitness” and in this context, we can note that he emphasises Fannia’s familial 

links to Arria, calling her the neptis of Arria and claiming that she told him many 

stories about her avia. Pliny highlights that Fannia is an important chain in the 

transmission of exemplary stories about Arria, and his connection with her serves to 

underscore his own role in ensuring the survival of Arria’s deeds through his 

inclusion of an account of her life in his Epistles.  

 Pliny’s hope to provide new stories about Arria is not necessarily new, as 

Langlands has shown that writers could reveal fresh information about an exemplum 

which could have a strong impact on later writers.548 She argues, for example, that 

                                                           
546 A key example is Valerius Maximus’ Facta et Dicta Memorabilia, which primarily records the 

deeds of ancient heroes, see Skidmore (1996) 24. 
547 Carlon (2009) 43-4. 
548 Langlands (2018) 208-10. 
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Scaevola’s famous burning of his hand to intimidate the Etruscan king Porsenna 

does not feature in Cicero’s reference to the story (Sest. 48; Parad. 1.11) or in the 

surviving fragment of the second century BC annalist L. Cassius Hemina.549 She 

contends that it is possible Livy popularised the tradition of Scaevola earning his 

name from his heroic hand burning (2.13.1). What makes Pliny’s account of Arria 

unique, however, is his use of the epistolary form in conveying new information to 

the reader. As we saw in chapter one, letters can make the characters within them 

appear before the eyes of the reader.550 Pliny is no doubt influenced by the concept 

of energaia when writing his letters: an oratorical technique which makes a scene 

vivid to convince the audience.551 Pliny’s use of vivid description not only makes the 

women of his collection seem more real but also more sympathetic and worthy of 

emulation.  

Perhaps the most striking way in which Pliny claims unique insight into 

Arria’s life and uses energeia is through his frequent attribution of direct speech to 

her. Pliny typically uses direct speech sparingly and, as Carlon has shown, his liberal 

use of it in relation to Arria evidences the credibility of his stories about her.552 Yet 

as Shelton has argued, Pliny’s use of direct speech also serves a literary purpose, as 

it makes his account more dramatic.553 In fact, direct speech enables Pliny to present 

highly refined conversations to his audience, which is largely representative of what 

Whitton perceives to be the stylistic goal of the Epistles generally.554 By using 

Arria’s own words, Pliny is not simply telling us about her deeds, but is showing her 

performing them herself and consequently offering a window into what behaviours 

                                                           
549 Fragment 20 in Cornell (2013) for the reference in L. Cassius Hemina. 
550 Ch. 1.4. 
551 Innocenti (1994) on Cicero’s use of vivid description in the second actio of In Verrem. 
552 Carlon (2009) 46-7.  
553 Shelton (2013) 32-3. 
554 Whitton (2013a) 24. 
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he wants his addressee Nepos to learn from her example. 

 In his first story about Arria’s pietas, Pliny informs Nepos that she hid her 

son’s death from her husband because he was suffering from a severe illness and she 

did not want to jeopardise his recovery. Pliny calls Arria’s son “handsome” 

(pulchritudine) and “equally modest” (pari verecundia, Ep. 3.16.3) to heighten the 

tragedy of his death,555 but his description also makes Arria seem impressive for 

handling her grief with self-control: 

Huic illa ita funus paravit, ita duxit exsequias, ut ignoraret maritus; quin immo 

quotiens cubiculum eius intraret, vivere filium atque etiam commodiorem esse 

simulabat, ac persaepe interroganti, quid ageret puer, respondebat: “Bene quievit, 

libenter cibum sumpsit.” Deinde, cum diu cohibitae lacrimae vincerent 

prorumperentque, egrediebatur; tunc se dolori dabat; satiata siccis oculis composito 

vultu redibat, tamquam orbitatem foris reliquisset.  

She prepared his funeral and managed the rites in a way so that her husband was 

unaware; in fact, whenever she entered his bedroom, she pretended their son was 

alive and was even getting better, and when he often asked her how the boy was, she 

responded: “he sleeps well, he takes food willingly”. Then, when her tears, which 

were held back for a long time, conquered her and burst forth, she would leave; then 

she would surrender herself to her grief; when she was done, she returned with dry 

eyes and a composed expression, as if she had left her bereavement at the door. 

         Ep. 3.16.4-5. 

Arria’s line is short and has no superfluous details, giving the impression that she is 

only capable of lying about her son’s death for a very short time. Pliny is careful to 

strike a balance between presenting Arria as in control of her emotions but 

nevertheless feeling grief over her son’s death. His claim that her sorrow was so 

                                                           
555 He claims elsewhere that both qualities are desirable in young men, see Ep. 1.14.4; 8-9. 
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strong that it eventually “conquered” (vincerent) her and that she “surrendered” 

herself (dabat) to it contains words with militaristic associations, emphasising that 

she cannot win the symbolic battle of coping with her loss. Rather, that she returns 

with a composed face - both her vultus and oculi are refreshed - indicates that she has 

the mental faculties to control her impulses.556 Arria’s self-control is impressive its 

own right, but crucial is that her motives are in service of her husband’s health, 

which conveys her devotion to him.557 

In his second story, Pliny tells us that Paetus had been involved in 

Scribonianus’ plot to depose Claudius and was taken to Rome as a prisoner (Ep. 

3.16.7). Paetus’ role in a potential uprising may have been controversial in Pliny’s 

time, and as Shelton has noted, he brings it up primarily to include Arria’s desire to 

accompany her husband in his return to Rome to face trial:558 

Erat ascensurus navem; Arria milites orabat, ut simul imponeretur. “Nempe enim” 

inquit “daturi estis consulari viro servolos aliquos, quorum e manu cibum capiat, a 

quibus vestiatur, a quibus calcietur; omnia sola praestabo.”  

He was about to board the ship; Arria begged the soldiers to take her with them. She 

said, “surely you are going to give a man of consular rank some slaves who will give 

him food, clothe him, put his shoes on; I can do all of these things on my own.” 

         Ep. 3.16.8. 

Holt Parker states that Arria’s willingness to perform servile tasks indicates that she 

is fulfilling the roles of a good wife and a slave, two groups of people who were 

                                                           
556 In other letters, Pliny presents an individual’s reaction to grief as a window into their character: he 

casts Regulus’ excessive grief as evidence of his profiting off his son’s death at Ep. 4.2 and 4.7. As 

outlined in Ch. 1. 
557 For the importance of having self-control over one’s pain, see Cic. Tusc. 2.55; 3.62, with 

discussion in Erker (2009) 136-7. Illias-Zarifopol (1994) 51 argues that it is Arria’s wifely devotion 

which impresses Pliny most in the letter. 
558 Shelton (2013) 55. 
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closely associated in Roman thought because they came to the household externally 

and were perceived to be either fundamentally loyal or disloyal depending on their 

personal character.559 Her speech gives us further details of her pietas: Christina 

Illias-Zarifopol argues that Pliny’s use of orare suggests Arria was in supplication to 

the soldiers,560 but the verb may also indicate that Arria addresses the soldiers 

formally, and her speech is consequently longer and more rhetorical than what we 

saw in his first story. She starts with the interrogative particle nempe, suggesting her 

request is correct and expressing indignation that the soldiers have not already 

provided for her husband.561 Such a reading is supported by the juxtaposition of 

consulari viro and servolos aliquos, emphasising that a man of consular rank does 

not have any slaves with him. The diminutive servoli is used positively to increase 

our sympathy for Paetus for not having affectionate slaves.562 Arria’s use of 

anaphora (quorum…a quibus…a quibus) in a tricolon gives her speech a grandiosity. 

Finally, her use of asyndeton increases the pace of her sentence and heightens the 

urgency of her appeal. 

Arria’s pietas is immediately further emphasised, for despite her pleas, the 

soldiers forbid her from accompanying her husband and she decides to follow them 

in a small boat: 

Non impetravit: conduxit piscatoriam nauculam, ingensque navigium minimo secuta 

est. Eadem apud Claudium uxori Scriboniani, cum illa profiteretur indicium, “Ego” 

inquit “te audiam, cuius in gremio Scribonianus occisus est, et vivis?” Ex quo 

manifestum est ei consilium pulcherrimae mortis non subitum fuisse.  

                                                           
559 Parker (1998) 170. That Arria acts as both a good wife and slave indicates that she is an exemplary 

member of the household. 
560 Illias-Zarifopol (1994) 55. 
561 Pliny the Elder similarly uses nempe to express indignation at someone interrupting a recital at Ep. 

3.5.12. 
562 Whitton (2013a) 123 on Pliny’s positive use of diminutives throughout the Epistles. 
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This was not permitted; she hired a small fishing boat and followed the large ship 

with her small one. This same woman said to the wife of Scribonianus, in the 

presence of Claudius, when she was giving evidence, “can I listen to you, who lives 

despite that Scribonianus died in your bosom?” From this, it is clear that her 

decision to die a glorious death was not a sudden one. 

         Ep. 3.16.9. 

Arria’s pietas is communicated by the contrast she draws between her familial 

devotion and that of Vibia - the wife of Scribonianus. Her speech starts with ego and 

te, establishing a clear comparison between herself and Vibia. The juxtaposition of 

occisus est and vivis serves to emphasise that Vibia continues to live, even though 

her husband Scribonius has died. Finally, a woman’s gremium was associated with 

familial or erotic intimacy in Latin culture,563 and Arria’s use of it here serves to 

highlight Vibia’s betrayal of her duty as a wife by having Scribonius die in her lap 

but living on regardless. Vibia’s survival is cast as an abandonment of her husband, 

which highlights that Arria’s famous suicide was not solely committed because of a 

desire for eternal glory, but chiefly because of her devotion to Paetus. 

 We can also note that Arria’s argument with soldiers potentially puts her in 

danger, and her following of Paetus in a small boat can be seen as an act of heroism 

similar to other male exempla such as Pliny the Elder, who sails headfirst into danger 

(Ep. 6.16).564 Shelton has commented that Arria’s death has manly qualities: she 

feels no pain upon her death and stabs herself with a dagger, which aligns her with 

heroines such as Lucretia who are presented as manly because of the masculine 

nature of their deaths.565 While Pliny does not describe Arria as possessing virtus, his 

                                                           
563 See Venus carrying Ascanius in her gremium in Aen. 1.692-3. For more erotic connotations, see 

Cat. 45.1-2.  
564 As covered in Ch. 3.3. 
565 Shelton (2013) 36. Cicero on tolerating pain as an aspect of virtus, see Tusc. 2.43. We can compare 
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portrait of her nevertheless is consistent with what Balmaceda calls virilis virtus: the 

courageous form of virtus typically attributed to men who risk their lives for others 

or the res publica.566 Balmaceda has demonstrated that Tacitus similarly describes 

courageous individuals with virtues such as “moderation” (moderatio) and 

“firmness” (constantia) rather than the word virtus, but that they conform to the 

general concept of virilis virtus.567 Langlands has argued that Pliny does not use 

virtus with a masculine connotation throughout his Epistles but rather as a reference 

to general excellence.568 While I agree with Langland’s interpretation of Pliny’s use 

of the word virtus throughout the Epistles, his overall portrait of Arria presents her as 

“exceptional” precisely because she is set apart from her sex: she acts in courageous 

defiance against the Roman army in the hopes of helping her husband. 

That Arria’s lesser-known deeds give us further insight into her exemplarity 

is emphasised upon the conclusion of the letter. Here Pliny asks Nepos to consider 

whether the letter’s more obscure stories were greater than Arria’s famous suicide: 

Videnturne haec tibi maiora illo “Paete, non dolet,” ad quod per haec perventum est? 

cum interim illud quidem ingens fama, haec nulla circumfert. Unde colligitur, quod 

initio dixi, alia esse clariora alia maiora. Vale. 

Do these words not seem greater than “Paetus, it does not hurt?”, the phrase to 

which she reached through these words? However, one has great fame, but the other 

is not discussed. Hence, it can be deduced, as I said at the beginning, that the most 

famous deeds are not necessarily the greatest. Farewell. 

                                                           
Arria’s suicide to the similarly masculine suicide of Lucretia, who stabs herself. 
566 Balmaceda (2017) ch. 1 outlines the differences between virilis virtus (courage) and humana virtus 

(general virtue). See esp. p. 17-18 on virilis virtus. Cicero famously noted that virtus was derived 

from “man” (vir) and so it had connotations of manliness in Roman thought (Tusc. 2.43).566 For 

writers who present virtus as masculine, see Livy 2.13.1; Val. Max. 3.2.2; Sen. Cons. ad Marc. 1.1, 

with discussion in Langlands (2016) 219. Langlands provides a good overview. 
567 See the outline provided in Balmaceda (2017) ch. 5. These individuals are exemplary because they 

act with courage in speaking about Rome’s governing (constantia) but are aware they need to act with 

moderation (moderatio) so not to anger the emperor and create an ill-advised rivalry. 
568 Langlands (2018) 220. 
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        Ep. 3.16.3. 

Pliny signs off with his formulaic vale and constructs ring composition by explicitly 

recalling the beginning of his letter and evoking its opening statement: adnotasse 

videor facta dictaque virorum feminarumque alia clariora esse alia maiora. This 

passage, then, functions as closure for the letter, a structural point where Pliny often 

embeds his more crucial points. His use of haec here is specifically a reference to the 

words Arria used when rebuking her friends, who urged her not to commit suicide 

with her husband (Ep. 3.16.12). Pliny indicates that her pietas in this moment 

directly led to, and was perhaps greater than, her famous saying upon her death. Yet 

we can also interpret Pliny’s use of haec here as a reference to all of Arria’s direct 

speech throughout the letter, which similarly evidences her courageous devotion to 

her husband.569 Pliny conveys that it is Arria’s words, and not just the events 

themselves, which bring her exemplarity to life. 

4.3. The Living Exemplum of Fannia 

While Pliny’s letter about Arria teaches his addressee Nepos about new 

aspects of a famous exemplum, his portrait of Fannia introduces a model with which 

his external audience would have been less familiar. Fannia appears in several works 

for her devotion to her husband Helvidius Priscus, who was exiled and eventually 

executed for his insubordination towards Vespasian, but she was less widely 

acclaimed than Arria.570 What is noteworthy about Fannia is that she is immediately 

tied to Arria, as Pliny references the two women together when first naming them 

among those who were persecuted under Domitian’s reign: 

Septem amicis meis aut occisis aut relegatis, occisis Senecione Rustico Helvidio, 

relegatis Maurico Gratilla Arria Fannia, tot circa me iactis fulminibus quasi 

                                                           
569 Illias-Zarifopol (1994) 58. 
570 Tac. Hist. 4.7; 53; Suet. Vesp. 15; with discussion in Carlon (2009) 26-7. 
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ambustus mihi quoque impendere idem exitium certis quibusdam notis augurarer. 

Seven of my friends were either killed or exiled - Senecio, Rusticus and Helvidius 

were killed, Mauricus, Gratila, Arria and Fannia were exiled – and after I was burnt, 

so to say, by so many thunderbolts hurled all around me, I foretold by certain signs 

that the same end was imminent for me. 

        Ep. 3.11.3. 

Pliny juxtaposes Arria and Fannia’s names in a seemingly off-handed way, yet there 

is evidence to suggest that he is presenting them as a unit. Only a few letters later, 

Pliny gives us a comprehensive account of Arria’s life, where he relates stories about 

her which, as we have seen, were recently told to him by Fannia (Ep. 3.16.2). The 

proximity of these two letters highlights Arria and Fannia’s relationship. 

Pliny later dedicates Ep. 7.19 to Fannia, who he tells us has fallen seriously 

ill, and he reflects upon her virtuous life in his concern for her. Pliny’s central 

message in this letter is that Fannia’s pietas evokes his portrait of Arria; upon the 

letter’s opening, he tells us that Fannia contracted an illness when she cared for a 

sick vestal virgin: 

Angit me Fanniae valetudo. Contraxit hanc dum adsidet Iuniae virgini, sponte 

primum (est enim adfinis), deinde etiam ex auctoritate pontificum. Nam virgines, 

cum vi morbi atrio Vestae coguntur excedere, matronarum curae custodiaeque 

mandantur. Quo munere Fannia dum sedulo fungitur, hoc discrimine implicita est.  

Fannia’s illness troubles me. She caught it when looking after Junia the vestal 

virgin, firstly out of her own free will (for they are related), and then by the order of 

the pontiff. For the virgins, when compelled to leave the hall of Vesta because of ill-

health, are entrusted to the care and protection of married women. While Fannia 

discharged this duty carefully, she was implicated in this crisis. 

         Ep. 7.19.1.  

That Fannia looked after Junia establishes her pietas to her family and the Roman 
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political body.571 Pliny’s use of primum implies that she looked after Junia chiefly 

because she was her relative, while the pontiff’s order was of secondary importance. 

Fannia’s familial devotion is further evidenced throughout the letter: she follows her 

husband into exile and even takes his controversial biography with her to ensure its 

survival (Ep. 7.19.4-6). Pliny does not explicitly say that Fannia is emulating Arria, 

but his emphasis on her familial pietas invites us to consider that she is following in 

the footsteps of her grandmother. This is especially likely because Pliny worries that 

Fannia’s death will end the glory of her family line and claims that she is reminiscent 

of her mother Arria the Younger, highlighting her genealogy (Ep. 7.19.8-9). 

Pliny also indicates that Fannia lives up to the standards of her male family 

members. He tells us that when she was physically deteriorating in her illness, her 

“mind” (animus) and “spirit” (spiritus) were still strong, in a way which was 

reminiscent of her husband Helvidius and father Thrasea (Ep. 7.29.3). Later in the 

letter we learn that Fannia was questioned by Mettius Carus about her involvement 

in Senecio’s biography about Helvidius Priscus, and her brave defence against a 

delator who was associated with the crimes under tyrannical emperors strengthens 

her resemblance of her male kin (Ep. 7.29.5).  

Yet Pliny values Fannia primarily because she is a living role-model. In this 

context, Pliny expresses an uncertainty over whether other women will live up to her 

example if she does die from her illness: 

Doleo enim feminam maximam eripi oculis civitatis, nescio an aliquid simile 

visuris.  

For I grieve that such a great woman will be snatched away from the eyes of our 

community, and I am unsure whether a similar figure will be seen again.  

                                                           
571 Carlon (2009) 54. 
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         Ep. 7.19.4. 

Fannia is “seen” (visuris) by society and is visible before their oculi, marking her as 

different compared to traditional heroes such as Arria who are known solely by 

written accounts. Pliny still uses the letter to immortalise Fannia’s legacy even 

though she has been seen in full view. Yet the above line also serves as a lamentation 

over the lack of living women who are as great as Fannia. 

Pliny again questions whether there will be future contemporary female role-

models on par with Fannia later in the letter: 

Eritne quam postea uxoribus nostris ostentare possimus? Erit a qua viri quoque 

fortitudinis exempla sumamus, quam sic cernentes audientesque miremur, ut illas 

quae leguntur? 

Will there be anyone after her whom we will be able to hold up to our wives? Will 

there be anyone whom we can take up as an example of even manly fortitude, whom 

as we see and hear we can admire just as we do with those whom we read about? 

        Ep. 7.19.7. 

Again, Pliny is specifically referring to Fannia’s status as a living role-model: he 

emphasises his society “seeing” (cernentes) and “hearing” (audientes) her. It is 

unclear which heroines of the past Pliny is referring to in his use of illas,572 but Arria 

naturally comes to mind because of her familial association with Fannia.573 Pliny 

indicates that as valuable as past role-models such as Arria are, contemporary 

women such as Fannia, who are visible in society, serve their own purpose in 

establishing good behaviour. In fact, while Pliny explicitly puts Fannia. forward as a 

role-model for his readers here, he does not do the same for Arria in Ep. 3.16.574 

 Making Pliny’s pessimism even more pronounced is that while he hopes 

                                                           
572 Langlands (2016) 218. 
573 As was stated in Ch. 4.2, Arria appears in several literary works and so Pliny could have her mind. 
574 As Edwards (2007) 194 has commented. 
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Fannia’s descendants will match her good qualities, he worries whether they will 

possess the virtues necessary to do so:  

Ac mihi domus ipsa nutare, convulsaque sedibus suis ruitura supra videtur, licet 

adhuc posteros habeat. Quantis enim virtutibus quantisque factis adsequentur, ut 

haec non novissima occiderit? 

And so, it seems to me that her house itself is wavering, teetering by its foundations 

and is about to fall, even though she has descendants. How great must their virtues 

and deeds be so that she has not died as the last in her line? 

        Ep. 7.19.8. 

Pliny describes Fannia with the virtues sanctitas and gravitas earlier in the letter (Ep. 

7,19.4), which are often associated with elder and more authoritative figures 

elsewhere in the Epistles, emphasising the difficulty her descendants face in 

emulating her.575 Fannia did not have children and Pliny here is referring to her 

husband Helvidius’ grandchildren prior to their marriage. This reference to Fannia’s 

heirs may remind us of Ep. 4.21, a letter where Pliny told us that Helvidius’ 

granddaughters had died in childbirth, leaving his grandson as the sole descendent of 

his family name.576 Pliny’s “pain” (angit, Ep. 7.19.1) over Fannia’s illness and the 

prospect of her death evokes his anguish over the death of Helvidius’ 

granddaughters: “I am distressed on account of the fate of their infant children, who 

are bereaved of their parents as soon as they were born, I am distressed on account of 

their excellent husbands, and I am distressed on account of my own sake.” (Angor 

infantium sorte, quae sunt parentibus statim et dum nascuntur orbatae, angor 

optimorum maritorum, angor etiam meo nomine).577 The link between the two letters 

suggests not only that the family lines of Fannia and Helvidius could die out, but the 

                                                           
575 Méthy (2007) 124-6 on sanctitas. Méthy (2007) 278 on gravitas. 
576 Shelton (2013) 89. 
577 As commented upon by Carlon (2009) 53. 
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value they bring to Rome as living exempla. 

 Yet despite Pliny’s seemingly gloomy outlook, he also indicates that less 

famous women outside of great families can carry on the legacy of figures such as 

Arria and Fannia. In Ep. 6.24, Pliny tells us that a woman from Comum had recently 

died alongside her terminally ill husband so she could encourage him in his suicide. 

Pliny directly recalls his earlier account of Arria when reflecting upon the obscurity 

of the anonymous woman: 

Quod factum ne mihi quidem, qui municeps, nisi proxime auditum est, non quia 

minus illo clarissimo Arriae facto, sed quia minor ipsa. 

This deed was not even heard by me, who am from the same town, until recently, 

not because it was less great than the most famous deed of Aria, but because she 

herself is less well-known.  

         Ep. 6.24.5. 

Pliny’s claim that the “deed” (factum) of the anonymous Comum woman was “no 

less great” (minor) than the “famous deed” (clarum factum) of Arria evokes Ep. 

3.16’s central message: that the “famous deeds” (clariora facta) of Arria are not 

“greater” (maiora) than her “obscure” (minora) ones. Despite Pliny’s uncertainty of 

a continuation of Fannia’s bloodline, he also hints that there will be other women 

who can rise to the challenge of her example. Crucial in this context is that Pliny 

confesses that he did not know about this anonymous Comum woman until recently, 

which indicates that her conduct could have remained an obscure regional story for 

his external readers were it not for the publication of his Epistles.  

 Also noteworthy in the above passage is that the woman in Pliny’s story is 

anonymous, since she is only referred to as a “wife” (uxor, Ep. 6.24.3). As Urban has 

convincingly argued, ancient writers often used anonymous exempla as character 

“types”: their lack of historical context made them well-suited to direct the 
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audience’s attention solely to the moral lesson at hand.578 Elsewhere in the Epistles, 

Pliny similarly uses anonymous exempla to teach us particular lessons: he tells us an 

unnamed individual who lived a morally dubious life wrote an honourable will upon 

the end of his life, serving as a lesson that wicked men can redeem themselves upon 

their death (Ep. 7.26). In another letter Pliny reprimands an unnamed father for being 

too strict on his son, which provides an exemplum for his addressee on poor 

upbringing of children (Ep. 9.12). We can interpret this anonymous wife as directing 

our attention to the central message of the letter: Pliny desires to bring contemporary 

female exempla to our attention and invites us in turn to seek them out. 

4.4. Calpurnia: The Transpadane Wife 

 Where should we look for such upstanding women? A good place to start is 

Pliny’s portrait of his wife Calpurnia, who we can note was also from Comum, the 

same town as the anonymous woman whom Pliny praises at Ep. 6.24.579 It is 

uncertain whether Calpurnia was Pliny’s second or third wife;580 Pliny tells Trajan in 

a letter dated around AD 98 that he has been married twice (Ep. 10.2).581 He either 

married Calpurnia after writing this letter to Trajan as a third wife, or she was the 

second wife who was mentioned in this letter.582 Either way, Calpurnia features as 

Pliny’s central wife of the Epistles, as his previous marriage receives very little 

                                                           
578 Urban (2011) 76. His chapter on anonymous exempla covers their wide usage in ancient texts. 
579 And of course, Pliny’s hometown. The significance of Comum in relation to contemporary female 

exempla has a central role in this section. 
580 For those who argue for Calpurnia as Pliny’s third wife, see Sherwin-White (1966) 128; Shelton 

(2013) 96-7. For those who argue that Calpurnia was Pliny’s second wife, see Winsbury (2014) 125-

8; Carlon (2009) 104-5; Gibson (forthcoming) in the introduction to Ep. 6.4.  
581 Dated as such since it refers to Trajan’s recent ascension. 
582 It is hard to say which theory is correct. Pliny could have married Calpurnia anytime between AD 

98-105, the consensus date for the publication of Book 4, see the publication tables in Bodel (2015) 

106-8. It seems strange that Pliny might have married Calpurnia as early as AD 96 but did not 

mention her in his published Epistles until around AD 105. Perhaps he had thematic intentions in 

mind for Book 4 or felt that his letters about his wife did not fit with the political letters of Books 1-3, 

see Hoffer (1999) 233. His letters about Calpurnia could have been written much earlier than when 

they were eventually published in Book 4. 
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attention in the collection.583 Perhaps unsurprisingly, Calpurnia functions as an ideal 

wife throughout the Epistles. 

 So far in this chapter, we have examined Pliny’s use of letters to teach his 

addressees and external audience new aspects of famous exemplary women such as 

Arria and new models such as Fannia. Yet he also crafts more elaborate cycles of 

letters to specific correspondents. As Gibson and Morello have demonstrated, Pliny 

often addresses letters to the same recipient on a particular topic, such as when he 

writes to his close friends Calestrius Tiro, Voconius Romanus, Cornutus Tertullus, 

and Tacitus about their friendship and literary rivalries.584 Pliny uses a similar 

technique when writing about Calpurnia, as he dedicates multiple letters to her but 

sends them only to members of her family. This section analyses Pliny’s choice of 

specific addressees in communicating Calpurnia’s exemplarity. 

It is worth considering in this context that Altman has demonstrated that an 

addressee can have “weight” over a letter: that is, a significant influence over the 

way a letter writer composes their epistle. It is common for epistolographers to 

present themselves differently to each addressee of a collection,585 but a 

correspondent can have such a strong impact on a letter that their voice can be felt on 

the writer’s own topics, style, and content.586 Ancient letter writers typically consult 

the expertise of addressees on moral matters to receive instruction in a continuous 

epistolary exchange.587 Edwards calls this process a “meditative practice” where 

                                                           
583 Or perhaps previous marriages. Gibson (2020) 139-141 on Pliny’s ex-wife, perhaps called 

Venuleia, and her association with Umbria in the correspondence. He argues that the area was not as 

symbolically useful to Pliny as his native Transpadane. Her mother Pomepia Celerina appears often in 

the collection as Pliny maintained good relations with her, see Ep. 1.4; 3.19.8; 6.10.1; 10.51.1.  
584 Gibson and Morello (2012) ch. 4. 
585 Hutchinson (1998) ch. 2 argues that Cicero speaks in a more emotional and direct way to his 

family, such as Terentia and Quintus, than he does in his letters to Atticus, where he can control his 

emotions.  
586 Altman (1982) ch. 3. 
587 Morrison (2007) 129. 
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both the writer and addressee can improve themselves.588 Since Pliny writes to 

Calpurnia’s family and wishes to maintain good relations with them, they often have 

a strong weight over his letters as addressees and he indicates a desire throughout to 

learn from them. There are thus pragmatic reasons why Pliny presents Calpurnia as 

an ideal wife to her family which are worth examining. 

Calpurnia first features in Ep. 4.1, but she is never named, and Pliny does not 

yet detail her character. Instead, Carlon notes that he uses the letter to introduce his 

marriage to his readers and convey its harmony.589 Pliny addresses his letter to 

Calpurnia’s grandfather Calpurnius Fabatus and tells him that he and his wife are 

looking forward to seeing him after a period apart: 

Cupis post longum tempus neptem tuam meque una videre. Gratum est utrique 

nostrum quod cupis, mutuo mehercule.  

You want to see your granddaughter and me, as it has been a long time. That you 

want to see us is, good heavens, mutually pleasing to both of us. 

        Ep. 4.1.1. 

Pliny presents himself and Calpurnia as a pair, juxtaposing neptem tuam meque and 

claiming that it pleases both him and his wife (utrique nostrum) that they will see 

Fabatus. Consequently, Pliny uses plural pronouns to emphasise their unity: “we too 

are held by a certain incredible longing for you” (nam invicem nos incredibili 

quodam desiderio audet tenemur, Ep. 4.1.2). Elsewhere he calls his property, such 

as his estate at Tifernum Tiberinum, “our estate” (praediis nostris, Ep. 4.1.4). 

Finally, he uses plural verbs throughout his letter to convey that he acts alongside his 

wife: differemus, alligamus (Ep. 4.1.2) deflectemus, subiciamus, fungamur (4.1.3), 

subsistemus, corripiemus (4.1.5). 

                                                           
588 Edwards (2019) 19. 
589 Carlon (2009) 157. 
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Yet this letter also serves to introduce Pliny’s relationship with Calpurnia’s 

family. He tells Fabatus that he will be delayed on his trip to see him and that his 

longest excursion will be at Tifernum, where he acts as the town’s patron: 

Oppidum est praediis nostris vicinum – nomen Tiferni Tiberini -, quod me paene 

adhuc puerum patronum cooptavit, tanto maiore studio quanto minore iudicio. 

Adventus meos celebrat, profectionibus angitur, honoribus audet. In hoc ego, ut 

referrem gratiam – nam vinci in amore turpissimum est -, templum pecunia mea 

exstruxi, cuius dedicationem, cum sit paratum, differre longius irreligiosum est. 

There is a town near our estate – called Tifernum Tiberinum -, which chose me as 

patron when I was almost still a boy, its enthusiasm being greater than its 

judgement. It celebrates my visits, is pained by my departure, and rejoices in my 

honours. In this place, I, so that I can show my thanks – for it is most shameful to be 

beaten in a display of affection-, I have built a temple from my money, and as it is 

now completed, it would be sacrilegious to put off its consecration any longer. 

        Ep. 4.1.4-5. 

Pliny breaks from the “we” language he had established elsewhere in the letter and 

puts himself at front and centre, employing first person verbs, using an emphatic ego, 

and detailing his history with the town. He shifts into this personal segue to show 

Fabatus his pietas for the town and gods, which he perhaps hopes his addressee will 

interpret as indicative of the pietas he will demonstrate to his family. Pliny here is 

not only promoting his own qualities but is placating Fabatus, especially because as 

Gibson and Morello have commented, he can often seem stern and short-tempered 

with Pliny throughout the correspondence.590 Upon sealing the letter, Pliny claims 

that if his trip is excessively delayed it will be for Calpurnia’s safety (Ep. 4.1.6-7). 

All of Pliny’s actions, then, are taken with Fabatus in mind. 

                                                           
590 Gibson and Morello (2012) 63. 
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Pliny’s next letter to feature Calpurnia is Ep. 4.19, where he writes to his 

wife’s aunt Calpurnia Hispulla and similarly hopes to inform her that their marriage 

is going well. Here he praises Calpurnia for her virtues and affection: 

Summum est acumen summa frugalitas; amat me, quod castitatis indicium est.  

She has the greatest frugality and judgement; she loves me, which is proof of her 

purity. 

         Ep. 4.19.2. 

As Carlon observes, Pliny’s claim that Calpurnia possesses acumen and frugalitas is 

a reference to her skills as a household manager, which communicates that their 

marriage is going smoothly.591 Pliny’s claim that Calpurnia “loves” (amat) him may 

have a subtle point, since Pliny never had children and tells us later in the 

correspondence that he is aware Calpurnius Fabatus hopes to have grandchildren 

(Ep. 8.10). As Shelton convincingly argues, Calpurnia’s family may have been 

hesitant about marrying her to a childless man and, in this context, Pliny’s claim that 

his wife “loves” him subtly indicates that his marriage will inevitably produce 

children.592 Ultimately, Pliny’s prediction that there will be “everlasting harmony” 

(perpetua concordia, Ep. 4.19.5) between himself and Calpurnia is partially 

motivated by his desire to put his addressee Calpurnia Hispulla at ease about the 

direction of his marriage. 

Calpurnia Hispulla’s weight over the letter is reinforced by Pliny placing her 

front and centre as an exemplary character. At the beginning of his epistle, Pliny 

praises her for her pietas to her family and predicts that his wife will live up to her 

example: 

Cum sis pietatis exemplum, fratremque optimum et amantissimum tui pari caritate 

                                                           
591 Carlon (2009) 159. 
592 Shelton (2013) 112-3. 
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dilexeris, filiamque eius ut tuam diligas, nec tantum amitae ei affectum verum etiam 

patris amissi repraesentes, non dubito maximo tibi gaudio fore cum cognoveris 

dignam patre dignam te dignam avo evadere. 

Since you are a model of piety, you loved your excellent and dutiful brother with as 

much affection as he loved you, and you love his daughter as if she were yours, and 

you show her the affection of not only an aunt, but even of the father she has lost, I 

do not doubt that it will be the greatest joy for you to learn that she is worthy of her 

father, worthy of you, and worthy of her grandfather. 

        Ep. 4.19.1. 

That Pliny claims Calpurnia is “worthy” (dignam) of her aunt is notable because, as 

we saw in the case of Fannia, Pliny often uses such language when claiming 

someone lives up to the exemplarity of their family.  Yet the main exemplum on 

display is Calpurnia Hispulla, whose pietas is the prime motivator of her life: Pliny 

claims that she brought up Calpurnia well because of her affection for her brother 

and later tells us that she had also raised him during his childhood because of her 

friendship with his mother (Ep. 4.19.7). Pliny goes on to claim that his wife is as 

virtuous as she is because she had Calpurnia Hispulla as a mentor (Ep. 4.19.6). 

While much of the letter is dedicated to Calpurnia, Shelton points out that her aunt 

receives something of a character sketch too.593 Pliny pays this compliment because, 

as he had done with Fabatus, he hopes to maintain good relations with his wife’s 

family.  

 Pliny also privileges Calpurnia’s aunt and grandfather as addressee to convey 

that his wife had a good upbringing and has imitated them.594 In this context, he 

emphasises Calpurnia’s pietas throughout the letter to hint that she has inherited her 

                                                           
593 Shelton (2013) 102. 
594 This obviously reflects well on her character, see De Pretis (2003) 137-8; Carlon (2009) 158. 
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aunt’s sense of familial devotion. Pliny claims, for example, that Calpurnia is so 

dedicated to him that she reads his literary works:  

Accedit his studium litterarum, quod ex mei caritate concepit. Meos libellos habet 

lectitat ediscit etiam. 

It should be added that she has a devotion for literature, which she has conceived 

from my love. She has my literary works, repeatedly reads them, and even learns 

them by heart. 

        Ep. 4.19.2. 

Pliny’s use of concepit, a word closely associated with conception, highlights that 

her interest in reading is chiefly because of his own influence as a husband. 

Furthermore, Calpurnia’s memorisation of Pliny’s libelli shows her devotion to him, 

since re-reading was considered an essential activity for truly understanding 

literature (Quint. Inst.  10.1.19-21).595 Some Roman men desired educated wives to 

read together as an act of companionship,596 and Pliny similarly conveys that his 

reading with Calpurnia is an example of their unity. 

Calpurnia’s devotion to Pliny is also evident in her adaption of his poetry to 

music. Pliny boasts that his wife not only reads his works but also sings them: 

Versus quidem meos cantat etiam formatque cithara non artifice aliquo docente, sed 

amore qui magister est optimus. 

She even adapts and sings my verses with her lyre, not learning from an artist, but 

from love, who is the best teacher. 

Ep.4.19.4.  

Pliny explains that Calpurnia learns from him rather than an artifex because vocal 

                                                           
595 Discussion of the importance of re-reading for Pliny and Quintilian in Gibson and Morello (2012) 

247. 
596 Hemelrijk (1999) 34; Shelton (2013) 115-9 on this point. 
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exercise was often seen as a masculine activity and unnatural for women in Roman 

thought.597 There was also a concern that women could be seduced by popular music 

stars in their training.598 However, Pliny is also tying Calpurnia’s interest in music to 

his own influence and, once again, is highlighting their companionship. Further 

emphasising Calpurnia’s devotion to Pliny is that some orators took an interest in a 

more recreational use of music and promoted it as a supplementary exercise for 

oratorical delivery (Quint Inst. 1.10.1-33).599  

As we have seen so far, Pliny had pragmatic reasons for writing to 

Calpurnia’s family about his wife, such as maintaining cordial relations with them 

and highlighting her good upbringing to his external readers. Yet Pliny’s focus on 

Calpurnia’s family also has a literary aim in drawing our attention to his wife’s 

northern Italian heritage and the region’s association with old-fashioned virtues. In 

Book 5, the next book after the letters we have examined, Pliny thanks Fabatus for 

placing a colonnade in Comum and informs us that his addressee is a native of his 

hometown: 

Gaudeo primum tua gloria, cuius me pars aliqua pro necessitudine nostra redundat; 

deinde quod memoriam soceri mei pulcherrimis operibus video proferri; postremo 

quod patria nostra florescit, quam mihi a quocumque excoli iucundum, a te vero 

laetissimum est. 

I rejoice firstly on account of your glory, some part of which overflows to me 

because of our relations; secondly because I see that the memory of my father-in-

law is promoted by such an excellent public work; and finally, because our native 

land flourishes, which would please me whomever did it, but it delights me very 

much that you did.  

                                                           
597 Barker (2010) 15. 
598 Landels (1999) 199-200. Cf. Michelini (2001) 24. 
599 Landels (1999) 199. 
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        Ep. 5.11.2. 

Pliny also tells us that Calpurnia’s family lives in the area (Ep. 5.14.8), emphasising 

this revelation. In this context, Pliny’s earlier claim that Calpurnia possesses 

frugalitas at Ep. 4.19.2 is re-framed, because we had been told earlier in the 

correspondence that Brixia is rare for its preservation of the virtues “modesty” 

(verecundia) and frugalitas (Ep. 1.14.4).600 Brixia is geographically located near 

Comum and Pliny states it is “from our part of Italy” (ex illa nostra Italia).  

Calpurnia’s frugalitas, then, is representative of Pliny’s portrait of his native land, a 

geographical area stretching from Transpadana to Venetia.601 Pliny may have 

married Calpurnia because of a familial connection,602 yet he also chose her as a wife 

because he wished to strengthen his ties with his home region, which he associates 

with traditional values throughout the correspondence. 

 Once Calpurnia’s status as a Transpadane woman has been revealed, he 

complements his portrait of her with a series of letters about other similarly 

exemplary Transpadane wives. In Ep. 5.16, Pliny mourns the betrothed Minicia 

Marcella, who had recently died just before being married: 603 

Nondum annos xiiii impleverat, et iam illi anilis prudentia, matronalis gravitas erat 

et tamen suavitas puellaris cum virginali verecundia.  

She had not yet turned fourteen years old, and already she had the judgement of an 

older woman, the dignity of a married woman, and yet the sweetness of a girl, along 

with the modesty of a virgin. 

        Ep. 5.16.2. 

                                                           
600 As Méthy (2007) 130-1 notes, frugalitas and verecundia are virtues which are used together when 

describing a person’s self-restraint. 
601 Or “Pliny country” as Syme (1968) 135-7 calls it, discussed by Whitton (2013a) 77. 
602 Shelton (2013) 99. 
603 She is unnamed in the letter, but her name has been uncovered by inscriptions, see Bodel (1995). 
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Pliny laments that Minicia would have been an exceptional wife if she had not died 

prematurely, but he also subtly links her qualities with women who come from 

Transpadane. Pliny does not tell us that Minicia or her family comes from the 

region,604 but his claim that she possesses verecundia links her to his earlier praise of 

Brixia for preserving the ancient virtue. Pliny further hints at Minicia’s connection to 

his native land through name puns: he addresses his letter about Minicia Marcella to 

Aefulanus Marcellinus and links her to his praise of the Brixian Minicius Acilianus 

of Ep. 1.14.605 Finally, Pliny elsewhere complains to her father Minicius Fundanus 

that he often feels the need to leave Rome and study in the countryside (Ep. 1.9) and 

asks him to return to the capital to help him support Julius Naso’s career (Ep. 6.6.1). 

Her father, then, is also associated with rural life outside of Rome. 

Further strengthening Minicia’s connection to Transpadane is Pliny’s 

recollection of Calpurnia in his sketch of Minicia. Firstly, while Pliny tells us that 

Minicia died when she was just short of fourteen, her epitaph states that she was 

twelve years old upon her death.606 Bodel argues that Pliny opts for fourteen because 

the age was closely associated with adolescence in Roman culture and so heightens 

the tragedy of her death.607 Shelton notes that Minicia had the qualities of both a 

puella and a matrona, which emphasises her transition from girlhood to 

womanhood.608 Pliny similarly presents Calpurnia adapting to her marriage from her 

girlhood in Ep. 4.19. Minicia also showcases some of Calpurnia’s qualities; for 

example, Carlon has commented that Pliny praises Minicia for her studious approach 

                                                           
604 For their Ticinum heritage, see Birley (2000) 72-3. 
605 Even Acilianus’ father, Minicius Macrinus, sounds similar to Minicia Marcella. Only those who 

knew Minicia’s name would detect these very subtle puns. They could be simply for Pliny’s own 

amusement. 
606 CIL VI 16631 = ILS 1030 
607 Bodel (1995) 453.  
608 Shelton (2013) 114. 
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to literature, claiming “she would repeatedly read” (lectitabat) literary works, 

recalling Calpurnia’s memorisation of his speeches (Ep. 5.16.3).609 Finally, Pliny 

claims that Minicia took after her father in character and appearance (Ep. 4.19.9),610 

perhaps evoking Calpurnia, who lives up to her father’s reputation because of her 

aunt’s upbringing (Ep. 4.19.1). 

Pliny’s framing of Calpurnia in Book 4 and Minicia in Book 5 sets up Book 

6, which has an emphasis on exemplary Transpandane women. Firstly, Pliny’s praise 

of the anonymous Comum woman who reminds him of Arria features in Book 6 (Ep. 

6.24). Secondly, Pliny dedicates Ep. 6.34, the letter which closes Book 6 and 

consequently functions structurally as a point of emphasis, to the funeral of a wife 

from Verona: 

Recte fecisti quod gladiatorium munus Veronensibus nostris promisisti, a quibus 

olim amaris suspiceris ornaris. Inde etiam uxorem carissimam tibi et probatissimam 

habuisti, cuius memoriae aut opus aliquod aut spectaculum atque hoc potissimum, 

quod maxime funeri, debebatur. 

You did a good job in displaying a show of gladiators for our people of Verona, who 

have long loved, admired, and honoured you. You obtained your wife from that 

region, she who was most dear to you and most cherished, whose memory was owed 

either some building or show, and this is the most suitable for a funeral.   

         Ep. 6.34.1. 

Pliny calls the Veronese “our people” (Veronensibus nostris) to forge a connection to 

his addressee Maximus, who married into the region. That Pliny praises Maximus 

for putting on a gladiatorial game is surprising when we consider that elsewhere in 

the correspondence, he criticises similar public games as lacking intellectual 

                                                           
609 Carlon (2009) 160. 
610 As Centlivres Challet (2012) 11 claims, Pliny stresses that Minicia takes after Fundanus’ character. 
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substance (Ep. 9.6). Pliny specifies that the performance was appropriate because the 

memory of Maximus’ wife deserved to be commemorated, perhaps a reference to the 

fact gladiatorial games originated as funerary performances,611 but certainly 

underlining her good conduct as a wife. 

Pliny places his first letters addressed to Calpurnia, Ep. 6.4 and 6.7, against 

the backdrop of this series of letters promoting Transpadane women. Crucial to both 

letters is that Pliny is still at Rome and is separated from Calpurnia at Campania: 

Numquam sum magis de occupationibus meis questus, quae me non sunt passae aut 

proficiscentem te valetudinis causa in Campaniam prosequi aut profectam e vestigio 

subsequi. 

I have never complained more about my occupations than I do now, which do not 

permit me to go with you to Campania in your pursuit of better health or follow you 

immediately after you had set off. 

         Ep. 6.4.1. 

Pliny’s reference to Campania is striking because he does not always refer to the 

names of geographical places.612 Gibson and Morello have traced a loose narrative 

across Book 6 which shows Pliny moving southwards to Campania: in Ep. 6.4 and 

Ep. 6.7 he misses Calpurnia in her absence, he then accepts a friend’s invitation to 

visit Formiae at Ep. 6.14, arrives at Campania at Ep. 6.28 and, finally, visits Fabatus’ 

villa at Campania at Ep. 6.30.613 This effect is starker because Pliny is frequently 

present at Comum in Books 5 and 7.614 This series of letters invites us to imagine 

Pliny re-uniting with Calpurnia at Campania,615 but it also casts the south of Italy as 

                                                           
611 Shelton (2013) 129. 
612 Gibson (forthcoming) on Ep. 6.28. 
613 Gibson and Morello (2012) 64. 
614 For letters on Comum, see Ep. 5.7; 5.11; 5.14; 7.16; 7.23; 7.32, with discussion in Gibson and 

Morello (2012) 49. 
615 Even if Pliny did not historically go to Campania. Calpurnia is at Campania as Pliny states. 
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the space which had briefly separated the married couple. By geographical contrast, 

Transpadane is safe as the domain of their marriage. 

4.5. Ummidia Quadratilla: A Complicated Model 

The Calpurnia letters show Pliny connecting his wife to his correspondents to 

highlight her Transpadane virtues. In this section, we see the inverse: Pliny fitting 

one letter about a woman of ambiguous character into a larger cycle to an addressee 

on the topic of forgiving others for their flaws. Pliny mostly writes positively about 

women, but he also incorporates sketches of less idealistic women, albeit ones who 

are not quite fully-fledged negative exempla such as Regulus. Carlon calls such 

women “unseemly” compared to the other women of Pliny’s Epistles.616 For 

example, Pliny claims that Casta, the wife of the corrupt governor Caecilius 

Classicus, was complicit in her husband’s mismanagement of the province Baetica 

(Ep. 3.9.19). He also tells us that Gallitta - a wife of a military tribune - committed 

adultery and was consequently exiled to an island (Ep. 6.31.5-6).  

While not presented in such a negative light, Pliny dedicates Ep. 7.24 to the 

wealthy woman Ummidia Quadratilla, who serves as a model of behaviour which 

should be imitated and avoided, marking her as unusual among the other women of 

the correspondence. Quadratilla was a wealthy woman from Casinum and acted as 

the town’s patron, erecting a temple and amphitheatre for its people.617 Yet before 

examining Ep. 7.24’s position in the larger sequence of letters to Pliny’s addressee 

Rosianus Geminus, we first need to establish the ways in which Pliny presents 

Quadratilla as an exemplary figure. 

Pliny initially praises Quadratilla unambiguously at the opening of the letter. 

                                                           
616 Carlon (2009) 186. 
617 Quadratilla came from a prestigious family, see Syme (1968b), For her wealthy life and role as the 

patron of her hometown Casinum, see Shelton (2013) 241.  
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Here he tells us that Quadratilla has recently died at the old age of eighty but still 

kept her body in good condition: 

Ummidia Quadratilla paulo minus octogensimo aetatis anno decessit usque ad 

novissimam valetudinem viridis, atque etiam ultra matronalem modum compacto 

corpore et robusto.  

Ummidia Quadratilla has died just short of her eightieth birthday and she was 

healthy up to her last illness, and even with a sturdy and robust body that was 

beyond the nature of married women.  

        Ep. 7.24.1. 

Pliny rarely comments upon personal appearances and this is the only time he praises 

a woman’s body in his correspondence,618 marking Quadratilla out from other 

women.619 His claim that Quadratilla had a robust body even in old age is similar to 

his praise of Spurinna’s youthful physique: “because of all this, he has passed his 

seventy seventh year, but has perfect hearing and eyesight, his body is energetic and 

vigorous, and so only his wisdom represents his old age” (inde illi post septimum et 

septuagensimum annum aurium oculorum vigor integer, inde agile et vividum corpus 

solaque ex senectute prudentia, Ep. 3.1.10). Similarly, Pliny claims that while 

Corellius Rufus had a frail body in his illness, he nevertheless acted as though he 

was “young” (iuvenis) and “sturdy” (validus, Ep. 4.17.6). Pliny, then, connects 

Quadratilla to the wise elders of Rome, who keep their bodies in as good shape as 

their mind. Like Arria, she is “exceptional” for breaking from her sex and 

resembling even the great men of Rome. 

Despite Pliny’s early praise of Quadratilla, he goes on to criticise her for 

                                                           
618 Noted by Lilja (1978). Pliny comments upon Calpurnia’s appearance in Ep. 4.19.5 and Minicia’s 

at Ep. 7.19.9. For Pliny’s comments on men’s appearances, see Ep. 1.14.8; 3.3.4; 3.16.3; 7.24.3. 
619 Ash (2012) 446. 
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keeping a group of pantomime performers at her house (Ep. 7.24.4) and playing 

“board games” (calculus, Ep. 7.24.5):620 both activities were considered 

inappropriate for women because of their sexually explicit nature and association 

with gambling.621 Yet most troubling about Quadratilla’s dubious use of otium is that 

she lived with her grandson Ummidius Quadratus, whom she could have been 

exposed to her activities. Pliny clarifies that she shielded her grandson from her 

pantomimes and games whenever she would indulge in them: 

Hos Quadratus non in theatro, non domi spectabat, nec illa exigebat. Audivi ipsam 

cum mihi commendaret nepotis sui studia, solere se, ut feminam in illo otio sexus, 

laxare animum lusu calculorum, solere spectare pantomimos suos, sed cum factura 

esset alterutrum, semper se nepoti suo praecepisse abiret studeretque; quod mihi non 

amore eius magis facere quam reverentia videbatur. 

Quadratus did not see these performances in the theatre or at home, nor was she 

insisting that he do so. I heard her say when she recommended that I supervise her 

grandson’s study that as a woman, as is the case for the sex of women in leisure, she 

was accustomed to relax her mind by playing droughts and watching her 

pantomimes, but when she was about to do one of these things, she would always 

order her grandson to go out and study; which seemed to me to be done out of both 

love and respect for him.  

         Ep. 7.24.5. 

Pliny’s claim that women typically enjoy such activities softens our impression of 

her superficial life, which he casts as more appropriate for women than it would be 

                                                           
620 Sick (1999) argues that Quadratilla may have used her pantomimes as a business venture, a 

possibility which Pliny never explores. 
621 For pantomimes, see Juv. 6.60-81; Dio; 57.21.3; Shelton (2013) 246-7. For board games, see 

Shelton (2013) 249. Hammar (2013) 304 on the house as potentially a location of luxury. Antony, a 

classic negative exemplum, kept a troupe of actors at his house, see Phil. 2.58, with discussion in 

Hammar (2013) 305. 
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for men who must meet the demands of negotia.622 Nevertheless, Pliny had stated 

earlier in the letter that Quadratus had “striking good looks” (conspicuus forma, Ep. 

7.24.3) in his youth and he states elsewhere in the correspondence that handsome 

young men are often vulnerable to seduction (Ep. 3.3.4). Pantomime actors were 

associated with sexual licence and prostitution in Roman thought and so Shelton 

argues that we are led to consider that, despite her good intentions, Quadratilla had 

threatened her son’s upbringing by keeping her troupe at home.623 

Quadratilla has clear faults, but Pliny’s claim that she separated Quadratus 

from her pantomimes does show her pietas to him. We can thus interpret Quadratilla 

as separate from negative exempla such as Regulus because she takes steps to ensure 

her behaviour is not imitated by her family. In fact, Pliny presents Quadratus as 

displaying a similar devotion to Quadratilla, suggesting that he has imitated her best 

qualities: 

Ac primum conspicuus forma omnes sermones malignorum et puer et iuvenis evasit, 

intra quartum et vicensimum annum maritus, et si deus adnuisset pater. Vixit in 

contubernio aviae delicatae severissime, et tamen obsequentissime.  

At first, despite his striking good looks, he escaped the rumours of malicious people 

as a boy and young man, he was married in his twenty fourth year and, if a god 

granted it, he would have been a father. He lived most strictly in the companionship 

of a self-indulgent grandmother, yet he was also most compliant to her. 

Ep. 7.24.3.  

Quadratus’ obsequentia here evidences his pietas for his grandmother, which he 

observed even when he was aware that he had to live carefully around her. That 

Quadratus is more observant of correct social order than Quadratilla is reinforced 

                                                           
622 Carlon (2009) 208. 
623 Shelton (2013) 246. 
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later in the letter, where Pliny tells us that she sent her grandson to study when she 

watched pantomimes because of her reverentia for him, a virtue which was 

conventionally shown to elders by the youth (Ep. 7.24.5).624 Pliny casts himself as a 

mentor of Quadratus, calling him “my Quadratus” (Quadratus meus, Ep. 7.24.9) and 

telling us earlier in the correspondence that he acts as his teacher and role-model 

(Ep. 6.11.2). Consequently, Pliny indirectly praises himself for shaping his good 

character.625 

 The above passage also highlights Quadratus’ self-restraint and Pliny’s 

juxtaposition of delicatae severissime emphasises that the young man departed from 

the self-indulgent precedent of Quadratilla. Quadratus’ moderation is highlighted 

later in the Epistles, as Pliny praises him for his verecundia at Ep. 6.29.3, claiming 

that he has no need to fear seeking fame as an orator because of his self-control. In 

this light, we could be tempted to read Quadratus as an exemplum of moderation and 

several scholars have claimed that Pliny’s prime motive in writing the letter was to 

praise the young man.626 Yet we should note, as Tempest has argued, that Pliny 

portrays Quadratus as someone who has the potential to become an exemplum: his 

youth, emulation of Pliny, and his receiving letters on correct oratorical practice (Ep. 

6.29), indicate that he has not yet reached the maturity to become an exemplum.627 

Crucial in this context is that Quadratus knows what to imitate from those in his 

social sphere: he has self-control because he rejects the precedent of Quadratilla and 

is presented elsewhere as a skilled orator because he takes Pliny as his exemplar in 

oratory (Ep. 6.11.2-3). Pliny’s presentation of Quadratus indicates that only young 

men who choose their exempla wisely can grow up with the virtues necessary to 

                                                           
624 Pigoń (2008) 36 on the youth’s reverentia of elders. 
625 Shelton (2013) 244. 
626 Pigoń (2008) 33; Carlon (2009) 207-8; Ash (2012) 446; Borg (2013) 104. 
627 Tempest (2017) 183. 
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become exempla themselves. It is surely no coincidence that Pliny himself is one of 

such models. 

 While the letter can be read in its own right, Pliny’s portrait of Quadratus and 

Quadratilla can only be truly understood within its context as one letter in a series to 

Pliny’s friend Rosianus Geminus. In his first letter to Geminus, which is placed 

earlier in Book 7, Pliny expresses concern for his correspondent’s recent illness: 

Terret me haec tua tam pertinax valetudo, et quamquam te temperantissimum 

noverim, vereor tamen ne quid illi etiam in mores tuos liceat. Proinde moneo 

patienter resistas: hoc laudabile hoc salutare. Admittit humana natura quod suadeo. 

Your illness is so persistent that is scares me, and although I know you are most 

self-controlled, I still fear that it will affect your character. Hence, I advise you to 

resist it patiently: this is a praiseworthy and beneficial approach.  

        Ep. 7.1.1. 

Pliny’s anxiety over Geminus’ valetudo leads him to discuss his own conduct during 

his illnesses (valetudo, Ep. 7.1.3-6) and we can link the letter’s focus on illness to 

Pliny’s memorial of Quadratilla, which he dedicates to her in honour of her “final 

illness” (novissimam valetudinem, Ep. 7.24.1). Yet the most significant connection 

between the two letters is Pliny’s claim that Geminus should resist his illness with 

temperantia, which as Méthy has demonstrated, is associated with virtues of 

temperance, such as abstinentia and frugalitas, as well as virtues of moderation such 

as modestia.628 Pliny later claims to forsake pleasures such as baths when he is ill to 

help with his recovery (Ep. 7.1.5-6) and urges Geminus to practice such temperantia 

upon the letter’s conclusion (Ep. 7.1.7). While Quadratilla is not associated with 

                                                           
628 Temperantia as a virtue of temperance, see Méthy (2007) 277. For temperantia as a virtue of 

moderation, see p. 130-1. 
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opposing vices such as improbitas and crudelitas,629 we cannot help but think of her 

self-indulgent lifestyle when reflecting upon Pliny’s promotion of temperantia. 

Crucially, Quadratus’ moderate lifestyle aligns to Pliny’s general advice. 

 Despite his criticism of Quadratilla, Pliny is not entirely negative about her, 

as he praises her for her pietas to Quadratus, and he goes on to teach Geminus more 

explicitly that one should forgive the failings of others: 

Nostine hos qui omnium libidinum servi, sic aliorum vitiis irascuntur quasi 

invideant, et gravissime puniunt, quos maxime imitantur? cum eos etiam, qui non 

indigent dementia ullius, nihil magis quam lenitas deceat. Atque ego optimum et 

emendatissimum existimo, qui ceteris ita ignoscit, tamquam ipse cotidie peccet, ita 

peccatis abstinet tamquam nemini ignoscat. 

You must know those who are slaves to every desire, and they are angry at the vices 

of others as if they envy them, and punish most heavily those whom they imitate 

most? At the same time, there are those who do not need the forgiveness of others, 

but they think there is nothing better than lenience. I think the best and most 

flawless individual is he who forgives others, as if he makes the mistake himself, but 

abstains from those mistakes as if he forgives no one.  

         Ep. 8.22.1-2. 

Pliny here positions himself in the Stoic tradition, as he directly compares his 

worldview to the sayings of Thrasea Paetus (Ep. 8.22.3).630 David Sick argues that 

this letter functions as a culmination of the past letters to Geminus which, as we have 

seen, promote temperance in oneself and forgiveness in others.631 There is also 

evidence to suggest that Pliny has Quadratilla in mind specifically; firstly, he writes 

                                                           
629 Regulus is associated with the vices and his portrait is covered in Ch. 2. Méthy (2007) 146 on 

Pliny casting improbus and crudelitas as the inverse vices of temperantia. Cf. Cic. 81 on immanitas as 

the opposite of temperantia, with discussion in Méthy. 
630 Griffin (2007) 475-6 on this point. 
631 Sick (1999) 334. 
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to Geminus at Ep. 8.5 about the death of Macrinus’ exemplary wife, keeping his 

account of Quadratilla’s death in our mind when we encounter Ep. 8.22. Secondly, 

Pliny’s claim that the “best” (optimum) men forgive others is perhaps recalling his 

statement that Quadratus is optimus because of the honour he showed to Quadratilla, 

despite his recognition of her self-indulgence: gaudeo enim pietate defunctae, 

honore optimi iuvenis.  

Ep. 8.22’s refection upon Quadratilla may also function as a key moment in 

Pliny’s general recognition that people should be forgiven for their flaws. As we saw 

earlier, Pliny recalls Regulus in Book 9 and hints that the corruption of the civitas is 

a larger obstacle to a new age under Trajan than the misdeeds of wicked men.632 In 

this context, Pliny’s claim that he no longer wishes to name and blame such 

individuals may be significant: 

Quaeris fortasse quo commotus haec scribam. Nuper quidam—sed melius coram; 

quamquam ne tunc quidem. Vereor enim ne id quod improbo consectari carpere 

referre huic quod cum maxime praecipimus repugnet. Quisquis ille qualiscumque 

sileatur, quem insignire exempli nihil, non insignire humanitatis plurimum refert.  

Perhaps you ask what has stirred me to write these things. Recently a certain person – 

but it is better to speak about it in person; but then again, better not to speak about it 

even then. For I fear that by speaking out, criticising, and recalling the point on which 

I disapprove, I will contradict what I teach, which is so important to me. Whoever he 

is, whatever his character, let us be silent, marking him brings nothing of an example, 

but not to mark him out brings much generosity. 

         Ep. 8.22.4. 

Pliny’s phrase nuper quidam—sed melius coram may remind us of his claim at the 

end of the Regulus cycle that it is better to speak to Arrianus in person about the 

                                                           
632 Chapter 2.4. 
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complacency of oratorical courtrooms than in a letter: “but it is better to talk about 

these matters in person, just as it is about the many vices of the community” (sed de 

his melius coram ut de pluribus vitiis civitatis, Ep. 6.2.9). Pliny may be connecting 

his feelings to Ep. 6.2, where he similarly shifted from naming and blaming Regulus 

to criticising the general inadequacy of his oratorical peers. Yet here he goes further, 

explicitly stating that he no longer wants to set up one person (emphasised by the use 

of the words quisquis ille qualiscumque) as a negative exemplum.  

 While Pliny’s letters to Geminus function as a self-contained series on 

forgiving others as Sick has observed, they consequently also intersect with and 

complement other series of letters, such as the Regulus cycle. When considering this 

wider picture, we can note that Pliny praises Domitius Tullus to his addressee 

Rufinus for unexpectedly leaving an inheritance for his family, despite his flaws and 

courting of legacy hunters (Ep. 8.18) only a few letters prior to his reflections upon 

Quadratilla to Geminus (Ep. 8.22). Here he claims that people are wrong to say that 

people’s wills reflect their character in life, because Domitius’ will is unexpectedly 

impressive, leaving his inheritance entirely to his family: 

Falsum est nimirum quod creditur vulgo, testamenta hominum speculum esse 

morum, cum Domitius Tullus longe melior adparuerit morte quam vita. Nam cum se 

captandum praebuisset, reliquit filiam heredem, quae illi cum fratre communis, quia 

genitam fratre adoptaverat. Prosecutus est nepotes plurimis iucundissimisque legatis, 

prosecutus etiam proneptem. In summa omnia pietate plenissima ac tanto magis 

inexspectata sunt.  

The general belief that people’s wills are a reflection of their character is evidently 

false, since Domitius Tullus has shown himself far better in death than life. For he 

had exposed himself to legacy hunters, but he left his daughter as heir, who he 

shared with his brother, because he adopted her, and she was his brother’s child. He 
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left many very delightful legacies to his grandchildren, and even to his great-

granddaughter. In sum, every aspect of his will is full of such familial devotion and 

consequently is all the more unexpected. 

        Ep. 8.18.1-3. 

Pliny’s vocabulary in his accounts of Tullus and Quadratilla is different, but in both 

letters, he claims that his subjects have redeemed their past conduct by an 

honourable will, inviting us to link them.633 Shelton has even argued that Pliny’s 

surprise at the pietas which Domitius showcased in his will evokes his similarly 

unexpected joy at seeing Quadratilla’s pietas for her family by naming them in her 

will (Ep. 7.24.8).634 Pliny may not be recalling Quadratilla specifically, but Ep. 8.18 

serves to accentuate the development in Pliny’s thought that flawed individuals can 

redeem themselves and serve as role-models for others.  

4.6. Conclusions 

 This chapter has demonstrated the variety of ways in which Pliny writes to 

addressees to convey messages about his exemplary women. Pliny’s portrait of Arria 

shows us that he values the epistolary form for its ability to make the obscure events 

of famous exempla come to life to his addressees. In contrast, his account of Fannia 

introduces a less well-known model to the external readers of his published 

collection and urges them to seek out similar contemporary women whom they can 

model their lives upon. The Calpurnia letters show Pliny using a different technique, 

addressing letters to a specific group of correspondents to emphasise a particular 

aspect of his characters: in this respect, his wife’s Transpadane virtues. Finally, the 

sketch of Quadratilla functions as an important epistle in a wider series of letters on 

the philosophical dilemma of forgiving others for their flaws. While the Geminus 

                                                           
633 Sherwin-White (1966) 431 sees the two letters as counterparts to each other. 
634 Shelton (2013) 246.  
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letters can be read as a self-contained unit, when they are placed in the context of 

Pliny’s collection, they can be seen to complement negative exempla cycles. Pliny’s 

use of addressee cycles, then, is testament to the free-form nature of his Epistles. 
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Chapter 5. Governor Exempla: Order in Bithynia-Pontus 

5.I. Reading an Edited Imperial Correspondence 

 This thesis has looked at Pliny’s construction of exempla throughout the 

complete private correspondence, but Pliny also had the option of emphasising 

specific exemplary topics in individual books of the collection, just as the letter 

collections of Cicero and Seneca did.635 Gibson and Morello have argued that Book 

6 draws attention to Trajan’s role as an exemplary emperor.636 Book 10 has a similar 

focus on Trajan as emperor and could give us further insights into Pliny’s use of 

independent books in constructing exemplarity, yet its role within the Epistles’ 

corpus remains contentious. Traditionally, scholars have assumed that Book 10 was 

not edited with literary intentions and was published after Pliny’s death.637 This view 

complicates reading it as a part of Pliny’s complete letter collection. 

This position was challenged by Carlos Noreña, Philip Stadter, and Greg 

Woolf, who all suggested that Book 10 has been carefully edited, perhaps by Pliny 

himself, to present Pliny and Trajan as the ideal governor and emperor 

respectively.638 To sum up their arguments, we do not find uncomfortable subjects 

which we might expect from an unedited account of a governor’s term: Pliny does 

not mention disagreements with his staff, civic arguments which cannot be resolved, 

                                                           
635 Book 13 of Cicero’s ad Familiares features letters of recommendation and Book 14 contains 

letters addressed to Cicero’s wife and other family members, see Gibson (2012) 64. Recent studies of 

Cicero’s letters have highlighted the themes of individual books, see Grillo (2016) 403; 406 on Ad 

Fam. Book 1’s unified theme of fides and Book 6’s focus on Cicero’s care for his friends during the 

despotic reign of Caesar. Martelli (2017) has argued that Book 15 of the Ad Fam looks back to 

Cicero’s engagement in Roman political life and gives us a view into his role as a statesman. 

Scholarship has argued for overarching themes in individual books of Seneca’s letter corpus: Book 1 

serves as an introduction, see Scarpat (1975); Richardson-Hay (2006); Henderson (2006) 6-29. Book 

4 is united by a discussion on “virtue” (virtus), Maso (1999). Book 6 tackles Seneca’s own failings, 

Edwards (2019) on Ep. 53. All these references are discussed by Edwards (2019) 6. 
636 Covered in Ch. 1.3. 
637 Syme (1958) 660; Sherwin-White (1966) 11-20; Williams (1990) 2-5; Wolff (2003) 37-9. 
638 Woolf (2006); Stadter (2006); Noreña (2007).  
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troublemakers who escape the law, scandals among his inner circle, or 

misdemeanours by the province’s soldiers, despite such topics commonly occurring 

in other collections such as Cicero’s Cilician letters.639 Myles Lavan has re-examined 

Book 10 and agreed with the above arguments, contending that we can no longer 

assume that Pliny and Trajan’s correspondence is unedited and complete.640 

The artistry of Book 10 is undergoing a re-evaluation; Jill Harries has argued 

that the correspondence is influenced by jurist letters and a forthcoming chapter by 

Alice König will examine the influence of Vitruvius on the unit’s description of 

architecture.641 Such readings may seem radical, but we can determine that Book 10 

has at least been edited to be readable, as Pliny and Trajan’s letters are placed next to 

one another when, historically, Pliny would have received responses to his queries 

much later than when he sent them because of the time it took for letters to be 

delivered in the Roman Empire.642 Some doubt that Book 10 has been edited as a 

literary unit; Kathleen Coleman has shown that the letters of Book 10 are 

bureaucratic in nature and have not received the same stylistic reworking as those in 

Books 1 to 9.643 Lavan has similarly argued that Pliny and Trajan’s affectionate 

language to each other in Book 10, such as when the emperor refers to the governor 

as “my dear” (mi carissime), is not atypical when compared to other imperial 

correspondences as Noreña has suggested.644 Other aspects of Book 10 distinguish it 

from Books 1 to 9; for example, by using the dates which are mentioned in Book 10, 

                                                           
639 See especially Woolf (2006) 103.  
640 Lavan (2018) 282-3.  
641 Harries (2017); König forthcoming in Absorbing Genres in Letters: Intertextual Studies in Pliny’s 

Epistles (working title). 
642 As is covered by Millar (2000) on the time lag of letters in the Roman world. Cf. Crass (2007) 

100-1 on how the pairing of letter and response gives the unit a conversational tone and strengthens 

the image of the empire at peace. 
643 Coleman (2012). 
644 Lavan (2018) esp. 288-289. Countering Noreña (2007) 252-3. 
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we can determine that it is at least roughly chronologically arranged.645 The letters 

also seem to be in the original order in which Pliny had written them, since we can 

use them to trace his logical geographical movements around the various cities of 

Bithynia-Pontus.646 When examining Book 10, then, we cannot treat it like the 

private correspondence and search for a grand design in its arrangement. Instead, we 

should think of a far subtler and more hands-off approach to editing, such as the 

selection, framing, and omission of letters.647 

An inevitable question is the identity of Book 10’s editor. Noreña, Stadter, 

and Woolf have all suggested that Pliny might have edited the collection himself.648 

At the very least, we cannot assume, as has traditionally been done in scholarship, 

that Pliny died either during his governorship or shortly after leaving Bithynia-

Pontus because Book 10 has an “abrupt” ending.649 As Gibson has pondered, what 

would qualify as a fitting end to official correspondence with an emperor?650 I do not 

agree that Book 10 ends suddenly: only twenty letters survive from Pliny’s final year 

(Ep. 10.100-120), but this is not surprising.651 New governors typically entered a 

province during summer to take advantage of good weather for travel purposes.652 

Pliny, then, wrote fewer letters in his final year because he was in the province for a 

                                                           
645 Pliny celebrates Trajan’s birthday on September 18th (Ep. 10.17A.2; 88), the new year on around 

January 3rd (Ep. l0.35; 100), and Trajan’s ascension as emperor on January 28th in both years of his 

term (Ep. 10.52; 102) 
646 Sherwin-White (1966) 529-533. He notes that the only two letters which seem to be oddly placed 

are Pliny’s second visit to lake Nicomedia at Ep. 10.61 and his visit to Amastris at Ep. 10.90.  
647 Such an approach has been suggested but not explicitly called upon in Stadter (2006) 64–67; 

Noreña (2007) 266–67; Corke-Webster (2017b) 397. 
648 The general tone of Woolf (2006) and Stadter (2006). Noreña (2007) 262 is explicit. 
649 The abruptness of Book 10’s ending is argued by Sherwin-White (1966) 82; Williams (1990) 13. 

Governors were expected to remain in the province until shortly before their successor arrived and so 

Pliny could only have prematurely ended his governorship through his death, see Bérenger (2014) 17-

18 
650 Gibson (2020) 369. 
651 Compare to his first year which started in September (Ep. 10.15-34) and his full second year (Ep. 

10.35-100). 
652 As is discussed by Bérenger (2014) 18. Pliny admits that arrived late to Bithynia-Pontus in 

September (Ep. 10. 17A2).  
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shorter time and was more experienced in his role.653 There are no records of future 

governors in Bithynia-Pontus until Cornutus Tertullus in AD 113/4 and so it is 

difficult to establish a date for when Pliny was officially due to leave the province.654 

All we can say with certainty is that Pliny died before Trajan,655 since the famous 

Comum inscription, which was constructed after Pliny’s death, refers to Trajan as a 

living emperor.656 As Gibson has noted, Pliny may have edited Book 10 for 

publication in the final year of his governorship.657 

Whether Pliny was the editor is ultimately a speculative issue as Book 10 

does not have a preface featuring the editor’s voice and motives for publication, 

unlike the private correspondence, which makes it impossible to come to a definitive 

judgment. Scholars favour Suetonius as a suitable candidate because of his 

association with Pliny, career in the imperial secretariat, and literary skills,658 but 

anyone who had access to the imperial archives could have been the editor, provided 

they received permission from Trajan to publish the corpus.659 As Lavan argues, the 

question of the editors’ identity is a critical dead-end and has taken up too much 

space among prior studies of Book 10; instead, he argues that we should think about 

how readers of Book 10 would have approached the unit if they were already 

                                                           
653 This also explains why Pliny does not pay respects to Trajan on his birthday (September 17th) 

during his final year, despite doing so in the two years prior (Ep. 10.17A; 10.88). 
654 ILS 1020. Discussion in Gibson (2020) 239. Going by the three years recoded in Book 10, Pliny 

may have left the province in AD 111/2. Regarding Pliny’s dates in Bithynia-Pontus, see Sherwin-

White (1966) 80-1 who argues for an AD 109 start. Syme (1960) 366; (1981) 106; (1985) 185 argues 

for AD 110. With discussion in Bodel (2015) 100-1. Williams (1990) opts for 110. Griffin (2000) 118 

states that governors of Bithynia-Pontus who were selected by lot and appointed by the senate would 

serve in the province for only a year. 
655 Trajan died in AD 117. 
656 CIL 5.5262; Sherwin-White (1966) 82.  
657 Gibson (2020) 239. 
658 Sherwn-White (1966) 82 and Williams (1990) 4 are examples. 
659 Sherwin-White (1966) 535 notes that Pliny may even have kept his own copies, perhaps another 

way they would have been obtained. Beard (2002) on the artistry of letter collections by anonymous 

editors. 
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accustomed with the themes and artistry of Books 1-9.660 

Woolf’s most recent study of Book 10 serves as a starting point for such an 

examination: he argues that the imperial correspondence picks up on topics of Books 

1-9 and presents them in a new light as a kind of sequel.661 Woolf is most convincing 

when he argues that Pliny’s conduct in Bithynia-Pontus showcases the values which 

he urged his friends to follow as governors in the private correspondence in action. 

For example, Pliny tells his addressee - the upcoming governor Maximus - to respect 

the traditions of Greece and maintain order in the cities when he enters the province 

(Ep. 8.24). Pliny and Trajan similarly act with respect to local laws in Bithynia-

Pontus (Ep.10.18; 10.20; 10.48; 10.69; 10.93; 10.109; 10.111, 10.113) and aim to 

maintain order in the major cities throughout the correspondence (10.23-4; 37-44; 

47; 90-1; 98-9).662  

 Woolf demonstrates that we can read Book 10 as a supplement to Books 1-9 

and, in such a view, the imperial correspondence offers new insight into Pliny’s self-

presentation as an ideal member of the senatorial elite.663 Page has convincingly 

argued that Pliny presents service in political office, cooperation with the emperor, 

and assistance in the careers of friends as the key duties of a senator.664 Pliny does 

mention his experience in political offices in Books 1-9: he mentions his past work 

in the Treasury of Saturn (Ep. 5.14.5) and offers advice to others on how they should 

conduct themselves in their posts (Ep. 1.23). However, Book 10 provides a much 

more in-depth portrait of his work in office. Similarly, while Pliny tells us that he 

                                                           
660 Lavan (2018) 301. Woolf (2015) 147 admits that his (2006) study, as well as Stadter (2006) and 

Noreña (2007) did not dedicate enough time to examining Book 10 as literature. 
661 Woolf (2015) 139-42. 
662 Woolf (2015) 148-9 on the connection between Ep. 8.24 and Book 10. For more on Pliny’s respect 

for local laws and his aim to maintain order in the cities, see Sherwin-White (1966) 527. Section 3 of 

this chapter looks at the nefarious Archippus and addresses this issue of maintaining order.  
663 This topic is covered extensively in Page (2015). 
664 Outlinedd in Page (2015) 90-112. 
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once worked alongside Trajan in the prosecution of the corrupt governor Caecilius 

Classicus (Ep. 2.11.10-16) and as an assessor at Centum Cellae (Ep. 6.31), Book 10 

offers us a deeper look at their professional relationship. Pliny may have edited the 

imperial correspondence for publication to promote his governorship as an important 

part of his political career, especially since considerable space of his Comum 

inscription is dedicated to the post.665 Yet regardless of the editor’s identity, a reader 

could draw a connection between the idealised depictions of Pliny as a senator in 

Books 1-9 and a governor in Book 10.  

Ultimately, Pliny’s role as an exemplary governor provides unity to the 

Epistles’ corpus by encouraging us to read the private and imperial letters together as 

windows into his senatorial exemplarity. Altman argues that the epistolary mosaic 

gives unity to letter collections, and we can interpret the intertextual interactions 

between Books 1-9 and 10 as a similar form of structural cohesion.666  

To analyse the unity which Book 10 gives to the Epistles, I examine the 

strategies which the editor used to highlight exemplarity as a key topic of Book 10. 

Recent studies on letter collections which are compiled by anonymous editors often 

employ traditional tools of epistolarity, such as the “epistolary mosaic”,667 or 

examine how letter writers had self-fashioning in mind even if they did not intend to 

publish.668 While such readings are useful, I offer a new approach by arguing that the 

editor of Book 10 chose to omit and frame specific letters and documents to 

                                                           
665 As has been noted by Page (2015) 131. The Comum Inscription mostly records Pliny’s political 

offices. As Page notes at p.113 the inscription may not have begun construction until after Pliny’s 

death, yet it would have been commissioned by Pliny himself. 
666 Altman (1982) ch. 6 (esp. p. 182). Cf. De Pretis (2002) 157-8 on how the epistolary mosaic of 

Horace’s letters give unity and variation to the corpus. 
667 For the epistolary mosaic in Cicero’s letters, see especially Griello (2016) on the role of fides in 

Book 1 of Ad Fam. Martelli (2016) notes that a guiding principle of her edited volume Envois: New 

Readings in Cicero’s Letters is to examine collections and the ways in which individual books 

interact with one another. 
668 Crass (2007) ch.3 on Book 10 of Pliny. Crass also examines the self-fashioning of Cicero, Fronto, 

and Symmachus in the rest of her thesis. 
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highlight Pliny and Trajan as an exemplary governor and emperor respectively. 

 5.2. Book 10’s Introduction: The Exemplary Pliny and Trajan 

A clear sign of editing is the inclusion of the first fourteen letters of Book 10. 

These epistles were written before Pliny became governor of Bithynia-Pontus and 

consist of his early communication with Trajan. Woolf has argued that Ep. 10.1-14 

serve as an introduction, easing us into Pliny and Trajan’s relationship.669 In his 

view, the editor carefully arranged these letters to craft a gradual friendship: Pliny 

applauds Trajan on his ascension (Ep. 10.1), thanks him for his personal favour (Ep. 

10.2), claims that his career was assisted by him (Ep. 10.3A), receives praise from 

the emperor (Ep. 10.3B), is given beneficia (Ep. 10.5-8), celebrates the victory in the 

Dacian wars (Ep. 10.13), and finally, offers prayers in Trajan’s name (Ep. 10.14). I 

broadly agree with Woolf that these letters function as an introduction, but since Ep. 

10.1-14 are chronologically arranged, it is difficult to say whether the editor omitted 

many letters to highlight a growing friendship between Pliny and Trajan.670 I argue 

that these opening letters may also have been included because they show us Pliny 

and Trajan’s experience of dealing with provincial matters, which indicates that they 

have the necessary credentials to act as governor and emperor 

 The inclusion of Ep. 10.3A, for example, evidences the skills which made 

Pliny well-equipped to serve as a governor. In this letter, Pliny tells Trajan that he 

left his duties as manager of the Treasury of Saturn to offer his services as an 

advocate against the corrupt governor of Africa Marius Priscus, who was being 

prosecuted for extortion. Pliny primarily wrote to Trajan because political offices 

were important tasks for a senator in the eyes of the emperor.671 Pliny is being 

                                                           
669 Woolf (2006) 96. 
670 Sherwin-White (1966) 64-5 argues that it is unlikely that we are missing many “private letters” of 

Book 10 but it is ultimately impossible to say. 
671 Page (2015) 92. 
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pragmatic and seeking approval for his actions, and he acts similarly cautiously 

when he asks whether he can depart from the Treasury of Saturn to finish a shrine 

dedicated to past emperors (Ep. 10.8.2). Yet these references to Pliny’s experience in 

the Treasury of Saturn also evidence his capability as a financial administrator: one 

of a governor’s key responsibilities. This information is particularly significant in the 

context of Pliny’s upcoming governorship of Bithynia-Pontus, as Trajan stresses 

throughout Book 10 that he sent Pliny to the province to correct the mismanaged 

funds of the major cities (Ep. 23.1; 18.3; 23-4; 37-44; 47; 90-91; 98-99). 

Furthermore, Page has noted that Trajan was so concerned about the deteriorating 

situation at Bithynia-Pontus that he sent the consular Pliny to oversee the problem 

when a praetor would typically be sent to the province.672 Ep. 10.3A and 10.8, then, 

establish that Pliny could oversee troubled finances.   

Ep. 10.3A may also have been incorporated into Book 10 because it presents 

Pliny as a man who is opposed to corrupt governing. Pliny tells us that he was 

requested to act as an advocate against Marius Priscus by the provincials of Africa:  

Qua ex causa, cum patronum me provinciales optassent contra Marium Priscum, et 

petii veniam huius muneris et impetravi. Sed cum postea consul designatus 

censuisset agendum nobiscum, quorum erat excusatio recepta, ut essemus in senatus 

potestate pateremurque nomina nostra in urnam conici, convenientissimum esse 

tranquillitati saeculi tui putavi praesertim tam moderatae voluntati amplissimi 

ordinis non repugnare. 

For this reason, when the officials chose me as their advocate against Marius 

Priscus, I asked to be excused from the duty and I obtained my wish. But afterwards, 

when the consul-elect had decided that those of us whose excuses had been accepted 

should put ourselves in the power of the senate and allow our names to be cast in the 

                                                           
672 Page (2015) 130. 
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list for advocates, I thought it most befitting the peace of your age not to oppose 

their will, especially because it was such a moderate ask of a most distinguished 

order. 

        Ep. 10.3A.2. 

This passage may remind a reader of Ep. 2.11, where Pliny had informed us that he 

and Tacitus “were ordered by the Senate to represent the provincials” (ego et 

Cornelius Tacitus, adesse provincialibus iussi, Ep. 2.11.2), thereby casting himself 

as a guardian of the province.673 Either way, this letter’s placement near the outset of 

Book 10 casts Pliny as an opponent of corrupt governors and defender of 

provincials, which would be all the more notable because the prosecution of Marius 

Priscus seems to have been particularly famous in Rome: Pliny tells us that it 

attracted considerable attention (Ep. 2.11.1) and Juvenal presents Priscus as a 

quintessentially corrupt governor in his Satires (1.47-8).  

The reference to the Marius Priscus may also have reminded readers that 

Trajan presided over the prosecution,674 where the emperor’s approach was praised 

by Pliny for setting a strict but healthy example of good conduct (severitate exempli 

salubre, Ep. 2.11.1). Pliny describes the emperor’s presence at court in Ep. 2.11.10: 

Dilata res est in proximum senatum, cuius ipse conspectus augustissimus fuit. 

Princeps praesidebat (erat enim consul), ad hoc Ianuarius mensis cum cetera tum 

praecipue senatorum frequentia celeberrimus; praeterea causae amplitudo 

auctaque  dilatione exspectatio et fama, insitumque mortalibus studium magna et 

inusitata noscendi, omnes undique exciverat.  

                                                           
673 Whitton (2013a) 162. 
674 It is unclear how many cases Trajan attended during his reign, but Pliny does not tell us that Trajan 

oversaw any of the other political cases in which he was involved, see Talbert (1984) 181-3, with 

discussion in Whitton (2013a) 170. Pliny does tell us that he acted with Trajan as an assessor at Ep. 

6.31. Page (2015) 99 argues that senators would be especially careful how they acted around 

emperors, and since the prosecution of Priscus was held in the senate, it is likely that Pliny’s readers 

would have remembered the event as a memorable moment of their careers. 
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The matter was delayed for the next meeting of the senate, which was a particularly 

grand sight. The emperor presided (for he was consul), and besides, it was the month 

of January when there are a large number of people and especially senators; 

moreover, the magnitude of the case, the rumours and expectations increased by the 

adjournment, and the innate desire in mankind to know the great and unfamiliar, had 

brought everyone from all places.  

As Whitton has argued, some Romans may have been unenthusiastic about the result 

of the trial because Priscus only received a sentence of exile rather than a harsher 

punishment.675 Juvenal, for example, mocks the outcome being considered a victory 

for the provincials when Priscus lives a life of luxury in exile. Pliny is not blind to 

the failings of the trial: he criticises senators such as Regulus for proposing lenient 

sentences (Ep. 2.11.22; 2.12.3-4) and others for letting Priscus’ accomplice Hostilius 

Firminus go unpunished (Ep. 2.12).676 Nevertheless, he is positive about Trajan’s 

presence, declaring that his addressee Maturus Arrianus will find the account of the 

trial delightful (Ep. 2.11.1), and uses vocabulary to emphasise Trajan’s role as judge: 

as Whitton has argued, his description of the case as augustissimus is perhaps a 

reference to the emperor’s title and his use of the noun consul highlights his civic 

status.677 It is difficult to say whether the editor of Book 10 expected readers to have 

Ep. 2.11 in mind, especially since there is no clear shared language between the two 

letters. Nevertheless, 10.3A’s recollection of Priscus may have reminded readers 

who were familiar with the court case that Trajan allowed a full and proper 

investigation to take place: Pliny tells us that he spoke for five hours because he was 

given additional water clocks (Ep. 2.11.14).678 

                                                           
675 Juv. Sat. 1.49-50. Whitton (2013a) 155. 
676 Whitton (2013a) 156. 
677 Whitton (2013a) 170. 
678 McDermott (1973) for a discussion on the water clocks mentioned by Pliny. 
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That the above passage hints at Trajan’s benevolence is made even more 

pronounced by Pliny’s claim that the emperor’s saeculum has tranquilitas.679 This 

line could be interpreted as foreshadowing Pliny’s later praise of Trajan’s saeculum: 

Pliny desires to build a bath for the people of Prusa from public funds because such a 

project would be worthy of the emperor’s saeculum (Ep. 10.23.2) and he similarly 

states that the construction of an aqueduct in Nicomedia would fit the splendour of 

Trajan’s reign (Ep. 10.37.3). Yet Pliny’s praise of Trajan’s saeculum also has a more 

immediate implication in the context of these opening fourteen letters. In Ep. 10.2.3, 

placed only one letter prior, Pliny refers to the reign of Domitian as “the saddest age” 

(tristissimum saeculum) and expresses relief that he did not have children in the past 

because the present under Trajan is freer and happier. The juxtaposition of Ep. 10.2 

and 10.3A invites us to link the two letters, emphasising a shift from the dark times 

of Domitian to a better age under Trajan, even if it is difficult to say whether this was 

an intentional decision by the editor. 

 We have seen that Ep. 10.3A contains subtle clues of Pliny and Trajan’s good 

qualities and a cluster of later letters similarly hint at Pliny’s potential as a governor. 

A key focus in Book 10’s opening fourteen letters are Pliny’s requests for favours 

from Trajan: he asks that his friend Voconius Romanus be raised to the senate (Ep. 

                                                           
679 Pliny’s claim that Trajan’s age has tranquilitas may seem to conflict with his criticisms of his 

community which are covered in Chapter 2. However, Ep. 10.3A is commonly dated to AD 98, and 

so it was written around the time of Book 1’s publication, when Pliny was less overtly critical of his 

community. For the publication date of Ep. 10.3A, see Sherwin-White (1966) 560-1, using the Marius 

Priscus case as a reference point. For the publication of Book 1, see Bodel (2015) 106-8. In the later 

Book 10 letters where Pliny compliments Trajan’s reign, he may have changed his mind about 

Rome’s future. In other words, the darkness which Gibson (2015) reads in the second half of the 

Epistles may have faded away. However, it is also very possible that Pliny is simply being polite to 

Trajan and hoping to enter his good graces. As I argue is the case throughout Book 10, it is the 

placement of the letters in the book unit which promote Trajan as a positive counterpart to Domitian 

rather than simply the letters themselves. It is therefore the editor who gives Book 10 a grand design.  
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10.4), his medical physician Arporcras (Ep. 10.5-7) and doctor Postumius Marinus 

(Ep. 10.11) be awarded citizenship, and his friend Attius Sura be granted the 

praetorship (Ep. 10.12). A reader of Books 1-9 may have remembered that letters of 

recommendation feature frequently in the private correspondence.680 In this light, 

Page has demonstrated that Pliny presents patronage as one of the key duties of a 

good senator, since the promotion of talented and well-intentioned individuals to 

administrative and political office has a positive effect on Rome’s future.681 These 

letters, then, present Pliny upholding his status as an “ideal aristocrat”.682 Yet even if 

a reader was unfamiliar with the private correspondence, patronage was one of the 

key civic duties of a governor and Pliny’s care for his friends at Rome paint a 

positive future for his dealings with the provincials in Bithynia-Pontus.683 

5.3. The Framing of Documents: Archippus and the Domitianic Past 

The inclusion of the first fourteen letters suggest that the editor wished to 

emphasise exemplarity as a key topic of Book 10, and another clear sign of editing 

which is similarly worth examining is the omission of almost all documents which 

are referenced in the imperial correspondence. Pliny tells us that he has “attached” 

(iungere) forms to the end of Ep. 10.59, 81.6, and 83,684 suggesting that these papers 

have been fastened onto the letter by glue.685 These files may not feature in the 

published correspondence because they were unavailable to the editor, although this 

seems unlikely considering they were well preserved in Rome and the governor’s 

                                                           
680 Ep. 1.14; 1.24; 2.13; 3.2; 4.4; 4.15. 
681 Page (2015) 102-7. 
682 As Page (2015) refers to Pliny’s self-presentation as an ideal senatorial statesman. 
683 On patronage as an important task for governors, see Saller (1982) 154. Cf. Nicols (2014) 117. It 

was common for governors of Bithynia-Pontus to be patrons of Nicae or Nicomedia, see Madsen 

(2009) 65.  
684 Trajan also uses the word at Ep. 10.48.1; 60.2. Pliny uses the words “to send” (mittere) and “to 

bring” (perferre) in similar ways at Ep. 10.47.2; 70.4; 83; 106. 
685 Vidman (1960) 36-7, with discussion in Sherwin-White (1966) 591. Cf. Williams (1990) 92. 
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archives for future use.686 More puzzling is the omission of documents which Pliny 

claims he has “appended” (subieci) to the end of Ep. 10.56.5, 58.4, 65.3, 70.4, 79.5, 

and 106, as the use of subieci indicates that these texts were copied below the body 

of the letter and would be readily available to the editor.687 Sherwin-White suspects 

that such documents were removed to ensure the already bulky Book 10 would not 

be excessively long and distract from the exchange between Pliny and Trajan.688  

What if the editor also had another agenda in excising these documents? One 

way to probe this question is by examining Ep. 10.58, the only letter in Book 10 to 

frame some of the documents which Pliny brings to Trajan’s attention. Making Ep. 

10.58 even more remarkable is that it is placed in the middle of the imperial 

correspondence. Ep. 10.62 serves as the unit’s numerical centre,689 but as Whitton 

reminds us, Latin texts were originally transmitted on scrolls and the centre of the 

scroll serves as the text’s middle.690 The copy of Book 10 which has come down to 

us has 58,690 characters: the middle of the text lands exactly halfway through the 

documents which are attached to Ep. 10.58.691 One might object that several lines of 

Book 10 seem to be incomplete and such reconstructions are speculative in nature, 

making it difficult to make definitive claims.692 Yet we do not need to be too precise 

                                                           
686 Bérenger (2014) 158; 60 
687 See Sherwin-White and Williams above. Trajan uses the word in the same way at Ep. 22.1. Pliny 

uses the word subieci when attaching a petition at Ep. 10.92, perhaps a mistake which Trajan corrects 

in his response with iungere. 
688 Sherwin-White (1966) 535. Cf. Williams (1990) 3-4, who while doubting that many letters were 

omitted from Book 10, concedes that documents have been deliberately removed by the editor. He 

does not provide a reason for why 
689 When counting 3A, 3B, 17A, 17B, 86A. 86B as separate letters, there are 124 letters total. 
690 As is argued by Whitton (2015) 122-131. Whitton uses, for argument’s sake, “an average of 20 

characters per line, 35 lines per column, a column-width of 6 cm and intercolumns of 2 cm, and 

ignored any blank sheets beginning or ending the scroll…book-titles, inscriptions and vale are 

included, though I have not tried to assign them separate lines” p. 123 n.62. I use Whitton’s 

hypothetical dimensions in a reconstruction of the Book 10 scroll. 
691 At 29,348 characters and 1,467 lines.  
692 A key example includes Ep. 10.86B. See also Ep. 88. A good overview of stichometry in Latin 

prose is provided by Whitton (2015) 120, who notes that lines were used as a metric for measurement 

for the Roman rhetoricians rather than words.  
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because, as Whitton has argued, a Roman reader would feel for the middle of the 

book when handling the scroll;693 give or take a substantial number of lines and the 

centre of Book 10’s scroll would have still landed on Pliny and Trajan’s exchange on 

Archippus, which covers a few letters (Ep. 10.58-60). That the only letter in Book 10 

to contain documents is placed in the centre of the book gives it added emphasis 

within the correspondence’s overarching structure. 

To examine these crucial documents, we first need to understand their role 

within the context of Ep. 10.58. In the letter, Pliny relates that the provincial 

Archippus had hoped to avoid undertaking jury service in Prusa because of his status 

as a philosopher (Ep. 10.58.1). However, the Prusan people counter his claim by 

insisting that he should be removed from the judicial register entirely because he had 

escaped a criminal conviction for forgery (Ep. 10.58.1-2). Pliny investigates the 

matter, telling Trajan that, even though Archippus had been convicted by the 

proconsul Velius Paulus, he had been reinstated by using letters of recommendation 

from Domitian (Ep. 10.58.1-3). Archippus also alleges that he has letters of 

recommendation from Nerva and Trajan to support his case (Ep. 10.58.3). Pliny 

attaches Domitian’s letters, Nerva’s edict, and the emperor’s letters to the end of his 

account, using subieci as he does throughout Book 10 when referring to documents 

which he copies underneath the main body of his letter (Ep. 10.58.4).694 

Yet not all the documents which Pliny mentions are attached to his published 

letter: we do not see Trajan’s letters of recommendation, Archippus’ petition to 

Domitian, the decree from Prusa, or the sentence of the proconsul Velius Paulus (Ep. 

                                                           
693 Whitton (2015) 129-30, using Asconius’ commentary on reading Cicero with markers around the 

middle of the scroll. 
694 He even uses the same phrase: “I have appended to this letter” (his litteris subieci), see Ep 10.56.5; 

79.5; 92; 114.3 for other instances. 
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10.58.2-3). Sherwin-White argues that these omissions are an editorial decision to 

make Pliny’s account clearer and present “a perfect problem”.695 In his view, the 

other documents would have been redundant: Paulus’ judgement was not in dispute 

and was paraphrased by Pliny, the petition of Archippus and the decree from Prusa 

would not have addressed the problem of Archippus’ status, and Trajan’s letters 

probably repeated Nerva’s own statements. Only the documents which are necessary 

for the case at hand, namely Domitian’s letters and Nerva’s confirmation of his 

predecessor’s actions, were included.  

We can also observe that the documents have been framed in such a way to 

contrast the rule of Trajan against that of Domitian. For example, Domitian’s 

recommendation letters show the emperor gifting Archippus an estate (Ep. 10.58.5) 

and praising his character (Ep. 10.58.6). Domitian’s letters are not unusual compared 

to other imperial bounties,696 but they are troubling considering Archippus was a 

convict and that the emperor’s favour had been instrumental in breaking the 

philosopher out of his sentence: 

Fuerunt, qui dicerent non liberandum eum iudicandi necessitate, sed omnino 

tollendum de iudicum numero reddendumque poenae, quam fractis vinculis 

evasisset. Recitata est sententia Veli Pauli proconsulis, qua probabatur Archippus 

crimine falsi damnatus in metallum: ille nihil proferebat, quo restitutum se doceret; 

allegabat tamen pro restitutione et libellum a se Domitiano datum et epistulas eius 

ad honorem suum pertinentes et decretum Prusensium. 

There were those who said that he should not be freed from the obligation of acting 

as a judge but removed from the judicial register entirely and returned to his 

punishment, which he had escaped by breaking out of his chains. The sentence of 

                                                           
695 Sherwin-White (1966) 642. 
696 Stadter (2014) 32. 
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the proconsul Velius Paulus was read, in which it was shown that Archippus was 

condemned to the mines on the charge of forgery: he brought forward nothing to 

show that he had been reinstated; rather, he brought forward on behalf of his 

reinstatement a petition which he had given to Domitian, letters of Domitian 

pertaining to his honour, and a decree of Prusa. 

        Ep. 10.58.2-3. 

Pliny’s use of vinculi may indicate that Archippus broke out of the literal chains 

which men faced in the mines,697 but as Shelton argues, the word also emphasises 

that he broke out of his sentence solely with imperial favour.698 The letter paints a 

damning impression of Domitian as a corrupt leader, but most significantly for our 

purposes, Domitian’s illegitimate support for a convict stands at odds with Trajan, 

who had told Pliny in the previous letter that any individual who escapes their 

sentence must be sent “enchained” (vinctus) back to Rome for due punishment (Ep. 

10.57.2).699 That Trajan’s instruction immediately precedes Pliny’s letter about 

Archippus guides us to link the two letters and compare the two emperors.700 

The editor may have deliberately omitted letters to juxtapose Ep. 10.57 and 

10.58, since Trajan tells Pliny that he will soon advise him on further action he 

should take regarding individuals who had been exiled by the governor Calvus and 

subsequently had their statuses restored (Ep. 10.57.1), but he never does so in the 

published correspondence. Yet even if the editor did not exclude this letter and 

Trajan simply forgot to send it as Williams suspects,701 the close placement of the 

two letters nevertheless forms a connection between them which presents Trajan 

                                                           
697 Williams (1990) 114. 
698 Shelton (2013) 336-7. 
699 Note that in Ep. 10.56.3, Pliny reveals that one of his mandata was to ensure that exiled men were 

not reinstated. 
700 Sherwin-White (1966) 636 notes that Ep. 10.56-60 form a block about how to deal with convicts 

but does not comment more on the matter. 
701 Williams (1990) 111. 
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informing Pliny that all convicts must serve full sentences and then a revelation that 

Domitian had helped convicts like Archippus escape punishment in the past. 

 Pliny no doubt sent these documents to Trajan and asked for his advice 

because, as Sherwin-White and Williams note, he was unsure whether Archippus 

had really been reinstated from a criminal charge. That Archippus claimed Trajan 

confirmed Domitian’s beneficia meant he had to handle the matter delicately.702 

Archippus’ use of documents from Nerva and Trajan to support his case also creates 

a dilemma for the editor; besides casting both emperors in an uncomfortable light by 

having them assist a criminal, Kaius Tuori argues the recommendation letters can be 

interpreted as proof that other criminals in Bithynia-Pontus are using similar files 

from emperors for nefarious purposes.703 The editor alleviates our concerns by 

framing Nerva’s documents immediately after Domitian’s letters. Nerva’s edict 

clarifies that the emperor followed in the precedent of Domitian for clemency: 

Quaedam sine dubio, Quirites, ipsa felicitas temporum edicit, nec exspectandus est 

in iis bonus princeps, quibus illum intellegi satis est, cum hoc sibi civium meorum 

spondere possit vel non admonita persuasio, me securitatem omnium quieti meae 

praetulisse, ut et nova beneficia conferrem et ante me concessa servarem. Ne tamen 

aliquam gaudiis publicis afferat haesitationem vel eorum qui impetraverunt 

diffidentia vel eius memoria qui praestitit, necessarium pariter credidi ac laetum 

obviam dubitantibus indulgentiam meam mittere. Nolo existimet quisquam, quod 

alio principe vel privatim vel publice consecutus sit ideo saltem a me rescindi, ut 

potius mihi debeat. Sint rata et certa, nec gratulatio ullius instauratis egeat precibus, 

quem fortuna imperii vultu meliore respexit. Me novis beneficiis vacare patiantur, et 

ea demum sciant roganda esse quae non habent. 

                                                           
702 Sherwin-White (1966) 642; Williams (1990) 113. 
703 Tuori (2016) 191. As Sherwin-White (1964) 642 states, an edict of restitution would normally be 

required to become a citizen again. 
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Without doubt, citizens, the good fortune of our times makes certain affairs clear, 

nor must we look to a good emperor for matters where it is easy to understand his 

opinion, since the assurance of my citizens can be guaranteed, even without 

prompting, that I have given preference to the safety of all before my own 

retirement, so that I might grant new favours and preserve those which have been 

given before my own reign. However, so not to bring any hesitation to the public 

rejoicing, either by the distrust of those who obtained favours, or by the memory of 

he who granted them, I have believed it both necessary and pleasing to give my 

leniency to those who are doubtful. I do not want anyone to think that, because he 

acquired favours from another emperor either privately or publicly, that they will be 

rescinded by me, even if just for the sake that he should feel indebted to me instead. 

All favours are certain and fixed, nor do the joys of anyone whom the fortune of the 

empire has looked upon with a kinder face need renewed wishes. Let them permit 

me to be free for new favours, and finally, let them know that they should ask for the 

things which they do not have. 

Nerva indirectly praises himself as a bonus princeps and claims that he put the needs 

of the Roman people before his own retirement, indicating that he ranks Rome’s 

prosperity over his own life. The words dubitantibus indulgentiam are juxtaposed, 

highlighting that Nerva will show mercy to those who doubt that their favours will 

be kept. Finally, Nerva describes his age as felicitas and claims that citizens do not 

need to ask him whether their benefits are still valid. While the position of emperor 

was associated with felicitas because of the legacy of Augustus’ promotion of his 

successes,704 Nerva’s use of the word ties his reign to the Empire’s past fortuna, 

implying that his rule will be full of generous imperial favours. 

The editor also appends a letter by Nerva after the edict to indicate that the 

                                                           
704 Ando (2000) 284-92 on this topic. 
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emperor took this action despite his dislike of Domitian. Nerva claims that even the 

benefits inferred by Domitian’s letters must be preserved:  

Cum rerum omnium ordinatio, quae prioribus temporibus incohatae consummatae 

sunt, observanda sit, tum epistulis etiam Domitiani standum est. 

Since the regulation of all matters which have begun and been decided in prior times 

are heeded, then even the letters of Domitian must stand. 

Ep. 10.58.10. 

Nerva’s use of etiam emphasises that even though Domitian’s letters are inherently 

off-putting, they must be accepted in the sake of fairness. Nerva’s letter may seem 

like a throwaway inclusion, but it serves a vital purpose in drawing a clear line 

between Domitian, who supported Archippus because of his affection for him, and 

Nerva, who permits the prior emperor’s favours to maintain a consistent line of 

clemency. 

It may seem strange that the editor has omitted documents by Trajan. Pliny 

may not have felt a need to send Trajan copies of his own letters of recommendation 

and their omission could be a practical decision, yet if he wanted complete clarity 

from Trajan on what action to take in regard to Archippus, which is why he wrote to 

him, it is likely that he would have sent the letters considering he had access to them. 

Christian Kokkinia argues that Trajan’s letters may have praised Archippus 

erroneously and were omitted by the editor because they were embarrassing for 

Trajan.705 Additionally, by removing Trajan’s recommendation letters, the editor 

privileges the emperor’s response to Pliny; after providing some reasons to explain 

why Domitian may have released Archippus intentionally, Trajan insists that 

Archippus’ deeds must not be overlooked in the future:  

                                                           
705 Kokkinia (2004) 494. 
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Quae tamen, mi Secunde carissime, non eo pertinent, ut si quid illi novi criminis 

obicitur, minus de eo audiendum putes. Libellos Furiae Primae accusatricis, item 

ipsius Archippi, quos alteri epistulae tuae iunxeras, legi. 

These things, however, my dearest Pliny, do not mean that you should consider any 

new charge against him as less necessary of attention. Likewise, I have read the 

petition of Furia Prima, his accuser, and that of Archippus himself, both of which 

you attached to your letter. 

          Ep. 10.60.2. 

When looking at Ep. 10.60 as a whole letter, the framing of these documents creates 

a clear development: Domitian uses recommendation letters inappropriately to assist 

Archippus, Nerva accepts Domitian’s precedent out of clemency, and Trajan’s 

response follows Nerva’s line, but also reminds Pliny that criminals such as 

Archippus must be dealt with in the future. As well as presenting Trajan as an 

upholder of the law, the editor creates a subtle line of succession in Nerva-Trajanic 

thought, which is especially significant in the context of Book 10, where Trajan does 

not explicitly liken himself to Nerva.706 

Scholars have often noted that individual letters can play a vital role in the 

overarching narrative of Pliny’s private correspondence;707 I propose that Ep. 10.58 

similarly serves as a guide for readers of Book 10, directing them to seek out 

Trajan’s intention to move away from the precedent of Domitian elsewhere in the 

imperial correspondence. This fits with what Lavan has observed in Book 10 and 

even in other imperial letters written by Trajan: the Optimus Princeps frequently 

contrasts the clemency of his new regime against the corruption of the Domitianic 

                                                           
706 See Ando (2000) 33-7 on how imperial dynastic succession was essential for an emperor’s 

authority. 
707 See Henderson on Ep. 3.6 in the introduction for a key example. Cf. Whitton (2010) on Ep. 8.14 

similarly. 
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past when responding to the requests of governors.708 The editor is restrained when 

intervening in the text, but the choice to frame documents only in Ep. 10.58 draws 

our attention to the ideology which underlie Pliny and Trajan’s correspondence. 

 A reader could be reminded of Books 1-9, where Pliny similarly casts 

Trajan’s conduct as emperor in contrast to that of Domitian: a key example is his 

claim that Regulus would not be able to wreak the same havoc under Trajan as he 

had done in the past (Ep. 6.2.4), recalling his claim that Regulus committed crimes 

under the reign of Domitian (Ep. 1.5.1).709 Yet as Whitton notes, Pliny is relatively 

discreet in drawing a contrast between Domitian and Trajan as emperors in the 

private correspondence, especially when compared to the Panegyricus.710 Whitton 

convincingly argues that, instead, Pliny uses subjects of the Empire to signal a 

watershed upon Domitian’s demise: Regulus represents Domitian and is powerless 

in the new age, and Book 1 generally celebrates an intellectual renaissance with 

Trajan as emperor.711 Unlike Books 1-9, the central letter of Book 10 - Ep. 10.58 =– 

brings Domitian and Trajan themselves to the forefront. Ep. 10.58 can be interpreted 

as part of the Epistles’ overarching portrait of a Domitianic-Trajanic shift, but it also 

acts as a supplement to the private correspondence by outlining the ways in which 

Trajan succeeded as an emperor where Domitian failed: here he balances clementia 

with a firm upholding of the law. 

Before moving on, it is worth mentioning that Ep. 10.58 also draws our 

attention to Archippus’ later appearance in Book 10, where he functions as a symbol 

of the elite rivalry in Bithynia-Pontus. Trajan evidently sent Pliny to the province 

                                                           
708 Lavan (2018) 298-9. 
709 As has been discussed in Ch. 2.3. Pliny’s use of Regulus to contrast Trajan and Domitian as 

emperors is further discussed in Hoffer (1991) 61-6. 
710 Whitton (2013a) 7. 
711 Whitton (2013a) 7. 
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because of its intense inter-city rivalry, which resulted in squandered money on 

failed vanity building projects.712 In Ep. 10.81.1-2, Pliny tells us that Eumolpus - 

Archippus’ legal representative - urged him to examine the financial accounts of the 

Greek rhetor Dio Chrysostom for fraud, alleging that Dio had buried his deceased 

wife and son in the same building which housed a statue of Trajan: 

Cocceianus Dion in bule adsignari civitati opus cuius curam egerat vellet, tum 

Eumolpus adsistens Flavio Archippo dixit exigendam esse a Dione rationem operis, 

ante quam rei publicae traderetur, quod aliter fecisset ac debuisset. Adiecit etiam 

esse in eodem positam tuam statuam et corpora sepultorum, uxoris Dionis et filii, 

postulavitque ut cognoscerem pro tribunali. 

When Dio Cocceianus was in the local senate, he wanted to arrange for a public 

work which he had supervised to be assigned to the city, but then Eumolpus, 

representing Flavius Archippus, said that the account of the work should be taken 

from Dio before it is handed over to the country, because he had acted contrary to 

how he had ought to have done. He even added that your statue was placed in the 

same place as where the bodies of the wife and son of Dio had been buried and 

asked me to deal with the matter in court. 

Archippus hoped to charge Dio with “high treason” (maiestas), since he had buried 

his family in consecrated ground. Archippus’ use of maiestas is indicative of his 

self-interested nature, since Trajan famously rejected the opportunistic uses of 

maiestas charges in the past,713 a feature of his reign which Pliny had praised in his 

Panegyricus (42.1).714 Pliny does not associate Archippus with vices as he had done 

                                                           
712 Sherwin-White (1966) 527. See Ep. 23.1; 18.3; 23-4; 37-44; 47; 90-91; 98-99. The rivalry among 

the Bithynia-Pontus’ elites is well-covered in Dio’s speeches, see esp. Or. 38.36, with discussion in 

Fuhrmann (2014) 165. 
713 Bennett (1997) 108. As Bekker-Nielsen (2008) claims at p. 134, there had been no maiestas 

charges when Trajan was emperor. 
714 Fuhrmann (2014) 172-3. 
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with Regulus and Pallas in the private correspondence,715 nor mark him as 

exceptionally wicked compared to other provincials, and so it is a stretch to interpret 

him as a negative exemplum. Nevertheless, he is indicative of the destructive 

rivalries of the province’s cities. Pliny goes on to claim that Archippus had failed to 

provide memoranda for the case while Dio had done so, which presents the former in 

a negative light as a timewaster (Ep. 10.81.6). Trajan flatly rejects the implication 

that Dio committed treason in his response (Ep. 10.82). 

Archippus’ attempt to charge Dio with maiestas brings Domitian to mind, 

who was notorious for reviving the practice during his reign.716 Writers 

contemporary to Pliny emphasise Domitian’s relationship with maiestas cases: 

Suetonius notes that Domitian executed senators, including ex-consuls, because he 

suspected them of treason (Dom. 10.2). Similarly, Tacitus notes that Domitian not 

only executed individuals he suspected of maiestas, but also burned their books 

(Agr. 2). Pliny speaks out against maiestas cases under Domitian at Pan. 42 and 

praises numerous individuals who were prosecuted by Domitian on grounds of 

maiestas in the Epistles.717 Book 10’s readers, then, would detect a troubling link 

between Archippus’ use of maeistas and Domitian, especially since the emperor had 

assisted him in escaping from a criminal sentence earlier in the imperial 

correspondence. When Trajan goes on to reject Archippus’ attempt to use maiestas, 

and reprimands Pliny for even considering it (Ep. 10.82), he positions himself not 

                                                           
715 As is covered In Ch. 2. 
716 Domitian reintroduced maiestas charges after they fell into disuse under Vespasian and Titus, see 

Rogers (1960) 19-23, with discussion in Shelton (2013) 349. However, see Southern (1997) 113-114, 

who notes that Domitian’s view against treason may historically have been more nuanced than has 

typically been assumed. 
717 Shelton (2013) 67. As Shelton argues, these cases weren’t specifically revolutionary, but were 

more seen as hostile to Domitian’s reign, which was considered treasonous in itself.  
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only against Archippus but the Domitianic past.718 Even the later Archippus letters, 

then, further cement the portrait of Trajan as an emperor who cleanses the Roman 

Empire of Domitian’s misdeeds. 

5.4. Pliny as a Complex Governor Exemplum 

 Trajan’s criticism of Pliny for considering a maeistas case indicates that the 

latter made mistakes as a governor and some scholars contest that Pliny’s conduct in 

Book 10 can hardly be called exemplary; it is occasionally suggested that he was an 

indecisive and incapable governor.719 It is true that Pliny can often seem excessively 

cautious and is even reprimanded at times by Trajan for not showing more initiative 

(Ep. 10.32.1; 117). However, as Agnès Bérenger has rightly argued, in such cases, 

Pliny’s caution is often rooted in the fact that he is dealing with powerful members 

of the provincial elite.720 Governors needed to keep provincials on their side, since 

they were invaluable for assisting in travel through the provinces to hold assizes.721 

In contrast, if a governor mistreated his province, he could be prosecuted, as had 

happened to the last two governors of Bithynia-Pontus.722 The governor of Bithynia-

Pontus had little power outside of the emperor’s support because of the lack of 

military presence in the province: Trajan tells Pliny to use soldiers only when 

absolutely necessary, such as when collecting grain (Ep. 10.28), and not for minor 

roles such as prison guards (Ep. 10.20). Pliny’s anxieties are well-founded, and he 

                                                           
718 We could be tempted to draw a parallel between Archippus and Regulus, as both men function as 

negative exempla who represent the crimes of Domitian. Although how intentional this may have 

been on the behalf of the editor is impossible to say. 
719 For a particularly remarkable example, see Bruce (1974) 24. Also see Fear (2008) 105-7, albeit 

with justifications for Pliny’s alleged inadequacies - specifically the difficulties of the province - 

throughout the rest of the article.  
720 Bérenger (2014) 376-7. 
721 Ando (2000) 196-9 on how provincials could either make travel through the province difficult or 

easy for governors. 
722 Varenus Rufus and Julius Bassus, as covered in Ep. 4.9; 5.20; 6.5; 6.13; 7.6; 7.10. Bithynia-Pontus 

had more cases of repetundae than other provinces at this time, see Fuhrmann (2014) 171 n.29. 
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does not act any more hesitantly than other governors of his time would have 

done.723 

In many ways Pliny’s governorship can be described as straightforwardly 

positive. Perhaps because the letters in Book 10 were carefully selected by the editor, 

we do not see Pliny commit the failings which were associated with bad governors. 

For example, it was a topos in Roman thought that it was dangerous for governors to 

bring wives to their provinces because of their rapacious greed.724 Calpurnia is never 

mentioned in Book 10 until the very end and only when it is necessary (Ep. 10.120-

1), giving us the impression that she is not causing trouble in the province and is 

acting the role of a good wife.725 Likewise, Pliny’s own moral conduct mostly stands 

up to scrutiny; he does not use his own slaves in an official capacity, a practice 

which was unanimously criticised by contemporary writers.726 There are no signs 

that he undertook economic projects in Bithynia-Pontus, which could cause collusion 

between the governor and his provincials.727 Perhaps most crucially, Pliny does not 

seem to be guilty of bribery, a common form of corruption in Rome’s provinces 

which had troubled Bithynia-Pontus in the past under Julius Bassus (Ep. 4.9.7).728 

Pliny works to curb bribery in the province (Ep. 10.116), even if his indecision in 

                                                           
723 As Sherwin-White (1966) 679 notes. Cf. Marek (2003) 59 for more on the limited military 

presence in Bithynia-Pontus. 
724  Juv. Sat. 8.128-30; Mart. Epigr. 2.56.1-2: Ulpien in Dig. I, 16, 4, 2. With discussion in Bérenger 

(2014) 35-6. Romans debated on whether wives should accompany them to a province, see Tac. Ann. 

3.32-35. For more on this controversy, see Marshall (1975); Bauman (1992) 142-3; Barrett (2006). 
725 Compare with Seneca’s Ad Helviam. 19.6, where he praises his aunt for playing no official role in 

her husband’s province for sixteen years. With discussion in Bérenger (2014) 37. 
726 Cic. Q.fr.1.1.17. Cf with Agricola’s conduct in Tac. Agr. 19.3. With discussion in Bérenger (2014) 

387. 
727 Cicero criticises such projects at In Verr. 2.3.169. With discussion in Bérenger (2014) 96-7.  
728 Nevertheless, some have argued that Pliny may have managed funds badly because of the 

continual financial problems in Bithynia-Pontus, see Corke-Webster (2017b) 389 n.73. In the one case 

which does pose a problem - Pliny receiving fifty thousand sesterces alongside a request by a 

provincial to accept an estate and give its residue to the cities Hiraclea and Tium - Trajan does not 

reprimand him but praises him. Sherwin-White (1966) 664 suspects private increments were no 

longer considered an issue when the equestrian class increased in the province. See Slootjes (2006) 

61-2 on how bribery was a fundamental aspect of corruption in the Roman provinces. 
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doing so is criticised by Trajan (Ep. 10.117).729 

That said, Pliny’s career is not whitewashed, and his flaws are visible for 

Book 10’s readers. Woolf argues that considering how much effort has gone into 

polishing the rough edges off the imperial correspondence, it is unlikely that Pliny’s 

failings have been included carelessly.730 He contends that when Pliny seems to be 

reprimanded by Trajan, we approach a disharmony between the two in a modern 

mindset when Trajan’s admonishments would have been more understandable in 

Roman thought.731 I suggest that Trajan’s rebukes also serve as lessons on good 

governance. For example, Pliny’s chief objective in Bithynia-Pontus was to manage 

the province’s finances,732 which he accomplishes generally well.733 However, Pliny 

blunders in Ep. 10.37, where he tells Trajan that Nicomedia has wasted an 

extravagant sum of money on failed aqueducts. The emperor censures him for not 

considering that this spending may be a form of corruption: 

Vere credo te ea, qua debebis, diligentia hoc opus adgressurum. Sed medius fidius 

ad eandem diligentiam tuam pertinet inquirere, quorum vitio ad hoc tempus tantam 

pecuniam Nicomedenses perdiderint, ne, dum inter se gratificantur, et incohaverint 

aquae ductus et reliquerint. Quid itaque compereris, perfer in notitiam meam. 

I believe that you will approach this project with the diligence which you ought to 

do. But by the gods, it pertains to that same diligence for you to inquire whose fault 

                                                           
729 It is on these grounds which is why Gibson (2020) 221 suspects Pliny may have been a superior 

governor than his predecessors Julius Bassus and Varenus Rufus. These two letters are covered in 

more detail later in this section. 
730 Woolf (2015) 134. 
731 Woolf (2015) 134. He claims that “when a letter seems to us to present criticism or disharmony, 

this highlights an interpretative problem for Pliny’s modern readers, a gap between our expectations 

and those of the contemporaries whom he knew so well”. 
732 Sherwin-White (1966) 533. Trajan confirms this is Pliny’s principal goal at Ep. 10.18. 
733 Pliny tells Trajan that he can construct a bath house in Prusa (Ep. 10.23) and fix the sewer at 

Amastris (Ep. 10.98) because he has managed the accounts. Pliny is praised by the emperor for 

limiting the amount of money the province wastes on imperial embassies (Ep. 10.43-4). As Bérenger 

(2014) 293 notes, this was a typical way in which governors-controlled finances. 
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it is that the people of Nicomedia have wasted so much money up to this time, so 

that they have not been starting and abandoning the aqueducts so they can give each 

other favours. What you discover regarding this matter, bring to my attention. 

        Ep. 10.38. 

Trajan’s outburst sed medius fidius - unusually emphatic compared to the rest of his 

letters in Book 10 - draws attention to Pliny’s negligence.734 It is unlikely that this 

letter has been included to make Pliny seem incompetent: this blip in his 

administration does not resurface. Rather, it gives an example of a governor making 

a mistake in managing a province’s city, a key duty,735 and indirectly shows readers 

how they could exercise more caution. Additionally, when we consider the problem 

which the province had with corruption in the past, Trajan’s irritation with Pliny also 

serves to exonerate him as a governor, for he did not act indecisively because of 

malice but negligence. 

 The editing of Book 10 makes Trajan’s lessons far more impactful for the 

reader, because Pliny’s request and the emperor’s response are paired next to each 

other. On one level, the medium of the letter collection shows the dutiful Pliny 

asking when in doubt and the just Trajan responding in a form of exemplary 

cooperation. Yet the dialogue also highlights that, in addition to Pliny and Trajan’s 

effectiveness, the reports and decision making are undertaken in utmost transparency 

and accuracy. While Book 10 does teach good governance, then, it also gives readers 

an insight into the mechanisms and moral considerations of the making of political 

management, and not just the outcomes. 

  Trajan’s lessons occur throughout Book 10 and another clear example is 

                                                           
734 Sherwin-White (1966) 61 argues that this line was penned by Trajan himself. Willams (1990) 100 

notes that this is a remarkable line. 
735 Bérenger (2014) 290. 
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when Pliny’s judicial abilities receive similar critique. At Ep. 10.54.1, Pliny tells 

Trajan that it is difficult to purchase estates in Bithynia-Pontus and that he wants to 

lower the rate of interest to resolve the issue. More controversially, he also intends to 

force town councillors to borrow money, even if they have no need for it (Ep. 

10.54.2). Trajan agrees that that Pliny should reduce the level of interest but shoots 

down this proposal as too severe: 

Ipse non aliud remedium dispicio, mi Secunde carissime, quam ut quantitas 

usurarum minuatur, quo facilius pecuniae publicae collocentur. Modum eius, ex 

copia eorum qui mutuabuntur, tu constitues. Invitos ad accipiendum compellere, 

quod fortassis ipsis otiosum futurum sit, non est ex iustitia nostrorum temporum. 

I consider no other remedy, my dearest Pliny, then to reduce the value of interest, so 

that public money can be more easily collected. You can establish its level from the 

number of those who will offer loans. But if people are unwilling to accept the 

terms, it would not accord with the justice of our times to force upon them 

something which would perhaps be useless to them. 

        Ep. 10.55. 

Trajan’s claim that Pliny is not living up to his age’s iustitia has significant 

implications, since Roman writers such as Cicero, as well as inscriptions, highlight 

that governors should act as good judges and practice iustitia specifically.736 

Furthermore, Trajan had consistently presented his age as a contrast to Domitian’s 

tyranny, and by claiming that Pliny fails to meet its standards, he indirectly implies 

that his proposal belongs to the Domitianic past.737 

Pliny’s failings as a judge are similarly criticised by Trajan when he 

                                                           
736 Cic. Q. fr. 1.1.20; Att. 5.16.3.  With discussion in Bérenger (2014) 171-4, including the epigraphic 

evidence. Slootjes (2006) ch.2 on how governors also needed to act as judges in the late Roman 

empire. 
737 Williams (1990) 110. 
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mishandles his prosecution of Christians.738 In Ep. 10.96, Pliny tells Trajan that after 

executing Christians, more are brought forward, and most troublingly, anonymous 

pamphlets accusing others of being Christian spread in the province, escalating the 

problem and causing him to seek advice (Ep. 10.96.4-5).739 In his response, Trajan 

rebukes Pliny for letting anonymous pamphlets be used in his trials: 

Sine auctore vero propositi libelli 〈in〉 nullo crimine locum habere debent. Nam et 

pessimi exempli nec nostri saeculi est. 

Anonymous pamphlets which are in circulation ought to have no place in a criminal 

charge. They are the worst precedent and do not befit our age. 

        Ep. 10.97.2. 

Trajan’s message is ideologically charged: by stating that Pliny’s conduct is against 

the spirit of his saeculum, he once again indirectly indicates that his behaviour 

belongs to the Domitianic past.740 Trajan’s point is even more charged here 

compared to the last letter we examined because Pliny’s use of anonymous 

pamphlets evokes the anonymous delatores which were associated with Domitian’s 

reign.741 Arguably, Pliny’s mistake might be worse, since anonymous pamphlets are 

not susceptible to counter-charges as delatores are if they make an erroneous 

charge.742 Both Ep. 10.55 and 97 stress to the reader the importance of judging fairly 

and, most crucially, avoiding the cruel precedent of Domitian. 

Pliny and Trajan were primarily concerned about Christians not because of 

                                                           
738 This letter has been extensively examined for the insights it can provide us into early Christianity, 

a good overview is provided by Corke-Webster (2017b) esp. 372-3. I broadly agree with Corke-

Webster that Ep. 10.96-7 is evidence of an overworked governor recklessly prosecuting who he sees 

as criminals rather than imperial wide persecution. 
739 As Corke-Webster (2017b) 384 has noted. 
740 As covered in section 2 of this chapter, also note that Trajan’s care for provincials is associated 

with his saeculum in Ep. 10.3A.2. Is Pliny failing to live up to this standard? 
741 As Grant (1970) 92; Boatwright (2012) 179 note. Bennett (1997) 120 on Domitian’s use of 

anonymous delatores. 
742 Williams (1990) 144. 
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their religion but their obstinacy and political subservience (Ep. 10.96.3).743 Pliny 

presents a lackadaisical attitude to such societies elsewhere in the correspondence 

when he suggests forming a firefighter team to protect Nicomedia (Ep. 10.33.3). 

Trajan criticises his proposal because he does not want any risk of political clubs 

being formed: 

Sed meminerimus provinciam istam et praecipue eas civitates eius modi factionibus 

esse vexatas. Quodcumque nomen ex quacumque causa dederimus iis, qui in idem 

contracti fuerint, hetaeriae eaeque brevi fient. Satius itaque est comparari ea, quae ad 

coercendos ignes auxilio esse possint, admonerique dominos praediorum, ut et ipsi 

inhibeant ac, si res poposcerit, adcursu populi ad hoc uti. 

But let us remember that your province, and especially its communities, have been 

troubled by factions of this kind. Whatever name we give, and for whichever reason, 

to those who assemble for a common purpose, they soon become political clubs. It is 

preferable then for the tools which can help in extinguishing fires to be provided to 

people, and for the masters of property to be encouraged to use the equipment 

themselves and, if the situation demands it, to use the crowd which gathers for this 

purpose. 

         Ep. 10.34.1-2. 

Sherwin-White argues that Trajan may have had a pragmatic motive in advising 

against fireteams in the crowded and cramped ancient cities.744 However, the word 

hetaeriae was commonly used by Roman writers to refer to political clubs which 

may harbour nefarious plans, indicating that Trajan is most concerned about their 

status as a political society.745 Trajan’s concern about clubs may suggest that he 

                                                           
743 As Gibson (2020) 218 notes. 
744 Sherwin-White (1966) 610. 
745 Dio 45.8; 100, with discussion in Williams (1990) 98. 
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ordered Pliny to suspend them in his mandata,746 but maintaining public order and 

combatting such societies was a key duty for governors of any province,747 and so 

this letter serves as a reminder to all readers to curb such activity. Pliny seems to 

have learned his lesson: he later dealt with Christians severely and consulted Trajan 

on whether even the free city Amiseni can have societies (Ep. 10.92). 

We should be careful not to interpret Trajan’s comments too negatively. He 

never condemns Pliny in these letters and even in Ep. 10.97 where he criticises him 

over his dealing with the Christians - easily his most critical response -he reassures 

him that he generally took the right action.748 Moreover, as Corke-Webster has 

noted, Trajan does try to help Pliny’s situation, since the explosion of cases against 

Christians started because of the spread of anonymous pamphlets.749 Would Pliny 

want to include so many of his mistakes in Book 10 if he was the editor? Coleman 

finds such a proposition implausible,750 but we should not take Pliny’s penchant for 

self-praise too seriously.751 He openly admits to his failings in the private 

correspondence (Ep. 8.14.1-2). It is ultimately a matter of speculation to conclude 

whether Book 10 would be one step too far for Pliny. Besides, he may not have been 

the editor, and in this case, it would pose less of a problem to frame these letters as 

lessons. We have seen throughout this thesis that exempla were complex and subject 

to debate: I argue that Pliny’s complexities in Book 10 are no exception. 

5.5. Conclusions 

Trajan’s lessons are more pronounced when they are read because of how his 

                                                           
746 Sherwin-White (1966) 527. 
747 The most common threat to public order was banditry, see Cic. Q.fr.1.1.25; Fronto Ep. Ad. Ant. P. 

8. 1, with discussion in Bérenger (2014) 238. Yet as Bérenger says at p. 249 and 260, governors 

needed to be vigilant against all forms of public disorder, including organised clubs. 
748 As Corke-Webster (2017b) 393 n.86 claims. 
749 Corke-Webster (2017b) 393-4. 
750 Coleman (2012) 234. 
751 As Gibson (2003) 236-7 cautions. 
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replies are presented next to Pliny’s requests. By placing Pliny and Trajan’s letters 

together, the editor constructs a discourse on provincial government which teaches 

readers of Book 10 on how they should act as governors if they ever reach the office. 

This strategy is representative of the editor’s restrained approach throughout Book 

10; we have seen that the editor frames documents only in the middle of the scroll to 

emphasise Trajan’s shift from the Domitianic past to a new age of clemency, while 

also dealing with criminals strictly. The first fourteen letters also highlight at the 

outset of the correspondence that Pliny and Trajan care for provincials by ensuring a 

full investigation is given for the trials of corrupt governors. We can detect echoes of 

Pliny and Trajan’s care for provincials in the private correspondence in Book 10, 

especially in the first fourteen letters which belong to that time period. Yet as stated 

at the outset of the chapter, Book 10 promotes Pliny and Trajan as an exemplary 

governor and emperor subtly through its omission and framing of letters and 

documents. That Book 10 has such a strong focus on exemplarity invites us to unite 

it with the rest of the Epistles. 
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Conclusion 

 This thesis has uncovered Pliny’s use of letters as a medium to craft and 

impart the exempla which he most wishes to establish for the Trajanic principate. 

Scholarship has traditionally examined the messages of Pliny’s exempla, such as 

their virtues, as well as the vices of negative exempla.752 Scholars have also 

examined Pliny’s self-representation as an ultimate exemplum who possesses the 

good qualities of his role-models and even surpasses their precedent.753 By analysing 

Pliny’s use of the epistolary form in constructing exemplarity, I have provided a new 

angle from which to read the Epistles.  

I suggested at the outset of this thesis that examining the exempla of Pliny’s 

Epistles would provide a better framework for understanding his political thought 

than the binary of optimism and pessimism. Studying Pliny’s exempla reveals a 

complex moral and ideological framework which aims to influence the behaviours of 

his audience and the wider elite community. Langlands’ concept of “exemplary 

ethics” helps encapsulate the idea of exempla encouraging debate. Yet she looks at 

authors who invite discussion around the ways in which traditional heroes, who have 

established “sites of exemplarity”, should be interpreted. This thesis has 

demonstrated that Pliny’s exempla are different because they encourage the reader to 

contemplate contemporary models and determine which vices and behaviours were 

responsible for the moral degradation under emperors such as Domitian, as well as 

which values are most needed to help usher in a new age under Trajan. Likewise, 

Pliny’s exempla provide a new medium for the presentation of moral messages.  

                                                           
752 As has been discussed in Ch.3.1, the elders are often examined for their “respect” (reverentia), 

“perseverance” (constantia), “maturity” (maturitas), “modesty” (modestia), “courage” (fortitudo), and 

“purity” (sanctitas). The violence, cowardice, effeminacy, and greed of Regulus are covered in Ch. 

2.2.  
753 Méthy (2007); Bradley (2010), as was discussed in section 4 of the introduction. 
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One way the letter format achieves this effect is through the presentation of 

exempla as material for consideration. For, just as Langlands points to the 

“indeterminacy” of the traditional stories which transmit exempla – that is, their lack 

of “neat closure and a simple moral message” – so the use of the letter form also 

creates only half a dialogue.754 In other words, the reader only sees Pliny’s letters 

and not the correspondent’s responses, compelling them to think about the moral 

implications of the Epistles’ exempla. Even though the reader is ultimately left to 

form their own impression, the natural conclusions are the statements which are 

espoused by Pliny, just as Langlands points out that “many individual texts do in fact 

seem to offer “closure” in the sense of expressing great certainty and clarity about 

the meaning of the story.”755  

Pliny’s use of the letter form in constructing his exemplary society also offers 

new insights into the conventions of exempla narratives. In the introduction, we saw 

that Roller identifies four sections of exempla stories: action, evaluation, 

commemoration, and norm setting. Pliny’s promotion of contemporary role-models 

blurs the line between those who first evaluate the actions of exempla and those who 

learn about them later in texts. Roller contends that “eyewitnesses” of exempla are 

the first to see and spread their tales, leading to their eventual commemoration. Yet 

Pliny’s exemplary characters do not have the same fame as traditional exempla and 

so their actions are typically only known by a select few. As can be seen throughout 

the thesis, readers of the Epistles consequently serve as onlookers who are some of 

the first people to evaluate their deeds. Furthermore, that evaluation is guided by 

Pliny’s own analysis of the event. 

                                                           
754 Langlands (2018) 163. 
755 Langlands (2018) 164. 
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 Chapter one showed that the key characteristics of Pliny’s Epistles, such as 

exemplarity, can only be examined with a full understanding of the variety of ways 

in which we can read his letters. Through an investigation of Pliny’s preface, the 

publication of the Epistles, their envisaged readership, and epistolary style, I 

determined that we could read the letter corpus as a complete collection, individual 

books, independent letters, and narrative cycles. The open-ended nature of the 

Epistles is directly linked to the number of ways in which exemplarity is constructed: 

chapter two predominantly examined a narrative cycle about one negative exemplum, 

chapter three offered an integrated reading of several books of the collection, chapter 

four read by addressee, and chapter five looked at Book 10 as an individual book, 

albeit one which can be considered a part of the complete collection. 

Chapter two predominantly covered Pliny’s depiction of his arch-enemy 

Regulus in a close reading of the “Regulus cycle”. I determined that Regulus 

functions as the Epistles’ chief negative exemplum and that each major letter of his 

cycle gradually reveals his vices. Regulus is presented as exceptionally immoral 

even compared to other wicked men and he is thus symbolic of the dark days of the 

past. I contend Pliny also makes a wider political point, for he repeatedly reveals that 

the civitas are complicit in Regulus’ actions, thereby inviting us to consider whether 

it is truly Regulus who is most responsible for his misdeeds or the elite political 

community, such as the local decurions as well as the orators and judges at Rome. 

Pliny’s portrait of Pallas complements the Regulus cycle by showing us a similar 

failure from the senate of Rome’s past. Indeed, we learn that the Claudian senate 

inappropriately granted praetorian honours and a monument to the arrogant and 

undeserving freedman Pallas. Pliny states that senators of his own day continue to 

act ignorantly because they had no good senatorial exempla during their youth 
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because they grew up under tyrannical emperors. Ultimately, men such as Regulus 

and Pallas led to a moral crisis among the senatorial elite and set the stage for Pliny’s 

positive exempla to set a better standard for the future. In other words, while literary 

exempla can rise in any period and genre, this thesis has argued that Pliny’s project 

and use of letters is driven by his desire to write a testimony of his time and a 

blueprint for the future. 

The issues raised by Pliny’s negative exempla are similar to the 

“controversial thinking” which Langlands has observed in writers such as Cicero and 

Livy; both writers present debates between characters which represent different 

evaluations of Roman heroes.756 I have shown that Pliny encourages similar 

“controversial thinking” but in a different way, because the letter form allows him to 

build a gradual sense of ambiguity in his narrative cycles. Pliny is initially subtle 

about Regulus’ supporters, but he becomes increasingly explicit that the civitas are 

complicit in his foe’s crimes. By the time we reach the final Regulus letter, Pliny’s 

polemic is focused upon his malaise with his oratorical peers. I observed in this 

context that Pliny often embeds his strongest dilemmas upon the closure of each 

letter and Pliny’s preference for the conclusion as a structural point raises the 

question of whether the political messages of the “Regulus cycle” end upon the 

sealing of the micro-narrative. Pliny’s Epistles are open-ended, and his cycles are 

similarly flexible: he continues to reflect upon Regulus after his death and implies 

that ending the corruption in the senate is more important than dealing with immoral 

                                                           
756 As was covered in Ch. 2.3, Cicero argues that Torquatus executed his son to uphold military 

discipline despite his pain over taking the action, while Lucius Torquatus argues instead that 

Torquatus in fact had long-term pleasure from the action in guaranteeing Rome’s security. Livy 

presents Fabius Maximus Cunctator arguing that Marcus Atilius Regulus suffered misfortune during 

his campaign against Carthage, while Scipio Africanus contends that Regulus’ career was mostly 

fortunate until the end. 
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individuals. Pliny’s letters about Pallas also complement the political messages of 

the “Regulus cycle” as they are predominantly about the senate’s failure in 

rewarding the underserving Pallas with praetorian honours and a monument. 

  In chapter three, I examined Pliny’s portrait of his elders, all of whom serve 

as positive exempla and represent the best qualities of Rome’s distant past.757 Pliny 

admires his uncle’s devotion to studium and his courageous attempt to save the 

stranded inhabitants of Stabiae. He goes on to emulate his uncle in both respects, 

presenting himself as a man who cultivates studium while also possessing courage in 

his private and political life.758 Spurinna similarly serves as an exemplum of studium 

and Pliny imitates his mentor’s combination of exercise and study throughout the 

Epistles.759 Pliny values Verginius Rufus for his loyal service to the Empire and 

presents himself as acting with similar loyalty to the Trajanic regime. Finally, Pliny 

emulates Corellius Rufus as a guardian, providing for the Corelliae family in a way 

which is reminiscent of the way in which he had earlier described Corellius’ support 

for him during his youth. 

However, I illustrated that Pliny urges us to evaluate the applicability of even 

his positive exempla in everyday life, just as Langlands observes that writers such as 

Cicero and Seneca often showcase a “situational sensitivity” to exempla by 

acknowledging that only the aspects of role-models which are relevant for the 

present day should be emulated.760 Chapter three demonstrated that Pliny is also 

intentionally selective in his emulation of his elders, but that the aspects of their 

                                                           
757 As was covered in Ch, 3.1, Pliny’s elders represent the semi-mythical time of the Roman past, 

when morals were held more tightly than in the present day. 
758 As is covered in Ch. 3.3, Pliny’s rescue of his mother in Ep. 6.20 evokes Pliny the Elder’s courage 

in Ep. 6.16. Pliny also boasts about his heroic defence of his friend Senecio when he was accused by 

the powerful corrupt governor Baebius Masa of treason at Ep. 7.33.4-7.   
759 Ep. 1.6; 5.8.46; 2.8.1. Covered in Ch. 3.4. 
760 Cic. Orat. 2.90; Sen. Ad Marc. 2.3. Covered in Ch. 3.1. 
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exemplarity which are not appropriate for readers are specifically highlighted 

through intratextual links between letters because of the choice of epistolography as 

a genre. These connections are in my view most clearly illuminated when we read 

the collection as an “epistolary mosaic”. For a key example, Pliny expresses 

admiration for his uncle the Elder Pliny’s courageous attempt to save the people of 

Stabiae during the eruption of Vesuvius. Yet reservations can be detected about the 

Elder Pliny’s boldness, and Pliny is notably more cautious and proactive in his own 

escape with his mother from Misenum during the eruption. Pliny likewise imitates 

the Elder Pliny’s devotion to studium throughout the Epistles but only within limits: 

he departs from his uncle’s obsessive cultivation of his studies and pursues a wide 

range of leisure activities such as exercise and socialising with friends.  

Pliny has a similarly complex view of his other elders. He imitates 

Spurinna’s relaxed approach to studium, but also presents his mentor as an imperfect 

exemplum for the youth because his organised life in old age is not always applicable 

for young men. In fact, Pliny tells us that the young poet Augurinus looks to him 

[Pliny] as an ideal exemplum of poetry and not Spurinna. Likewise, Pliny admires 

Verginius Rufus for his modest pursuit of fame, but he indicates that such caution is 

no longer necessary in the freer age of Trajan; Pliny exclaims that excessive restraint 

was largely necessary because of the tyranny of past emperors and he urges his 

readers to indulge in self-praise. Finally, despite Pliny’s amazement at Corellius 

Rufus’ Stoic wisdom and control of his mental faculties, he expresses an unease 

about his late friend’s suicide and distance from his family upon the end of his life. 

Pliny does not want to promote a new set of exemplary characters for his readers to 

imitate slavishly in their everyday lives. Rather, this thesis has shown that he invites 

his audience to reflect upon Rome’s wise elders and consider which aspects of their 
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exemplarity are most suitable for a better age. 

Chapter four focused on female exempla, where Pliny writes to specific 

addressees to teach them about new role-models. When we looked at the most 

famous female exemplum of the Epistles, Arria, this thesis demonstrated the ways in 

which Pliny uses the epistolary form’s potential to bring untold actions of her life to 

the eyes of the reader, compelling them to feel like they are primary eyewitnesses of 

her deeds. In this context, Pliny opts to provide us with new stories of Arria’s 

exemplarity and uses energeia in his account to make her feel more sympathetic, 

dutiful, courageous, and worthy of emulation. Arria serves as an exemplum of pietas 

to her husband and a woman who breaks out of the boundaries of her sex with her 

virilis virtus.761 

Pliny’s other female exempla are a set of obscure figures who are not as 

widely discussed in other texts such as Arria and the thesis has illustrated how the 

letter here forms a bridge between these women and the reader.762 Pliny’s portrait of 

Fannia, for example, teaches readers about her emulation of Arria’s pietas and 

virilis-virtus. Yet what is most crucial about Fannia is that she serves as a living 

exemplum who is reminiscent of great women who are traditionally only encountered 

in texts. Pliny asks his readers to seek out such women in their daily lives, and it is in 

this context that he praises his wife Calpurnia for her old-fashioned virtues 

(frugalitas, verecudia) to a readership who would likely not be familiar with her. 

Pliny’s praise of his wife is no doubt designed to reflect well upon himself, 

especially when we consider that he uses Calpurnia as a springboard to extoll the 

                                                           
761 As is covered in Ch. 4.2, Balmaceda defines virilis virtus as risking your life for others. 
762 As stated in Ch. 4.3, Fannia is discussed in Tac. Hist. 4.7; 53 and Suet. Vesp. 15 for her dedication 

to her husband Helvidius Priscus but was not as famous as Arria. Calpurnia and Quadratilla are not 

attested in other texts. 
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virtues of his home region Transpadane. Yet Pliny is serious in praising women such 

as Fannia and Calpurnia for their exceptional moral character and explicitly states 

that men can learn from exemplary women.763 Finally, Pliny uses Quadratilla to raise 

questions over how we should reflect upon unknown female exempla who have 

complex moral characters, encouraging us to imitate her pietas to her grandson yet 

not follow her bad precedent, all the while forgiving her for her flaws. 

In Chapter five, I have contended that the ways in which the imperial 

correspondence have been edited emphasise the idealised portraits of Pliny as 

governor and Trajan as emperor. The first fourteen letters show us their care for 

provincials, opposition to corrupt governors, and the general skills which both 

possess to manage the troubled province. The centre of the unit contains a letter 

placed in a pronounced structural point which stresses Nerva and Trajan’s shift from 

the corrupt days of the Domitianic past. Finally, the placement of Pliny’s letters and 

Trajan’s responses side by side forms a dialogue between governor and emperor, 

showing readers how to manage difficult situations in distant provinces. In other 

words, the action of governance is presented as a contrast to the ideal.  

By investigating Book 10 with a focus on exemplarity, I argued that a reader 

who was familiar with the didactic function of exempla in Books 1-9 could interpret 

Book 10 as similarly encouraging readers to act as efficient governors. In this 

context, Pliny’s letters from Bithynia-Pontus serve as an extension of his self-

fashioning, presenting us with a portrait of him as an ideal governor. Yet the imperial 

correspondence also includes several mistakes which Pliny makes in his post, 

inviting readers to consider how one should handle such difficult situations. These 

dilemmas are similar to the various ethical issues which are raised in the private 

                                                           
763 Ep. 7.19.7. Covered in Ch. 4.3. 
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correspondence; this thesis therefore contends that a reader could perceive Book 10 

as a supplement to Books 1-9, uniting all ten books of the Epistles corpus. 

 Taking all of these chapters into account, this thesis has demonstrated that the 

study of epistolarity brings new light to research on exemplarity in the ancient world. 

By examining Pliny’s different uses of the letter form in each chapter, I offer a 

theoretical framework which can be used to uncover the construction of exemplarity 

in other letter collections. Chapter two has highlighted the ways in which a negative 

exemplum is crafted across a series of letters, as well as the role of “closure” in 

delivering ethical dilemmas about exemplary characters. Chapter three has shown 

that we can read many letters across several books of a collection as an “epistolary 

mosaic”. By looking at these letters together, the reader discovers that Pliny imitates 

certain aspects of an exemplum but chooses to depart from them when they are no 

longer relevant for his own age. Chapter four has demonstrated that Pliny writes to 

specific addressees to teach them about new aspects of famous female exempla or 

introduce them to new models entirely. In this context, the recipient has a significant 

“weight” over Pliny as an addressee, and he presents exempla to them in various 

ways accordingly.764 Chapter five has outlined the ways in which Book 10 can be 

read as an independent and self-contained unit which presents Pliny and Trajan as 

exemplary governor and emperor. Yet it also fits into the complete Epistles corpus 

because of its focus on exemplarity. 

Ultimately, this examination of exemplarity in Pliny’s Epistles offers a new 

approach to the study of Roman exemplarity more widely. Pliny’s letters often 

respond to the same stages as Roller’s theoretical model regarding the formulaic 

                                                           
764 As we saw in Ch. 4.2, Pliny writes about Arria confidently to an addressee who does not have his 

inside knowledge about her. In Ch. 4.4 we caw Pliny writes to Calpurnia’s family about her 

exceptional performance as a wife, where he is far more cautious. 
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conventions of exempla stories, yet the “participants” and processes have been 

altered in the process. Consequently, we need to adapt Roller’s broad framework: 

Pliny presents “actions” of exempla to an audience who would not be completely 

familiar with them, and they therefore act as primary “eyewitnesses” of their deeds. 

When Pliny raises ethical issues around his exempla, his readers are some of the first 

individuals to “evaluate” them and decide what to pass onto the next generation. 

Pliny’s exempla also do not have the pre-established “sites of exemplarity” which 

Langlands identifies in the works of Roman historians and orators. Rather than 

encourage the audience to weigh debates about how traditional heroes should be 

interpreted for the present day, Pliny creates a new set of contemporary exempla 

which invite readers to consider dilemmas directly related to shaping a more morally 

upright age under Trajan after the shadowy Domitianic past. 
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